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NOTE TO THE READER 

Volume II of this report consists of the 411 statements 

of significance which were filed with the Aleut Corporation's 

site selection applications for historic sites under Section 

l4(h)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. This 

volume should be utilized in conjunction with sections V and 

VI of Volume I, discussions of the general description and 

significance of Aleut historic sites, and the recommendations 

(purely subjective) made concerning their management. 

It should also be remembered that these statements may 

or may not be complete. When the certification process 

is completed for each selected site~ fuller statements, in

cluding better descriptions of the geographic settings of the 

sites, will be forthcoming. Until that time, however, these 

statements will be useful in discussions about the site-specific 

information which was utilized for this project. 

I would again like to thank Doug Veltre of Anchorage Com

munity College for his invaluable help in getting the statments 

of significance written by the July 1, 1976 deadline. Not only 

did he complete historic site information forms for all the 

sites, but he was also able to clarify some of the intricacies 

of Aleutian archaeology in terms which an historian could un

derstand. I, however, take full responsibility for any errors 

of fact or interpretation whic~ may have crept into these state-

ments. 
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I. TYI'C or SITl~: 

1. Cemetery __ 

2. Habitation 

3. Oth8r (specify) --

II SI'1'[ STATUS: 

1. Active 

2. Inactive 

III LOC{(I'nX'! or SITE: 

U.S.G.S. 1:250,000 19 

Name of rra p : 
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IS1AND/Pr.N -------
GROUP 

Seward ~'18ridian 

Township ---
Range ___ _ 

Section '---

--~-----

SIT}: N/\HE 

SITE com: ---------
Sfl\TE SITE CODE ------

latitllde 

Longitude 

IV De~ClnprrON OF SITE (CITE REFERENCES LISTED IN V BEIDI-J): 
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Wilderness Study Report 1973: --
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U ·s,:e #~ AU-l 
. Island: Attu 

map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1953, 1:250,000 
map name; ATTU 
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This site is located at the head of Chichagof Harbor, on, the northeastern 

coast of Attu, largest of the Near Islands. It was noted as the site of "old 

Attu Village" during Frohlich's survey of the island in 1975, and may be the 

site \'1hich Hilliam Healy Dall (1877:43-44) referred to as "an ancient village-

site of subsequent occupation" east of the p'resent village. 

A large stream, essential to Aleut settlement areas, was observed running 

through the site area during the 1975 survey~ The site seems to have been 

heavily damaged due to military activities during Horld ~Jar II and subsequent 

military building operations in the area. 

Sites such as this on Attu are extremely important to the prehistory and 

history.of Attu. Attu was One of the first islands affected by Russian 

fur trading activities after Vitus Bering's discovery of the Aleutians in 

1741. Attu became a station of the Russian American Company which remained 

important well into the nineteenth century, and later an outpost of the 

Alaska ,Commercial Company was established on the island. The island still 

had a permarn=nt Native population until 1942, when the 45 Aleuts inhabiting 

the island were removed by the Japanese who occupied Attu. 

Archaeologically, this site has the potential of yielding significant 

information concerning Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. Moreover, as this was formerly a major Aleut village on Attu, 

traditions concerning its occupation may still be available through ethnographic 

research involving the surviving Attuans living on Atka island. 
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Site"#: AU-2 
sland: Attu 
f.: U.S.G.S., 
p name: ATTU 

1953, 1:250,000 
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.. ~-.-- --:-1 
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,I 
I This is an Aleut village site at the eastern entrance to Chichagof 

Harbor on the northern coast of Attu Island. It was excavated by Waldemar 

I Jochelson in the early b/entieth century and called by him lithe ancient 

I village site, Sin" (Jochelson, 1925:24). 

I 
Jochelson excavated two pits at this site, and although he found no 

Russian artifacts, he was "inclined to the opinion that the Aleut lives in 

n after the Russ i an advent. Kitchen rema i ns were very me.ager, and these 

were mixed with earth. The village was situated on a mountain slope right 

II over the sea, a location which would not have been chosen by the ancient 

I 
I 

Aleut" (Jochelson, 1925:26). 

As Attu is known to have been occupied by the Aleuts prehistorically as 

well as historically into the 1940s, and there are indications that this 

I area may have been spared damage from World War II activities on the island, 

this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeolpgical data con-

I cer~ing early Aleut cultural adaptation after the arrival of Russian fur 

traders in the Near Isl ands in the mi d-ei ghteenth centul~y. 

I 
I I ,. 
I 
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This site, on the western shore of Bedard Cove on the southeastern coast 

of Attu Island, was reported as the ancient vill.age of Nallikax by Waldemar 

Jochelson (1925:24). 

Six pits were excavated by Jochelson duri.ng his investigations of this 

site, although a total of fifteen house pits were observed at the site. 

Jochelson considered this site to be much older than the site he excavated 

at Chichagof Harber (AU-2), and this site is probably of prehistoric Aleut 

occupation. 

As there are indications that this site was not heavily damaged by 

military construction on Attu follo\'1ing World War II, this site has, great 

potential for yielding significant archaeological data concerni~g Aleut occupa

tion of this portion of Attu Island. Little research has been conducted in 

this area to delineate Aleut settlement patterns and cultural adaptation over 

a long period of time, and therefore sites such as this can add considerably 

to the knowledge of regional diversities within Aleut culture both pre

historically and historically. 
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This small site was reported located near the beach at the end of a 

II military airstrip in the survey conducted for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness 

Study Report (1973:116). The site is situated on a narrm'l neck of land be- . 

I b/een Casco Cove and Massacre Bay on the southeastern coast of Attu Island. 

Such areas were typical of the location of many Aleut settlements: I "All the 

ancient Aleut villages were situated on the sea-shore, not on the high land 

'11 above the sea, and usually on land between two bays, so that their skin boats 

coul d easily be carried from one body of \'Jater to another at the approach of 

Thus the usual location of villages was on narrow isthmuses, on necks! 

I of "lan d .. on promontories, or narrm'l sandbanks" (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

This area is of great importance to the history and prehistory of the 

IIAleutian Islands. Archaeologically. this site has the potential of yielding 

II significant data concerning regional diversities within Aleut cultural adaptation 

to the Aleutian environment. As the Near Islands are relatively isolated both 

IIculturallY and biologically from the rest of the Aleutian Chain, research con

ducted here can help to delineate Aleut migrations and prehistoric occupation 

10f this area. 

I Historically, this may be the area of first major contact beb/een Russians 

land Aleuts in the eighteenth century. When the first Russian fur traders 

iI the Ivestern Aleutians, led by Yak~f Chuprof and Mikhail Nevodchikof, reached 

r tu Island following their brief skirmish \'lith Natives on Agattu, Chuprof sent 

Alexei Beliaief and ten other men to explore the island. At Massacre Bay 

lithe Russians found some Native habitations. and after a short quarrel, fifteen 
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Sit~ II: AU-4 

Natives wel'C killed (Bancroft, 1886:104-105). It is not knm.m v/here on 

Massacre these Native habitations were located, but further investigation of 

this area may reveal important information regardill9 early Nat'ive-Hhite contact 

on Attu. 
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sland: Attu 

ref.: U.S.G.S., 1953, 1:250,000 
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This site, located on Murder Point, a narrow point of land on the south

eastern coast,of Attu Island, was reported by Frohlich's Aleutian Island site 

1 sUl~vey in 1975. 

1 
-I 

1 

Such locations were typical of Aleut settlements. These n-a'rrm'l necks of 

land allo\'Ied the Aleuts to carry their skin boats to either of two bodies of 

water at the approach of enemies. Moreover, Frohlich noted that a small island 

off the coast of Murder Point provided protection from storms. There is good 

t landing in the area, and a stream, indispensable as a fresh water supply, 

runs through the site. 

~. 

A large number of house pits were located at this site. Thirty-two such 

II pits, the largest measuring 15 x 10 meters, were found during Frohlich's survey. 

1 
I 
1 
1 

A test pit revealed several stone artifacts. 

An earlier investigation of the Murder Point area, conducted in 1945 by 

military personnel (Archives, University t~useum, U. of Pa.) noted that there 

were three major middens located on the Point, and this may refer to site 

AU-5. 

This site ;s significant in that it has great potential for yielding 

I important archaeological data concerning the history and prehistory of Aleut 

'ettlement in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
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Island: Attu 
map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1953, 1 :250,000 
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A large Native settlement site was reported here, in a cove in the East 

Arm of Nevidiskov Bay on the southern coast of Attu Island, by T. P. Bank 

(map, n.d.). Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they 

afforded protection from storms, while still allowing Aleut hunters easy 

access to the sea. 

Attu Island is important in the prehistory and history of the Aleutian 

Islands' population. As the farthest west of the Near Islands, Attu !;/as 

relatively isolated from the other portions of the Aleutians, and the only 

Native input on cultural adapcation couid have CC..iic fr'om th2 east. Fur-::.~:" 

research in sites such as this could recover significant archaeological data 

concerning Aleut migrations and settlement patterns in this area before the 

arrival of the Russians. 

Historically, Attu was one of the first islands to feel the effects of 

Russian fur trading activities in the western Aleutians. While many other 

Aleutian islands became depopulated, however, a Native settlement remained on 

the northeastern coast of Attu until 1942. Continued research in areas such 

as site AU-6 can perhaps reveal additional information concerning the effects 

of Native-White contact in the area. 

This site is significant then, because of its potential for yielding 

important data concerning Aleut occupation of the Ne4r Islands over a long 

period of time. 
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1953, 1 :250,000 ~
sland: Attu 

map ref.: U.S.G.S., 
ap name; ATTU 
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This is a small site, located in a cove at the western entrance to the 

14est Arm of Nevidiskov Bay on the southern coast of Attu Island, \'Jhich was 

reported by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.). 

Attu is extremely important to the study of Al~ut history and prehistory. 

As the Near Islands are relatively isolated from the central and eastern 

Aleutians, this area can serve as a laboratory for the study of Aleut migrations 

into the western Aleutians, and the regional diversities in Aleut cultural 

adaptation to the Aleutian environment during the prehistoric period . 

. ~ As the nearest island to the Asian ports from which Russian fur traders 

sailed to the Aleutians in the mid-e.ighteenth century, Attu has. great potential 

II of yielding information concerning the effects of Native-White cultural contact 

I 
I 

in this portion of the Aleutians. Attu was a major trading station of the 

Russian American Company until the transfer ~f Alaska to the United States 

in 1867. Thereafter, a station of the Alaska Commerci a 1 Company was 1 oca ted 

on the island, and a permanent Aleut village was situated on the northeastern 

II coast of Attu until the Natives were removed by the Japanese in 1942. 

II This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding con-

siderable archaeological and environmental data relating to Aleut settlement 

II patterns, subsistence utilization, and contact with other peoples over a long 

I peri od of time. 
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This is a large village site reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) at 

the (r.outh of Chuniksak Creek on the southern coast of Attu Island. 

Although the major Aleut settlement on Attu--inhabited until the 

Natives were removed to Japan as prisoners of War in 1942--is located on the 

northeastern coast of Attu, trappers'cabins in this area indicate that the 

site may have been visited for a few "leeks each season into the mid-twentieth 

century, and ethnographic research among the surviving Attu Aleuts on Atka 

may reveal additional information concerning this site. 

Most of the Aleut settlement sites in the eastern portion of Attu 

were damaged by military activities and construction during and after 

World War II. As this area does not seem to have been as heavily damaged, 

this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data con-

cerning prehistoric and historic Aleut occupation of Attu. Moreover, thi s 
I 

site was an excellent location for an Aleut village, as Frohlich's survey of 

the area in 1975 observed that the site had good protection from storms and 

a good boat landing on a sandy beach. 
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-'~"ite #: AU-9 
. sland: Attu 

ap ref.: U.S.G.S., 1953,1:250,000 :1 map name ~ AT~U.. , 

-} 
'I .. _ 
I 

This is a large Native village site located on Mikhail Point on 

I Abraham Bay on the southwestern coast of Attu. Island, which was reported by' 

T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). Frohlich's archaeological survey of Attu in 1975 

,I 

reported that several small islands offshore give this site fair protection 

from the sea, an important consideration in the location of Aleut settle-

ment sites. 

Attu is the farthest west of t~e Near Islands, a group of five 

islands relatively isolated culturally and biologically from the eastern and 

central Aleutians. Further research on sites such as this, therefore, can 

I add considerably to the knowledge of prehistoric Aleut settlement of the 

Aleutians. Moreover, as regional diversities are known to exist within the 

I Aleutians in terms of cultural adaptation, and as cultural and biological 

input could only have reached the Near Islands from the east, this area can 

II yield significant archaeological and environmental data concerning diversities 

I 

in physical types, settlement patterns, and subsistence utilization in the pre

historic period, as \'/ell as in the historic period, when the first Russian 

fur traders entered the Near Islands from the west and effectively changed the 

Aleuts' way of life. 
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This is a small Native settlement site reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) 

on a narrow neck of land at Cape Wrangell, the westernmost tip of Attu Island. 

Such narrow points of land were often utilized as locations for Aleut settle-

ment sites, as they allowed the Aleuts to escape to either of two bodies of 

water at the approach of enemies (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

Attu is a significant island in the prehistory and history'of the Aleuts, 

and as this site seems to have been untouched by military activities on Attu 

during and after World War II, it has great potential for yielding important 

archaeological data concerning Aleut occupation of the island. Although the 

major Aleut settlement on Attu was situated in Chichagof Harbor on the north

eastern coa'st of Attu--a Russian American Company station was located in this 

village until 1867, and it was still an inhabited village until 1942-- the 

policy of Russian trading companies was to relocate the Aleut population from 

scattered villages such as AC-IO into larger communities so as to better con

trol trading activities. This site then, can yield information concerning 

Aleut settlement patterns and other aspects of Aleut culture in the late pre

historic and early historic periods, \'/hen the first effects of Russian con

tact with the Natives of this area were felt. 
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I This is a small Native village site reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) to 

I be located in Austin Cove on the northern coast of Attu Island. 

were typical of Aleut set,tlement locations throughout the Aleutians, as they 

Such coves 

I afforded the inhabitants of these sites protection from storms, \'Jhile still 

I 
'I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

allowing for easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Most Aleut village sites seem to have been located, as this one, on the 

northern,or Bering Sea, coasts of the Aleutian Islands. The reason for this 

attern is not completely clear, although it may have something to do with the 

of shoreline along the Bering Sea coast, and the availability of subsis-

tence resources along this coast. Moreover, as complete archaeological sur-

veys have not been made of most of the Aleutian Islands, the extensiveness 

of this pattern is not kno\"ln. Certainly on Amchitka, the one island in the 

Aleutians completely surveyed for Native sites, more than half of the 78 sites 

found lie on the southern, rather than northern coast. 

Further research on this site could add significantly to archaeological 

knowledge concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence activities and 

cultural contact between Natives and Whites in this relatively isolated--but 

heavily populated in the prehistoric and early historic periods--portion of 

the Aleutian Chain. 

" I 
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There is perhaps more historical documentation concerning this site, the 

historic village of Attu, than for any other uninhabited Native site in the 

western Aleutians. One of the earliest, and briefest, descriptions of this 

village is that of the Russian Orthodox priest Jacob Netzvetov, who visited Attu 

in 1830. He described the Native inhabitants, numbering 120, as perha~s the 

most "independent and superstitious" of the Aleutian Chain (DRHA 2:28-29). 

As a general practice, the Russian American Company gathered the Natives 

of scattered villages in the Aleutian Islands into one or two villages on the 

major islands in order to facilitate trading activities. This may have been 

the case ~ith Attu village, as Netzvetov described Chichagof Harbor, where the 

village is located, as "one of the best in the colonies ... an excellent anchorage 

for ships". The small historic population of Attu make it seem likely that 

other Aleut villages on the island had been depleted by disease or thro_ugh the 

transplantation of various hunting parties to other islands (the Aleut pop

ulations of the Commander and Pribilof Islands were made up partially of re

located Attu Natives) by the time of Netzvetov's visit to Attu. 

The Russian American Company maintained a branch office of its Atka 

District at the ~illage of Attu, and a census undertaken as part of an official 

investigation of the Russian American colonies in 1860 reported a population 

on the island consisting of 129 male and 98 female Aleuts. 11 male and 9 

female Creoles, superintended by a Creole agent named Oulitovsky. It was also 

reported that hunting expeditions of approximately 50 men and 10 \'Iomen were 
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Site #: AU-12 

'I 
1 employed during hunting seasons, and while the fur trade had drastically 

declined in the western A~(;i.Jtians !:'~: 1Rt:;Oc furs valued at $8,127. had been 

1 shipped from Attu betv/een 1851 and 1860. Aside from the Natives' dwellings--

I 
semi subterranean barabara--the Russian Ameri can Company' s buil di n95. at the . 

village consisted of 111 chapel, 1 d\'/elling house, 1 bathhouse, 1 barrack, 

I 1 \<Jharf, and 1 store ll (Kostlivtzev, 1860:36,37). 

With the purchase of Alaska in 1867, the Alaska Commercial Company took 

'1 over the Russian American Company's property at Attu. In 1878 Ivan Petroff, 

I I 
1 
I 

rking for the United States Census Bureau, visited Attu, and although he 

noted that the Nativeshad become poor due to the decline in sea otter hunting, 

he still could call Attu a "Happy Island," as the 107 inhabitants were lithe 

best preserved specimens of what the Aleuts formerly were, having been re

moved to a great extent from the deteriorating influence of intercourse with 

traders or whalers". Petroff was especially impressed that the Natives of 

Attu were relatively free from disease as compared to the Natives on the other 

II islands of the Chain (Hinckley, 1966:54,55). 

1 Despite their isolated situation--visited occas~onally by an Alaska 

Commercial Company supply ship and Revenue Marine vessels-;-the population of 

:11 Attu \'/as to decline. The 1890 census reported the number of Natives on Attu as 

II 101, but in 1891 The Alaskan, a Sitka newspaper, reported that the Alaska 

.ommerCial Company had abandoned the store at Attu, and the villagers faced 

rtarvati on. By 1930. the date of the next rel i able survey. the vi 11 age pop

ulation had dropped to 29, but was up again to 44 in 1940 (Ortll. 1967:92). 

I -1'-
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Site #: AU-12 

Although they had drastically decl ined in number, the I3ritish botanist 

Isobel Hutchinson, who visited Attu in 1936, found the 37 inhabitants still 

content in their isolation, and "the plwest and happiest remnant of the 

interesting but fast-vanishing Aleutian race" (Hutchinson, 1937:2). By this 

time, according to an archaeologist who visited Attu in 1936, the Natives had 

been provided \'lith an "excellent" church and a schoolhouse, while the majority 

lived in "small frame houses" (~1ay, 1942:135). 

The Attu Aleuts \-Jere not to remain the "happy" vi llagers remembered by 

occasional visitors much longer. Following the Japanese air attack on Dutch 

Harbor, Unalaska, on June3-4, 1942, Japanese forces landed on Attu and sur

prised the Natives at church services on June 7. The small Native population 

of 45 was unable to resist an occupation force of 2,000 and surrendered. Of 

the two white schoolteachers in the village, Charles Foster Jones was killed 

by the Japanese, whi 1 e hi s Hi fe \,/as taken to Japan as a pri saner of \'1 a r. 

The Al euts \.,.ere kept on Attu for about three months before they • too, were 

transported to Japan, \-/here they remained prisoners of war, digging in the 

clay pits of Hokkaido, until freed by American forces in 1945. The twenty-

four survi vors of Japanese internment were not to return ·to Attu. however. 

Only sixteen seemed \.,.ell enough to return to the Aleutians at all, and these 

Here resettled on the Island of Atka. 

This site t.hen, is highly significant in the history of the Aleutians, and 

in the memory of many Aleuts still living. Moreover, it is also important to 

the prehistory of this portion of the Aleutian Chain. In 1938 the archaeologist 

'Ales Hrdlicka visited Attu and excavated at an old Aleut settlement near the 
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Site #: AU-12 

historic village. Hrdlicka considered it a "nicely situated fair-sized old 

site" (Hrdlicka, 1945:312), and it has the potential of yielding further data 

concerning early Aleut settlement and culture on Attu. 
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This site, located near Square Point in Sarana Bay on the eastern coast 

of Attu Island, \'/aS reported in the site survey conducted for the Aleutian 

Islands Hilderness Study Report (1973:116). 

Little extensive research has been conducted in the Near Islands, yet 

I 

I: 
1 
1 
1 

this group, especially Attu, has the potential of yielding considerable archaeo- 1 
logical data concerning Aleut history and prehistory. The island's population 

seems to have been fairly large at the time of the first Russian trading ex-

peditions to the Aleutians (Coxe, 1780:45-46), and the archaeological evidence 

that has been recovered from Attu indicates an important prehistoric occupation. 

Moreover, the island was inhabited historically until 1942, when the 45 

Aleuts still living on Attu were taken to Japan as prisoners of war. 

. This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological and 

environmental data which can delineate Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence

related activities, and cultural adaptation in a relatively isolated portion of 

the Aleutian Island Chain. 
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This site, situated on the eastern shore of B~dard Cove on the southeastern 

tip of Attu Island, was first located duri~g Frohlich's 1975 survey of Attu. 

for the Aleut Corporation 

Frohlich reported that this site was well-protected from the sea~ due to 

offshore islands and reefs, yet there was good boat landing in the area. 

Two streams, important as a fresh water supply for Aleut villages, run thro.ugh 

e site. Evidence of at least twenty house pits was observed at the site, 

although the largest of these measured only 8 x 5 meters. Nine stone artifacts 

were recovered during testing of the site, and it was felt that there was a 

possible Aleut burial site in connection with the village. 

As this site seems relatively untouched by military activities and con-

struction on Attu during and after World War II, this site is significant be

cause it has the potential of yielding important archaeological data on the 

prehistory and history of the Aleut population of Attu •. The Near Islands are 

relatively isolated both culturally and biologically from the eastern and 

central Aleutians, and this area can serve as a laboratory for the study of 

regional diversities in Aleut culture over a long period of time. 
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:lis site is located on the southeastern coast of Attu Island, in Bedard 

~nd WJS first reported by Frohlich's survey of Attu in 1975. 

,', dry stream, common to Aleut sites, runs through this site, \'/hile several 

':Jre r2efs provide good protection from the sea, another major consideration. 

-~re is an extremely good boat landing in the area. 

Frohlich's survey found evidence of at least twenty-five house pits at 

":5 site, although the largest of these measured only 4 x 3 meters. Five 

,::~e artifacts were recovered during testing of this site. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding im

;'Jrtant archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut history and 

;;rehistory in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. As the Near Islands were 

relatively isolated both culturally and biologically from the rest of the 

:\leutians, this area can offer valuable information on early Aleut migrations 

into the Near Islands, as well as regional diversities in Aleut cultural adap

tation to their environment. And as Attu was one of the first islands affected 

by the intrusion of Russian fur traders into the Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth 

century, information may be available from this site regarding Native-~/hite con

tact in this sign~ficant area. 
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I This site is located approxima ~ly two miles west of Buchanan Point on 

the northeastern coast of Attu Island, and was first reported duri~g Frohlich's 

I archaeological site survey of Attu in 1975. The site is partially protected 

_I from the sea by a fe\'1 small offs hare islands and reefs, and a sma 11 stream 

runs through the site. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians--mainly in the proxi

ty of present-day Aleut villages, it is known that Aleut settlement patterns 

re characterized by base villages .utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Re

I gional diversities--on an intra-island as \'Iell as inter-island basis--in the 

availability of subsistence resources and cultural adaptation to the Aleutian 

1 environment are known to exist, however. The Near Islands, of which Attu is 

I the largest, \'/ere relatively isolated both culturally and biologically from 

the rest of the Aleutian Chain. Sites such as this are significant, therefore, 

I because they have the potential of yielding considerable archaeological and 

environmenta) data concerning regional diversities in Aleut settlement patterns, 

-I subsistence resource utilization. and other aspects of Aleut culture in the 

,I ::e:: ::::: :nP:~i :::o::.:e:: f::e: :::~::: O:h:
n ,,:::e::

a
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This site is located in a small cove le~~ than ~ mile north of Khlebnikof 

Point, on the northeastern coast. of Attu Island, and was first observed 

during Frohlich's survey of Attu archaeological sites in the summer of 1975. 

Such coves were typical of Aleut site locations, as they afforded protection 

from storms, while still allOl"ing easy access to t he sea. This site is pro

tected by small islands offshore. A small strei;lm, another important consideration 

for Aleut site locations, runs next to this site. 

Attu is one of the most significant islands in the western Aleutians in 

terms of its potential of yielding information concerning Aleut history and 

prehistory. As the largest of the Near Islands, further research done here 

can help delineate early Aleut migration into this portion of the Aleutian 

Chain. And as the Near Islands were relatively isolated culturally and bio-

logically from the central and eastern Aleutians, sites such as this can pro

vide considerable data concerniog regional diversities in Aleut cultural 

adaptation to their environment over a long period of time. 

~1oreover, as Attu \lIas one of the first islands visited by Russian fur 

traders in the mid-eighteenth century, and a Russian American Company station 

was maintained on Attu until 1867 when the Alaska Commercial Company began 

activities in the area, and as Attu remained a permanently inhabited island 

until 1942, this site may also reveal information concerning Native-White con

tact in the historic period. 
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This site, reported during Frohlich's 1975 archaeological site survey of 

II Attu, is located in the cove east of Chuniksak Point on the southern coast of 

1 Attu Island. Such coves were typical of many Aleut settlement locations in the 

wes tern 1\1 euti ans, as they afforded protecti on from the \'I'ors t storms--thi s 

"I site is protected by outlying rocks--whi1e still providing easy access to the 

sea for hunting purposes. Good boat landing areas were observed along a sandy 

-I beach at this site. 

Attu is considerably important in the study of Aleut history and prehistory. 

'I As one of the Near Islands, it was relatively isolated culturally and biologically 

ft'om the rest of the Aleutian Chain. As the only cultural and biological input 

II could have come from the east, further research done on sites such as this could 

reveal significant archaeological data on Aleut migrations into the western 

1 Aleutians, as well as information on Aleut cultural adaptation in the area over 

1 
a long period of time. 

Also, ~s Attu was one of the first islands visited by Russian fur traders 

1 in the mid-eighteenth century, and remained a Russian American Company outpost 

:,1 until the transfer of Alaska to the United States in 1867, when the Alaska 

Commercial Company began operations on the island, considerable evidence may be 

I recovered from sites on this island regarding Native-Hhite contact in the area. 
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P:::. site is located at the head of Hest Arm Cove in Nevidiskov Bay, on 

th~ ~()I,..~- ~.,~ coast of Attu Island. It was first reported during Frohlich's 

l'll~ "r-'; ·:logical site survey of Attu. r~any Aleut settlement sites are 10-

CJtc:d In : .:n coves, as they afforded protection from storms, while still allm'J

in!) :d, .. ~: ·.~ters easy access to tthe sea. This site seemed to be well protected,' 

~h'l~ ~!~. p ~] good boat landing areas. A stream, important as a fresh water 

".l;;';'l. I. ... :'~ut sites. runs through the site. 

:'Itt"" ' .. -:h as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

l"';lc.l1 (~!t..; r.oncerning Aleut history and prehistory in the \'/estern Aleutians. 

little re~~~r~h has been done in this area on regional diversities in Aleut 

(ulturdl ad~~~ation, yet such diversities are known to have existed, both from 

<111 inter-is1..H,rj as \'Jell as an intra-island perspective. Moreover, as one of 

tilt> tlear Islands, Attu was relatively isolated culturally and biologically from 

the rest of thr! Aleutians, and the prehistoric culture of the area remained 

relatively unch:mged for a long period of time. Further research must be done, 

hO'dever, before a clearer picture of Aleut life-styles in this area over time 

cun be obtained. 
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This site, located in a small cove in the middle of Nevidiskov Bay on the 

southern coast of Attu Island, \-/as first reported by Frohlich's archaeological 

I s He survey of Attu conducted in the summer of ",975. Such coves seem to be 

I 
I 
'1 

typical of Aleut site locations. as they afforded protection fl~om storms, 

while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Evidence of house pits was observed at this site during the 1975 survey,' 

and it was noted that the site was situated more than thirty feet above the 

beach. This situation may be helpful in delineating Aleut utilization of this 

ite. During research conducted on other islands in the western Aleutians-

most notably the survey conducted on Amchitka Island in 1969-1970 (Desautels, 

1 et.al., 1971')--it was found that there were two basic types of Aleut settlements: 

beach terrace sites, which may have served as manufacturing stations or staging 

I areas for ocean fishing; and bluff sites, \'Jhich seemed to have been more per-

I manent base villages. Further research must be conducted in this area in 

relatively isolated and little-studied portion of the Aleutians. 
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This site, reported during Frohlich's 1975 archaeological site survey of 

Attu, lies in a small co~e on the eastern shore of Nevidiskov Bay, an area which 
. 

has many old Native sites. Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement locations, 

as they afforded protection from storms, \'/hile still allowing easy access to the 

sea for hunting pruposes. 

Like most Native settlement sites on Attu, this site has the potential of 

yielding significant archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut 

history and prehistory in the western Aleutians. Little research has been done 

in this area, yet sites such as this can provide information contributing to 

the knowledge of early Aleut migrations into the western Aleutians, Aleut 

settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and other aspects of Aleut cul

tural adaptation to their environment--and the regional diversities within the 

general patterns of these activities. 

Historically, Attu \'Jas one of the first of the Aleutians visited by Russian 

fur traders in the mid-eighteenth century, and the island \'/aS extensively 

utilized and inhabited until the 1940s. Further research on sites such as this, 

therefore, can also yield information concerning changes in Aleut culture brought 

about by European influences in the area. 
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This site's location, in Auburn Cove on the northern coast of Attu Island, 

'1 was reported to the Aleut Corporation by Aleut trappers familiar with this 

These trappers reported that this was either a village or camp site (Aleut 1 area. 

Corp. Files, Site 15). Such coves, with fresh water streams running into them, 

I were typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection from 

storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

I Attu Island, the largest of the Near Islands, is extremely important in the 

1 history and prehistory of the \..,restern Aleutians. As the Near Islands were rela-

tively isolated culturally and biologically from the eastern and western Aleutians, 

.urther archaeological research in this area can help to delineate Aleut migra-

I 
I 
1 

tions into the western Aleutians, as well as hO\'J the cultural adaptation o'f the 

Aleuts inhabiting the Near Isalnds differed from the adaptations over time of 

the Aleuts in the more eastern islands. Also, as Attu was one of the first 

islands in the western Aleutians visited by Russian traders in the eighteenth 

century, and a permanent village 'IJas maintained on the island until 1942, 

further research may also uncover data concerning Aleut-White relations in 

this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 1 
I This site is significant then, because it has the potential of yielding 

;:1 important archaeological data concerning Aleut history and prehistory. Even 

more important, it still holds a significant place in the feelings and associ

I ations of the present-day Aleuts \'/ho remember this site's location. 
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This site, in a small bay bet\'Jeen Cape Hrangell and Kresta Point on the 

nortln'iestern coast of Attu Island, is an irnprotant area in the traditional oral 
, 

histot"y of the Aleuts \,lho once lived on Attu. Bergsland (1959:42) reports this 

site as "the village \oJhere the legendary ancestress of the Attuans lived". 

One of Bergsland·s informants was Mike Lokanin, an Attu Native \,/ho had 

been taken to Japan as a prisoner of war with the other inhabitants of the 

island in 1942, and relocated on Atka after his return to the United States in 

1945. Lokanin told Bergsland (1959:124-25) the tradition connected with this 

site: The inhabitants of the Near Islands had once been numerous, but raiders 

from the eastern Aleutians came and destroyed the Near Islands· population, ex-

cept for one woman, named Chuning. She went around the island three times, and 

not finding anyone else, made a village at this site. After several years, 

Aleuts from the east returned to Attu, and found Chuning at her village, 

talled Hanilig. Chuning and the eastern Aleuts who found her became the an

cestors of the Aleut population of Attu found by the Russians on their arrival 

in the \'/estern Aleutians in the eighteenth century. 

This site is significant then, because of the feelings and associations 

connected with it for the present-day Aleut population. 
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This is the site of a seemingly very large Aleut village reported to t~e 

Aleut Corporation (Aleut Corp. files, site 16). Between fifteen and twenty house 

pits were reported here. This site is located on the narrow neck of land be

b'leen Lake Nicholas and Sarana Bay on the eastern coast of Attu Island. It 

I 
I 

·1 
-I 

seems to be near the location of the Aleut summer village reported on Sarana Bay 

~ jochelson (1925:24). If this is the Aleut site partially excavated by 

I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
:1 
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Jochelson, it probably dates from the period after the arrival of the Russian 

fur traders into the \'lestern Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth century. 

This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data concerning the history of the Aleuts 

who occupied Attu, and how their culture was affected by their contacts and 

conflicts v.lith Europeans well into the nineteenth century. 
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This site, located on the extrCl;:e '.:ii' of Alexa; °oint on the southeastern 

coast of Attu Island, is one of the sites reported to the Aleut Corporation 

(Aleut Corp .. files, site 17). Such narrm'l necks of land \vere typical of many 

Aleut settlement locations, as Jochelson noted (1925:23): IIA1,eut villages were 

situated ... usually on land bet\lleen two bays, so that their skin boats could 

easi ly be carri ed from one body of \'>/ater to another at the approach of foes. 

Thus the usual location of villages was on narrow isthmuses, on necks of land 

between bolO ri dges, on promon tori es, or narrov/ sandbanks. II 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, it is known that Aleut 

settl ement patterns \'lere characteri zed by base vill.ages util i zi ng seasonal 

satellite camps. Regional diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation to their 

environment are known to have existed, however, and further research must be 

done in this area to determine how this site fits into the settlement patterns 

and subsistence activities cif the Aleut population of Attu. This site has the 

potential, therefore, of yielding significant archaeological and environmental 

data delineating Aleut prehistory J.nd history in this important, and relatively 

isolated, portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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;'1 This large Aleut settlement area is located on Krugloi poi.nt, the eastern 

tip of Agattu Island. Agattu is the second largest of the Near Islands, and 

I lies just thirty miles southeast of Attu. It was the first area of contact 
. 

I 
between Russian fur traders and Aleuts after Bering's expedition of 1741. 

This area was excavated by A. C. Spaulding, who describes the settlement 

I as follmvs (1962:6) 

-I It was apparent on first inspection that there are two 
village sites in the area. The first and easternmost 
site ... lies on low and gently sloping ground immediately 
above the storm beach .... The second site lies on higher 
and more steeply sloping ground several hundred yards to 
the west of the first. 

I Both these vi 11 ages were excavated by Spau1 ding, and cul tura 1 features 

were found at both sites. A C-14 date of 615 B.C. was obtained from the lower 

I village. 

I Although Spaulding found a IIremarkably poor array of artifact types ll here, 

he concluded that lithe known Agattu sites represent an early population 

'I who brought an archaic and simple art'ifact inventory to the island and pre-

;1 
:1 
'I 

served it in relative isolation vlithout much change for more than a millenium" 

(Spaulding, 1962:43-44). 

This site is significant then, in that archaeological data ~athered here 

can help clarify Aleut settlement patterns in this portion of the Aleutians, 

:8s \'/e11 as clarify Aleut 

~isolated area. 

cultural adaptation to the environment in a relatively 

I 
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This very large settlement area is located in McDonald Cove on the eastern 

coast of Agattu, the second largest of the Near Islands. 

This area was extensively excavated by Ales Hrdlicka in 1938 (1945: 

292-312). There were bID major villages comprising this settlement area, and 

Hrdlicka considered the two sites "really connected, and form a great unit." 

From the archaeological data which Hrdlicka gathered during his 23-day 

study of these sites, he concluded that this area was a major Paleo-Aleut 

settlement, with a much later occupation by Aleuts. He thought that the nor-

thern portion of the site "may once have had a thousand inhabitants." Con

siderable evidence of house pits was found, and also some Aleut burials 

were revealed. Hrdlicka also found evidence of a "so-far unique stone in-

dustry." 

The fact that one of these sites was on a sloping hill, and the other on 

a flat area below the first site, can help to clarify the characteristics of 

Paleo-Aleut and Aleut settlement patterns in this area. A similar combin

ation of sites was excavated by A. C. Spaulding (1962) on Krugloi Point on 

the eastern tip of Agattu. Also, archaeological investigations on Amchitka 

in 1969-1970 (Desautels, et.a1., 1971 :346) revealed two types of sites--beach 

terrace sites and sites located on high bluffs. The beach terrace sites were 

considered to be manufacturing stations and staging areas for ocean fishing, 

whi 1 e the bluff sites seemed to be mo re permanent base vi 11 ages. 

This site has the potential of yielding considerable significant archaeo

logical data concerning prehistoric Aleut occupation of the Near Islands. 
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Hhen such data is studied along v/ith information gathered from other islands 

I in this group,and in the Aleutians in general. a clear picture of Aleut 

cultural adaptation and the regional diversities within that adaptation, can be 

I obtained. 
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This site was reported as a village site on Nile Point on the south

western coast of Agattu I,sland by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). Agattu is the 
. 

second largest of the Near Islands, and lies thirty miles southeast of Attu. 

This island was the area of first contact--and first bloodshed--between 

Russian fur traders and the Aleuts following Bering's voyage of discovery 

in 1741. 

Archaeological research conducted in the eastern portion of Agattu in 

the 1930s and 1960s has revealed a large amount of significant information 

regarding prehistoric and early historic Aleut occupation of the island. 

Further research, on sites such as AG-3, can add even more information con-

cerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this rela

tively isolated portion of the Aleutian Islands. The Near Islands are 

important both historically and archaeologically, and sites such as this have 

great potential of adding to the knowledge of Aleut cultural adaptation to 

this area before and after white contact with the Natives changed their way 

of life drastically. 
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I This site was noted as a small Aleut settlement on Gillon Point, the 

I extreme \'Jestern tip of Agattu Island', by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). 

I archaeological1y. 

Agattu is an important island in the Aleutians both historically and 

It was the first island in the Aleutian Chain v'isited by 

'1 Russian fur traders after Vitus Bering's exploring expedition sighted the islands 

in 1741. In 1745 these traders, led by Yakof Chuprof, landed on Agattu and 

• a misunderstanding with the Natives IIfor the first time the thundering 

II echoes of musketry resounded from the hills of Agattu ... and the long era of 

bloodshed, violence, and rapine for the poor Aleuts was begun" (Bancroft, 

II 1886 : 1 03) . 

1 Archaeological investigations conducted in the eastern portion of Agattu 

by Ales Hrdlicka (1945) and A. C. Spaulding (1962) revealed extensive evidence 

1 of a large prehistoric Native population on the island. 

I This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding a great deal of information which, when studied in connection with 

II data gathered from other sites on the island, can clearly delineate Aleut 

II settlement patterns and cultural adaptation 

~istoric and early historic periods. 

in this area in both the pre-

I 
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Ths site \'Ias reported by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.) in a small cove south\'Iest 

of Armeria Point on the northern coast of Agattu Island. Such coves \'/ere typical 

of Aleut settlement areas, as they afforded protection from storms, while 

still allO\'!ing for easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. They \'!ere also 

easy to defend against approaching enemies. 

This island is significant in the history of Native-White cultural con

tact in the Aleutians. Agattu was the first island visi~:: by Russian fur 

traders in the mid-nineteenth century after Beri.ng's· second exploration ex

.pedition discovered the Aleutian Chain. This contact fHs the stereotype of 

such contact between Europeans and Native Americans on each of the American 

frontiers--there was misunderstanding and violence, leading eventually to the 

Natives' complete subjugation under the Russians. 

This area is also significant in the study of Aleut prehistory. The 

Near Islands were relatively isolated both culturally and biologically from 

the central and eastern Aleutians, and further research here could answer 

many questions concerning Aleut migrations into the western Aleutians. 

Archaeological research done on sites on the eastern coast of Agattu has re

vealed extensive evidence of prehistoric Native occupation of the island. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it can add still more data con

cerning the prehistoric Aleut tultural adaptation to this area~ as well as 

information concerning Native-White contact and conflict in the Near Islands . 
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':1 
This is a Native village site located on Armeria Point on the northern 

I coast of Agattu Island, which was reported by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.). 

I 
history. 

Agattu Island is important in the study of both Aleut history and pre-' 

It was the first island visited by Russian fur traders after Vitus 

1 Bering's 1741 explorations discovered the Aleutian Islands. The actions of 

these traders--including misunderstanding and violence--\'1as to typify Russian 

'1 contact with the Aleuts that was to continue into the nineteenth century . 

• In terms of Aleut prehistory, continued research in this area can add 

I 
considerable data to the knowledge of Aleut migrations into the western Aleutians, 

and Aleut cultural adaptation to the area's environment. The Near Islands 

I \'/ere relatively isolated culturally and biologically from the central and 

eastern Aleutians, and therefore the sale source for cultural and biological 

.1 input was from the east. Research conducted on sites on the eastern coast 

of Agattu has revealed extensive evidence of prehistoric Aleut settlement of 

I the island, and cultural aspects that seem to have remained fairly constant for 

I centuri es. 

':1 
I 

This site is significant then, because it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data concerning prehistoric Aleut occupation of Agattu, 

as well as how contact with Europeans affected Aleut cultural adaptation to .I'he area beginning in the eighteenth century. 

I 
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This site, located in a small cove in Armeria Bay, on the northern coast 

of k<Juttu Island, was reported by T.P. Bant( (map, n.d.). Such coves \'Jere typical 

of J\leut settlement areas, as they afforded protection from storms, \oJhile sun 
providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 'They were also easily 

defensible against approaching enemies. 

This island was the first to be visited by Russian fur traders in the 

eighteenth century after Vitus Bering's second exploring expedition discovered 

the Aleutian Islands. Russian traders in the 17505 found Agattu to contain 

lithe greatest number of inhabitants II of the Near Islands (Coxe, 1780:45). 

Archaeological investigations conducted on sites on the eastern coast 

of Agattu have revealed that the island also had a large prehistoric Native 

populution, and that the Aleut cultural adaptation to the Near Isalnds, being 

isoluted from other portions of the Aleutian Chain, remained relatively con

stant over the long period of Aleut occupation of the area. 

This site has the potential of yieldirig significant archaeological and 

environmental data concerning Aleut prehistory and history in this important 

section of the Aleutians, and can serve, with other sites on the island, as 

a LlbOl"atory for the study of regional diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation 

both before and after Russian contact with the 1\1 euts. 
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This Native settlement- site was reported by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.) to be 

located in a small cove ~n the northeastern coast of Agattu Island. Such 

coves were typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection 

from storms while still allowing Aleut hunters easy access to the sea. 

Agattu was the first island visited by Russian fur traders in the mid-

1740s, following the discovery of the Aleutian Islands by Vitus Bering, and 

attu was found to contain-the most numerous population of the Near Islands. 

Archaeological research conducted on sites on the eastern coast of 

II Agattu has revealed extensive evidence of prehistoric Aleut occupation of the 

Moreover, according to Aleut traditions concerning the Near Islands, 1 island. 

Agattu was said to have been well-populated, but the Aleuts here \'>'ere killed 

I by raiders from the eastern Aleutians, who later repeopled the island (Bergsland, 

1959:l24-25). 

'I 
This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data 

I concerning Aleut prehistory in this area. As the Near Islands were relatively 

isolated culturally and biologically from the rest of the Aleutian Chain, 

~I studies in this area can reveal the diversities in Aleut cultural adapt~tion 
'I to their maritime environments over a long period of time. And as Agattu 

".s an important area in the Russian fur trade. further research here may 

pncover more information which can help to explain changes in Aleut culture 

1 
after contact with the Europeans. 
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A relatively small Native settlement site was reported here, in a small 

cove in Patricia Bight on the northern coast of Agattu Island, by members of 

the I\tka Village Land Committee (Aleut Corp. files). Although Agattu has been 

uninhabited for a long period of time, Native contact with the area has con

tinued, and many Aleut trappers are familiar with such sites in the Aleutians. 

~'oreover, it is known that the former inhabitants of Attu (thirty miles 

northwest of Agattu) commonly used Agattu during the trapping season (Hrdlicka, 

1945:290). And as the remnants of the Attu population were relocated on 

Atka following their return from Japanese imprisonment in 1945, the traditional 

location of many sites in the Near Islands are known to the Atka Natives. 

Sites such as this, not reported in earlier archaeological surveys of 

Agattu, have significance even beyond the feelings and associations present

day Aleuts may have for the area. They have the potential of yielding con

siderable archaeological and environmental data concerning the settlement 

patterns, subsistence-related activities, and cultural adaptation of the 

Aleuts in the Near Islands, both in the prehistoric period and in the period 

after Russian contact \·lith the Near Islands, in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This is a small Aleut village site, located southwest of Patricia 

Point on the northern coast of Agattu Island, which was reported by the Atka 

Village Land Committee (Aleut Corp, files). 

Agattu, second largest of the Near Islands, is an extremely important 

island in terms of Aleut prehistory. Archaeological research conducted on 

the eastern coast of the island in the 1930s by Ales Hrdlicka (1945:290-312), 

and more recently by A.C. Spaulding (1962), has revealed extensive evidence of 

pre-Russian Aleut occupation of the island. As the Near Islands are relatively 

isolated culturally and biologically from the rest of the Aleutian Chain, 

continued research in this area can help delineate regional diversities in 

Aleut cultural adaptation to the Aleutian environment over time. 

The island is also important historically, as Agattu was the first island 

to be visited by Russian fur traders after Berings' expedition of 1741 dis

covered the Aleutian Chain. It is known to have had a large Native population 

at that time (Coxe, 1780:45). After the island became depopulated~ the area 

\'las still utilized by the Aleut population of Attu and other Aleutian islands 

for seasonal trapping. 

This site is significant because continued archaeological, ethnographic, 

and historical research concerning this area can yield important additional 

information concerning Aleut culture and history in this portion of the 

Aleutians, and detel'mine the extent of conti nued Aleut feel i ngs and associations 

for the area. 
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This is a small site reported on the northeast coast of Alaid Island, 

lone of the Semi chi Islands in the Near Islands Group. The Semi chi Islands 
. 1 were sighted by both Chirikov's St. Paul and Bering's St. Peter during their 

return to Russia following Bering's second voyage of discovery in 1741, al-

1 
-I 

I 

though no contact was made with the Natives of these islands. The Near 

Island Group as a whole, being closest to the Russian ports from which 

Russian fur traders sailed into the Aleutians, was the first portion of the 

eutians to come under the control of the fur traders, as early as 1748 

rgsland, 1959:14). 

The Near Islands are also significant in Aleutian archaeology. They 

1 were relatively isolated culturally and biologically from the central and eastern 

Aleutians, and this isolation can be studied-in part through the recognition 

1 that the sale sources for cultural and biological input was from the east; 

Sites 1 on the othel' hand, the first European contacts were from the west. 

such as this have great potential, therefore, for yielding significant 

_I archaeological material on the prehistoric occupation of this area, as well 

as the cultural changes bro1Jght about by Russian intrusion in the historic 

:1 period. 
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This site, reported as a large village site by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.), lies 

on the narrow point of land on the we~tern end of Nizki, the smalles~ of the 

Semichi Islands in the Near Islands Group. Such narro\'1 points of land \'Jere 

typical of Aleut settlement sites, as they had the advantage of allowing the 

Aleuts I skin boats to be carried easily IIfrom one body of water to another at the' 

approach of foes ll (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

This area of the Aleutians is extremely important historically as well 

as anthropologically. It was the area of initial contact between Russians and 

Aleuts in the mid-eighteenth century--contact which included trade, violence, 

and Native subjugation--and portions of the Near Islands were permanently 

occupied unitl the mid-twentieth century_ This area is also important to the 

study of Aleutian anthropology, as it was a fairly isolated region and cul

turally and biologically, and provides an excellent laboratory for the study 

of regional diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation. 

. This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological information regarding prehistoric and his

toric Aleut occupation of the most western islands in the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, on the northern coast of Nizki Island, the smallest of the 

Semi chi Islands in the Near Islinds Group, was reported as a small village site 

by T. P. Bank(map, n.d.): 

The westernmost Aleutian Islands are extremely important in the study 

of Aleut history and prehistory. According to Aleut tradition, these islands 
• 
were once densely populated, but Aleut raiders from the east practically de-

stroyed the i sl ands I whole popu1 ati on, and th,en repeop1 ed the 1 arger i sl ands 

rgs1and, 1959:124-25). The islands were populated at the time of the in

usion of Russian fur traders into the Aleutians in the eighteenth century--

,I by 1748 the Natives of the Near Islands were forced to pay tribute to the Russians--

II and the island of Attu was still populated in 1942. 

I 
'I 
:1 
;,1 

Sites such as this are significant because they can yield considerable 

archaeological data regarding Aleut prehistoric and historic migrations into 

and occupation of this part of the Aleutian Chain, a region that was relatively 

isolated culturally and biologically from the rest of the Aleutians. Extensive 

archaeological studieS have not been conducted in this part of the Chain, yet 

it can reveal important information regarding regional diversities in Aleut' 

cultural adaptation to their environment over a long period of time. 
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This site, situated in a small cove on the southeastern coast of Nizki 

Island, the smallest of the Semichi Islands, was reported as a large village 

site by T. P. Bank {map, n.d.}. Such coves were common for the location of , 

Aleut sites, as they afforded the sites' inhabitants protection from storms) 

while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Despite the fact that the Near Islands have not been extensively sur

veyed for Native settlement sites, forty-four sites have been reported for the 

group as a whole, and four of these are on Nizki, the smallest island in the 

area. From research done elsewhere in the Aleutians, it is known that Aleut 

settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal 

satellite camps. Continued research in this portion of the Aleutians can 

help to determine how these characteristics persisted or changed on an inter-

island, as well as an intra-island basis. 

This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological information on the changes in Aleut cul

tural adaptation to their environment in this portion of the Aleutians both 

prehistorically and historically. 
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This site, reported as a small settlement site by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.), 

1 is located on the northeastern coast of Nizki, the smallest of the Near Islands. 

I This area is of great importance in the history and prehistory of the Aleut 

population, The Near Islands appear to have been fairly well-populated at the 

I time of Russian discovery of the Aleutians in the 1740s, and the first Russian 

_I trading ventures into the Aleutians took place here in 1745. 'The Semichi 

Islands, of which Nizki is one, seem to have become depopulated'rather quickly 

'. this period, as the Russian policy \'/as to relocate Natives from scattered 

villages into larger communities to facilitate trading. The large settlement 

1 on Attu, inhabited by the Aleuts until 1942, was a major station of the Russian 

I American Company in the nineteenth century. 

I 
This site is significant then, in that it has great potential for yielding 

archaeological and environmental data relating to Aleut migrations, settlement 

-I patterns, and subsistence utilization in this portion of the Aleutians in the 

prehistoric period, as well as information 'concerning Al~ut culture change in 

1 the hi stori c peri od. 
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This site, reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.), is located on the northern 

coast of Shemya Island, easternmost of the Semi chi Isla.nds in the Near Islands 

Group. This may have been the island sighted by Vitus Bering in October, 1741, 

on his ill-fated return from his voyage of discovery, and named St. Abrahanl. 

Four Native village sites have been reported on Shemya. This may not 

be an accurate indication of the utilization of this island by the Aleut pop-

ulation of the Near Islands, however, as a complete survey of the island for 

Native sites has not been made. According to T. P. Bank (1953a:247), practi

cally every cove, bay, or inlet in the Aleutians that afforded protection from 

storms was inhabited at one point O)~ another by the Aleuts. 

As the Near Islands were the westernmost inhabited islands at the time of 

the discovery of the Aleutians in the 1740s, and as the la,rgest of the Near 

Islands, Attu, was inhabited until 1942, all sites in this area, such as this 

one, have great potential for yielding significant archaeological information 

concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and cultural 

adaptation both in the prehistoric and historic periods. 
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1 
This site, in a cove on the northeast.ern coast of Shemya, easternmost of 

1 the Near Islands, was reported as a small Native settlement site by T. P. Bank 

1 (mJp, n.d.). Such coves were common locations for Aleut villages, as they afforded 

protection from storms, while still allowi~g for easy access to the sea for 

·1 hunti ng purposes. 

'1 A report on the population of the Near Islands,made by Russian traders 

in the 1750s,noted a total of fifty families living on the three islands of 

. • tu, Agattu, and Shemya (Coxe, l780:46). These islands, hO\~ever, seem to have 

1 
1 
I 

been more densely populated at earlier times, as traditional Aleut stories con

cerning inter-island warfare note a large population for the Near Islands 

(Bergsland, 1959:124-25). 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding impor

tant archaeological information concerni.ng Aleut population density and settle-

I ment patterns in this portion of the Aleutian Chain both prehistorically and 

historically . 

. 1 
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This site, on the northeastern coast of Shemya Island in the Near Islands . 
Group, \'ras reported as a small Native village site by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). 

Although only four Native sites have been reported on Shemya, this may 

not accurately reflect Native occupation of the island, as a complete site 

survey has not been made. Normally, almost every available cove or inlet in 

the Aleutians was utilized for either base villages or seasonal satellite camp 

locations. 

Most Aleut sites in the Aleutians, as this one, have been reported on the 

northern coasts of the islands. The reason for this pattern is not completely 

clear, although it may have something to do with the type of coastline along 

the Bering Sea and the availability of subsistence resources along that coast. 

This site is Significant in that it has the potential of yielding important 

archaeological and environmental data concerning these settlement patterns, 

and the regional diversities of those patterns. 
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'1 This site, on the southwestern coast of Shemya Island, in the Near 

1 Islands Group, was reported as a large Native settlement by T. P. Bank (map" 

n.d.). This is the only Native site reported on the southern coast of Shemya, 

.. 1 although more sites may· be revealed by future archaeological surveys in the 

area. 
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Shemya \-/as sighted by Vi tus Bering in October, 1941, on hi s return 

age to Kamchatka, and named St. Abraham Island. Soon thereafter, Russian 

fur trading expeditions entered the Near Islands, and the Aleut way of life 

changed drastically. Sites such as this, in an area known to have been 

fairly well populated in the late prehistoric and early historic periods 

(Bergsland, 1959:14), have the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the Aleutians prior to 

Russian intrusion into the area, and how Russian contact affected Aleut 

cul ture. 
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Buldir Island lies solitary, mid-\·/ay bet\'leen the main islands of the Rat 

Group 75 miles to the east, and the Near Islands 75 miles to the \'lest. It 

was named after Stephen Buldir, a sailor on Vitus Bering's St. Peter, who died 

on the October morning the island was discovered in 1741, during Bering's 

ill-fated attempt to return to Kamchatka after his voyage of Alaskan discovery 

(Golder, 1922: 1:339). 

This site lies near Northwest Point on the western side of Buldir Island, 

and \'/as observed by Frohlich during his survey of the \'Iestern Aleutians in the 

summer of 1975. One copper artifact, dating from the period after Russian 

contact with this part of the Aleutian Chain, was found duri.ng Frohlich's 

survey, as well as a human skull slightly to the east of \'/here the artifact 

was found. 

This site is significant on three levels. First, it has the potential 

of yielding important information r.egarding Aleut migrations into the western 

Aleutians. Second, it can provide archaeological data regarding prehistoric 

Aleut occupation and settlement patterns in this portion of the Aleutians. 

And third, information gathered at this site can add to the knowledge of 

Native-Russian contact in this area beginning in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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.~ This extensive site is located on Witchcraft Point, on the northwestern 

It was described fully in Hrdlicka's report of his coast of Kis~a Island. 
-~ archJeological investigation of the Rat Islands in 1938. It is situated on a 

I bluff, and a smaller, and seemingly more recent, site was found on higher ground 

nearby. Hrdlicka (l945:236) thought this site "one of the 1ar,gest yet seen in 

~ the Far North." It contained many house pits, although an exact count could 

_I not be made, due to the lush vegetation which covered the area. 

, describes this site quite graphically (1945:236): 

Hrdlicka 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

It is located on a fine slowly rising level, facing 
west\oJard, 15 to over 30 feet above a sandy beach, and 
reaching towards a large and rocky point, with a line 
of jagged "monuments" of rocks extending seaward. On 
the land side, the plateau of the site is bounded by 
the deep trough of a nice fresh water stream, and be
yond the stream towards the east there are two long 
artificial trenches, which undoubtedly were made and 
served for protection. Not far from the more southern 
of these trenches, within the site, is a large arti
ficial depression which could only have been, it seems, 
a reservoir for water. 

Hrdlicka found that on the rocky point, mentioned above, there were 

"remains of several other dwellings. This was doubtless a lookout point, from 

'I '''hich the Natives watched for appearance of \'/hales, and perhaps enemies" Such 

.. lookout points were typical of Aleut village sites (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

i~ 
Ht'dlicka's last comments (1945:236) on this site indicate its Significance 

the prehistory and history of this portion of the Aleutians: 

The site must have been occupied for a considerable time 
and from well before the Russian arrival; but its last 
phases may have been influenced by the Russians--the 
trenches and the artificial reservoir for water suggest 
this--yet, why should the Russians have instigated such 
measures? We found no specimens "of White man's origin, 
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and there was no trace of any such in the talus of the 
site or on the beach in front; but the main parts of the 
place \'Jere not touched. l,l. a" c:vell~5 here;s a major 
old site that will well deserve further attention. 

It is known from Russian sources, that Kiska had a large Native popu1a~ion 

at the time of first Russian contact with the area, in the 1750s (Coxe, 1780:46). 

Further research in this major site, can yield significant archaeological 

data on the prehistoric and early historic occupation of the western Aleutian 

Islands. 
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This site, on the western coast of Kiska Island, was noted as a large 

1 midden site by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). The normal Aleut settlement patterns, as 

revealed through research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, is characterized 

1 
1 

by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. It is not known how 

this site fits into this pattern. It is situated, however, about l~ miles 

south of the very large village site (KS-l) found by Ales Hl"dlicka in 1938. 

Russian fur traders who entered the western Aleutians in the 1750s were 

. • ld by a Native leader of Attu "that Eastward there are three large and well

peopled islands, Ibiya, Kicksa, and Olas, whose inhabitants speak a different 

I language" (Coxe, 1780:46). Only eight Native sites have been reported on 

Kiska and Little Kiska Islands, however, compared to 78 sites reported on 

I 
.1 

Amchitka. This is more of an indication of the extensive site surveys con-

ducted on Amchitka and the scant attention received by Kiska, rather than 

an indication of former Native settlement utilization of the different 

I islands. 

I 
·1 '. 

This site has the potential of yielding considerable significant archaeo

logical data concerning Aleut migration into, and settl~ment patterns within, 

this portion of the western Aleutians. The large site to the north of KS-2 

~I is known to have both prehistoric and early historic components, and this site 

JIIII1S0 cou1d add much to the knowledge of Aleut cultural adaptation in this 

~rea over a long period of time. 

·1 
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A small Native settlement site \'Jas reported here, in Dark Cove,on the 

soutll':lestern coast of Kiska Island, by 1. P. Bank (map, n.d.). Such coves 

I'lere typical locations for Aleut settlements, as they offered pt'otection from 

·stol'lns, \"hile still providing easy access to the sea for .. hunting purposes. 

Kiska is an extremely important island in terms of the archaeological 

data it can provide concerning various aspects of Aleut history and prehistory. 

According to Christy G. Turner (1970:118), lithe Rat Islands were the visual 

terminus for the westerly-trending Paleo-Aleut colonizing migrations that 

began sometime before 500 B.C." This would seem especially true of Kiska, as 

the only remaining island in the Rat Group is Bu1dir Island, 75 miles to the 

west. 

r.\oreover, archaeological investigations conducted on Kiska by Ales 

Hrdlicka in 1938 (1945:236) revealed significant evidence of prehistoric 

Aleut settlement on the island, as well as indications of Russian influence 

alOOn9 the Natives living here beginning in the eighteenth centUl'y. Kiska 

\,/as known to early Russian fur traders in the area as a "well-peopled" 

island (Coxe, 1780:46). 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential, as 

one of the fe\'1 Native sites reported on Kiska, for yielding important data 

concerning Aleut migrations, settlement patterns, subsistence utilizaiton, 

and cultural adaptation in the western Aleutians over a long period of time. 
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:~::', : .. : lJ.rge site, reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) at the head of 

C •• :rt! ,.,. ' ...•. :t the eastern end of Vega Bay on the southern coast of Kiska, 

or,,' r.:: ~" :.:i·:~21' islands in the Rat Islands Group. ~Jhile even the smallest 

(J',,". '::: .:":?-: the inhabitants of such sites with protection from storms and 

r4~y JC(~~~ to the sea, Gertrude Cove is an especially large one, and further 

rl".I·o!f'~;; in t1~is area might reveal thi,s sHe to be a large permanent base 

\' I 11 <! r/~. 

riska is one of the more interesting of the Aleutian Islands in terms of 

IoL' !':;'I;tlcological data it can provide concerning prehistoric Aleut migrations 

to Jd :;ettlement patterns within the western Aleutians. Although only eight 

IlHi';;: sites have been reported on Kiska, this may not be an accurate indication 

of T0r::'er Aleut utilization of the island, as a complete site survey has not 

becr. r :Jde on Kis ka. Moreover ,hi stori cal documentation concerning early 

i\u~sit:n intrusion into they/estern Aleutians indicates that Kiska had a large 

rtdthe population in the mid-eighteenth century. Archaeological investigations 

of t:i-:';,(\,conducted by Ales Hrdlicka in 1938, confirms prehistoric and historic 

occu~~tion of the island (Hrdlicka, 1945:236). 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has great potential for 

yielding important archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut 

'1 cultural adaptation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

/' 
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This site, in Mutt Cove on the southern coast of Kiska Island, was reported 

by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). 

Although Kiska has not been completely surveyed for Native settlement sites, 

it is an island that is extremely significant in terms of Aleut occupation of 

the Aleutian Island Chain. It is ~onsidered one of the more important islands 

in terms of studying Paleo-Aleut migrations into the \'/estern Aleutians before 

500 B.C. (Turner, 1970:118), and is known to have had a large Native population 

up to the time of early Russian penetration of the Aleutians (Coxe, 1780:46). 

Archaeological investigations conducted elsewhere on Kiska,in the early 

twentieth century (Hrdlicka, 1945:236),has revealed extensive evidence of a large 

prehistoric and early historic Native population on the island. Further research, 

in al"eaS such as this,has the potential of uncovering more archaeological and 

environmental data concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, 

and diversities in cultural adaptation on an inter-island as well as intra

island basis over the long histOl~y of Aleut occupation of this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. 
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This is a large Nativ2 settlement site located on the southern shore of 

I Kiskil Hilrbor on the eastern side of Kiska Island. Hilliam Healy Dall, during 

his archaeological investigations in the Aleutians in the late nineteenth 

1 
I 
I 

I 
1 
I 
I 

centul,}' noted that lion the south shore of Kyska Harbor, near a small portage, 

is a rather modern shell-heap,1I (Dall, 1877:44) a notation that could refer to 

th i s' site. 

Hrdlicka (1945:229), during his studies on Kiska in 1938, also noted this 

ite as a relatively recent one--lInot over a very fe\'/centuries at mostll--but 

still considel'ed it a "large, straggling" site. Although Hrdlicka felt that 

conditions on this island were lIopposed to any permanent settlement", he also 

noted that this might not always have been the case, and further excavation on 

the western coast of Kiska revealed a large prehistoric IDd early historic 

Native site (Hrdlicka, 1945:236). 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding im

portant archaeological data concerning the occupation of Kiska by both pre-

I historic and historic Native populations. 14hen this information is studied 

in conjunction with data gathered from other sites on this and other islands in 

1 the western Aleutians, a clearer picture of Aleut cultural adaptation in this 

I portion of the Aleutian Chain over time can be obtained. 

I' 
I 
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This is a large site on the northern shore of Kiska Harbor, on the eastern 

side of Kiska Island. It \oJasone of the sites excavated by Ales Hrdlicka 

during his Aleutian Islands archaeological investigations in 1938. 

Hrdlicka found that this was a large village site, with over 40 house 

pits. Yet the site was not an old one, and Hrdlicka concluded that the Natives 

who occupied this site were "probably brought in from elsewhere to hunt' for the 

Russians" (1945:225). Russian trading policy in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries was to relocate the populations of isolated Aleut 

villages into larger communities, where they could be more easily controlled 

for hunting purposes. Considerable European crockery, glass, and metal objects, 

some dating from the early eighteenth century, were found at this site, and 

one of the depressions excavated may have been a store or a chapel (1945:227). 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding con

siderable data on Native-White cultural contact in this portion of the Aleutian 

Chain after extensive Russian activities in the area, and how such contact 

affected traditional Aleut cultural activities. 
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This large midden site on the western end of Little Kiska, a small isl~nd 

1 off the eastern coast of Kiska Island) was reported by Ales Hrdlicka during 

1 his archaeological investigation of the western Aleu~ians in l?38. 

may have been damaged by military activities in the area during World ~Jar II. 

This site 

1 Hrdlicka (1945:225) thought this a "fine old site" on a bluff. Nearby 

-I was a trapper's cabin, indi cating continued Aleut use of the al~ea for a few 

weeks during each year. Hrdlicka's description of the site (1945:23l-32) 

adicates that it was a fairly large settlement: 

·1 
1 
1 

The site ... contains about 50 depressions, nearly half 
of which, however, are probably those of the sweat-bath 
or sleeping chambers that were attached to each dwelling. 
All the dwellings are ... of moderate but not small size, and 
to the right of the midst of all is the large quadrangular 
hollo\,1 of the communal house or barabara. All signs of. 
wood absolutely wanting; the site is unquestionably old. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential of 

1 yielding considerable archaeological data which can help to clarify Aleut 

occupation of this area over time. While Hrdlicka thought this was a pre-

historic site, he did find "two native-made bone 'razors,· in one of which was 

still a piece of iron.' This may indicate early historic or protohistoric 

influences in this area, and further research could perhaps reveal the 

extent of that influence. 

~ 
I 



Scgula Island in the Rat Islands Group, was reported by r1cCartney 

during his 1972 Aleutian Islands survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Report (1973:114). 

Al though only one site is reported for Segula Island (called Chugul 

by the Russians), it is likely that more sites well be revealed in 

further surveys of the area. T.P. Bank (1953a:247) wrote that almost 

every inlet, cove, or point o~ land which offers protection from the 

sea and easy escape from approaching enemies was inhabited at one 

time or another during Aleut occu!;>ation of the Aleutian Islands. Al-

so, a Russian trading expedition in the Near Islands in the 1750s was 

told by a Native leader of Attu that the Rat Islands were heavily pop-

ulated by a "tribe" which spoke a different dialect of the Aleut lan~ 

guage (Coxe, 1780:46). Many of the Aleutian Islands lost population 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, due to devastat-

ing diseases brought by the Russians, warfare between Natives and 

whites, and because Russian trading policy involved the relocation of 

the Aleut po~ulation from isolated villnges to larqer village communi-

ties where trade could be better controlled. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential 

of yieldinq important archaeological data Goncerning regional diversi-
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.1 
ties in Aleut culture, as well as evidence delineatin9 cultural change ~ 
in the historic period due to Russian intrusion into this area. ___ 
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This site, located on the western coast of Khvostof Island, a 

I 
I 
I 
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s~all island in the Rat Islands group, was reported by A.P. McCartney 

during his 1972 survey for the Aleutian Islands ~qilderness Study Re-

port (1973:114). 

There are 'numerous voids in the archaeology of the Aleutian Is-

lands, ~ainly because most research has been done in areas in the vi-

cinity of ~resent Aleut villages, while areas such as this, relative-

ly isolated and generally inaoequately surveyed, have been neglected. 

Sites such as this, however, are significant in that they have the 

potential of yielding important archaeoloqical dRta on regional di-

versities in Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and 

other as~ects of Aleut culture both before and after Russian intru-

sion into the Aleutians in the eighteenth century. ~hen further re-

search on such sites is done, the information collected can add much 

to the knowledge of an important area which is connected to the peo

I pIing of the New world. Sites such as this, on the Bering Sea coast 

I 
I 
I 
I ,. 
I 

of the Aleutians, are particularly important for the understanding of 

this aspect of Native migration into North America, since the old 

coastline of the Rerin0 Lann Rridqe was located quite close to some 

of the present coastline of the Aleutians. 
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This site, on the tip of Patterson Point, on the northern coast 

of Little Sitkin Island, was re~ortcd as a small village site by A.P. 

Mccartney during his Aleutian sllrvey of 1972 for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Report (1971:114). 

In 1772, the Russian explorer Dmitri Bragin visited the Rat Is-

lands Group, and noted that Little Sitkin Island had no Native inhab-

itants (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). McCartney's survey of th~ , 
island, however, revealed three 010_ Natives. sites on the island, and 

it is likely that more complete surveys will uncover evidence of more 

sites on Little Sitkin. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential 

of yielding important archaeoloqical data on the prehistory of the 

Aleut population of the Rat Islands. Little research has been done 

in this relatively isolated portion of the Aleutians, and although 

Braqin did not report a Native po~ulation on Little Sitkin in the 

late eighteenth century, it is likely that the island was al least 

utilized seasonally, if not occupied on a year-around basis, during 

the early historic and prehistoric periods. Further research in this 

area couln help ascertain Aleut settlement pattern and subsistence 

utilization in this area of the Aleutians. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove on 

the south,~estern coast of Little Sitkin Island, was reported by A.P. 

McCartney durin~ his 1972 Aleutian site survey for the Aleutian Is-

lands Wilderness Study Report (1973:114). 

It is known from the historical documentation of early Russian 

exploration in the Aleutians that this island was unhabiten at the 

time of Dmitri Braqin's visit to the Rat Islands in the 1770s (master-

son and Brower, 1948:75). Nevertheless, three old Native sites such 

as this have been reported on Little Sitkin, and only further research 

can determine how this site fits into the Aleut settlement patterns. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, it is known that 

such settlement patterns are characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satellite camps. Wheth~r any of the sites on Little Sitkin 

were base villages, or whether they all were used as sUbsistence camps 

by Natives from larger islands in the Chain is not known. 

This site is signi~icant, however, in that it has the potential 

of yielding important archaeological data which cnn help delineate 

the settlement patterns, subsistence-related activities, and cultur-

al adaptation o~ the inhabitants o~ this portion of the Aleutian Is-

lands during the prehistoric, and possibly early historic periods. 
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This small site, located on n low knoll crest on the southeast- f 
ern coast of I.ittle Sitkin Island, was observed by A.P. McCartney 

durinq his 1972 survey for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Re-

port (1973:114). 

When the Russian explorer, Dmitri Bragin, visited the Rat Islands 
I 

•• in the 17705, he noted that Little Sitkin had neither a good harbor, 

nor a Native population (Masterson and Brower, ·1948:75). Never-

theless, McCartney reported three old Native sites on the island. I 
Further research in this area may reveal more sites on Little Sitkin, I 
as most Aleutian islands were populated at one time or another in the 

Aleuts' history (Bank, 1953a:247). 

This site is signi~icant, then, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data on the history and prehistory 

of. the Aleuts in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. According to 

early Russian explorers in this area, the Rat Islands' population was 

considered a ~if£erent "tribe" from those Natives inhabiting the Near 

Islands to the west (Coxe, 1780:46), while they also spoke a different. 

dialect fro~ the inhabitants of the Andreanof Group to the east (Bergs-

1-. 

I 
I 
I 
I··.· 

I: 
lan~, 1959:14). Further research on sites such as this, w~ich became 

depopulated in the late prehistoric or early historic periods, can 

help delineate Aleut cultural adaptation, and the regional diversi

ties of that adaotation. 

I ,. 
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This site, on the western ~ide o~ Rat Island, from which the 

Rat Islanos Group took its name, was reporte~ by T.~. Bank (map. n.d.) 

.:.1 as a large villa~e site. l?eter Simon Pallas (Masterson and Brower, 

I 
I 
I 
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1948:9~), who edited articles concernina Russian exploration in the 

Aleutians in the late eighteenth century, noted that "according to 

the inhabitants of this island, a ~oreign ship was once wrecked here, 

and rats first apoearecl after that time .• " 

Little extensive archaeological research has been conducted in 

this relatively isolated portion of the Aleutians, so this site has 

the potential o~ yieldinq signi~icant information concerning the pre-

historic and early historic population of the Rat Islands Group. This 

area of the Aleutians seems to have become almost depopulated in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in part because Russian trading 

policy involved the relocation of Aleuts from isolated villaaes to 

large village cOfTlJ'lunities near the division headquarters of the Russian 

A~erican Comnanv. Further research in once-populated areas such as 

this, therefore, can add much to the knowledge of the early occupa

I tion o{'" the Aleutian Islanr'ls, and hm·, Aleut culture changed over time. 
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This site, on the soutl~~estern coast of Rat Island, was reported 

as a 1~r0e village site by T.P. Rank (map, n.~.). 

Like most Aleutian Islan~ sites, there is little further informa-

tion rcgardirig this site, as extensive archaeological investigations 

have not been conducted on this island. It is known that Rat Island 

was inhabited at the time or Russian contact with the Natives in this 

area in the late ei~hteenth century, although population statistics 

are unavailable. It is also known that most of the population of the 

Rat Islands ~roups was moved eastward to Adak and Atka Islands by the 

Russian .1\.11lerican Comoa.ny in order to facilitate trade once the sea 

otter p09ulation in the more westerly Aleutians decreased. 

This site is significant, however, in that it has the potential 

of yielding irnp6rtant archaeological and environmental data concerninq 

the settlement patterns, subsistence activities, and cultural adaota-

tion of the Aleuts living in this area. 
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This site, located at the head o~ Gunners Cove on the northern 

coast of Rat Island, was re~orted as a large villaae site by T.P. Bank 

"I {map, n. (I. ) • 

Although little is known concerning the extent of reqional di-

versities (both inter-island as well as intra-island) between the 

various islan~ groups in the Aleutian Chain, it is known from research 

1 
1 

conducted elsewhere (~ainly in areas in the vicinity of present-day 

I Aleut villa~es) that such diversities do exist. It is also known 

that the Rat Islands Group was once heavily populated (Coxe, l780( 46), 

,I and that the inhabitants of the Rat Islands spoke a different dialect 

'.Of the Aleut language then did the inhabitants of the Near Islands to 

, the west, and the Andreanof rslands to the east (Bergsland, 1959:14). 

I 
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This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential 

of yielding i~~ortant archaeological data concerning the extent of the 

diversities that existed in Aleut culture both prehistorically and 

in the early historic period when the first contact between the Na-

tives and Russians took place. This infor~ation can help fill many 

of the voids in the knowledge concerning Aleut settlement patterns, 

subsistence-related activities, and other as~ects of Aleut cultural 

ac3antation to the Aleutian environmellt. 



This site, on the southern coast of Rat Island, was reported 

as a sMnll village site bv ~.p. Rank (rna~, n.d.). 

This site is si0nificl1nt in that it has the potential of yield-

ing im?ortant archaeological and environ~ental data on the history 

ann prehistory o~ the Aleuts inhabiting this ~ortion of the Aleutian 

Islands. The Aleutian !slan~s constitute a unique situation in the 

world, as it is virtuRlly the only place where there is a precise 

congruence of a sinqle 909ulation living in a single well-defined 

ecosystem. 

Yet desnite the fact that the Aleutians form a single ecosystem, 

re~ional diversities in Aleut dialects, cultural ada~tation, and 

availability of subsistence resources are known to exist, both in an 

inter-island, as well as an intra-island perspective. Major archaeo-

logical research in the Aleutians, however, has focussed on areas in 

the vicinity of 9resent-day Aleut villages, so the full extent of 

regional niversities is not clearly delineated. 

Si tes such as this then, ,,]hen studied in connection with other 

sites in the area, can add much to the knowledge of Aleut settlement 

patterns, subsistence-related activities, and· cultural adaptation in 
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an area of the Aleutians ,,,here extensive research has not been con- I 
ducted. 
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This site is located in Makarius Bay, on the southern coast :1 of Amchitka, the largest island in the Rat Islands Group. In the 
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1770s, the Russian explorer Dmitri Bragin noted that Amchitka 

Island had numerouS sea lions, seals and'sea otter on its shores, 

while the population consisted of "30 men with their families" 

(Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). In the early nineteenth century, 

much of the population of the Rat Islands Group was transferred to 

Adak and Atka Islands to the east (Bergsland, 1959:14), but the 

last settlement on Amchitka, on Kirilof Bay, was not abandoned 

ntil 1849. 

Amchitka has long been considered an important island 

archaeologically. William Healy Dall (1877:44) noted that on 

the southern shore of the island there were "v~ry extensive 

evidences of settlement", that the island must have had "a large 

resident population". And in the 19305 Ales Hrdlicka, (1945:363), 

noted that "up to the time of the Russians, it was rich in sea 

otter, there were fish, sea lions, whales, nume~ous sea and 

lantl fowl in season, and plentiful sea urchins, all of which made 

the island desirable for native habitation". 

~ 
As Amchitka is an island in the Aleutian Chain where exten

sive site surveys have been conducted--78 sites have been reported 

for the island--all these sites have a tremendous potential for 

sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies utilizing data from 

many sites in a well-defined geosraphical region. I 
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This site is located at the entrance to Constantine Harbor, 

on the northern coast of Amchitka Island. It may be the "large 

settlement at the head of Constantine Harbor" observed by Hilliam 

Healy Dall in the late nineteenth century (1877:44). 

This site was partially excavated by Ales Hrdlicka during 

his important Aleutian Island archaeological expedition in 1938, 

(1945:349-51). He called it the "1 0 \'1er site" on Constantine Harbor, 

and though he found it "of moderate size" it contained "consider-

able accumulations .... It is evidently fairly rich, though culture 

appears rather simple". 

Hrdlicka felt that the site was "evidently pre-Russian, and 

probably pre-Aleut". Pre-Aleut and Aleut was the dichotomy of 

cultural periods and physical types Hrdlicka constructed for the 

Aleutians. According to f.1cCartney (1972:35), "The pre-Aleut 

material makes up the majority of the deep midden strata, whereas 

the Aleut portion consisted only of the uppermost midden layers •... 

Hrdlicka thought the pre-Aleut remained dominant in the islands 

to the west of Umnak after the influx of the Aleut from the east 

a few centuries prior to Russian contact. The pre-Aleut were 

thought to have first entered the chain in the early part of the 

Christian era". 

This site has the potential then, of yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning the prehistory of the Aleut pop-

I 
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Site #: AC-2 

:1 ulation of this region. Although Amchitka has been extensively 

; I surveyed fOl" Native sites, there has still been little intensive 

research done on the island, yet Amchitka can serve as a labora-

I 
I 
I 

:1 

tory for study of Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence 

utilization in a well-defined geographical region. 
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I 
:1 This site'is located in a small cove at the entra'nce to 

In the Makarius Bay, on the southern coast of Amchitka Island. 
,I archaeological report on Amchitka, compiled for the U.S. Atomic 

I Energy Commission 

most of the sites were adjacent to streams, 

(1971:22), it was noted that: 

"I which usually emptied into a cove with a par
ticular type of nutural design: generally, 
the coves had a reef, which stretched across 

-I 

'. 
their mouths, with a passage to the open sea 
created by the flow 6f freshwater streams. 
Within each cove, the kelp beds also had a 
central passageway created by the fresh 
water flow. The design of the coves provided 
advantages to the aboriginal hunter in that 
he could launch his craft in protected waters 
and still have access to the sea. ,I 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 

This site seems to fit into this pattern. 

Moreover, the location of this site on the southern coast of 

the island is significant in that in the late nineteenth century 

William Healy Dall observed that the considerable evidence of 

settlement on the southern coast of Amchitka indicated that there 

had been a large Native population on the island at one time 

(1877:44). 

This site is significant then, in that it has the potential 

I of yielding important archaeological data concerning Aleut settle

Jllament patterns and subsistence utilization over time in this portion 

~Of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
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This site is located on the southern shore of Amchitka Island, 

to the east of the entrance to Makarius Bay. In 1877 William Healy 

Da11 noted that the extensive evidence of settlement sites on the 

southern coast of Amchitka indicated that the island at one time 

had a large Native:population (p.44). Hrdlicka, who excavated on 

the northern coast of the island in 1938, indicated that much of 

the archaeological data from the island seemed to date from the pre

Russian period. (Hrdlicka, 1945:363). Russian explorers in the area, 

in the late eighteenth century, noted that the population of Amchitka . 

at that time was about thirty families (Masterson and Brower, 

1948:75). 

As Amchitka is one island in the Aleutian Chain where an 

extensive survey for Native settlement sites has been carried out--

78 sites were reported on the island after the survey of 1971--

it is evident that almost every available cove or point of land 

was inhabited, at one time or another, during Aleut occupation of 

the Aleutians. This site has the potential, then, through more 

extensive research, of yielding significant arc~aeological data 

which, when utilized in conjunction with data from other sites on 

the island, can help delineate Aleut settlement patterns, sub

sistence utilization, and cultural adaptation in a well-defined 

geographical area. 
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This site is located on a small cove to the east of St. 

Makarius Point, on the southern coast of Amchitka Island. Such 

coves, with fresh water streams flowing into them, were charac-

I teristic of areas where Aleut settlements were located, as they 

I afforded protection from storms, while providing Aleut hunters 

with access to the sea. Almost all such coves on the coast of Am

I chitka seem to have been occupied at one time or another. 

-I According to the report submitted by the Russian explorer 

Dmitri Bragin, the population of Amchitka Island in the 1770s 

'.nsisted of thirty families, (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). 

I William Healy Dall 

evidence of extensive settlements on the southern coast of Amchitka, 

(1877:44)_ noted that there was such great 

I ho\·:ever, that the prehistoric Aleut population, which utilized the 

island, may have been even greater. Although the last Native 

I settlement on the island (on Kirilof Bay) was abandoned in 

I 1849, Ales Hrdlicka noted in 1938 

was still utilized by Native trappers for a few weeks each yearJ 

(1945:18) that the island 

I thereby giving it continuing significance to the Native inhabitants 

of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the po-

I tential of yielding important archaeological data on the prehistoric 

JIIlnd historic utilization of settlement sites in a portion of the 

---Aleutian Islands which has been extensively surveyed for Native 

I sites, but where little intensive research has been conducted. 
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I 
This site is located near the tip of Ivakin Point, on the 

northeastern coast of Amchitka Island. 

According to WiJliam Healy Dall, who visited Amchitka in the 

late nineteenth century, the "numerous large village-sites on the 

north shores of the island", as well as the "very extensive evidences 

of settlement" on the southern coast, indicated that the aboriginal 

population of Amchitka must have been very great. (Da11, 1877:44). 

Indeed, in the 1750s, early Russian traders to the Near Islands 

were told by a Native leader of Attu that the Rat Islands were very 

populous (Coxe, 1780:46). Ales Hrdlicka, in 1938, thought that 

Amchitka was one of the more important islands in the Aleutian Chain 

in terms of evidence that could be gathered concerning Aleut occu-

pation of the Aleutians (Hrdlicka, 1945:363). 

Although Amchitka Island has been well surveyed for Native' 

sites-- 78 Native settlement sites have been found on the is1and--

extensive research has not been carried out. Yet this site is 

one of many sites on Amchitka which ha~e tremendous potential for 

sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies utilizing data from 

many sites in a well-defined geographical region. 

I 
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This site is located in a small cove, just east of Constantine 

Point, on the northeastern coast of Amchitka Island. Such coves 

arc typical of Aleut Native settlements, especially on Amchitka, 

where the survey conducted for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

noted that these coves provided the advantage to Aleut hunters in 

the area of protected waters for launching their skin boats, 

while still affording access to the sea (Desautels, et. al., 

1971:22). 

• 

As William Healy Dall conducted much of his research on 

. ,Amchitka on the northern coast of the island near Constantin~ 

I Harbor in the late nineteenth century, this site, or sites in the 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

area similar to it, may have been one of those "numerous large 

village-sites" he observed on the northern coast of the island, 

which led him to believe that Amchitka had once had a very numerous 

Native population. In any case, the complete site survey carried 

out on Amchitka in 1969-70 indicates that the island was once 

extensively utilized by the Aleut population. 

Further research must be conducted, however, utilizi~g data 

gathered from many sites in such a well-defined geographical 

area, before a complete picture of Aleut settlement patterns, 

I subsistence activities, and ~u1tural adaptation can be delineated. 

~ThiS site has the potential, therefore, of yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning the history and prehistory of the 

I Aleuts in this portion of the Ale~tian Chain. 
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This site is located on a pOint of l~nd? in Kirilof Bay, 

on the northern coa~t of Amchitka Island. T. P. Bank has written 

(1953a:247) that almost every cove, bay, inlet, or point of land 
. 

in the Aleutians, which afforded protection from the sea, was occu-

pied at one time or another by the Aleut populati'on, This seems 

evident from the number (78) of ~ites which have been reported 

on Amchitka Island. Moreoyer, Willt~m Healy Dall noted (1877:44) 

numerous large Aleut vill~ge sites on bQth the northern coast 

(especially bet~een Constantine Harbor and Kirtlof Bay) and the 

southern coast of Amchttka. 

Althou9h the Aleutian !slands form a si~gle ecosystem, regional 

diversities in cultural adaptation and the presence) absence, or 

abundance of subsistence resources are known to have existed. 

Ales Hrdlicka, during his archaeological investigation of Amchitka 

in 1938, noted that u10cal, family and individual variations or 

peculiarities tn culture, on same main basis [were/ ever more 

obvious" (1945:356). 

This site, therefore, has the potential of yielding signifi

cant archaeological data on these diversities in Aleut cultural 

adaptation to their environment in this region. As Amchitka has 

been completely surveyed for Native sites, when the data from many 

sites is gathered, sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies 

can be conducted to more clearly delineate Aleut history and pre

history. 
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This site is located on a low beach terrace overlooking 

Kirilof Bay on the northemcoast of Amchitka Island. T\,/o streams, 

pro v i din 9 f res 11" \'/ ate r, fl 0 win to K i r il 0 f Bay i nth i s are a, 0 n e 

northwest and one sQutheast of the site. This is one of the sites 

that was excavated during the Amchitka archaeological survey, 
- ' 

conducted in 1969-70 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and 

the only site excavated on the Bering Sea c~ast of the Island, 

(Desautels, et.al., 1971 :53-60). As is true of many sites on 

Amchitka, there was considerable destruction of this site from .m i 1 ita r y act i vi tie son the I s 1 and d uri n g Wo r 1 d ~1 a r I I, and a 

communication bunker still stands 40 meters south of this site's 

I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 

midden. 

A total of 539 artifacts were recovered from this site, while 

features uncovered at the site were an Aleut burial, the remains 

of a structure (probably a one-family dwelling) in which the 

burial was found, and a cache of artifacts. One of the con-

elusions drawn from the excavation of sites on Amchitka was 

that beach terrace middens were probably "utilized as manufacturing 

sites for most of the basalt chipped stone tools, as well as a 

:1 staging area for ocean fishing" (Desautels, et.al., 1971:347). 

I This conclusion could not be definitely applied to site AC-10, 

~however, as much of the older strata seemed to have been lost 

~ due to sea erosion. 

I 
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Site II: AC-10 

This site is significant, however, in that the data recovered 

from it, when taken in connection with data gathered from 

further research on other sites on Amchitka, can add to a 

sophisticated study of Aleut settlement and subsistence patterns, 

as well as Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. 
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This site is located in a small cove in the western portion 

of Kirilof Bay on the northern coast of Amchitka Island. 

From all the documentary evidence available from early 

Russian sources, as well as reports of archaeol~gical surveys 

of Amchitka from the nineteenth century to t~e present, Amchitka 

seems to have had a large Native population at one time. Russian 

traders in the 1750s were informed by Natives living in the Near 

Islands that the Rat Islanders were very numerous (Coxe, 1780: 

: _ 46 ), w hi 1 e ; nth e 1 770 s, the R u s s ian ex p lor e r Om i t riB rag; n 

reported a population consisting of thirty families for Amchitka 

I (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). An archaeological survey con

1 
1 

ducted by William Healy Dall in the nineteenth century reported 

"numerous large village-sites" on the northern coast of the 

island .(1877:44), while a survey done between 1969 and 1970 

revealed 78 Native sites on the island. 

Such extensive evidence of settlement on an island which is 

rich in subsistence resources (Hrdlicka, 1945:363), indicates 

that each site on the island has great potential of yielding 

significant archaeological data on the history and prehistory 

_I of the Aleut population of the Rat Islands Group. Sophisticated 

.. settlement-subsistence studies, utilizing data from many sites in 

~ this well-defined geographical area, can add much to the knowledge 

of regional diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation in the Aleutian 

I islands. 
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This site is located on the edge of a small cove on the far western 

coast of I\mchitka Island. From all the evidence available from early 

Russian sources,as vlell as from archaeological surveys of Amchitka in the nine-

teenth and tv/entieth centuries, Amchitka seems to have had a large Native pop-

ulation at one time. 

In the 1770s, the Russian explorer D~itri Bragin noted that thirty 

families lived on Amchitka (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). In the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in line \'lith the Russian American 

Company's policy of relocating the Aleut population from small scattered 

villages to larger village communities, most of the Rat Islands population 

was removed to Atka Island to the east (Bergsland, 1959:14). The last 

Native settlement on Amchitka--in Kirilof 8ay--was not abandoned, however, 

until 1849 (Dan, 1877:44). 

This site, therefore, has great potential of yiel~ing significant 

archaeological and environmental data on the history and prehistory of the Aleut 

population of this area. Sophisticated studies, not only of early Aleut 

population migrations and settlement patterns in the area, but also of sub

sistence utilization and cultural adaptation both before and after Russian 

intrusion into the Aleutians can be made, utilizing information gathered 

from a number of sites on this island. 
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This site is located on the ,small cove just west of East Cape, on the 

northern coast of Amchitka Island. Almost all such coves on Amchitka were 

occupied by the Aleuts of the Rat I~lands at one time or another, as these 

coves provided advantages to Aleut hunters,who could launch their skin boqts 

in protected waters, while still having access to the sea (Desautels, et.al., 

1971 :22). 

Since William Healy Dall's survey of archaeological remains on Amchitka 

'I in the late nineteenth century (Dall, 1877:44), it has been recognized 

that Amchitka had once been a heavily populated island. The 1969-1970 

archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted for the' U.S. Atomic Energy 

I Commission revealed 78 sites on the island. Not all such sites were occupied 

at one time, hO\'Jever, and research conducted in other portions of the Aleutians 

I 
I 
I 
I 

has revealed that even in the larger village sites, with evidence of many house 

pits, not all such dwellings were occupied at the same period (Joche1son, 

1925:119). Aleut settlement patterns are characterized by base villages 

utilizing seasonal satellite camps, depending on the abundance and avail

ability of subsistence resources in an area at certain times of, the year. 

Sites such as this on Amchitka, however, have great significance in that 

I they pl-ovide tremendous potential for sophisticated studies of Aleut settle-

1 
ment patterns, subsistence activities, inter-island Native contact, cultural 

.. contact bet\'Jeen Natives and non-N~tives, (primarily Russians), and regional 

~ diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation to their environment over time. 

I 
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This site is located on a small cove at the western entrance to Makarius 

Bay, on the Pacific Ocean side of Amchitka Island. It is situated on a bluff, 

and was one of the sit~s excavated during the 1969-70 Amchitka archaeological 

survey for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

The Amchi tka survey group thought that this si te \,/as "one of the 

most heavily disturbed sites on the island", (Desautels, et.al., 1971:62), due 

to erosion and pothunting. Still, excavation recovered blo Aleut burials 

within a rotten wooden structure (probably a burial hut near an Aleut 

dwelling; a considerable amount of driftloJOod, used by the Aleuts as s'loports 

for their dwellings, was found at this site). 

Despite the disturbance of the site, the midden was considered a 

large one. A total of 311 artifacts were recovered in the excavation, and 

it was felt that "regardless of their exact associations, more artifacts and 

objects of different styles were found with this feature than in any other 

small area of the 1969 excavations" (Desautels, et.al., 1971 :71). 

This site is significant in that when the information gathered from it 

;s taken in connection with data gathered in further research on other sites 

in this area, a clearer picture of Aleut history and prehistory in this 

portion of the Aleutian Chain,can be obtained. 
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This site is located on a narrow point of land on the northeastern 

co~st of Amchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands, and one of the southern-

most islands in the Aleutian Chain. 

Although it is known from historical documentation that at one time 

Amchitka had a large Native population, and while the archaeological survey 

conducted on Amchitka for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in 1969-70-

revealed 78 Native sites on the island, there has been little intensive re-

earch done on Amchitka. 

More research, however, on an island-wide basis, could reveal much of 

significance that can add to the knowledge of prehistoric and historic 

Aleut occupation of the Aleutians. Hrdlicka's studies on Amchitka,in 1938, 

led him to believe that much of the archaeological data to be found on the 

island was from the pre-Russian period (Hrdlicka, 1945:363). It is known, 

however, that in the 1770s the island's population consisted of at least 

thirty families (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75), and the last Native 

I village site--on Kirilof Bay--was not abandoned until 1849 (Dall,1877:44). 

I 
Therefore, sites such as this, when studied in connection with other sites 

on Amchitka, have great potential of providing comprehensive data on pre-

1 contact and post-contact Aleut cultural adaptation in the Rat Islands Group. 
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This site is located on a narrow point of land on the northern coast 

of Amchitka Island, the largest island in the Rat Islands Group. 

According to historical documentation available for Amchitka, the 

island seems at one time to have had a large Native population. Russian fur 

traders,in the l750s,\'/ere told by a Native leader of Attu that the Rat 

Islands \'/ere very populous (Coxe, 1780:46). A Russian explorer, Dmitri 

Bragin, reported in the l770s that thirty families lived on Amchitka 

(Masterson and Brm'/er, 1948:75), and the last Native village on Amchitka-

on Kirilof Bay--was not abandoned until 1849 (Dall, 1877:44). 

Archaeological reports also show evidence of a large population on 

Amchitka. Danis research on Amchitka revealed IInumerous large village-sites ll 

on the northern coast of the :sland, while Hrdlicka, in 1938, reported that 

the island was well-suited for a large prehistoric Native population, due 

to the rich subsistence resources available in the area (Hrdlicka, 1945:363). 

Finally, the archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted in 1969-1970 for 

the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, revealed 78 Native sites on the island. 

As Amchitka is one of the few islands in the Aleutian Chain which have 

been completely surveyed for Native sites, sites such as this have tremendous 

potential for sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies in this portion 

of the Aleutians, especially when data collected from this site is studied 

in connection with data gathered from many sites in this well-defined 

geographical region. 
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This site is located at the head of a large cove on the southern 

1 coast of Amchitka Island. Such coves, with streams flovling into them as in 

I 
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this one, v/ere typical of Aleut settlement areas, as they offered protecdon 

from storms, while providing Aleut hunters with access to the sea. Most 

of the 78 Native sites reported on Amchitka Island are located in such 

coves. 

Most of the Native village sites reported on islands in the Aleutian 

Chain are located on the northern, or Bering Sea coasts of the islands. 

Although the reason for this pattern is not clear, it is thought that the 

type of coastline may have something to do \'Jith Aleut settlement on the Bering 

Sea coast, while the Russian priest Veniaminov noted in the mid-nineteenth 

century that most Aleut villages were located on the Bering Sea because of 

more abundant subsistence resources on that coast. 

Hore than half of the Native sites reported on Amchitka, however, like 

AC-18, lie on the southern coast of the island. Regional diversities--on 

an inter-island as well as intra-island basis--in the avaiiability of 

resources, as well as in the types of coastline available for settlement, are 

known to exist in the Aleutians. This site has the potential of yielding 

significant archaeological data on the nature of these diversities, and 

1 hm'l 

I' 
they affected Aleut cultural ~daptiation to their environment over time. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the northwestern coast of 

Amchitka Island.· As \·/ith most of the 78 Native sites reported on Amchitka, 

such coves provided pr6tection from storms, as well as access to the sea 

for Aleut hunters. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, Aleut settlement 

patterns are known to have been characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satellite camps. Further resea)'ch must be done on sites such as this 

on Amchitka, in order to determine how they fit into these settlement patterns. 

The archaeological report of the Amchitka survey, done in 1969-1970. for the 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, for example, notes that some sites on the island 

seem to have been manufar.turing stations for tools, as well as staging 

areas for ocean fishing (Desautels, et.al., 1971:347). 

Sites such as this on Amchitka (one of the few islands in the 

Aleutians which have been completely surveyed for sites), therefore, have 

the potential of yielding significant archaeological data which can help 

delineate Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this 

portion of the Aleutians. Moreover, as it is known that Amchitka had a 

large population in both prehistoric and early historic periods, studies 

can be conducted on how Aleut cultural adaptation changed, due to the 

intrusion of a non-Native population into the area. 
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This site, on the northern coast of Amchitka Island, is a historic 

trapper's barabara. It is described in the archaeologic~l ~~;:~t of the 

Amchitka Survey of 1969-1970 (Desautels, et.al., 1971:26): 

This site, (historic), is a small semi-subterranian structure 
situated on the west side of a low hill, in a small narrow valley 
near the Bering Sea side of the island. The shelter is entered 
by a narrow passage cut into the hill. Six posts, which form a 
part of the wall, supports project above the surface of the hill. 
No nails were used in the construction. Dry grass, which served 
as a floor covering over the damp ground, is visible today. A 
small step and narrow platform occupy a portion of the floor 
space ... The walls consist of ten upright posts used as braces for 
driftwood planks set vertically behind the posts. The roof is 
made of \'JOod pieces set horizontally across the wall frame. The 
basic dimensions of the structure are: length 450 cm.; width, 
150 cm.; height, 120 em. Ralph Prokpeof, an Aleut hunter with the· 
Alaska Sport Fishery Department, reported that the Island was used 
for trapping over 40 years ago. He said that such structures 
were built along the fox trap lines and were used by the trappers 
as shelters during storms, and as temporary camps. 

From the Russian explorer Dmitri Bragin's report of Amchitka in the 

1770s (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75), as well as Hrdlicka's archaeological 

study of Amchitka in 1938 (Hrdlicka, 1945:18, 363), it is known that 

Amchitka \'/as situated in an area of abundant resources. Hrdlicka also 

mentions that Native trappers and hunters occupied "a few humble native 

d\'1ellings" for a few weeks each year during trapping season. The presence 

of this early twentieth-century trapper's hut on Amchitka indicates that 

the island has had a long history of Native association with it, and 

I further ethnographi c research can. undoubtedly determi ne the extent of the I' Native's connection with the area in more recent times. 

I 
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This site lies on the northwestern shore of Constantine Harbor, on the 

nOI'tllern coast of Amchitka Island. It is described in the archaeological. 

report of the Amchitka Island survey conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. 

I\tomic Energy Commission (Desautels, et.al., 1971:24); 

This is an historic Aleut Cemetery situated on a 10\'1 bluff over
looking Constantine Harbor. The remains of several markers are 
still ,-in evidence; the .cemetery has been fenced since 1968. One 
headstone bears the name "Anna·Zeochney, 1884-1930". The other' 
graves are typical of historical bur·ials \'/ith small wooden 
fences and carved wooden corner posts. The crosses which are 
surmounted by orbs, are typical of the three-barred Russian 
Orthodox style. 

This is probably the area of the "couple of small houses constructed by 

the Bureau of Fisheries and four native trapper dwellings, with an attractive 

little native church" noted by Hrdlicka in 1937 (quoted by Guggenheim, 1945: 

21). Hrdlicka noted that there were no Native inhabitants here during the 

summer, but during trapping season some Natives would remain two or three 

weeks on Amchitka. 

This site is significant then,. not only because it is an historic 

Native cemetery, but also because it has assocaitions with present-day 

Aleut Natives, \vho remember the site traditionally. 
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This site is loca~ed in a small cove west of Cyril Cove, on the northern 

shore of Amchitka Island. Like most Aleut sites noted for Amchitka, such 

coves provided protection from storms, while allowing Aleut hunters access 

to the sea . 

. 1 From research conducted in other portions of the Aleutian Islands-

mainly in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages--it seems that most 

" • Aleut settlement sites were located on the northe~n coasts of the islands. 

1 
I 

.1 
1 
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However, less than half of the 78 sites found on Amchitka are, like this 

site, on the northern coast of the island. 

This site is significant, however, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological information ,regarding settlement patterns 

and subsistence-related activities in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

As Amchitka is one island which has been completely surveyed for Native 

sites, the island is potentially an excellent laboratory for sophisticated 

stpdy of Aleut life, both in the prehistoric and early historic periods. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the northern coast of Amchitka 

Island. The 1969-1970 archaeological survey of Arnchitka, conducted for the 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, noted that such coves were typical of the 

localities chosen for Aleut settlements, as they afforded protection from 

storms, as well as provided access to the sea for hunting (Desautels, et.al., 

1971 : 22). 

Although most Aleut settlements, on other Aleutian islands, seem to 

have been located on the northern coasts of the islands, less than half of 

the sites reported on Amchitka are on the northern coast. HO\'/ever, regional 

diversities in availability and abundance of subsistence resources, which are 

known to exist in the Aleutian Chain, both from an inter-island as well as 

intra-island perspective, could account for more sites located on the southern 

shore of some islands like Amchitka. Moreover, as Amchitka is the southern-

most of the Aleutian Islands, availability of Pacific Ocean resources may have 

determined that there were more settlement~~ on the southern coast. Only 

further research in this area, however, can give a clearer delineation of 

the settlement patterns for this island. 

This site is significant then, in that it has the potential, when 

studied in connection \"/ith other sites on Amchitka, of yielding important 

archaeological data on the history and prehistory of the Aleut in this portion 

of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site is located slightly inland from the coast,southeast of 

a small fresh water lake, on the Bering Sea side of Amchitka Island. 

I The 1969-70 archaeological survey of Amchitka, conducted for the U.S. 

Atomic Energy Commission (Desautels, et.al., 1971:22, 24, 376-77), noted 

that this site "stood out in the inventory as unique". It is one of three 

blowout sites--"irregularly shaped ci~p(essions which have become deeper and 

deeper due to erosion~-with no middens, but which contain many surface 

.artifacts. 

I One of the conclusions drawn in this important archaeological site 

I 
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survey and salvage excavation operation was that these blowout sites might 

have been used as quarries or manufacturing sites, as "the lithic materials 

from these blm.,routs \.,rere frequently used by occupants of the midden sites". 

Still, the author.s of this report felt that more research in the area 

needed to be done "to resolve whether these sites are workshops or the re

flection of some different cultural pattern on Amchitka". 

This site is significant then, in that it has the potential of yielding 

important data concerning the prehistoric and early historic activities of the 

'1 Aleuts 

p 
occupying this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This relatively isolated site is located on a narrow point of land on 

the nOl,thern coast of Amchitka Island. Such areas v/ere typical of Aleut 

settlement locations throughout the Aleutian Islands, as'they afforded pro"

tection from approaching enemies by a11m,/;ng the Aleut occupants of the site 

the advantage of two bodies of water--on either side of the point of land-

to escape to in case of attack (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

It is known from early Russian accounts of the Aleutians, that the Rat 

Islands, of \'/hich Amchitka is the largest, ""ere very populous at the time 

of initial Russian intrusion into the area (Coxe, 1780:46). Bergs1and 

(1959:14) notes that the Rat Islanders were considered a different "tribe" 

from the Aleuts inhabiting the Near Islands to the west, and the Andreanof 

Islands to the east, because they spoke a different dialect. 

Sites such as this are significant, therefore, in that they have the 

potenti a 1 of yi elding important archaeol 09i ca 1 data concerning the hi story 

and prehistory of this portion of the Aleutian Chain. As Amchitka is an 

island \'ihich has been completely surveyed for Native sites, the island 

can be an excellent laboratory for studying Aleut cultural adaptation at 

different points in the Native occupation of the island, as well as how 

their culture was affected by Russian contact with the area. 
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This site lies in a small cove in Makarius Bay, on the southeastern 

~I 

I 
coast of Amchitka Island. Most Aleut sites on Amchitka are located in such . 

I coves, as "they possess abundant and close fresh water, have a fronting 

but open-channelled kelp-covered reef, or islet, that \'.JOuld aid in storm 

protection and kayak landing, even in stormy weather, and provide easy and 

'I abundant food collecting sites" (Turner, 1970:119). 

~ ~ Christy Turner II also noted that most sites on Amchitka were either 

seaside fishing camps, or small villages, and it is known from research in 
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other portions of the Aleutians, that Aleut settlement patterns were normally 

characterized by such base villages and seasonal satellite camps. 

Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for Native sites, 

little extensive research has been conducted on the island. Yet Amchitka 

is significant in the Paleo-Aleut occupation of the Aleutian Chain, as most 

of the archaeological data gathered by Hrdlicka in 1938 (1945:363), and 

Guggenheim (1945:32), indicate a dominant Paleo-Aleut occupation of the 

island. Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant 

archaeological data on the history and prehistory of the Aleuts in this portion 

of the Aleutians. 
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This site is located on the edge of a small cove in Makarius Bay, on 

the southern COJst of Amchitka Island. As \'1ith most Aleut sites on Amchitka, 

this cove would provide the Aleut occupants of this site 0ith protection from 

storms, while still aff6rding access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Amchitka seems to have been one of the most populous islands in the Rat 

Islands Group, as evidenced from early Russian reports concerning the area· 

(Coxe, 1780:46). By the l770s, hm'lever, the island seems to have become 

somewhat depopulated, as only thirty families were rep<;>rted on Amchitka at 

that time (t~asterson and Brm'/er, 1948:75). With the policy of the Russian 

American Company of relocating scattered Aleut village populations into. 

larger village communities in the beginning of the nineteenth century, much 

of Amchitka's population was moved to Adak and Atka Islands to the east, 

although the last permanent village site on Amchitka--in Kirilof Bay--was 

not abandoned until 1849 (Dall, 1877:44). Amchitka, however, was still 

utilized by the Aleuts until the 19405, and there are numerous reports of 

trappers' huts found by archaeological expeditions, and there was a Native 

church in Constantine Harbor until it was destroyed during World War II. 

Sites,such as this,are important in that they have the potential of 

yielding significant archaeological data, not only on the Aleut population 

of Amchitka from the time of early Russian contact until the 1940s, but also 

because there seems to have been ~ very large population in prehistoric 

times, and further research in the area could help to clearly delineate 

Aleut settlement and subsistence patterns before the arrival of non-Natives 

in the area. 
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This site lies in a small cove on the southern shore of Amchitka 

Island. Most sites on ·Amchitka are located in such coves, as they afforded 

the occupants of these sites protection from storms,. as we 11 as access to 

the sea for hunting purposes. 

Amchitka, at one time, was a very populous island. William Healy 

Dall, in the nineteenth century, noted that there was much evidence of 

settlement on the southern coast of the island (Dall, 1877:44), while 

Ales Hrdlicka, in 1938, noted that Amchitka's' excellent subsistence re-

sources would make it highly desirable in terms of Native settlement 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:363). 

Such sites as this on Amchitka, therefore, are significant in that 

they have the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data con

cerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence-related activities in 

this portion of the Aleutian Islands, where extensive archaeological site 

surveys have been made, but where little research has been done. More-

over, as Amchitka seems to have had a large population both in the pre

historic, as well as historic periods, intensive research in this area 

can help delineate how Aleut culture changed over time, both before and 

after Russian intrusion into the area. 
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This site lies at the head of a cove on the nortl~':!p.stern coast of 

Amchitka Islt1nd. hlO streams, v/hich \·JQuld provide fresh \'/ater for the 

inhabitants of this site, flow into the cove, which is protected from 

storms, \<Jhile affording access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

According to Christy G. Turner II (1970:126), "Amchitka sho\,ls no 

evidence of having been occupied prior to the latest flooding of the Bering 

Platform, and therefOl~e, played no demonstrable role in the peopling of the 

NeVI Horld. The initial Aleut settlers on Amchitka must have reached it ... by 

skin boat, and therefore, were probably fu11blown Paleo-Aleuts. later,' 

ground stone tool use occurs, but it may have begun after, or only shortly 

before, Russian contact." Testing,conducted on Amchitka by Turner in 1968, 

indicated the island may have been occupied for 2500 years by the Aleuts. 

Sites such as this are significant then, in that they have the poten

tial of yielding further archaeological data which can add to the under-

standing of prehistoric and historic Aleut activity in this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. And.as Turner noted that lithe Russian period on Arnchitka 

appears to Ilave a good deal of representation, judging from the depth of both 

glass beads and iron objects, in at least blo undisturbed village or camp 

middens", Amchitka offers a good laboratory for the investigation of Native

White cultural contact in the historic period. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the south\'Iestern cosat of Amchitka 

I Island. Most Native village and camp sites on Amchitka have been found to 

be located in such coves, as they afford protection from storms, while still 

II providing access to the sea for hunting purposes (Desautels, et.al., 
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1971:22). 

Although Amchitka is one island in the Aleutians which has been completely 

surveyed for Native sites--the archaeological survey conducted in 1969-1970 

for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission revealed 78 sites on the island--

1 ittl e extens ive research has been done util i zi ng informati on gathered from 

a number of sites on the island. 

This site is significant, however, in that it has the potential of 

yielding considerable archaeological data on prehistoric and historic 

Aleut occupation of this portion of the Aleutian Chain. Early Russian 

sources indicate that the island had a large population at the time of 

European contact with the Natives of the area, and the island was inhabited 

until the mid-nineteenth century, although it \,/as utilized by Aleut trappers 

and huntc)'s into the t\-/entieth century. Archaeological data, moreover, 

indicates Aleut activity on Amchitka for 2500 years (Turner, 1970:126). 

Sites 

~ Aleut 

such as this provide an excellent opportunity, therefore, for clarifying 

cultural adaptation in this area over a long period of time. 
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This site is located on a bluff about eighty feet above sea level on the 

southern coast of Amchitka Island. Sites situated on bluffs such as this, 

"generally afforded the inhabitants a good view of the surrounding terrain, 

were excellent vantage points for spotting game, and would offer:::protection 

from high stOI"m tides ll (Desautels, et.al., 1971 :22). 

One of the largest middens observed on Amchitka was found at this site 

during the archaeological survey carried out on the is·land in 1969-1970, for 

the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and it \'/aS one of the six sites excavated 

at that time (Desautels, et.a1., 1971:30-41, 386). The first depression 

excavated was found to contain World War II material. Excavation of other 

parts of the midden revealed four features: two fireplaces, a l?rge whale-

bone, and a cluster of twenty-four pebbles, which IImight be ... the type of 

pebble charms which were used by the Aleut for success in the sea otter hunt. 1I 

Radiocarbon dates for the site ranged from 600 B.C. to 1060 A.D. 

A total of 3,220 artifacts were recovered from this site, and one of 

the conclusions drawn from a comparison of these artifacts with those re

covered from other sites excavated on Amchitka, was that there were" a 

n~mber of distinctive artifacts which seen} to have been introduced near the 

end of the fi rs t mi 11 en i urn A. D. '; although it cou1 d not be determi ned 

IIwhether these ne\'/ arti facts \'/ere brough to Amehi tka by trade, \'1ere brought 

there by a new people who established themselves on the island, or by some other 

cultural agency" (Desautels, et.al., 1971:349). 
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Site #: AC-31 

Further research must be done on Amchitka, utilizing data gathered :1 
I from a larger number of sites than the six which were excavated in 1969, in 

order to clarify Aleut migration and cultural adaptation in this area. 

I This site is significant, however, in that it has the potential tif adding 

even more material to the knowledge of Aleut history and prehistory in this 

II portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site rests on a bluff fifty to sixty feet above sea level, over

looking a small cove on the southern coast of Amchitka Island. This sit

uation afforded the inhabitants of the site with fresh water from a nearby 

stream, protection from storms, and a vantage point for the obset'vation of 

sea mammals and approaching enemies. There are tvlO large midden areas at this 

site, and according to the authors of the archaeological report on site AC-32 

(Cook, et.al., 1972:6), IIthis site may be one of the few remaining sites on 

the island which escaped vandalism {during Horld Har HI and thus may be one 

of the more improtant sites on the island ll
• 

A total of 544 bone, stone, and wood artifacts were recovered from the 

site. One of the major results of the excavation of the site, however, was 

the complete excavation of a single house. On the basis of C-14 dating, the 

house and most of the artifacts date to no older than 415 years old. The 

lo\~est materials in the site C-14, date to l865± 135 C-14 years before the 

present (Cook, et.al., 1972:15,17). 

. This site is significant in that i.t has, th,e potentiql of .¥i,e1din~ further 

information concerning the occupation of Amchitka Island, and when used in 

conjunction with information gathered from other such si.tes, can help clarify 

Aleut cultural adaptation in both the late prehi~toric and early historic 

periods. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern coast of Amchitka 

Island. This type of locality is common to most Native settlement sites 

found on Amchitka, as it provided protection from storms, easy access to the 

sea, fresh \'later flowing into the cove from a nearby stream, as well as a 

'1 vantage point for observing sea mammals and approaching enemies (Cook, et.al.) 

I 1972:6). 

The sites on the southern coast of Amchitka are highly significant, as in 

~he late nineteenth century William Healy Dall based his conclusion that 
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Amchitka once had a very large Native population .on the fact that he observed 

much 'evidence of settlement on the southern coast. Although Amchitka has 

been completely surveyed for Native sites--78 sites were found on the island 

during the 1969-1970 survey--little extensive or coordinated research has been 

done on the island. Yet sites such as this have the potential of yielding 

significant archaeological and environmental information concerning Aleut 

settlement patterns, subsistence activiti.es, and cultural adaptation in this 

portion of the Aleutians, both before and after Russian contact with the 

area in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This site is located on the edge of a small cove on the southern coast 

of Aillchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands. Although it is common for 

Native sites in the Aleutians to be located on the northern coasts of the' 

islands, more than half of the 78 sites reported on Amchitka are found on 

the southern coast. The reason for this pattern is not clear, although 

availability of subsistence resources may have something to do with it. 

The basic settlement pattern of the Aleut population was characterized 

by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Not enough research 

has been done on Amchitka--or on many other islands in the Aleutian Chain-

to determine how this site ~its into this pattern, or how this pattern may 

have differed on an inter-island or intra-island basis. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data on Aleut life and cultural adaptation, 

both in the prehistoric period when the island's population was evidently 

quite large, and in the early historic period when Russian fur traders 

entered the area and considerably changed Aleut life. 
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Site #: AC-36 

of the Aleutian Chain. Further research on Amchitka, utili zi ng data gathered 

I from a number of sites, can add much to the knm'lledge of hoVJ Aleut cultural 

I adaptati on to thei r envi ronment changed over time, and hmo, it \lias affected 

by Russian intrusion into the area in the eighteenth century. 
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This site is located on a steep bluff, fifty feet above sea level, on 

the southern coast of Arnchitka Island. It lies southeast of site AC-35. 

Such bluff sites afforded the Aleut inhabitants of such areas a vantage point 

from which to observe sea manmals, as well as approaching enemies, while pro-

viding protection from the sea. A freshwater stream runs between this site 

and site AC-35 into a protected cove. A World War II gun emplacement bunker 

is located in the center of the midden. 

This is one of the six sites excavated during the archaeological survey, 

conducted on Amchitka in 1969-1970, for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

(Desautels, et.al., 1971:47-53). It was the deepest midden of the sites 

excavated, and a total of 2,033 artifacts were recovered from this site. 

Radiocarbon dates from the site ranged from 105 B.C. to 295 B.C. 

Sites AC-35 and AC-36 were both excavated, and it was thought ~hat such 

bluff and beach terrace sites in close proximity to each other might "in 

reality represent two loci of the same site separated by a natural boundary." 

A number of hook-points and hook-shanks were recovered fr9m AC-36, and "the 

presence of fishing gear, almost exclusively in the upper sites, indicates 

that these artifacts and inedible parts of the fish were discarded there", 

while it seemed that "the beach terrace middens \'/ere utilized as manufacturing 

sites for most of the basalt chipped stone tools as \'Jell as a staging area 

for Ocean fishing" {Desautels, et.al., 1971 :347}. 

These t\'IO sites are significant, therefol'e, in that they help to delineate 

Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence-related activities in this portion 
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This site is located on the shore of South Bight, on the southeastern 

coast of Amchitka Island. Most Native sites on Amchitka are located in coves 

which afforded protection from storms, while still providing access to the 

sea for hunting purposes. 

According to Bergsland (1959:14), the Natives of the Rat Islands--

of which Amchitka is the largest--were considered a different "tribe" from 

the Natives inhabiting both the Near Islands to the west, and the Andreanof 

Islands to the east. The Rat Islanders spoke a different dialect, and had a 

ifferent style of skin boat. Although regional diversities are known to 

exist in the Aleutians in regard to cultural adaptation and subsistence 

II utilization (both on an inter-island as well as an intra-island basis), 

II 
I 
I 
I 

I 

little extensive research has been done to delineate these diversities, 

As Amchitka has been completely surveyed for Native sites--78 sites were 

reported in the archaeological study done in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission--these sites h.ave tremendous potential for sophisticated 

settlement-subsistence studies,utilizing data gathered 'from a large number of 

sites to help clarify Aleut cultural adaptation in both the prehistoric and 

early historic periods in this portion of the Aleutians. 
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This site is located near the eastern entrance to Makarius Bay, on the 

southeastern coast of Amchitka, Island. Ea.rly Russian sources i.ndicate a . 

large Aleut population on this island at the time of Russian contact with 

the area (Coxe~ 1780:46), and in the nineteenth cp.ntury, W~lliam Healy 

Dall based his conclusion that Amchitka had a la.rge prehistoric population on 

the extensive evidence of settlement sites he observed on the southern coast 

of the island (Dall, 1877:44). 

Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for archaeological sites--

78 Native sites were reported on the island during the 1969-1970 study 

conducted for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission--little extensive researc~ 

has been done utilizing data gathered from a large number of sites, to 

delineate Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence activities in this 

portion of the Aleutian Chain. This site is s.ignificant, therefore, in that 

it has the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data concerning 

the history and prehistory of the Aleut population. 
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This site is located on Aleut Point, a narrow neck of land on the western 

tip of Amchitka Island., Many Native sites in the Aleutians are located on. 

such points of land, so that the Aleuts' "skin boats could easily be carried 

from one body of water to another at the approach of foes" (Jochelson, 

I 1925:23). 

I Amchitka seems to have had a large prehistoric and early historic Native 

. population, and research done on the island (Hrdlicka, 1945:363), as well 

~as the historic evidence available from early Russian explorers' reports 
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(Masterson and Brower, 1948:75), indicate that Anichi'tka was. well-suited for a 

large population due to the abundance of sUbsistence resources in the area. 

. . 
Little research has been done in this portion of the Aleutian Chain, 

despite the fact that Amchitka has been completely surveyed for archaeological 

sites. from research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, it is known that 

regional diversities (inter-island a9 well as intra-island) existed in 

terms of Aleut subsistence utilization. Sites such as this are significant, 

therefore, in that they have the potential of yielding important information 

regarding these diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation to their environment 

over a long period of time. 
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This site is located on the southeastern coast of Amchitka, approx

imately 2~ miles east of St. Makarius Point. Like most Aleut sites, it is. 

located adjacent to a freshwater stream which flows into a small protected 

cove. 

Amchitka is one island in the Aleutians which has been completely 

surveyed for archaeological sites. Seventy-eight such sites were recorded on 

Amchitka during the 1969-1970 survey of the island conducted for the U.S. 

Atomic Energy Commission. Still, little information other than site locations--

only six sites were excavated at the time--has come out of this survey report. 

Amchitka, hmoJever, and all the sites on the island, have tremendous 

potential for serving as a laboratory for sophisticated settlement-subsistence 

studies, utilizing data gathered from many sites in a well-defined geo

graphical region. Amchitka had a large prehistoric and early historic 

population, and further research on the island's sites~ such as this, can 

aid in delineating Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the Aleutian 

Chain over time. 
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This site is located adjacent to a fresh water stream--of great importance , 

to the location of almost all old Aleut settlements--f10wing into a small' 

I 
I protected cove, just west of St. Makarius Point, on the southeast~rn coast 

I of Amchitka Island. The archaeological survey conducted on Amchitka in 1969-

1970, for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, recorded 78 Native sites on 

:1 Amchitka, and the area around St. Makarius Point and f4akarius Bay, seems to 

'~have been especially densely populated. Even earlier reports, most notably 

-- William Healy Dall's report of his studies on Amchitka in the nineteenth 

II century (1877:44), reported much evidence of extensive Aleut settlement 

on the southern coast of Amchitka. 
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Despite extensive site surveys and some salvage archaeological operations 

on Amchitka, little research has been done coordinating data gathered from a 

large number of sites on the island. Yet sites such as t~:~ have great 

potential for yielding significant archaeological and environmental data 

which- can help in delineating historic and prehistoric Aleut activities in 

this once highly populated portion of the Aleutian Chiin. 
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This site is located adjacent to a fresh water stream flowing into a . . 
'" 

sma1l protected cove on the southern coast of Amchitka Island. Most Nati.ve 

sites on Amchitka are located on such coves, which gave protection from storms, 

while providi~g access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians--little research 

other than site surveys and some salvage excavation, has been done on Amchitka, 

despite the fact that it has a large numb~r of Native sites--it is known that 

regional diversities -existed in terms. of Aleut cultural adaptation and 

subsistence utilization. Ales Hrdlicka's studies on Amchitka in 1938 

(1945:356), also led him to comment that "local, family and individual 

variants, or peculiarities in culture" were obvious on the island. 

As Amchitka seems to have had a large prehistoric and early historic 

Native population, and as the island \'1as still utilized by Native trappers 

and. hunters into the twentieth century, the sites on Amchitka, such as AC-41, 

have great potential for yielding significant archaeological and environ

mental data on these diversities in Aleut cultural .adaptation over a long 

period of time. 
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This site is located in a small protected cove just east of Omega 

point on the southern coast of Amchitka Island .. 

. 
Amchitka is the largest island of the Rat Islands ,Group, and the southern-

most of all the Aleutian Islands. From historical documentation supplied by 

early Russian explorers in the Aleutians, the Rat Islands had a very large 

Native population at the time of Russian intrusion into the area (Coxe, 1780: 

'II 46). Archaeological research in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has 

,.also revealed extensive evidence of Aleut settlement on Amchitka, both in 

. prehistoric and historic times, as well as use of the island by Aleuts in 

I the early twentieth century (Dall, 1877:44; Turner, 1970:119). 

I 
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Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for archaeological sites, 

little intensive research has been done coordinating data which could be 

gathered from many of the 78 sites on the island. Sites such as this provide 

an excellent laboratory for such coordinated studies, which could yield 

significant information on Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence 

utilization over time, as well as Aleut cultural adaptation in the area, 

both before and after Russian contact. 
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Thts site is located adjacent to a fresh water stream flowi~g into a 

protected cove,east of St. Makarius Point, on the southeastern coast of 

Amchitka Island. Most ,Nati.ve settlement site~ on Amchitka are located in 

such coves as they afford protection from storms, while providing access to 

the sea for hunt\ng purposes. 

The archaeological report of the site surve,y conducted on Amchitka 

in 1969-1970 7 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission--a survey which revealed 

78 Native sites on the island--concluded that beach terrace sites and sites 

situated on hi.9h bluffs may ha,ve been occupied by the same people, the lm'/er 

sHes being utilized as manufacturing s.tations and staging areas for ocean 

fiShing. It is known from research conducted e1sewhem in the Aleutians, that 

Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satelli.te camps. 

Further research must be done in the area of site AC~43 to determine 

how this site fits into these settlement patterns. Moreover, as Amchitka 

has the potenttal of being an excellent laboratory for studies of Aleut 

settlement patterns and subsistence utilization, using data gathered from a 

number of sites on the island, this site is significant in that it can per

haps yield significant archaeological and environmental informaiton con

cerning prehistori.c and hi.stodc Aleut activiti,es on this part of Amchitka. 
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This site is located adjacent to a fresh water stream on the edge of 

a cove east of Ivakin Point on the northeastern coast of Amchitka Island. 

Most Native sites reported on Amchitka are located in such coves, as they' 

afforded the inhabitants of these sites protection from storms, while 

still providing access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Early Russ i an sources concerni.ng Amchitka (Masterson and Bro'r',er, 

1948:75) noted the island's rich resources, and this has be.en confirmed by 

more recent studies (Hrdlicka, 1945:363), which depict Amchitka as an ideal 

island for a large prehistoric Aleut population. Recent archaeological surveys 

of Amchitka (Desautels, et.al., 1971), have recorded 78 Native sites on this 

island, the largest of the Rat Islands Group. Intensive research, utilizing 

data from a number of sites on the island, has not been carried out, however. 

This site is significant then, in that it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological and environmental data concerning the history and 

prehistory of the Natives occupying this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

Sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies would add much to the knowledge 

of Aleut life and cultural adaptation both from an inter-island, as well 

as intra-island, perspective. 
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This site is located at the head of the bay east of Ivakin Point, on the 

northeastern coast of Amchitka Island. Hilliam Healy Dall, during his studies. 

on Amchitka in the late nineteenth century, noted evidence of "numerous 

large village-sites" on the northern coast of Amchitka (Dall, 1877:44), and' 

in the mid-eighteenth century, at the time of Russian intrusion into the 

western Aleutians, Amchitka was known to have had a large Native population 

(Coxe, 1780: 46). 

Most archaeologi·cal research in the Aleutian Islands has been conducted 

in areas in the vicinity of present Aleut villages, yet it is knm'm from 

early excavations on Amchitka (Hrdlicka, 1945:363), and more recent surveys 

and salvage excavation on the island (Turner, 1970:126; Desautels, et.al., 

1971), that Amchitka can yield considerable significant archaeological and 

environmental data concerning Aleut history and prehistory in this portion of 

the Aleutian Chain. 

Sites such as this are important then, because when they are studied 

in connection with other sites on Amchitka, a clearer picture of Aleut 

cultural adaptation over time can be delineated. 
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This site is located adjacent to a fresh water stream in a cove at the 

western end of Amchitka Island. Amchitka is the largest of the Rat Islands, 

and the southernmost island in the Aleutian Chain. 

I

I 
·1 
I When Russian fur traders entered the western Aleutians in the mid

eighteenth century, they found that the Rat Islands were very populous (Coxe, 

I 1780:46). By the 1770s, the population of Amchitka seems to have declined 

I 
I 
I 

somewhat, as the Russian explorer, Dmitri Bragin, recorded only thirty 

families living on the island (Masterson and Brower, 1948:75). Archaeo

logical evidence, however, indicates that the island had a very large pre

historic population (Turner, 1970:126). 

Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for Native sites--78 

such sites \'1ere recorded in the survey conducted for the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission in 1969-l970--little intensive research has been carried out in 

I this portion of the Aleutians. Sites such as this, however, have tremendous 

I 
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potential for yielding significant archaeological and environmental data,which 

when used in conjunction with data gathered from many other sites on the island, 

can lead to sophisticated delineation of Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence 

utilization, and cultural adaptation over the long period of Aleut occupation 

of the Rat Islands. 
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This small site is located on the western tip of Bird Rock, a small islet 

of the western end of Amchitka Island. It is ~ good indication of T.P. Bank1s 

statenlent (1953a:247), that almost every island in the Aleutians, no matter 
. 

how small, contains Native sites which \-/ere inhabited at one or more times 

during Aleut occupation of the islands. 

Amchitka seems to have been one of the most populous islands in the 

western Aleutians at the time of Russian ~ontact with the area in the mid-

eighteenth century (Coxe, 1780;46). Intensive research, however, has not 

been carried out in the area, and even during the archaeological survey of 

Amchitka conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 

during which 78 Native settlement sites were recorded for the island, this 

part of Amchitka received scant attention. 

From research conducted in other parts of the Aleutian Chain, it is 

knovm tha tAl eut settl ement pa tterns were cha racteri zed by base vill ages 

utilizing seasonal satellite camps. This site is significant in that further 

research in this area can help to further delineate Aleut settlement patterns 

and subsistence utilization in this portion of the Aleutians, and the regional 

diversities existing within this basic pattern. 
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This small site is located on the eastern tip of Bird Rock, a small 

islet off the western end of Amchitka Island. This is one of t\I/O sites re-

ported on Bird Rock, the other, AC-48, being located on the western tip of 

the islet. 

From the small size of these sites, it is likely that further research 

will reveal that they were used as seasonal camps for the inhabitants of one 

of the base villages on Amchitka. From research done in other portions of 

the Aleutian Chain and on Amchitka itself, it is known that Aleut settlement 

patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing satellite camps during 

different seasons according to the changing availability of subsistence 

resources. 

Further research must be done on sites such as AC-48 and AC-49 to de-

termine hm·, the basic pattern of Aleut settlement differed or remained 

constant throughout the Aleutian Chain over time. Ales Hrdlicka, who con-

ducted studies on ~nchitka in 1938, noted that his excavations revealed 

"local, family, and individual variants or peculiariti~s in culture, on 

same main basis" {Hrdlicka, 1945:356). 

This site is significant then, in that it has the potential of yielding 

considerable archaeological and environmental data concerning intra-island 

and inter-island diversities in Aleut cultural adaptation to their maritime 

environment. 
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This site is located near a fresh water stream flowing into a small cove 

on the southwestern coast of Amchitka. Most Native sites on this island--78 

sites were reported by the archaeological survey conducted in 1969-1970 for 
, 

the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission--are located in such coves, .as they afforded 

the inhabitants of the sites pl~otection from storms, 'while providing access 

to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Aleut settlements were closely tied to the availability of subsistence 

resources. The basic Aleut settlement patterns are characterized by base 

villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps to take advantage of these 

changing resources. Amchitka has always been considered a rich area in 

terms of sea mammals, and land and water fowls (Hrdlicka, 1945:363), and 

archaeological evidence indicates that the island was very populous in the pre

historic and early historic periods. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential for yielding 

considerable archaeological evidence concerning Aleut cultural adaptations 

to their environment over time, and the regional diversities within that 

culture both from an inter-island as well as intra-island perspective. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern coast of Amchitka. 

Most Native sites found on Amchitka are located in such coves, as they 

afforded the inhabitants of these sites protection from storms, as well as 

provi ded access to the sea for subs i stence hunting. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, it seems that the 

usual pattern of Aleut settlement was for village sites to be located on the 

northern coasts of the islands. The reason for this pattern is not clear, 

but it may have something to do with the type of coastline available for 

settlement, or the richness of the subsistence resources available on the 

Bering Sea coast. 

On Amchitka, however. more than half of the 78 sites reported for the 

island lie on the southern coast. Even in the late nineteenth century, when 

William Heally Dall conducted his archaeological investigation of Amchitka, it 

was evident that the island once had a large population, due to the "very 

extensive evidences of settlement" which Dall observed on the southern coast 

CDall, 1877:44). 

Amchitka seems to have had a large Native population in the late pre-

historic and early historic periods. As Amchitka is one island which has 

I been complGtely surveyed for Native sites. this site, along \o,Jith the others 

,. on the island, have great potential for yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut life and culture change in this portion of the Aleutians 

II over a long period of time. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern coast of Amchitka, 

the largest of the Rat Islands, and the southernmost island in the Aleutian 

ellJin. ~iDst of the 78 Native sites reported on Amchitka lie in such coves, 

\'lith fresh water streams flowing into them, as they afforded the inhabitants 

of the sites protection from storms, while providing easy access to the sea 

for subsistence hunting purposes. 

When William Healy Dall conducted his archaeological studies on Amchitka 

in the late nineteenth century (1877:44), he noted that there was consider

able evidence of Native settlement on the southern coast of the island, and 

that Amchitka must have once had a very large Aleut population. This is 

also evident from the historical documentation concerning the western 

Aleutians, as Russian fur traders in the Near Islands were told that the 

population of the Rat Islands was very numerous (Coxe, 1780:46). Archaeo-

logical research in the twentieth century has indicated that there is 

a significant amount of data to be gained from excavation on Amchitka, both 

for delineating prehistoric Aleut occupation of the island, and for a more 

complete picture of Russian-Native contact in the area during the early 

historic period (Hrdl~cka, 19~5:363; Turner, 1970:126). 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has great potential of 

yielding important archaeological data concerning Aleut settlement patterns, 

subsistence utilization, and cultural contact with non-Native peoples over 

a long period of time. 
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This site is located in a cove on the southern coast of Amchitka Island. 

Research conducted on Amchitka in the late nineteenth centw'y revealed livery , 

extensive evidences of settlement" on the southern coast of this island, the 

largest of the Rat Islands (Oall, 1877:44), while more recent research has 

indicated that such coves were typical of the location of Aleut settlements 

on Amchitka, as they provided the inhabitants of the sites with protection 

'~from storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting pur

poses, (Turner, 1970:119). 

I 

Seventy-eight Native settlement sites were reco.rded for Amchitka during 

the archaeological survey of the island conducted for the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission in 1969-1970. All these sites are significant, in that they 

can provide an excellent laboratory for sophisticated studies of Aleut 

settlement, subsistence utilization, and cultural adaptation both in the 

prehistoric and early historic periods. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern coast of Amchitka, 

the largest island in the Rat Islands Group, and the southernmost island in 

the Aleutian Chain. It seems to have been one of the most densely populated 

islands in this portion of the Aleutians. Early Russian fur traders in the 

western Aleutians were told by Natives of Attu that the Rat Islanders were 

very numerous (Coxe, 1780:46), and archaeological research in the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries has revealed a total of seventy-eight sites on the 

island, more than half of them located on the southern coast. 

Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for Native settlements, 

little further research has been done on the island. Sites such as this, 

however, have the potential of yielding significant archaeo-ogical and en

vironmental data which can help delineate Aleut settlement patterns, subsis

tence utilization, and culture change, both in the prehistoric period as 

well as in the period after Russian contact with the area. 
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This site is located on a low beach terrace in a cove on the southern 

coast of ~nchitka Island. During the archaeological survey and salvage excavation 

operations conducted on Amchitka in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, it. was noted that such beach terrace sites may have been used 

by the Aleuts as manufacturing stations and staging area~ for ocean fishing, 

while sites situated on high bluffs overlooking the many coves on the island 

were used as more permanent base villages, (Desautels, et.al., 1971 :347). 

Site AC-31, situated on a bluff to the south of site AC-56, was one of . 

the six Amchitka sites excavated in 1969, and it was found to be a large 

Native settlement, \"lith significant (lrtifactuiil material. It was felt that 

'further research in the area, particularly on site AC-56, would help delineate 

Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this portion of 

the Aleutians. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential for 

yielding important archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut 

history and prehistory on Amchitka. 
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This site is located in a cove, adjacent to a freshwater stream, on the 

southern coast of Amchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands. Investigations 

conducted in the late nineteenth century. as \vell as more recent archaeological 

surveys, have rev.ealed evidence of numerous Aleut settlements on the southern 

coast of Amchitka. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians--mainly in the vicinity 

of present-day Aleut villages--it is known that Aleut settlement patterns 

were characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. 

From salvage excavations conducted during the 1969-1979 Arnchitka Island survey 

for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, it was found that sites on the island 

\'Jere of two basic types--those located on beach terraces, and those located 

on steep bluffs overlooking a cove. It was felt that the lower sites may 

have been utilized as a manufacturing station or staging area for ocean 

fishing by the inhabitants of the upper sites, (Desautels, et.al., 1971:347). 

~iore research must be done on Amchitka, hm·/ever, to completely delineate this 

pa ttern. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data tocl ari fy Aleut settlement patterns and systems 

of subsistence utilization both in the prehistoric and historic periods. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern shore of Amchitka 

, 
Island. Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement locations on Amchitka 

and other islands inthe Aleutians, as they afforded protection from storms, 

while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Dmitri Bragin, a Russian explorer who visited Amchitka in the 1770s, 

reported that the island had a population consisting of thirty families, and 

that the island had excellent resources in terms of sea mammals, and land 

and water fowl, (Masterson: and Brower, 1948:75). This island has been con-

-II firmed as a most desirable one for settlement due to its rich subsistence 
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resources by more recent archaeological investigators, (Hrdlicka, 1945:363). 

Sites such as this then, on an island which had numerous Native settle

ments--78 Native sites were recorded by the Amchitka archaeological survey 

conducted in 1969-B70 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission--have great 

potential for yielding significant archaeological data concerning Aleut 

subsistence resource utilization, settlement patterns, and cultural adaptation 

over a long period of time in a well-defined geographical region. 
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This site is located in a well-protected cove on the southern shore of 

Amchitka Island. An archaeological investigation of Amchitka conducted by. 

Hilliarn Healy Dall in the late nineteenth centut~y noted lIextensive evidences 

of settlement ll on the southern coast of the island, (Dall, 1877:44), while 

an archaeological survey of the island conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. 

Atomi-c Energy Commi ss i on recorded 78 Native s; tes on the island, more than 

half of them located on the southern coast. 

From research conducted elsewhere ;n the Aleutians, as well as from 

documentary evidence concerning historic Aleut settlement, Aleut village 

sites seem to lie mostly on the northern coasts of the islands. The reason 

for this pattern is not clear, hmoJever, and there may be regional diversities 

in the pattern depending on the types of coastline on the islands, as well 

as the availability of subsistence resources. 

Sites such as this are significant in that they can yield invaluable 

archaeological data which, when studied in connection with data gathered from 

a number of sites, can help delineate the regional diversities in Aleut 

settlement, subsistence utilization, and cultural adaptation over a long 

peri ad af time. 
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This relatively remote site is located on a cliff about eighty feet 

above sea level on the ,southern coast of Amchitka Island. Like most other 

Native sites on Amchitka, AC-50 overlooks a small cove which is adjacent to 

a fresh water stream and small waterfall. Such coves offered protection 

from storms, while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

AC-60 was one of the sites on which salvage excavation operations were 

performed during the 1969-1970 Amchitka archaeological survey conducted 

for the .U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, (Desautels~ et.al., 1971:71-72). 

No World War II holes or installations were observed at this site, and there-

fore it may be one of the few sites undisturbed by military activity on 

Amchitka. 

Although no features were encountered in this site, a total of 289 

artifacts were recovered. Conclusions drawn from other excavations on 

Amchitka are that bluff sites such as this served as more permanent villages 

than sites found on lo\'~er beach terraces. Further research must be done to 

clal~ify Aleut settlement patterns in this portion of the Aleutian Chain, 

and this site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data to aid in that clarification. 
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This site is located near the entrance to South Bight on the south-

eastern coast of Amchitka Island. Like most sites on Amchitka, it is located 

in a small cove which affords protection from storms, while still providing 

easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

From the available historical documentation concerning Russian trading 

activities in the western Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth century, it seems 

that Amchitka had a large Native population in the early historic period. 

Archaeological evidence recovered by Ales Hrdlicka in 1938 (1945:363) re

vealed that the island had a large population in the prehistoric period also. 

Although archaeological surveys on Amchitka have revealed a large number of 

Native village sites on the island--the archaeological survey conducted on 

Amchitka in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission recorded 78 

sites--little extensive research has been carried out in the area. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data concerning Aleut occupation of this portion 

of the Aleutian Chain over a long perbd of time. 'When such data is used in 

connection ".lith information gathered from a number of sites on Amchitka, 

a clerer picture of Aleut cultural adaptation to their environment over 

time can be obtained. 
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This site is located in a well-protected cove west of South Bight on 

the southeastern coast of Amchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands. 

Archaeological research conducted on Amchitka i~ the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries revealed extensive evidence of Native village 

sites on the southern coast of Amchitka, which led to the conclusion that 

the island had a large prehistoric Native population (Dall, 1877:44; Hrdlicka) 

"II 1945:363). More recently, the archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted 

..• for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission recorded 78 Native sites on the island, 

" more than half of them situated on the southern coast (Desautels, et.al., 
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1971:23). 

When information gathered from a number of these sites is studied, a 

clearer picture of Aleut migrations into this portion of the Aleutian 

Island Chain can be obtained. Christy G. Turner II (1970:ll8) noted that 

"Amchitka was one of the more densely-settled western islands which neatly 

correlates with the fact that the Rat Islands were the" visual terminus for 

t~e westerly-trending Paleo-Aleut colonizing migrations that began sometime 

before 500 B.C." Sites such as this are significant, therefore, because 

they have the potential of yielding important archaeological data concerning 

Aleut migration in the prehistoric period, as well as Aleut cultural adap-

tation to the area well into the historic ~eriod. 
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This site is located in a cove on Kirilof Bay, on the north.ern coast 

of Amchitka Island. Such coves were typical of many Aleut settlements on. 

Amchitka and other Aleutian islands, as they afforded protection from storms, 

while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

During his archaeological investigations on Amchitka in the late nine

teenth century, William Healy Dall noted (1877:44) that there was evidence 
.. ..' 

of "numerous large village-sites on the north shores of the island, west 

to Kiriloff settlement, the latter bei~g quite modern, and abandoned in' 
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1849." As Amchitka is known to have had a large prehistoric Native population, I 
as the island \'las extensively utilized by Russian traders in the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, and as the i.sland was still utilized by 

Native trappers and subsistence hunters who would spend a few weeks each 

season on the island into the twentieth century, sites such as this are 

significant because they have great potential for yielding considerable 

archaeological information concerning Aleut migrations. settlement patterns, 

subsistence utilization, and inter-cultural contacts in this area over a 

long period of time. 
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This site is located on a point of land at the western entrance to 

Kirilof Bay on the northern coast of Amchitka Island. Such narrow necks 

of land were typical of Aleut settlement locations, as the Aleuts· IIskin 

boats could easily be carried from one body of water to another at the approach 

of foes" (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

_. Amchitka vias known at the time of Russian contact with the \'Iestern 

. Aleutians to have a large Native population (Coxe, 1780:46). According 
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to Bergsland (1959:14), the inhabitants of the Rat Islands were considered a 

different IItribe" from the Aleuts living in the Andreanof Group t6 the east, 

as the Rat Islanders spoke a different dialect and had a different form of 

skin boat. Further explanations of regional diversities such as this, when 

analyzed through continued archaeological research and ethnographic studies, 

can add much to the knowledge of Aleut cultural adaptation in the Aleutians 

over a long period of time. 

Sites such as this, on an island which had a large population, and which 

has been completely surveyed for archaeological sites, have great potential 

for yielding significant archaeological data on the inter-island diversities 

in this cultural adaptation. 
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This site is located in a small cove east of Cyr·;l Cove on the northern 

coast of Amchitka Island. Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement . • 

locations on Amchitka, as they afforded protection from storms, \'/hile still 

providing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Amchitka has been completely surveyed for Native settlement .. sites; the· 

archaeological survey of the island conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission reported 78 such sites on Amchitka. Many of these sites 

have been damaged due to \~orld War II military activities on the island. 

Yet sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning Aleut history and prehistory in this portion 

of the Aleutians. Evidence gathered from the few sites excavated on Amchitka 

has revealed that a large prehistoric Native population occupied the island, 

while it is known from historic documentation that the island was a permanent 

place of Native habitation in the mid-nineteenth century, and that Natives 

still utilized the area for trapping and hunting purposes into the twentieth 

century. Further research in areas such as this, then; can add a great deal 

of information to the knowledge of Aleut cultural adaptation over a long 

period of time. 
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This site is located at the eastern entrance to Cyril Cove, a large 

cove on the northern coast of Amchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands. 

Bergsland's (1959:41) Atkan Native informant, familiar 'with most of the 

islands in the Rat and Andreanof Groups, noted that there was a village 

located at this point. Such present-day Aleut trappers' familiarity with 

portions of the Aleutians which have been unoccupied for a long period is 

'~common. Hrdlicka (1945:18), who visited Amchitka in 1939, noted that Native 

trappers usually spent a few weeks each year on Amchitka, and there were 
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numerous trappers' huts on the island. 

Further ethnographic studies can determine the nature and extent of 

continuing Aleut feelings and associations for this portion of the Aleutian 

Chain. Moreover, this site has the potential of yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning the occupation of Amchitka both prehistoric

ally and historically, and information concerning Aleut cultural adaptation 

in this area. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the northern coast of Amchitka, 

the largest of the Rat Islands and the southernmost island in the Aleutians. 

In terms of the knowledge that can be gained through further research 

in the area, Amchitka is an important island to both Aleut history and pre

history. From research conducted on the is·land by William Healy Dall in 

the 1870s and Ales Hrdlicka in 1938, it is known that the prehisto~ic 

population of Amchitka was a large one. More recently, the Amchitka Island 

archaeological survey conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission reported a total of 78 former Native settlements on the island. 

HO\'iever, little cooronated research, utilizing data from a number of sites 

in this well-defined geographical region, has been done. 

Yet sites such as this have the potential of yielding considerable 

significant archaeological data concerning Aleut activities and cultural 

adaptation in this portion of the Aleutians over almost 2500 years (Turner, 

1970:126). Such information can help to clarify Aleut mOigrations from the 

e~stern to the western Aleutians, Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence 

utilization, as well as the effects of white contact on the Aleut population 

of this area beginnirig in the eighteenth century. 
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This relatively isolated site lies on the edge of a small cove on the 

northern coast of Amchitka, the largest of the Rat Islands. Such coves \'lere 

typical of Native settlement site locations on Amchitka, as they afforded 

protection from storms, while still providing easy access to the ~ea for 

hunting purposes. 

Although William Healy Dall, during his Aleutian archaeological 

investigations in the late nineteenth century, noted that there were 

"numerous large village-sites" on the northern coast of Amchitka (1877:44), 

it was not until the archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted in 1969-

1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission that the total number of Aleut 

sites on Amchitka was kno\~n. At that time 78 old Native sites were recorded 

for the island, slightly less than half of them located on the northern 

coast. 

Although six sites on Amchitka were partially excavated in 1969, there 

has been no coordinated study done on this island, yet as it has been com-

pletely surveyed for sites, there is tremendous potential here for sophisti

cated settlement-subsistence studies utilizing data gathered from many sites 

in a well-defined geographic region. This site is Significant, then, because 

it has the potential of yielding important archaeological and environmental 

data for such studies. 
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This site is located on the northern coast of Amchi.tka Island. The 

archaeological si te survey of Amchitka conducted i.n 1969-1970 for the U.S~ 

Atomic Energy Commission recorded 78 such Native sites on Amchitka, slightly 

less than half of them located on the northern coast of the island. 

Despite the large number of sites known to exist on the island, little 

intensive research has been done in this area. Most of the six sites 

excavated in 1969 were located on the southern coast of the island, yet 

from research conducted in other portions of the Aleutian Chain, and from 

the historical documents available regarding Aleut settlement, most village 

sites seem to have been located on the northern coasts of the islands, 

Regional diversities in settlement patterns and subsistence utilization are 

known to have existed, however, and only further research on sites in such 

well-defined geographical areas as this can help to delineate these 

di vers iti es. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data concerning settlement patterns and subsistence 

utilization in this part of the Aleutians, information \'Jhich can help 

clarify Aleut cultural adaptation throughout the Aleutians over a long 

period of time. 
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This site is located on the edge of a small cove on the northern coast 

of Amchitka, the largest island in the Rat Islands Group. Most of the 7S"sites 

reported during the archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted in 1969-1970 

for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission are located in such coves, as th~y 

offered protection from storms, as well as providing easy access to the sea for 

-I hunting purposes. Writing of the Aleutian Islands in general, T. P. Bank, 

• (1953a:247), noted that "each bay, inlet, cove and bight which afford pro-

, tection from the worst storms was probably inhabited at one or more times 

1 during the period of Aleut occupation of the Aleutian Arc." When other 
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islands in the Aleutians are as completely surveyed for Native sites as 

Amchitka, perhaps a clearer delineation of Aleut population density over 

time will be available. 

This site is also significant, h'Owever, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut 

settlement patterns and subsistence utilization 1n this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. While Amchitki! has been completely surveyed for Native 

sites, little coordinated research has been done utilizina data gathered 

from a larpe nu~ber of ~ites. and only this type of coordinated research 

can give a complete picture of Aleut cultural adaptation in this area. 
" 
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This site is located in a small cove on the northern coast of Amchitka 

Island. According to the reports of early Russian fur traders who entered the 

western Aleutians in the l750s, Amchitka had a very "a.rge Native population. 

This has been confirmed by archaeological studies, and the archaeol.ogical 

site survey conducted on Amchitka in 1969-1970 for' the U.S. Atomic Ene.rgy 

Commission reported 78 Native sites on the island. Most of these sites were 

located in coves which afforded protection from storms, while still providing 

easy access to the sea for hunting purposes (Desautels, et.a1., 1971 :22). 

Sites such as this are extremely important archaeo10gical1y. It is 

knm'ln that Amchitka had a large prehistoric Native population (Hrdlicka, 

1945: 363), and the Rat Islands are a significant area in terms of Aleut 

migration from the eastern Aleutians to the western Aleutians (Turner, 1970:118). 

t·loreover, it is known that there was extensive contact between Natives and 

whites in the Rat Islands area beginning in the mid-eighteenth century and 

continuing well into the nineteenth century. Such sites as this, therefore, 

have great potential for yielding significant archaeological data concerning 

Aleut population shifts, settlement patterns, and inter-cultural contact 

over a long period of time. 
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This site is loca~ed in a well-protected cove near Chitka Point on t~e 

northern coast of Amchitka Island. It is known that Amchitka had a large 

Native population both in the prehistoric period and at the time of Russian 

intrusion into the western Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth century. The 

archaeological survey conducted on Amchitka in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission reported 78 Native si~es on the island. 

Excavation--of only six sites--conducted on Amchitka during this archaeo-

logical survey revealed two basic types of sites: sites located on beach 

terraces, which may have served as manufacturing stations and staging areas 

for ocean fishing; and sites located on high bluffs overlooking coves, which 

may have been more permanent base villages (Desautels, et.al., 1971:347). 

More research must be done, however, utilizing data from a large number of 

sites, to clearly delineate this pattern of site occupation. 

Sites such as this are significant in that they have the potential for 

yielding important archaeological data which can be utilized in coordinated 

site studies to determine Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization 

in this portion of the Aleutian Chain over a long period of time. 
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This site is located in a small cove southeast of Chitka point on the 

northern coas.t of Amchi.tka, the largest of the Rat Is.1ands. 

Amchitka. had a large prehistoric and early histori.c Native population • 
. 

The archaeol.ogical survey conducted on the i,sland in 1969-1970 revealed 78 

Native sites on Amchitka, five of them located in the three-mile area east 

of Chitka Point. From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians--

pri~arily in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages--it is known that 

Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base vill.ages utilizing 

seasonal sat~llite camps. Further research must be done, however, especially 

on islands such as Amchttka which has been completely surveyed for Native 

sites. to determine how thi.s bas ic settlement pattern persi sts or changes 

throughout the Aleutians and over time. 

Such sites as this have the potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical data to clarify Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization. 

Moreover, as the island has had extensive use both prehis~oricallY and histor

ically. further research here can help delineate Aleut cultural adaptation 

both before and after Native contact with European culture. 
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This site is located on Chitka Point, on the northern coast of Amchitka , 

Island. From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, as well as from 

information on Aleut settlement gained from historical sources, Aleut village 

sites seem to be located mainly on the northern coasts of the Aleutian Islands. 

However, of the 78 Native sites reported on Amchitka during the 1969-1970 

archaeological survey of the island for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 

more than half are located on the southern coast. 

Regional diversities in subsistence utilization, settlement, and Aleut 

cultural adaptation are known to have existed. During his 1938 archaeological 

investigations of Amchitka, Ales Hrdlicka noted that "local, family, and 

individual variants or peculiarities in culture, on same main basis," were 

observable (Hrdlicka, 1945:356). Sites such as this are significant, there-

fore, as coordinated research on them and other sites on the island can yield 

important archaeological data concerning inter-island, as well as ~ntra-

island, diversities in settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and 

other facets of Aleut culture both prehistorically and historically. 
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This relatively isolated site is located on Windy Island, a small 

island off the southern coast of Amchitka. It was reported as a Native site 

in 1968, and again noted in the archaeological survey conducted on Amchitka 

for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in 1969-1970 (Desautels, et.al., 1971:24). 

No research has been conducted in this area, however. 

Small islands such as this, however, were typically occupied at least 

seasonally by the Aleuts who had more permanent base villages on the larger 

islands of the Aleutian Chain. More complete research in this area can 

help to determine the nature of this site and its use over time. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological and environmental data on Aleut settlement patterns 

and subsistence utilization as shifts in the availability or abundance of 

subsistence resources occurred. 
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This site is located in a cove on the southern coast of Amchitka Island, 

the largest of the Rat Islands. Most of the 78 Native sites reported on . 

Amchitka during the 1969-1970 archaeological site survey conducted on the 

island for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission were located in such coves, 

which afforded protection from storms, while still providing easy access to 

the sea for hunting purposes. Moreover, more than half of the sites reported 

during this survey are located on the southern coast of Amchitka. 

As Amchitka is known to have had a large prehistoric and early historic 

Native population, and as the island \'/as permanently i.nhabited until the 

mid-nineteenth century, and still utilized seasonally thereafter until the 

1940s, sites such as this have tremendous potential for yielding significant 

archaeological data on the changes in Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence 

utilization, and other aspects of Native cultural adaptation in this portion 

1 of the Aleutians over a long period of time. 
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This is a small blowout site on the northern coast of 

Amchitka Island. This is one of thr~e such sites found close to-

getller here. 

The archaeological survey of Amchitka conducted in 1969-

1970 for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, a survey which re

ported a total of 78 Native sites on Amchitka, noted that -"these 

three sites are different from fue other archaeological deposits 

on the island, in that they have no midden, but contain many 

surface artifacts .... They are located slightly 'inland' from 

the immediate coast and southeast of a small freshwater lake", 

(Desautels, et.al., 1971:24). 

The conclusion drawn from study of the artifacts gathered at 

these three sites was that they were used as quarries or manu

facturing sites. Still, it was recognized that more archaeological 

research must be done in this area lito resolve whether these sites 

are-workshops or the reflection of some different cultural pattern 

on Amchitka", (Desautels, et.a1., 1971:377). 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it still has 

the potential of yielding important archaeological data concerning 

the prehistoric and/or historic occupation of this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain. 
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This is one of three blowout sites located slightly inland 

from the northern coast of Amchitka Island. The archaeological 

survey of Amchitka conducted in 1969-1970 for the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission considered these three sites, situated in close 

proximity to one another, "different from other archaeological 

deposits on the island, in that they have no midden, but contain 

many surface artifacts", (Desautels, et.al., 1971:24). 

Over 100 artifacts were recovered from these three sites, 

stly "cores, scrapers, gravers, burins, pitted hammerstones, 

grinding slabs, and what appear to be hands tones or rubbing stones", 

I (Desautels, et.al., 1971:376). While it seems that these sites were 
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used as manufacturing sites or quarries, it was recognized that 

this can only be definitely determined through future research 

in this area. 

This site is significant, therefore, because it has the poten

tial of yielding important archaeological data on the occupation 

of Amchitka Island, both in the prehistoric and early historic 

periods, when the island i s known to have had a large Native pop-

ulation. Although Amchitka has been completely surveyed for 

Native sites--78 were found during the 1969-1970 survey--1ittle 

JllJesearch has been done coordinating data from a large number of 

~ites in this well defined geographic area. Such research, how-

ever, can lead to a better understanding of the changes in Aleut 

I cultural adaptation in this area over a long period of time. 
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This site, located on a storm beach on the southern shore of 
. " 

VIva: Cove on the eastern coast of Amatignak Island, the southernmost 

island in the Delarof Group, was reported by A.P. McCartney during 

his Aleutian survey of 1972 for the Aleutian Island wilderness Study 

Report. 

Althouqh there have been only tl'lO sites reported on Arnatignak, 

it is likely that further surveys in the area will reveal more sites 

on the Island, as ~.P. Rank (l953a:247) noted that almost every bay, 

cove, and inlet in the Aleutians was occupied at one point in time or 

another. Although there has been significant archaeological research 
/. 

conducted in the Aleutian, most of. this research has been limited to 

areas in the vicinity of present Aleut ~illages. From this research, 

it is kno.mthat Aleut settlement patterns were cJ:1aracterized by base 

villages utilizin~ seasonal satellite camps. It is also known, how-

ever, that there are regional diversities in cultural adaptation to 

the Aleutian Islands environment, both from an inter-island as well 

as an intra-islann perspective. 
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This site, in a relatively isolated area of the Aleutians in terms I 
I 

of research, has the potential, therefore, of yielding significant 

archacoloqical ann environmental data concerninq the regional diversi-

ties of Aleut culture, as well as information on how that culture 

chanqcd after Russian intrusion into the area in the eighteenth centu- .. 
ry. 
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This site, located on Knob Point on the eastern coast of 

An1atignak Island, the southernmont island in the De1arof Group, was 

seen by McCartney during his 1972 survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness ~tudy Report (1973:114). Many su6h points of land in the 

Aleutian Islands were used by the Aleuts as site locations, as they 

afforded protection from the sea, while being a aood area from which 

to escape to either of two bodies of water on the approach of enemies. 

Little research has been done in this relatively isolated por-

tion o~ the Aleutian Chain. Prom research done elsewhere in the 

I Aleutians, however, it is known that there are regi·onal diversities 

(inter-island as well as intra-island) in aspects of Aleut life such 

as settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, etc. Also, according 

to Bergsland (1959:13-14), there are a nUMber of divisions of the Al-

eut people, and the Native inhabitants of the Delarofs were considered 

a different "tribe" from those Aleuts livinq on the Andreanof Islands 

just to the east. 

I 
I 
I This site is significant in that it has the potential of yield

I ing important archaeological data concerning Aleut history and pre

history in he1Ding to delineate diversities in cultural adaptation 

I in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
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This site, located on the northern shore of Pratt Cove on the 

Western coast of Ulak Islan~, one of the Delarof Islands, was ob-

served by McCartney during his Aleutian Island survey of 1972 for 

the Aleutian Island ~ilderness Study Report (1973:113). McCartney 

reported that the site was situated on a 25 meter knoll overlooking 

the cove--thus givin~ it an excellent location in regard to both ob-

servation of sea animals in the area ann observation of approaching 

enemies, important in the Delarof r,roup as it seems to have been an 

area of inter-island warfare (Bergsland, 1959:14). 

McCartney saw evidence o~ at least five to seven house depres-

sions at this site, and he ~elt that these depressions were either 

prehistoric, early historic, or both. Further research must· be done 

to rleterrnine how this site fits into the Aleut settlement pattern, 

which is characterized by base villaqe utilizing seasonal satellite 

camos, dictated by the Aleuts' dependence on the changing availability 

of subsistence resources provided by their maritime environment. 

Bergsland, summarizing material from Captian Feodor I.Utke's explora-

tion of this area in the l820s, noted that this island was "the chief 

place for hunting sea lions" (Berqsland, 1959:40). 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential 

I 
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of yielding im?ortant archaeological data on the history and prehistory 

of the Aleut popul~tion, and how that population was culturally adapt-

1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I ed to its environment. .. 
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This site, on the southwestern coast of Ulak Island, a small 

island in the Delaro~ r,roup southwest of ~anaga, was repoted on a 

hill crest by McCartney during his Aleutian site survey for the Al

eutian Island Wilderness Survey Renort (1973:113). 

According to Orth's Dictionary of Alaska Place Names (1967:1006), 

the Aleut term "Ulaq" from which the Island teceived its name: trans-

1ates as "house." Bergs1and (1959:40), notes that Ulak was an impor-

tant sea lion hunting area. 

Little research has been done in this relatively isolated area 

of the Aleutian Chain--Most archaeological investigations have been 

focussed on sites in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages. Yet 

further research on sites such as UK-2, when stunied in com9arison 

to other sites on this island and other islands in the area, can add 

considerably to the knowledge of changing Aleut life styles over time, 

ann how regional diversities in subsistence resources, etc., affected 

Aleut culture. As the Natives inhabiting the Delarof Island~ were 

considered a different "tribe" by those Aleuts living on the Andreanofs 

just to the east (Bergsland, 1959:14), such inter-island diver2ities 

in culture and language have had a great effect on Aleut history. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important date which can bring the history and prehistory of 

the Aleut into clearer focus. 
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This site, above a storm beach on the shore of Patton Cove on 

-che southeastern side of Ulak Island, a small island in the Delarof 

Group -south,vest of Tanaqa, was reportecl by A. P. HcCartney 'for the Al-

:tian Islands ~ilderness Study Report (1973:113). 

According to Rergsland (1959:1~), the ~atives of the Andreanof 

Tsland Group (who called themselves ni'ruris) consideren the inhab-

itants of Tanaga and the Delarofs na'Mirus, or "westerners," having 

a ~if~erent dialect and different style of skin boats. There seems 

--. tv have been considerable inter-island warfare bet\-leen the Andreanof 

Natives and the Aleuts of islands further to the east, while the 

0- Andreanof Natives "in turn took the offensive against their weaker 

neiqhbors to the west." 

-0 Little research has been done in this 90rtion of the Aleutian 

c~!ain, so a complete picture of how regional diversities in Aleut 

ctilture affected Aleut history is not available. This site is sig-

'nificant, therefore, in that it has the potential of yielding impor-

tant data concerning Aleut culture in this portion of the Aleutians 

and the extent of regional (inter-island and intra~island) diversities 

within that culture. Also, as McCartney felt that the site on the 

northwestern side of Ulak (UK-I) might date from the early historic 

I 
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period, exten~ed research on this island could help delineate the I 
extent of Russian-Native cultural contact in this area. 
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This site, on th~ southC3stern coast of Unalg~ Island in the 

Delarof Group (called by the Russians Western Unalga to distinguish 

it from the Unalga Island lying between Akutan and Unalaska Islands), 

was reporte~ as a larqe village site on a storm beach by A.P. McCartney 

(1971:113). Bergslan~ qives the Native term for this island as 

unalra-- ... obviously is 'the seaward one' of the formerly inhabited 

I islands of the tribe" (Rerqsland, 1959:40). Bergs~and's Native (Atkan) 

I 
:1 

inFormant, ~illia~ Dirks, reporte~ that the inhabitants of the Delarof 

Islan~s were considered a different "tribe" from the Aleut~ living 

on the Andreano~ Islands just to the east. ' 

Another of. Rergsland's Atkan informants, Cedor Snigaroff, in re-

ting a traditional story concerning inter-tribal Aleut warfare, 

I noted that a raiding party of Fox Islanders reached the Delarof Group, 

and while slee~ing on the shore of one of the small islets near Unalga, 

I villaqers took the Fox islanders' skin boats and weapons, leaving them 

without means of obtaininq food. After the Fox Islanders were dead, 

I the Una1qa villaqers went out to the islet and buried the bodies, as 

Ithis was a hunting place and had to be kept clean so as not to scare 

away the sea animals. (Bergsland, 1959:60-62). 

_I This site is signi~icant, then, not only in that it has the po-

tential of. yielding considerable archaeological data concerning Aleut 

;lsett1ement patterns and subsistence activities in a relatively iso-

ated portion of the Aleutians, where extensive research has not been 

ducted, but also because it remains fixed in the traditional oral 

of the Aleuts. Moreover, as McCartney noted a recent trapper's 

I 
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site, this site has continuing associatiOl~.:i 

£or the present-day Aleut po~ulation. 
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This site, on the northwestern coast of Kava1ga Island, one of 

the major islands in the De1arof Islands Group, was observed by A. P 

McCartney during his 1972 survey ot the Aleutians for the Aleutian 

Island Wilderness Study Report (1973:113). In the 1930s, Ales Hrdlicka 

was told by his Native in~ormants that there were probably burial 

caves on the island, a1thou~h Rrd1icka did n?t personally visit the 

area to determine where these caves were (Hrdlicka, 1945:416). As 

most Aleut burial sites seem to have been near Native settlement sites, 

however, it is likely that such a burial cave is in the vicinity of 

this site, especially if this is a base village site. 

McCartney noted that there were many house depressions at this 

site. Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages 

utilizing seasonal satellite carn~s, and only further research in this 

area can determine how this site fits into that pattern. It is locat-

ed on a narrmo/ isthmus, a cornmon location for Aleut sites, as it per

mitted escape to either of two bodies of water on either side of the 

isthmus in case of enemy attack. One of Bergs1and's Atkan in~orrnants, 

Cenor snigaroff, in relating traditional Aleut stories concerning 

inter-tribal warfare in the Andreanof and De1arof Islands, indicated 

that Kava1ga was the site of a raid conducted by a qroup of Fox Island-

ers from the east (Bergsland, 1959:61). 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

I yielding archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut set

"tlernent patterns and subsistence-related activities in this portion 

of the Aleutians. Also, it is still remembered in the traditional 

I oral literature of this portion qf the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, locaten. on the south\'lestern coast of Kavalga Island, 

one of the maior Islands in the Delarof Islands groUPi was reported 

bv ~,P. Bank (map, n.d.) 

During his Aleutian Island archaeological studies in the 1930's 

Ales Hrdlicka was informed by Atka Natives familiar with the Delarofs 

that there were burial caves 6n Kavalga (Hrdlicka, 1945:4l6). As 

most Aleut burial caves were located near settlement sites, it is 

likely that this site may have a burial cave associated with it. 

Little research has been done in isolated areas of the Aleutian 

Islands such as this. Little is known, therefore, about regional 

diversities in cultural ada~tationr subsistence activities, and set-

tlernent patterns,although'it is recoqnized from research done else-

where in the Aleutians that such inter-island and intra-island diver-
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sities do exist. Bergsland (1959:lA.) noted that the Atka Natives con- I 
sidered the inhabitants o~ Tanaga and the Delarofs a different "tribe" 

from the Andreanof Island Natives. T.his site is siqnificant, then, in I 
that it has the ~otential of yieldinq considerable archaeological data 

I concerninq inter-islan~ diversities and cultural adaptation to the 

Aleutian environment. I: 
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This is a small site reported by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.) at the 

head of a small cove on Kavalga Island, one of the major islands of 

the Delarof Islands Group. 

There has been little research done in this relatively isolated 

portion of the Aleutian Chain, although from research conducted else-

where--mainly in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages--it is 
! 

known that Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base vil-

lages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Only further archaeological 

ana. environmental research in this area can determine how this site 

:1 was uitilized in terms of the changing availability of subsistence 

resources in the area. The site is significant, however, in that it 
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has the potential of yielding important data concerning Aleut cultural 

adaptation in this portion of the Aleutians. 

Moreover, as Atkan ~ative informants who are familiar with this 

part of the Delarof r,roup noted that there are significant herds of 

sea otter here, this site may also contain information concerning 

early Native-Russian trading activities in the Delarofs, and how these 

activities aff:ected Aleut culture. 
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I 
7his site, at the head of a small bay on the northeastern coast 

of KClvalqa Island, one of the major islands in the Delaro:!: Group, was 

rcoortc~ by Knut Bergsland (1959:40, 55). 

Accordinq to Berqsland's Native informants, the De1arof Is1and-

cr.s \-Jere considered a nifferent "tribe" rroT'1 the inhabitants of the 

Andreano£ ~roup just to the east, havinq a different dialect and dif-

ferent style of skin boat. There seems to have been considerable 

inter-tribal warfare bet'l.veen these groups, and Kava1ga is remembered 

in Aleut oral tradition as an area where raiding parties from the Fox 

Islands landed (Bergsl~nd, 1959:14, 62). 

This site is not only significant because it holds a place in the 

memory of the present-day Aleut po~ulation, however. It also has the 

potential of yielding important archaeological data concerning the 

history and prehistory of the Aleut. This information can help in 

delineating Aleut settlement patterns and cultural adaptation in a 

portion of the Aleut Islands where little research has been done, as 

well as help in determininq the extent and effects of early Russian-

Native trade and contact beqinninq in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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major islands of the Delarof Group, was surveyed by A.P. McCartney 

in 1972 for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:113). 

McCartney noted that, rather than one village site, this may be two 

village sites close'toqether. 

Bergslann's Atkan informant, ~illiam Dirks, noted that large 

numbers ot sea otter have been seen in Ogliuga pass, on which this 

site is located (Bergsland, 1959:40). 

Little archae logical research has been done in this portion of 

the Aleutians, theretore little is known about Aleut settlement pat-

terns in the area. Fro~ research done elsewhere, however, it is known 

that Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages 

utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Also, there has been little re-

search done concerning the regional diversity (inter-island as well 

as intra-island) ot sUbsistence resources which have shaped sett1e-

ment patterns and Aleut cultural adaptation to their environment. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the poten

tial of yield ina considerable archaeological and environmental data 

concerning these aspects of Aleut life, both in the early historic 

and prehistoric periods. 
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This site, locate~ five to six meters above the present beach 

on the northeastern coast of 0g1iuqa, one of the major islands in 

the Delarof r,roup, was observed by A.P. McCartney during his 1972 

Aleutian survey for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report 

(1973:113) . 

Little research has been done in this portion of the Aleutian 

Chain. Therefore, this site is significant in th~t it has the poten-

tial of yielding considerable archaeological and environmental data 

concerning Aleut settle~ent patterns and subsistence activities in 

this portion of the Aleutian Islands. 

According to Bergs1and (1959:14), the Natives of the Andreanof 

Islands just east of the De1arofs considered the inhabitants of . 

Tanaga and the Delarofs a different "tribe," having a different dia-

lect and dif.f.erent style skin boats. Further research in this area, 

therefore, can help determine the extent of these tribal differences, 

as well as the cultural adaptation of the De1arof Aleuts to their en-

vironment. 
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This site, on the southern.ti~ of Skaqul Islann, one of the 

major islands in the Delarof Group southwest of ~anaga, was reported 

by A.p. HcCartney C1urinq his 1972 survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Stu~y Report (1973:113). 

As with many Aleut sites, this one is located on a narrow neck 

of land, thereby allowing for quick escape to one of two bodies of 

water in the case of approaching enemies. This seems to have been 

an important consideration especially in the Delarof Group, as the 

Natives of the Andreanof ann Fox Islanns· to the east often sent 

raiding parties to this area (Bergsland, 1959:14) . 

• One of Bergsland's Atkan informants, William Dirks, observed 
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that sea otters were hunted in this area, and that south of this site, 

on the northwestern shores of the Tag Islands, there was a breeding 

ground of a large sea lion herd (Berqsland, 1959:40). This site, then, 

offers the potential of. yielning significant archaeological and envi-

ronT!\ental data concerning Aleut settlement patterns in this relatively 

unresearched 'Oortion of the Aleutians, and how these settlement pat-

terns were shaped by the changing availability of subsistence re-

sources. Moreover, as sea otters were hunted in this area, there may 

also be indications at this site of early historical Russian-Native 

'I contact in the Delarofs. 

I 
I' 
I 
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I 
This site, on the northern tip of the largest island in the small 

group of Tag Islands (originally named TaqClchaluqis Islands by the 

Russians in the nineteenth century), in the Delarof Islands Groups, 

was noted by McCartney during his 1972 survey for the Aleutian Islands 

wilderness Study Report (1973:113). This site is a good example of 

T.P. Banks' statement concerning Aleut village sites (1953a:247): 

"Every scientific observer in the Aleutians comes away with the re-

alization that practically every island, no matter how small, /this 

island is only ~ mile 10ng7 has contained native villages. Each bay, 

inlet, cove and bight which affords protection from the worst storms 

was probably inhabited at one or more times durinq the period of Al-

eut occupation of the Aleuti~n Arc." 

There has been little or no archaeological research done in many 

places such as this in the Aleutians. Most major archaeological in-

vestiqation have been restricted to areas in the vicinity o~ present 

Aleut villages. Therefore, little is known concerning the regional 

diversities within the Aleutians, both from an inter-island as well 

as an intra-islan0. gerspective. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

y~elding considerable archaeological data concerning the culture and 

history of the Aleuts in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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;1 .Tochelson, c1urinq his Aleutian Islanc'1. stunies in the early bventieth century, 

.' was told by his Atkan informants that on I1ak Island, a small island 

',I 
:1 

'1 
'1 

southwest of 'J'anaga, there was a burial cave "extendina the whole 

width of the island" (Joche1son, 1925:123). Ales Hrdlicka visited 

the island during his Aleutian Island archaeological expedition of 

1936, an~ found a burial cave on the northern shore of I1ak, about a 

mile northwest of a trapper's shack. 

Hrdlicka was told that the burial cave had oriainally contained 

a large number of Aleut mUITlmies, but that around 1933 "the cave had 

been sacked by a couple of trappers, and these were known to have 

ouqht out a goon. deal of 'loot' --though not the mUITlJ'Tlies" (- Hrdlicka, 

When nrdlicka studied the cave, however, it had been 

,I almost completely despoiled, and contained only a few bones ,aT'd other. 

artifacts. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

'1 

Hrdlicka wrote that the "cave evidently had originally been occu-

pied, then used as a burial place." As Jochelson noted that Native 

villages were often located close to burial places, this site may have 

also includen a village or seasonal camp, or the burial cave may have 

been utilized by the Natives of the village re90rtedon the southern 

shore of the island. It is also known that Aleuts often buried their 

dead in compartments of their dwe11inns (Lantis, 1970:214-15). 

This site is significant, therefore, as it ty~ifies Aleut burial 

practices, and also because it has the potential of yielding important 

~archaeo10gical information on Aleut settlement and life style in this 

r Dortion of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
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!10reover ( as a trapPer's ," shack is in the vicinity 01- this cave, the 

island has orobably been of significance to more recent Aleut subsist-

cnce hunters, and further ethnographic studies m~v uncover further 

associations with the island. 

-2-
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This site was reported on th~ southeastern coast of Ilak Island, 

a small island in the ne1arof. Group southwest of Tanaqa. Bergs1and 

noted that whenGavriil Sarychev visited this islann with the Billings 

Exoloration F-xpedition of 1790-92, he found a village here which he 

called Sagudak, "with B taxable an0 6 other male inhabitants in 1790" 

(Rerqsland, 1959:40). 

With 14 male inhabitants, this would seem to have been a good 

sized village. Sarychev did not enumerate whole fa~ilies. Lantis 

(1970:174) a~lows generously for an average of six dependants for 

'I each ~an, 'olhich would brincr the total number of i:nh~bitants of this 

, village to 84. Jochelson (1925:119) wrote that Aleut villages usual

~ ly had a population of 40-60 peo~le occupyinq two to 'three dwellings, 

I des~ite the fact that each village site may have many more dwelling 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

pits. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

yielding im~ortant data concerning Aleut settlement and subsistence 

,patterns in this portion of. the Aleutian Islands both before and after 

Russian contact with this area. It also may yield information concern-

ing how the Aleut life style was affected by the coming of. the Rus-' 

sians in the eighteenth centurv. 
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This site, on Cable Rayon the northern shore of Tanaga Bay on 

the western side of Tanaaa Island, was reported by Ales Hrdlicka 

during his 1936 Aleutian Island survey (Hrrllicka, 1945~ 

313-14). This was reported to Hrdlicka by his Native informant as a 

burial cave. Jochelson (1925: 122) notes .that there are numerous 

traces of larqe village sites with burial caves on both Tanaga·and 

Kanaqa Islands. 

As most Aleut burial caves are located close to Aleut village 

sites, it is probable that a settlement area lies close by on Cable 

Ray, or perhaos this burial cave was utilized by the inhabitants of 

the sit2 TN-2. No intensive surveys for sites have been undertaken 

in this area, however. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yield-

inq siGnificant data, through archaeolqical survey and/or excavation, 

or throuqh study of the contents of the burial cave, on the prehistory 

of the Aleut population in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. As 

Tanaga seems to have been an area of Russian trading activity in the 

late eighteenth century (Bancroft, 1886:290), this site also has the 

~otential ofyieldinq information regarding early Russian-Native con-

tact in the area. 
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This site, located on Cape Aqamsik (named by Mikhail Tebenkov 

in the 1850's) in ~anaqa Bay on the west side of Tanaqa Islan~, was 

reported as a small site, ten meters above the beach, by HcCartney 

dULina his 1972 Aleutian Island survey for the Aleutian Island ~il-

derness Rtu~y Renort (1971:112). 

Little intensive survey of this island has been con~ucted, and 

only twelve Native sites are reported on Tanaga. Further study in 

this area, however, can help determine the settlement patterns and 

subsistence activities of the Aleut in this portion of the chain. 

This site is significant, therefore, in that it can yield important 

~archae010qical data on the prehistory of its Aleut population. 

over, f.urther research should also help delineate the nature of 

Hore-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
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Russian-Native trade and cultural contact in this area, when r,. 

Sarychev visited ~anaqa in 1790, he was told that Tanaqa Ray was "used 

as an anchoring station bv the Russian hunters," an~ that most of the 

male inhabitants of the island had been taken on hunting expeditions 

further east (Sarvchev, 1807:36). A combination of archaeoloqical 

research and stu~y of the historical documentation for this area, 

thereFore, should add much to the knowledge of culture change' among 

the Aleut of th~ Andreanof Group. 
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This site, located at the head of Rough Rayon the northern coast 

of Tanaoa Island, was renortcd to be 10-15 meters above the beach by 

McCartney (1073:112). Little extensive research has been done on 

Tanaga, althouqh Jochelson (1925:122) observed that there were traces 

of larcre vil1aae sites and burial caves on the island. 

Further research must be done in this area to determine how this 

site fits into the settlement pa.ttern of the prehistoric and early 

I 

J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

historic periods. The Aleut settlement pattern was characterized by I 
base villages utilizinq seasonal satellite cam~s. Moreover, most Al-

eut sites were located, like this one, on the north~rn coasts of the I 
Aleutian Islands, althoU0h the reason ~or this pattern is not clear, 

and the~e may have been reqiona1 differences. 

This site is signi~icant, theref.ore, in that it has the potential I 
of. yielding im~ortant archaeoloqica1 data concerninq the settlement 

natterns of the Aleut in this portion of. the Aleutian Chain, and how 

those natterns were shaged bv diFfering availability of. subsistence 

I 
I resources. Also, as Rouah Bay was designated by Bergs1and's Native 

inf.ormant as "one of. 'fish cleaning,'" (Berqsland, 1959:39) f~rther I 
ethnoqranhic research in the Annreanof r,roup may indicate that this 

s~te has been of. importance to recent· generations of Aleuts, as well 

as to its early inhabitants. 

I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
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This site, close to Barabara Point on the eastern side of Tanaqa 

Island, was re?orted by A.P. McCartney's Aleutian Island survey of 

1972 (1973:112). McCartney noted several surface depressions indicat-

inq Aleut dwellings in this area, although further information is 

1ackinQ. 

Although Tanaqa Island is in the Andreanof Island Group (named 

during Andrei Tolstykh's tra~ing expedition to these islands in 1760-

64), Ber~sland's Native (Atkan) informant, William Dirks, reported 

that the Natives of Tanaqa and the more westerly Delarof Islands were 

considered "westerners" to the Natives o~ the other' Andreanofs, as 

their dialect was somewhat different, and their skin boats were of a 

different form. There seems to have been ~uite a bit of raiding back 

and forth between these two groups (Bergsland, 1959:14). 

Nevertheless, Tanaga is an irn~ortant island to the feelings and 

associations of the A_ndreanof Natives, as the Russian priest, Veniaminov, 

noted in the mid-nineteenth century that "the Atkinci thouqh that all 

the inhabitants of the islands that were known to them, came from a 

pair of neo~le who descended from the 'heaven' onto the island Tanag 

/Tanacra7. n «(JUoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:28). - "- ~ 

This ~articular site is siqnificant in that it has the potential 

o~ yielding important data, ·throuah continued archaeological and en-

vironmental research in the area, on the sett£ment patterns, subsist-

ence activities, an~ cultural ada~tation of the Aleut, and how these 

as~ects o~ Aleut life Aav have ~iffered over time and in different 

reqions o~ the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, located on the southern shore of Hot Springs Bay, on 

the eastern side of Tanaga Islan~, was reported By A.P, McCartney 

during his Aleutian Island survey in 1972 (1973:113), 

Bergsland's Atkan informant, William Dirks, called this site, 

together with site TN-6,igadaqiq, 'which Rergsland translates as 

"slate gathering," Berqsland felt that one of these sites may have 

been the village G. Sarychev called Iqadak, "with 7 taxable men in 

1790" (Bergsland, 1959:39). There is a little data concerning the 

po~ulation size of Tanaqa at the time of Russian contact with the 

Natives of this island in the eighteenth century, although Sarychev, 

a member of the Rillings Expedition of 1790-91, seems to have spent 

some time on Tanaqa, and noted that Tanaga Bay, on the western side 

of the island, was used as an anchoring station by Russian traders. 

. Accordinq to another of Bergsland's Atkan informants, Cedor 

Sniqaroff, who relate0. Aleut traditions concerninq early inter-island 

wars, these "two biq villages" were the site where a iaidinq party 

of Fox Islanders were stoopen and killed durinq their attacks in the 

Andreanof Group (Bergs land 1959:60). 

This site is siqnificant, then, for three reasons. First, it 

has the potential of yielding sianificant archaeological data on the 

prehistory of the Aleuts living in this area and in delineating pop-

ulation density and settlement patterns--McCartney noted a total of 

over 40 house r1cpressions r,lus a larae midden area for sites TN-5 

and TN-G. Second, this area is significant in the early histor~c pe-

riod for delineatinq cultural contact between Aleuts and Russians. 
-.1' 
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:\tAnd third, it is still a signifil'ant area in the traditional oral 

I literature of the present-day Aleut population living in the Andreanof 

Islands Group. 
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This site, located on Trunk Point on the eastern coast of. Tanaga 

Island, was reported by A. P. McCartney during his 1972 Aleutian Is-

land survey. It scems significantly attached to site TN-5, and to-

aether both sites have the potential of yielding imoortant informa-

tion on the prehistory, history, and oral tradition of the Aleut pop-

ulation of the Andreanof Group. 

~cCartney noted (1973:113) that these sites showed "extensive 

evidence o~ historic and prehistoric occupationj over 40 house de-

presions are seen plus a large prehistoric (?) midden area with ad-

ditiona1 depressions heavily grown over with vegetation." Only further 

research in the area, however, can determine how this site fits into 

the settlement patterns of the Aleut population, and how these pat-

terns changed over time. 

Berqs1ano (1959:39) noted that these two sites were known by the 

collective name iqadaqiq, which he translates as "slate gathering." 

One of these two sites was probably the village which G. Sarychev 

called Igadak, "with 7 taxable men in 1790." Since Sarychev was told 

by Natives 1ivino on Tanaga that most of the male inhabitants had 

gone to islands further east with Russian traders at the time of his 

visit, it i~ di~ficu1t to determine the actual population si~e of 

this village at this period. 
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Finally, another of Bergs1an~'s Atkan informants, Cedor Snigaroff, 
I 
I who related traditional memories oe early inter-island Native con

~licts, noted that the 'site'of these "two biq vil1aqes" was where 

a raiding party of Pox Islanners had been stopped and killed during 

their attacks on the Andreano~ Islands population. 

~. 

I 
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I 
This site, located on Ca~e Sudak on the eastern coast of Tanaga, 

was re~ortcn by Rerqslann (1959:39) who qives the Native term for 

,I this Doint of lann as "sudur--Cape Sudak which, having rocks at its 

tin, miqht house sea lions ann have been a nlace of, 'easy taking. 111 

I This site has the ~otential, then, of yielding significant archae-

I 
oloqical anCl environmental data on how Aleut settlement patterns, 

characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite ca~ps, 

were shaped bv subsistence needs and the availability of subsistence 

resources over time. 

Moreover, Bergsland notes that this site J11ust have been the viI" 

laqe noted as So~ok by ~.Sarvchev, "a villaqe with 7 taxable and 2 

'. ot~er male inhabitants in 1790." sarychev did not enumerate the 

·1 
I 
I 
I 

I ,. 
I 

number of people in each of these males' families. Although it is 

not definite, the Aleut population of this site in 1790 might have 

been the 40-60 oeople that Jochelson seems to think inhabited most 

Aleut villages (Jochelson, 1925:119). 

This site, then, has the siqnificance of holding the potential 

of yielding information on Aleut settlement patterns in the ?rehis~ 

toric neriod, as well as a clearer ~icture of, how cultural and eco-

nomic contact between Aleuts and Russians in this area affected the 

Aleut way of life. 
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~his site is located on the south~· .. estern coast of Tanaga Island. 

Hrdlicka, during his 1936 archaeological expedition in the Aleutians, 

\vas in Formed by Atka Natives that there \vas a burial cave located in 

this ~eneral area, an~ also a larqe vil~aqe site (Hrdlicka, 1945:313). 

Berqslandls Atkan informant, William Dirks, who was faMiliar with a 

lar0e portion of the Andreanof Islanos Group; re90rted that tnis was 

an ancient village site which he called "itimisaa, from iti--. In 

Further ethnoqraphic study in the area can perhaps reveal More inf.orma·-

tion concerninq this site and its importance to the Natives of the 

Andreanofs over time. 

Jochelson (1925:122) observed in the early twentieth century 

that there were traces of. large village sites with burial cayes on 

Tanaqa. Extensive research has not been done in this area, ho,~ever. 

Most Aleutian archaeoloqical research has been conducted in areas close 

to present-day Aleut villages. Therefore, reqional diversities in 

population density, subsistence resources, etc., which are known to 

exist in the Aleutians, have not been fully determined. This site is 

si9nificant in that it has the potential of yieldinq important archae

ological data on these aspects of. Aleut life, which can give a clearer 

picture of Aleut culture and its changes both in the pre-contact and 

post-contact periods. 
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This site, located in Lash Bay on the southwestern coast of 

Tanaqa Island, is in the qeneral area where Hrdlicka reported a bur-

ial cave and old village site (Hrdlicka, 1945:313). Bergsland'2 

Atkan informant, ~illiam Dirks, located the village more exactly here 

in Lash Bay, Offshore rocky islands provide protection from the sea, 

as well as pretection from approaching enemies. This last considera-

tion seems to have been ~articularly im~ortant in this area, as Al-

eut traditions concerning the Ann.reanof Islands recall numerous raiding 

~arties from the Fox Islands further east visitinq this area (Bergsland, 

1959: 40, 13, 60). 

Bergsland, moreover, believes that this site may have been the 

aillage which Gavriil Sarychev called "U~aqosik, with 9 taxable and 

one other male inhabitant in 1790." There seems to have been exten-

I 
I 
I 

sive Russian traning activity on and near this island in late eight-

eenth century, and Native inhabitants of Tanaga were often taken fur-

ther east by the Russian traders (Bancroft, 1886:/.90). By the mid-

nineteenth century, most of this area was de~o9ulated, the Russian 

I 
American Company following the policy of relocating the Native popula-

tions of scattered villages into larger villa~~ units. 

I This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

yielding important information on Aleut history and prehistory, help-

I inq to delineate Aleut settle~ent patterns, subsistence activities, 

I ann 

I' 
the effects of ~ussian contact on the Native way of life. 

I 
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'This site, located on the southwestern coast of Tanaga Island, 

in an area called by Bergsland's Native informant "cookers lagoon," 

was an old village site (Berqsland, 1959:40). There are also modern 

traD?erS' cabins in the area, which can give an indication of the 

imoortance of this site as a subsistence camp and seasonal dwelling 

up into the twentieth century. Further ethnographic research can 

help determine the present-day feelings and associations the Natives 

of this area have with this site. 

When Gavriil Sarychev, of the Billings Expedition of 1790-92, 

roun~ed this ~oint of land on his way back to Billings' ship after 

having discoverc:l '!'anaqa Bay to be a saf:e anchoraqe, he observed nan 

Aleutian summer jurt /dwellinq7, in which was an old woman, who in

formed me, that al~ost all the islanders, with the exception of a 

very few, were gone to the island Atcha /Anak7, to a Russian hunter's 

ship lying there" (Sarychev, 1807:36). If this site is the same as 

the site of Sarychev's "summer jurt," this may have been a seasonal· 

camp, rather than an Aleut base village, alt~onqh only further re-

search in the area can determine this. 

This site is siqnificant, then, in that ~t has the potential of 

yielding important archaeoloC]ical and. environmental data on hO".v Aleut set

tlement patterns were af:fected by the availability of subsistence 

resources, and hml7 the Native way of life was af.fected by Russian in-
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trusion into the area. 
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I 
:1 of ~Clna~a Islann, was reported as an old village site by Hrdlicka (1945: 

This site, on the southern shore o~ Tanaaa Rayon the west side 

I 313) nurinq his archaeological investigation of Tanaga in 1936. Bergs-

lan0's (1~59:40) Native informant noted that this is the site of 

I 
"an 

ancient village" and "a modern cabin," probably a trapners' cabin, which 

I makes this area significant to the Native population of the Andteanof 

qroup long after the original population of Tanaga had been relocated 

I by Russian traders in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

in When the Billings EX9loring Expenition of 1790-92 anchored 

~I Tanaqa Ray, Gavriil Sarychev, the expeditions hydrographer, noted that 

'.n the second day of our ~rrival, two Aleutians came with fresh fish 

to ~s from their habitations, on the south side of the bay" (Sarychev, 

I 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1807:37). As this site is the only vi1laQe reported for the south side 

of Tanaqa Bav, it'is likely that these Aleuts who aided the Billinqs 

Bxpenition came from this village. 

This site has the notential of yieldin~ si~nificant archaeolog

ical data concerning the history and prehistory of the Aleuts on Tanaga. 

Not only can such information help delineate pre-contact Aleut settle-

ment ~atterns and subsistence activities, but as Tanaga Bay was noted 

by Sarychev a~ an "anchorin~ station" of Russian hunters, it may also 

yield information on early Native-white contact in the area. 

,. 
I 
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This village site, located at the hCud of Hot Sprinqs Bay on 

the eastern coast of Tanaqa Island, facinq Kanaga Pass, was reported 

to th!~ Aleut. Corporation by rnembers of the .Atka Village Lann. Committee. 

Tanaga Island has many ~eelinqs ano associations for people liv-

ing on Atka and other islands in the Andreano~ Group. Although the 

original inhabitants of Tanaqa were considered a different tribe from 

the rest of the Aleuts in the Andreanofs (Berqsland, 1959:13), the 

Russian :oriest Veniaminov noted in the min..-nineteenth century that 

lithe l>.tkinci thought that all the inhabitants of the islands that vlere 

known to them, carne from a pair of people who descended from the 'heav-

en' onto the island Tanaq L'ranaqa7" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:28). 

l-toreover, Tanaqa seems to have been an area of inter-islann. '<larfare, 

one of Berqsland's in~ormants notinq how Fox Islanders raiding in the 

Andreanofs were stopped and killed on Tanaga (Berqsland, 1959:60). 

Also, as there seems to be a modern tra9per's cabin located at 
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this site, it is probably an area that has been familiar to Aleut hunt- I 
I 
I 
I 

ers for qenerations. Further ethnographic research can determine the 

extent of the Native's associations with this site. 

This site is also sianificant in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeoloGical data concerning the prehistoric a~d 

historic occupation of Tanaga Island, an area where extensive research 

has not been conducted, but which seems to have at one time been ex-

treJl1ely populous. 
I 
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~I This was a large village site first reported by T.P. Bank (1971: 

28). Although on many Aleutian Islands the majority of village sites 

_I have been reported on the northern coasts of the islands--no definite 

reason for this pattern is known, but it may have something to do with 

the type Of coast line--most of the sites reported for Kanaga are on 

I the island's southern coast. Further research in the area must'be done 

to determine the nature of Aleut settlement patterns in this portion 

I of the Aleutians. 

Unlike some other islands in the Andreanof Group, there is con-

~~~~~Ahle information on Kanaga Island in the historical literature of .··.e Aleutians. It was visited by Andrei Tolstykh' s tr~ding expedition 

of 1760-64, which named the Andreanofs, which he reached in 1761, find-

I 
I 
I 
1 

ing safe harbor on the west side of Adak. In September, 1961, Lazarev, 

a Kamchatka Cossak who sailed with Tolstykh, went to Kanaga with 9 hunt-

ers. According to Jochelson (1933:5), who summarized much of the Rus-

sian material concerning this expedition: 

The Kanaga elder promised Lazarev to visit him on Adak; and 
indeed after some time he ca:-;tc in company of 14 Aleut, each 
of whom had a one-hatched skin-boat for himself. Tolstykh 
gave presents to all. By their kind attitude toward the Al-
eut, their elder was induced to declare his wish "to become 
faithful subjects of her Imperial Majesty, to pay for every 
yassak (fur tribute) and to regard the people of the Russian 
Empire as true friends." The elder consented to receive on 
Kanaga Island for the winter four baidars (skin-boats) with 
hunters .... Neither sea-otters no~ sea-lions were found at 
Kanaga: the Aleut hunted there only seals and fished cod. 

I Tolstykh reported that the Aleut popUlation of Kanaga at this 

~ime was 200 men and women. This site is significant, therefore, not 

. only in its potential in yielding archaeological data on the prehistor-

I ic and early historic settlement patterns and subsistence activities 

175 
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of the Aleuts, but also for yielding informiltion, which can be cross-

chcckc~ with ~ocumentary evidence, on how those patterns were affect-

ed by wllite intrusion into the area. 
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This site was repor.ted as a large village site by T.P. Bank (1971: 

It is situated on the western shore of Chunu Bay, on the south-

\1 ern coast of Kanaga. Like other sites on Kanaga Island, this one is 
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significant in that it has the potential of yielding important archaeo-

logical information on how the settlement patterns of this island re-

lated to those of other Aleutian islands, where most reported sites 

are on the northern coasts. 

There is considerable information concerning Kanaga in the his-

torical documentation dealing with early Russian trading expeditions 

in the Andreanof Group. Tolstykh, who led a trading venture to this 

a in 1760-64, noted the p09ulation of Kanaga as "about two hundred 

souls" (Coxe, 1780:75). Another expedition, undertaken in 1772 by 

Dmitri Bragin, noted that this island lacked land animals, and only a 

small number of sea- otters were found there, but "thirty men with their 

families contitute the population of the island" (in Masterson and 

Bro'ver, 1948:75). This island, then, seems to have had a fairly good-

sized population, at the same time that the larger island of Adak was 

becoming almost depopulated in the late eighteenth century. 

Only further archaeological research, and research in the his-

torical literature, can add to the knowledge of the Native population 

of this island both prehistorically and in the early historic period. 

Study of sites such as this, in connection with further research on 

other sites in the area, can help delineate the Aleut way of life in 

middle Aleutian area. 
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This site, located in a small cove just east of Round Point on 

the southern shore of Kanaga Island, was reported i~ archaeological 
, 

surveys conducted by Nelson and Barnett (1955:387-88) and T.P. Bank 

(1971: 28). 

Little research has been done on Aleut settlement patterns in 

this part of the Aleutian Chain. From research conducted else~;7here 

in the Islands, it is known that these patterns were usually charac-

terized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Only 

further research can determine the use of this site, and its relation 

to subsistence activities in the area. 

Mos village sites have been found on the northern, or Bering 

Sea coasts of the Aleutians, although the definite reason for this 

pattern has not yet been determined. Most of the sites on Kanaga, 

however, are on the southern or Pacific coast. No doubt this has some-

thing to do with the nature of the coastline. G. Sarychev, who visit-

ed this area in 1790, noted that the southern coast of both Tanaga and 

Kanaga were flat shores, while the northern were higher and more rocky 

(Sarychev, 1807: 2:38). Further research, both archaeological and en-

vironmental, should determine how and why the settlement patterns on 

Kanaga may have differed from ot~er areas in the Aleutians. 

As there is considerable data available on the population sta-

tistics of Kanaga ar the time of the first extensive Russian trading 

ventures in the Andreanof Group, this material can be correlated to 

significant archaeological data from sites such as this to delineate 

how the Aleut population and subsistence activities changed during 

the early post-contact period. 
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This site, located in a small cove on the southern shore of 

Kanag3 Island, was reported by T.P. Bank. Like most of the other 

sites on Kanaga, this has the potential of yielding significant ar-

chaeological data on the activities of the Aleut inhabiting this is-

land both prehistorically and after Russian contact. There is evi

dence that most of the extensive trading activities of AndreiTOlstykh's 

expedition of 1760-64 were centered on the islands of Kanaga and Adak, 

with small hunting parties being sent to other islands in the Andreanof 

Group (Bancroft, 1886:129). Further research could help delineate 

the extent of Russian effect on the Aleut population' in the area in 

his early contact period. 

Moreover, Knut Bergsland's Atkan informant was familiar with 

I this area in the twentieth century, calling this village site sigdular 

which Bergsland tanslates as "a place of 'several easy landings' or 
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of 'being taken ashore at'" (Bergsland, 1959: 39). Such contact of 

present-day Aleut trappers and subsistence hunters with old Aleut vil-

lage sites is common, and further ethnographic research can determine 

the extent of such associations. 
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This site, on the southern coast of Kanaga Island, was first 

noted by T.P. Bank (197l:28). Fifteen of the twenty-seven sites re-

ported for Kanaga Island lie on this Pacific coast shore, while most 

Aleut sites on other islands seem to be found on the Bering Sea Coast. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yieldipg im

portant archaeologi~al infor~~tion on Aleut settlement and s~b~istence 

patterns (both of which are 'inseparable when talking about early Aleut 

life-styles) in this portion of the Aleutians. 

l>1oreover, as there is much information on the population of 

Kanaga to be found in the Russian sources for early trading ac~ivities 

in the Andreanof Group, coordinated historical and archaeologicql re-

search can help delineate aspects of Aleut life such as settlement, 

subsistence, trade, and the influence of the intrusion of a white pop-

ulation into the area, all of which are important in understanding how 

the Aleut culture persisted and changed both in the prehistoric and 

early contact periods. 
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This site, on the southern coast of Kanaga Island, was first 

reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). Its siqnificance lies in the fact 

that it has the potential of yielding important information concern-

ing the prehistory and history of the Aleuts in this portion of the 

Aleutian chain. 

Aleut settlement patterns are characterized by base villages I 
utilizing seasonal satellite camps. This information comes from re

I searc~ done in more easterly Aleutian Islands. Sites such as this 
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one, however, in areas where extensive research has not been conduct-

ed but where a large number of sites have been reported, when studied 

in connection with other sites in the area, can give a broader and 

more detailed picture of Aleut settlement and subsistence activities 

in different portions of the Aleutian Chain over time. 

Moreover, as the Aleuts of this area had extensive contact with 

Russian traders in' the middle and late eighteenth century ~efore these 

isL:nds became almost completely depopulated, and as there are good 

descriptions of both the size and activities of the population of 

Kanaga in this period, coordinated archaeological, ethnographic, envi-

ronmental and historical research can add con~iderably to the study 

of ho-." the Aleut population was affected by Russian contact. 
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This site, located on Deceit Point on the southern coast of 

KancJ.ga Island, was reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). This area is 

typical of most Aleut village site loccJ.tions, as it is on a narrow 

neck of la~d which would provide easy boat access to either of two 

bays of water in case of approaching enemies. 

This site is significant, as are other sites in this portion of 

the Aleutian Chain, in that is has the potential of yieldingimpor-

tant archaeological data concerning the history and prehistory of 

the Aleut. Little research has been done in Aleutian areas outside 

the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages. In order to properly 

deline.ate settlement patterns, population shifts, and subsistence 

activities of the pre-contact Aleut population, and how these activi-

ties and that population changed after Russian contact, further re-

search in more isolated Aleutian areas must be done. Moreover, when 

this archaeological data is correlated to the historical, environ-

mental, and ethnographic materials concerning this area, a more com-

plete picture of Aleut life over time can be drawn. 
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This site is located on the northwestern shore of the bay di-

rect1y to the east of Deceit Point, on the southern shore of Kanaga 

Island, and was reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). 

The Island of Kanaqa has an interesting history, and there is 

much material in Russian sources concerning early Russian contact in 

the area. Joche1son (1933:3) quotes an account of one "of the skir-

mishes between the Aleuts of Kanaga and Russian traders who visited 

the Island in 1757, when an Aleut leader of one of the villages on 

the island was beheaded by the Russians. An expedition led by the 

trader Andrei To1stykh in 1760-64, however, found the Natives of 

Kanaga quite willing "to acknowledge themselves subject to the Empress, 

and to pay a regular tribute" (Coxe, 1780:73). Nevertheless, on 

Tolstykh's departure from the Andreanof Islands, the trader reported 

that the leaders of all the islands in the group, excepting those 

of Kanaga, came to him to make a voluntary tribute of food. Tolstykh 

reported that the population of Kanga at this time was 200 males and 

females. This population was to decline rapidly due to Russian in-

trusion into the area. 

The significance of this site lies in its potential of yielding 

important archaeological data on the prehistory of the Aleut, which, 

when correlated to the historical documentation, can shm'l hm'l the 

lives and culture of the Aleut were affected by the coming of the 

Russians in the late eighteenth century. 
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This site, located at the southeastern entrance of a small bay 

cast of Deceit Point, on the southern coast of Kanaga. Island, was re-

ported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). 

Like other Native village sites in this 90rtion of the Aleutian 

Cllain, this site has the potential of yieldirg significant archaeo
I 

logical data on the prehistory and history of the Aleuts living in 

this area. From research done elsewhere in the Aleutians--primarily 

in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages--it is known that Aleut 

settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing 
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seasonal satellite camps. Soon aft~r Russian trading operations be- I 
came extensive in this area, the Aleut population was relocated in 

larger, more settled villages, where they could be controll~d more 

easily. Isolated sites such as this, therefore, offer an excellent 

laboratory for the study of Aleut life-styles before such relocation 

took place. 

Kanaga seems to have had a good-sized population at the time of 

R~ssian contact. A trading expedition in the 1760's reported 200 men 

and women on the island, while the population still consisted of 30 

men and their families ten years later (Coxe, 1780:75; Masterson and 

Brower, 1948:75). During the next twenty years, however, the popula

tion of Kanaqa seems to have declined along with that of other islands 

in the Andreanof Group, and the island became almost completely depop

ulated. Further extensive research on such sites as this, then, can 

add to the knowledge of pre~contact Aleut life, and how that life was 

affected by the coming of the Russians. 
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This site, located at the bead of small bay on the southern 

coast of Kanaga Island, was reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). 

Most Aleut village sites have been found on the northern coasts 

of the Aleutian Islands, although the reason for this pattern has 

not been definitely determined--the Russian priest Veniaminov wrote 

in the Inid-nineteenth century that it was because the northern shore 

offered more subsistence resources, as well 'as driftwood for the build-

ing of Aleut dwellings. As most sites reported o~ Kanagalie on the 

southern coast, however, this pattern may also have something to do 

with the type of area sought by the Aleuts for their villages--more 

streams, important for a fresh water supply, for instance, flow to 

the southern coast of Kanaga. Moreover, G. Sarychev, who visited 

the area in 1790, noted that the southern shore of the island was 

flatter than the northern coast. 

This site, like other sites in the area, have the potential of 

yielding significant archaeological data on the settlement patterns 

of the Aleuts living in this area before and after Russian intrusion 

into the Andreanof group in the eighteenth century. Further study 

can help delineate how such settlement patterns were shaped or affect-

I ed by changing subsistence resources during the seasons and over long

er periods of time, as well as by trade--both with Natives of other 

islands and with the Russians. Archaeological data gathered from 

I such sites, when used in connection with environmental data, histori-

" 
cal documentation for the area, and ethnographic material collected 

from present-day Aleuts familiar with the traditionally-remembered 

I 
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ospects of the area, can add much to the knowledge of Aleut prehisto-

ry and history. 
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This site, located in a cove east of Cape Tusik, on the south-

ern coast of Kanaga Island, was noted by T.P. Bank in 1971. 

Like other sites in this portion of the Aleutian Chain, this 

site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data 

on the life-style ~nd settlement patterns of the Aleut inhabiting 

the area. 

Although many Russian trading expeditions visited the Andreanof 

Group between the 1750s and the nineteenth century, correlating many 

of the population reports for the various islands is difficult. In 

the 1760s, it was reported that Kanaga Island had a population of 

200 men and women. Ten years later, a Russian explorer found that 

the island's population consisted of 30 men with their families. In 

1790, G. Sarychev found 42 taxable male inhabitants and their fami-

lies on the island. After the reorganization of the Atka Division 

of the Russian American Company in 1821, the Aleuts of this island, 

together with the populations of other islands in the Andreanof group, 

were consolidated still more by the Russians into larger, more set-

tIed villages, and clearer population brakdowns of the various islands 

are harder to find (Bergsland, 1959:~). 

Information gathered through further study of this site, therc-

fore, when studied in connection with other such sites, can help ue

lineate how Aleut settlement patterns in this area changed over time, 

both in the prehistoric period, and in the period after Russian con-

tact. 
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This site, located west of Swallow Point 6n the southern shore 

of Kanaga Island, was reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). Although on-

ly tt,.7enty-seven village sites have so far been reported on Kanaga, 

this may not be a true indication of the size of the island's origi-

nal population. For instance, Bergsland (1959:13) had the place 

names of onl:' five village sites on Kanaga. Bank (1953:247), on the 

other hand, notes that "every scientific observer in the Aleutians 

comes away with the realization that practically every island, no 

matter how small, has contained native villages. Each bay, inlet, 

cove and bight which affords protection from the worst storms was 

probably inhabited at one or more times during the period of Aleut 

occupation of the Aleutian Arc." 

This site, therefore, has the potential of yielding signiflcant 

data on the settlement patterns and possible population density of 

this portion of the Aleutian Chain, although a completely accurate 

picture of the island's population must await further surveys which 

may reveal more such village sites. Moreover, continued research can 

show how the changing availability of subsistence resources, as well 

as hO'.<l the intrusion of the Russian population into the area, helped 

shape settlement patterns and population shifts. 
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This site, located near Swallow Point, on the western shore of 

t.he entrance of Kanaga Bay on the southern coast of Kanaga, was re-

ported as a "large and important village site" by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.) 

Ales Hrdlicka, during his important archaeological survey of the 

Aleutians, visited this site in 1938, and noted that this site was 

"on a moderately high bluff and on both sides of a wash." (Hrdlicka, 

1945: 342) Such a situation was common for Aleut village sites, as 

it afforded good protection from the sea, as well as an area from 

which approaching enemies could be observed. Hrdlicka also noted 

that all aspects of this site seemed of the same age. This is sig-

nificant in that it is common of Aleut village sites that not all 

d\vellings in the same site were occupied at one time--dwellings in 

one site may be of different ages, depending on the shifting occupa

tion and utilization of the site over a long period of time. 

Jochelson, in the early twentieth century, noted that there were 

"traces of large ancient village sites with burial caves'! on Kanaga 

(Jochelson, 1925:122), and the island seems at one time to have been 

I very populous. This site is significant, therefore, in that it has 

the potential of yielding important archaeological data concerning 

Aleut settlement patterns in the area in both pre-contact and post-

contact times. 
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This site, located on the western shore of the entrance of 

Kanaga harbor on the southern coast of Kanaqa was most recently re-
I 

ported by T.P. Bank as a large village site (Bank, map, n.d.). This 

area ,vas surveyed and tested by Ales Hrdlicka during his archaeolog-

ical investigation of the Aleutians in 1938. Hrdlicka noted that 

this site was "excelleritly located and once populous--must have had 

several hundred of people" (Hrdlicka, 1945:346). 

This large population estimate is significant in helping to de~ 

lineate Aleut population changes on Kanaga o~er time. If this one 

large site contained several hundred people, and if the same is true 

of the other large village sites on the island, traces of which were 

found by Jochelson earlier in the twentieth century (Jochelson, 1925: 
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122), then the prehistoric p09ulation of Kanaga must have been very I: 
great. The population noted for the island in the l760s p soon after 

the first Russian trading expeditions reached the area, was only 200. 

This site is significant, then,in that it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data on the population density of 

Kanaga in ~re-contact and early contact times, and also information 

on the settlement patterns and subsistence activities of that popula-

tion. 
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This site, located at the head of False Bay, on the southeast-

ern coast of Kanaga Island, was reported as a large village site 

with a harbor by T.P. Bank (1971:28). 

Located as it is on the shore of Kanaga facing Adak Strait, this 

site not only has the potential of yielding significant information 

on the pre-contact settlement patterns of the Aleut, but also informa-

tion dealing with early Native-Russian contact in the area. In 1761, 

during Andrei Tolstykh's fur trading expedition in the Andreanof Group, 

the Russian traders had found a safe harbor on the west coast of Auak 

from which to send out smaller hunting parties to the other islands in 

the group. Soon after their arrival on Adak, the Russians saw Native 

inhabitants of Kanaga in Adak Strait. Presents of food were given to 

the Natives, who returned to Kanaqa. Later, the Native leader of 

Kanaqa visited the Russians at Adak and offered to allow Russian trad-

ers to operate on Kanaga, despite the fact that a number of Kanaga 

natives had been killed by Russian traders in the l750s. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

adding significant data to the understanding of early Native-Russian 

trading relations, and how Aleut settlement patterns may have been 

affected by these relations. 
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This site, located on the eastern coast of Kanaga Island, on 

Adak Strait, was noted as a "shell midden and reported cave" by T.P. 

Bank (1971:28). Jochelson, in the early twentieth century, noted 

that there were many traces of large village sites and burial caves 

on Kanaga (Jochelson,1925:l22), and in 1955 Nelson and Barnett (p. 
, 

390), observed, as did Jochelson, that burial caves were often locat-

ed very near to Aleut village sites. 
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This site is significant in that it has the potential of yield- I 
ing important archaeological data concerning Aleut settlement pat

terns in an area where little intensive research has been done .. Froml 

research conducted in other Aleutian areas, it is known that these 

settlement patterns were charactirized by base villages utilizing 

sonal satellite camps. Further research should be done in more iso-

lated Aleutian. areas such as this to determine how these settlement 

patterns may have differed throughout the Aleutian Chain, and how I 
these patterns were affected by Russian intrusion into the area in 

the eighteenth century. It was reported that the population of Kanagl 

consisted of 200 men and \-lomen in the 1760' s, when Andrei Tolstykh' s I 
trading expedition visited the Andreanof Group. Information gathered 

by Hrdlicka (1945:346), however, indicates that the population may I' 
have been much larger in ths pre-contact period, and only further in- ; 

tensive study of the area can determine the actual population densityl: 

and utilization of this portion of the middle Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, reported byT.P. Bank as a small Aleut settlement 

site (1971:28), is located on the eastern coast of Kanaga Island, 

facing Adak Strait. 

Knut Bergsland's (1959:39) Atka Native informant, who was famil-

I iar with the area, called it "husga ('tipping' the skin boat?) ••• 

I 
an ancient village site, with rocks outside it." These rocki, com-

mon on the shores of many Aleut sites, could have been important in 

the location of the site as enemies would have difficulty. landing . 

in the area. 

Bergsland felt that this site could have been village of Uski 

. mentioned by G. Sarychev, "with 20 taxable and 16 other male inhab-

• itants in 1790." This would then seem to have been a fairly large 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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sized village, as Jochelson (1925:119) noted that ancient Aleut. set-

tlements consisted normally of only 40-60 people (Sarychev only enu-

merated the male inhabitants, not their families). However, in the 

late eighteenth century, Russian policy was to consolidate ~he Native 

populations of smaller, scattered villages into larger units to fa-

cilitate hunting. Further consolidation took place in the middle of 

the nineteenth century, when, evidently, Kanaga became almost complet--

ly depopulated. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential of 

yielding considerable archaeological information dealing with Aleut 

settlement patterns in this area, and how those patterns changed over 

time after Russian intrusion into this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, on the northeastern coast of Kanaga Island, facing 

Adak Strait, was reported as a "small village site" by T.P. Bank 

(1971:28). Known settlement systems for the Aleutians--conc1usions 

dra\vn mainly from evidence gathered in the eastern Aleutians--are 

characterized by base village utilizin~ satellite seasonal camps. 

It is a complex settlement system, depending upon the availability 

of local resources. Only further research--both archaelogical and 

environmental--in this portion of the Aleutian islands can determine 

whether this pattern was followed throughout the Aleutian Chain. 

This site is significant, then, in that it has the potential 

I 

J 
I 
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of yielding important archaeological data on the settlement patterns • 

and subsistence activities of the Aleuts who inhabited Kanaga Island, • 

which seems to have had a quite large population before Russian con-

tact with the area, and how those patterns fit into the Aleut culture 

as a whole. Moreover, as there seems to have been considerable trade 

relations between the Natives of Kanaga and the Russian fur traders 

I. 
I 
I 

who entered the area in the eighteenth century (Bancroft, 1886:129), 

further research here may reveal more information about the effects I 
of that trade relationship. 

I 
I' .. 
I 
. I 
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This site, reported by McCartney during his 1972 Aleutian Island 

survey for the A1eutlan Island Wilderness Study Report (1973:112), 

lies on Shoal Point on the northeastern shore of Kanaga Island. 

Like most old Native sites in this portion of the Aleutian Chain, 

which reputedly had a large Native population at the time of Russian 

intrusion into the area but where extensive ,has not been carried out, 

this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence activities 

both in the pre-contact and post-contact periods. 

Aleut settlement patterns, characterized by base villages uti-

lizing seasonal satellite camps, was shaped by the availability of 

local resources. While the Aleutian islands from one ecosystem, re-

giona1 diversities are known to exist, both on an inter-island and 

intra-island basis, in regard to the presence, absence, and abundance 

of different resources. Aleut cultural adaptation to these regional 

differences, when fully delineated through extensive study of such 

sites like this, and its surrounding environment, will be an impor-

tant adrlition to the knowledge of Aleut life and culture over dif-

ferent periods of time. 
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This small Native village site, located on Weed Bight on the 

Northeastern coast of. Kanaga Island, was first reported by T.P. 

Bank (1971:28). 

Like most sites on Kanaga, this site has the potential of yie1d-

ing significant ar~haeo10gica1 data concerning the prehistor~ and his

tory of the population, especially in regard to settlement patterns, 

subsistence activities, and Russian-Native contact. 

In terms of settlement patterns and subsistence activities whi6h 

will aid in delieating Aleut culture history, this site is signifi-

cant in that there has been little or no archaeology done in many 

places such as this in the Aleutians. The major archaeological in-

vestigations have focussed largely at areas immediately in the vicin-

I 

~ 
I 
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• 
ity of present-day Aleut village. Therefore, little is known concern- I. 
ing the regional diversity within the Aleutians, both from an inter-

island perspective, as well as from an intra-island perspective. 

In regard to Russian-Native contact, it is known that when 'Andrei 

I 
I 
I 

Tolstykh's trading expeidition of 1761-64 visited the Andreanof Group, 

considerable contact \vas maintained bet,"een the Natives of Kanaga 

and Russians stationed on Adak Island. The Native leaders of Kanaga 

seem to have kept up fairly friendly relations with the Russians at 

this time, despite the fact that earlier Russian traders to the area 

had had bloody skirmishes with the Kanaga 'Natives. 

Such sites as this, then, when studied archaeologically, envi-

ronmentally, and historically, can add much to the clearer knowledge 

of how Aleut life and culture changed bOoth before and after contact 

with the whites. 

I: 
I' 

.. 
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This site was reported by Bergsland (1959:39), who translated 

the Native term for this site, Kanagan kaDa·, as "the top of K." 

(Kanaga). It is located on the shore of Westway Bight on the east

ern coast of Kanaga, facing Adak Strait. 

Bergsland noted that this was an "ancient village site, with 

hot springs behind it." This is significant when checked ag~inst 

the historical documentation available for the period of Russian in-

trusion into the Andreanof Group in the eighteenth century. In the 

report forwarded to St. Peterberg concerning the trading expedition 

I led by Andrei To1stykh in the 1760s, the fur trader wrote that the 

population of Kanaga was found to be about 200. Moreover, "on the 

island is a high mountain ..• from the top of which the people obtain 

I burning sulphur; at the base are springs of hot water in which they 

cook fish and meat" (quated in Joche1son, 1933:7). This may be the 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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village of the Kanaga Native leader who.maintained friendly trade re-

lations with To1stykh's expedition. 

Bergsland also noted that this site may be the same as the vil-

lage that G. Sarychev called Kanagan naga, "('the interior of K. ') 

with 15 taxable and 3 other male inhabitants in 1790" (Bergsland, 

1959:39). Such population statistics from the early Russian period, 

when studied in connection with archaeological data from the site, 

offer the potential of a clearer understanding of the changes under-

gone by the Aleut population on of Kanaga from pre-contact times to 

the period after intensive Russian activity in the area. 
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This site, located on the southern coast of Kanaga Island, was I 

reported by Bergsland, who translates the native term for the bay on 

which this site is located anyar, "the slide" @ergsland, 1959:39). 

Bergsland wrote that this site must be the village that G. 

Sarychev called "Aginjax, with 7 taxable and 2 other male inhabitants 

in 1790." Such population statistics that are available for the pe-

riod of early Russian activity on Kanaga, as well as information 

gleaned from archaeological investigations conducted by Johcelson 

and Hrdlicka in the early twentieth century, indicate that Kanaga 

may have had a very large population at one time. As Russian activi-

ties in the area increased, the populations of scattered villages 

were brought together into larger village sites, where hunting activi-

I 
I 
I 
I 
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ties of the Natives could be more easily controlled. Further research I. 
in this area can add significantly to the knowledge of how such pop-

ulation and settlement patterns changed over time. 

Bergsland also noted that an Aleut burial place, called by his 

Atkan informant asra·nas hidalu· or "'the cape of the dead ones,' 

which are dead and dry in the daytime but get up at night and hunt 

and pick sea eggs, probably .•. a ~omparatively. recent burial ground," 

was located near this village site. Such information obtained from 

still-living Aleuts who are familiar with the site can also add sig

nificantly to the understanding of the culture history of the Aleut 

population of the area, and shows how the feelings and associations 

with such sites are maintained. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
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This site, located on the edge of a sandy beach on the eastern 

point of Chunu Bay on t~e southern coast of Kanaga Island,was report-

ed by Bergsland (1959:39), who translates the Native name for the 

site, tutuqar, as "recoil." 

This site is situated on the southern coast of Kanaga, as are 

most of the sites reported for this island .. The general pattern for 

site location in the Aleutians, however, as indicated by research 

done on other islands and from information found in the historical 

documentation on the Aleutians in the Russian period, is that sites 

are located on the northern coasts of most Aleutian Islands. The 

reason for this pattern is not clear, although it may have something 

to do with the type of coastline found on the Bering Sea coasts of 

most of the islands. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yield-

ding important archaeological data concerning the regional diversity 

of Aleut settlement patterns within the Aleutians, as well as infor-

mation dealing with contact between the Natives of Kanaga and the 

Russian trading expeditions which vi~ited the Andreanof Islands begin

ning in the l750s. 
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This site, located at the tip of Bridge Point on the Bering Sea 

I Coast of Kanaga Island, was reported by Bcrgsland (1959:39), whose 

Atkan informant called it asranadqusir, or "the burial ground," where I 
"there is a big cave with lots of bones." Bergsland felt that this 

burial site may have been utilized by the Native inhabitants of the 

village site of KN-4, located on the southern coast of Kanaga .. 

Jochelson, in the early part of the t\ventieth century, noted 

that there were numerous traces of large village sites with burial 

caves on Kanaga (1925:122). Such burial sites have been memtioned 

I 
1 
I 

many times in the historical and anthropological literature dealing I 
with the Aleutian Islands (eg. Lantis, 1970:214-27), and form a dis-

tinctive aspect of Aleut culture. 

The significance of this site, then, 'is that it is typical of I, 
a major aspect of Aleut culture at the time of Russian contact with 

these Natives, and the fact that it was remembered by Bergsland's 

Native informant shows the link that such sites provide present-day 

Aleuts with their past. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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This site, on Cabin Point on the northern coast of Kanaga Is-

land, was reported as a large village midden by Nelson and Barnett 

(1955:387-88). Little more is known about this site, as no testing 

was done in the area. 

This site is significant, however, in that it has the potential 

of yielding important archaeological data on the history and prehis

tory of the area, and in delineating the settlement patterns of the 

Aleut living on this island. From research done in other portions I 
of the Aleutian Chain, it is known that Aleut settlement patterns are 

I characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps, 

I 
I 
I 
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while it appears that most Aleut sites are found on the northern of 

the islands. Most of the village sites reported for Kanaga~ on the 

other hand, lie on the southern coast. Further research in this area 

can help determine how the settlement patterns of Kanaga differed 

from those of other Aleutian islands, and how these patterns were 

shaped by regional or intra-island diversities in the availability 

of sUbsistence resources during different parts of the year, or over 

longer periods of time. 
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TIlis site is a burial cave studied by Nelson and Barnett (1955: 

387-92). It is located west of Pincer Point on the northern coast 

of Kanaqa Island. A small midden was observed south of the burial 

cave, which Nelson and Barnett thought was the site of a seasonal 

camp. 

. 
While Nelson and Barnett studied and enumerated the skeletal re-

mains and other cultural artifacts--mainly the wooden parts of an 

Aleut boat--they found in the cave, they felt the site "enterily un-

disturbed" (i.e., unexcavated). From their research, they felt this 

site indicated "the existence of an intensely interesting isolated 

feature." 

I 
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This site is significant in that further research may determine 

whether it is typical or atypical of Aleut burials, an aspect of Al- I 
eut culture that has received much attention in the historical and 

anthropological literature dealing with the Aleutian Islands. I 

I 
I 
I 
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This site, located on a poi~t of land in a cove west of Pincer 

Point on the northern coast of Kanaga Island, was reported as a small 

midden by Nelson and Barnett (1955:387-88) during their study of a 

burial cave nearby. It's location on a narrow neck of land protrud-

ing into the cove is common of Aleut site locations, as such a situa-

tion would enable the inhabitants of the site to escape to either of 

two bodies of water on the approach of enemies. 

Nelson and Barnett felt that this site was a. "convenient loca-

tion" for a base camp, although further research must be done in the 

area to determine whether this was a base village or seasonal satel-

lite camp, the two characteristics of Aleut settlement patterns. As 

Jochelson noted that burial caves were often located near village 

I sites, Nelson and Barnett felt that the 7 individuals buried in the 

cave east of this site may have come from this site, or the midden to 

I 
I 
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the east of the burial cave. 

This site, like others on Kanaga, is significant in that it has 

the potential of yielding important archaeological data concerning 

settlement patterns and the seasonal utilization of diverse subsist-

ence resources in the area. 

203 
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This site, reported by Bergsland (1959:39, 54) on Western Point, 

the westernmost point of land on Kanaga Island, figures significant-

ly in the oral tradition of the Aleut Natives still living in the 

Andreanof Island Groups, and indicates the strong feelings and asso-

ciations these Natives have for many of the sites in the area. 

William Dirks~ Bergsland's Atkan informant, called this point 

ta'muyas ya'ra, "the point of the magic puppets." Dirks explained 

that these "magic puppets" were "masked wooden puppets in the shape 

of a man or a woman made by the ..• (mankillers) who prayed for help 

to the ... (assistant spirits)." These puppets lived in caves ~nd 

liked to attack people. Native people "all the time went out to kill" 

these puppets, which bled when they were killed. 

Bergsland also noted that when the Russian priest Jacob Netzvetov 

visited the Andreanof group (probably his visit of l830), he was told 

"that around the year 1814, at Kanaga, there was found such a puppet ... 

which showed signs of life and was cut asunder and scattered." The 

Russian priest Veniaminoff may have been referring to the same event 

when writing of "idolatry" in the Atka area: "Such idols were regard-

ed as pernicious to the people, so that it was forbideen among them 

to make them, and several that were found (Kanaga, Adak, etc.) were 

'killed' or destroyed by the people. II (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:158) 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located on the narrow neck of Lucky 

Point, separating Sweeper Cove and Finger Bay on the northeastern coast 1 
of Adak, was reported during A. P. ~lcCartney's archaeological survey for the 

1 Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:110). Such areas were typical 

"I 
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of Aleut settlement locations in the pre-Russian period, as they were pro

tected from storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting 

purposes. Also, such narrow necks of land offered an escape route to either 

of two bodies of water at the approach of enemies. 

Adak is important in the history of Russian contact in the Aleutians, 

as it was one of the major trading areas used by Andrei Tolstykh's fur 

trading expedition in the 1760s (Bancroft, 1886:128). Further research 

here can perhaps reveal information concerning early Native-White contacts 

in the area before Adak became depopulated. 

This site also has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and 

cultural adaptations in the pre-contact period. 
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This site, located in a small cove on the southern shore of Sweeper 

Cove on the northeastern coast of Adak Island, was observed during Frohlich's 

archaeological survey of the western Aleutians (1975:30). It is dir~ctly 

apposite the Navy docks of the Adak Naval Station. This area was observed 

to have very good protection from the sea, while there was good boat 

landing among the rocks on shore. The bed of a dry stream, an important 

consideration for the location of pre-contact Aleut sites, runs through the 

center of the settlement. 

Although Ales Hrdlicka, during his archaeological investigation of 

this area in the 1930s, noted (1945:318) a large pre-contact settlement here, 

Frohlich's survey of the area revealed only seven house pits, measuring 

3 x 2 meters. Part of the site, however, may have been destroyed by 

military construction. 

Sites such as this, on an island on which intensive Russian trading 

activities occurred beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, have the 

potential of yielding significant archaeological data on pre-contact Aleut 

life styles, as well as information on hO\,I these life styles changed after 

Russian intrusion into the area. 
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This site, located on the northern shore of Kuluk Bay, on the 

northeastern coast of Adak Island, was reported by T. P. Bank (1971:28). 

A large part of this site seems to have been destroyed by military activi

ties in this area during Horld War II and afterwards. 

Although Adak was, at the time of Russian contact, one of the more 

populous of the Aleutian Islands, by 1825 only 193 Aleuts were found on 

the entire island (Hrdlicka, 1945:34). This drastic reduction in population 

is indicative of what happened throughout the Aleutian Islands due to Russian 

intrusion into the area. 

Sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical data concerning Aleut occupation of this area in the pre-contact 

pe}'iod. When such sites are studied in connection with other sites on 

Adak, a better picture of regional Aleut life styles and cultural adaptation 

over time can be obtained. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located on the bar of land separating I 

Clam Lagoon from Sitkin Sound on the northeastern coast of Adak Island~ 

was reported by T. P. Bank (1971:28) as an area of shell heaps partially 

destroyed by military activities in this region during and after World 

~Ia r 11. 

From research conducted elsewhere in the Aleutians, it is known that 

Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satellite camps. The location of this site, and its small size, 

may indicate that this was one such camp, which took advantage of the chang

ing availability of subsistence resources in this part of the Island. Further 

research in the area, however, can better delineate the use of this site. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

and environmental data concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence

related activities, and other aspects of Aleut cultural adaptation to the 

Aleutian Islands environment in the pre-contact and post-contact periods. 
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This site, located on the northern edge of Clam Lagoon on the north

eastern coast of Adak Island, was reported by T. P. Bank (1971:28) as a 

small Aleut settlement site, partially excavated in 1949. 

Adak Island is interesting in terms of Russian contact with the Aleuts 

of this region beginning in the mid-eighteenth century. It seemed to have 

a fairly large population at the time of Andrei To1stykh's fur trading 

expedition to the Andreanof Group in the l760s, although a complete enumer

ation of the people was impossible because the shifting movements of the 

Aleuts between islands in the Andreanof group. Such movements may have 

follmoJed the changing availability of subsistence resources in the 

area. By 1825, however, the island's population had declined to only 193 

men and women, due to intensive Russian activity in the area. 

Sites such as this, which have yielded archaeological data in the past, 

and have the potential for yielding more such information, can help delineate 

Aleut occupation of this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the late pre-

contact and early contact periods. 
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This small site was reported by T. P. Bank to be located here on a 

stream on the northeastern portion of Adak Island. It was partially 

excavated in 1949 (Bank, 1971:28). 

This site's location is unusual, as it seems to be situated well in-

land from the coast. Normally, Aleut settlements were located on or near 

the shore. 

Little research has been conducted in this portion of the Aleutian 

Islands, yet it was one of the more populous areas in precontact times, 

and one of the most extensively exploited areas by Russian fur traders 

beginning in the eighteenth century. Further research must be done here 

to delineate many aspects of Aleut life. For instance, while it is known 

that Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satellite camps, it is also known that there were regional diver

sities within this general pattern. Sites such as this have the potential 

of yielding significant archaeological data concerning these regional 

diversities in Aleut cultura~ adaptations both before and after Russian 

intrusion into the Aleutians. 
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This site, located at the eastern end of the spit separating Andrew 

Lake from Andrew Bay on the northern coast of Adak Island, was reported 

by T. P. Bank (1971 :28). Such narro'tl necks of land were typical of Aleut 

settlement locations, as they afforded a good lookout point from which to 

observe approaching enemies, as weil as migrating sea animals used for food 

and raw materials. 

Adak was one of the most populous islands in this portion of the 

Aleutians at the time of Russian contact with this area, but by 1825 

the population had declined to only 193. Such population declines were 

common in the Aleutians after extensive Russian contact--through trade, 

warfare, and disease--with the Aleuts. 

Many Aleut sites, such as this, have been reported on the northern 

coasts of the Aleutian Islands, and it is thought that most Aleut settle-

ments were on the Bering Sea coasts of the islands, to take advantage of 

better subsistence resources provided by the Bering Sea. However, on 

islands where complete archaeological surveys have been conducted--such 

as Adak and Amchitka--almost the entire shoreline, both north and south, 

seems to have been utilized. Further research can help delineate the utili

zation of these sites, either as permanent villages or seasonal camps, and 

this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data 

to help interpret such utilization of sites in this area in the prehistoric 

and early historic periods. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located at the base of North Spit, which 

partially encloses Shagak Bay on the northwestern coast of Adak Island, 

was reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) as a small shell midden partially 
. 

excavated by military personnel in 1948. A. P. McCartney, hO\,/ever, during 

his Aleutian archaeological survey for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness 

Study Report (1973:111) reported it as a large midden site. Frohlich's 

survey of Adak in the summer of 1975 was unable to land at this point, but 

several house pits were observed here. 

This site's location is typical of many Aleut settlement locations 

in the pre-Russian period. According to Joche1son (1925:23): "All the 

ancient Aleut villages were situated ... usually on land between two bays, 

so that the; r skin boats coul d eas ily be carried from one body of \'/ater 

to another at the approach of foes. Thus the usual location of villages 

was on narrow isthmuses, on necks of land between two ridges, on promon-

tories, or narrow sandbanks." 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

and environmental data concerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence-

related activities in this area, both before and after Russian intrusion 

into the Aleutians, as well as information on ihe regional diversities~

inter-island as well as intra-island--which are known to have existed within 

the general patterns of Aleut cultural adaptation to the Aieutian environment. 
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Located on the western shore of Unalga Right on the northwestern coast of 

Adak Island, site AD-9 is typical of many old village sites on Adak and other 

I islands of the Aleutian chain. Lying on the Ray of Islands, the village was 

\vell-protected from the sea, for defensive purposes, yet had a good boat land-

1 ing and stream nearby for subsistence purposes. 

1 
Situated as it is on Adak , one of the few Aleutian Islands intensively sur-

veyed for archaeological sites, this village site has the potential of provid-

1 ing important information relating to subsistence, settlement, and culture con-

tact in the prehistory and history of the Aleutian Island chain. Although it 

was soon depopulated, at the time of the first Russian contact with the Island 

(1741) it was considered "well peopled," (Coxe, 1780, p. 62; Dall, 1877, p.l14) 

and, as one of the Andreanof Islands, was an area of intensive Russian trade/.as 

·1 indicated by the expedition Of Andrei Tolstykh between 1760 andl764 (Bancroft, 1886: 

128-30). 

I More intensive research on AD-9 would indicate whether this site \'las used 

I 
as a base village, or a satellite seasonal camp, both of \vhich comprise the ba-

sic settlement pattern in the Aleutians. As the Archaeological manifestation of 

I Aleuts in relationship to their environment can only be investigated through the 

examination of many sites within an area, all the sites on an island as inten-

I sive1y surveyed as Adak provide an excellent laboratory to study the interrela-

tionship of t~e Aleut people, and their culture, with their environment. And 

asAdak was once very populous and an area of trade, site AD-9 is also potential-

I 
I'cUltUral 

ly significant in the study of the westward extension of Aleut culture~ inter~' 

contact, and popUlation decline. 

I 
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In ]877, William H. Dall, the first to undcr~Hke extensive excation and 

survc:'ys of the Aleutian Islands, noted several village sites on the northern 

shore of Adak Island, near the Ray of Islands. Considering its position, AD-lO 

is a fairly large site. Its relative seclusion on a small 'island 'off the coast of 

Adak--called ~est Island by 1lrrllicka, who in 1936 sent two of his associates to 

look for a burial cave, on the island (1945:317), but unnamed on U.S.G.S. maps--

probably made it extremely ,,'ell defensible. This position may indicate that it 

was a satellite camp, utilized as subsistence possibilities in the area changed 

with the seasons; there is a larger site almost opposite this one, on the coast 

of Adak Island proper, which may have been a base village. The size of AD-lO, 

ho,~ever, may indicate a more year-around use of the site. Only intensive inspec-

tion of the local resources and excavation of the site will indicate its proper 

place in Adak settlement patterns. 

Although Adak was, at the time of Russian contact, one of the more populous 

of the Aleutian Islands, by 1835 only 193 natives were ennumerated for the en-

tire island (Hrdlicka, 1945:34). This dramatic reduction in population after 90 

years of Russian trade in the area is indicative of what happened throughout the 

entire Aleutian chain, which had at one time the largest population (approx. 

16)000) of hunter-gatherers in North America. The position of Adak, almost ex-

actly mid-way in the Chain, seems to be especially important in the history of 

Russian-Aleut contact, as many trading expeditions landed at Adak and sent smaller 

huntinr, parties to other near-by islands. 

The site of AD-10, then, containing not only a prehistoric Aleut village or 

camp, but probably also the burial cave which Hrdlicka looked for, has a high po-

.tential of delineating regional diversity of settlement patterns, subsistence 

activities, and trade relations. Simultaneous research in areas of physical an-
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thropology, archaeology, and ecology would indicate how this ~itc fits into the 

intra-island diversity of Adak Island, and its significance in the larger pic-

ture of Aleutian prehistory. 
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AD-l] is a large village site located on the nortlw/estern coast of Adak Is-

land. A 1975 survey of Adak (Frohlich) indica tes this a~ a "maj or site," \'li tIl 

a good boat landing, fair protection from the sea, and having two streams run-

ning through it, thus giving the area excellent subsistence possibilities. 

Hrdlicka, who spent a day at the site during his important archaeological 

work in the Aleutians in 1936, '·las unable to make a detailed survey of the area 

due to bad '.leather, but found that the site had "many d\velling pits"--Frohlich 

(1975) found 30 house pits in the site the largest being 4 x 3 meters--and that 

the site \Vas "undoubtedly old, for the shell debris is very decayed" (Hrdlicka, 

1945:317). Similarly, Dall's earlier comments (1877:44), concerning the large 

population of prehistoric Adak as observed from the number of village sites seen 

near Bay of Islands, may also be connected with this site. 

Bergsland (1959:38) gave the name of this site a~'igalar, no doubt 'slate 

all around,'" and indicated it was '!quite a big village, where the Russians 

brought Rat Islanders." Russian trading policy in the Aleutians was to draw na-

tives together into large communities, where they could be more easily con- . 

trolled, and from which hunting parties could be easily despatched to other are-

as. As Russian trading activity followed the receding sea otter population to 

the eastern Aleutians in the late eighteenth century, .it is not unlikely that 

native hunters from the Rat Islands--nearby to the \Vest of Adak~-were permancnt-

ly settled at this well-protected and already populous village. However, indic-

ative of the decline in Aleut population already taking place at that time, 

Bergsland notes that this site was probably the same village of Agallax mentioned 

by G. Sarychev--a member of the Hillings expedition, sent out by the Russian gov-

ernment to make a scientific exploration of the Russian possessions--who noted 

that there were "12 taxable and 5 other male inhahitants" in the vi.llage {it 1790 
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Sitef/: AD-ll 

(Rergs1and. 1959:38). 

Rergs1and's informant as to the site's name in 1959 wai a Native trapper, 

familiar with the Andreanof and Rat Island groups. This familiarity is indica-

I tive of the continued native contact with the area, despite the fact that Adak 

I is nmy uninhabited. Hrdlicka (1945: 317) noted that there was "a small trapper's 

hut" on the site. Such trappers' huts, which appe~r .. " throughout the Aleutian 

1 chain, show the continued historical significance of such sites to Native sub-

sistence use. 

1 As with other Adak Island site, AD-II has great potential for delineating 

1 settlement and subsistence patterns of the Aleuts. Even more significant) how-

ever, is the fact that due to its long occupation--prehistorical1y and histori-

:1 ca1ly-- and due to its function as a center of Russian trading activities, this 

site should provide invaluable archaeological information regarding trading pat-

terns and the effects of cultural contact between the Native population of vari

I ous Aleutian Islands, as vTel1 as contact between Natives and non-Natives. 
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Site AD-i2 was noted in A.P. McCartney's 1972 sllrvey of Adak Island as part 

of the Aleutian Islands lYilderness Study Report (1973). \fuile !-lcCartney only 

noted a 13rge midden in the site, the 1975 survey of Adak (Frohlich) revealed 

14 house pits. Despite many offshore rocks and reefs, the site, in the bay 

south of Argonne points, is very exposed to the sea. Good boat landings. are, 

hovever, found along parts of the shoreline, and, as usual with Aleutian"Island 

Native village sites, a small stream runs through the northern section of the 

site. Hhile these advantages put it in an excellent position to gain subsist-

ence from the sea-7espetiallyas the site lies on the shore-of 'Adak Strait, be~ 

tween Adak and Kanaga Islands--it is also likely that this was a seasonal camp, 

used only part of the year; only continued investigation and excavation \'lOuld 

provide more definite infornation. 

Located as it is on the coast of Adak, facing Kanaga Island, AD-12 is in 

an interesting position historically. The 1760-64 trading expedition of Andrei 

Tolstykh--who named the Andreanof Islands group--landed on Adak and sent a num-

ber of small trading parties to other nearby islands. Kanaga was one of these 

islands, and a good relationship grew between the natives of Kanaga and the Rus-

sians, who stayed on Adak (Jochelson, 1933:4-5). In the reports on Native pop-

ulations of the Aleutians \-,hich Tolstykh forwarded to ,St. Petersberg on his re-

turn to Kn~chatka, the trader did not include an enumeration for Adak, presurna-

bly "on the account of the frequent migration of the natives from this island 

to other islands" (Berkh:l823:1S). Considering the great number of Native vil-

lage sites on Adak, and the Island's reported large pOl)ulation at other times, 

Tolstykh's report may indicate that a significant inter-island and intra-island 

communication developed from temporary seasonal camps such asAD~12might pro~e 

to be. Such intercommunication undoubtedly increased due to Russian trading ac-
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tivities, but since so little research has been done on Native trade between 

the islands prior to Russian contact, to limit such interaction to the post-

,I Rus~ian neriod would be a premature interpretation. 

Si.te AD-12, then, asirle from its possihle potential of yielding informa-

tion on Aleut settlement and subsistence patterns, may have also been inhabited 

1 
during periods of increased trade and non-subsistence hunting, and may have 

served as one of the focal points of communication between Kanaga and Adak. 

1 Again, only more complete tnvestigation and excavation can delineate the uses 

of the site. The site does have the potential, however, of increasing our know-

ledge of the effects of intercultural and interisland contact, as well as more 

'I complete information on Aleut settlement patterns. 
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Reported as a large site by Hrdlicka during his Aleutian investigation in I 
1936 (L9!,S:318), and reported a~ain by A.P. McCartney (197.1) and Frohlich (1975), 

AD-13 lies on the northern shore of Mid Arm Bay, on the ,,,estern side of Adak Is- I 
land. Its size, location, and excellent protection from the sea-~boat landi~gs I 
are possihle only on large rocks--might indicate that it was a permanent village 

site. The f.:lct that no streams Here observed nearby, hm"ever, may make it more I 
likely a seasonal camp. Again, so little conclusive research has been done in 

the Aleutian area, and so fe,,, islands have he en studied intensively (ma.ior ar- I 
chaeological investigations have been largely restricted to areas in the immedi- I 
ate vicinity of present Aleut villages) that it would be impossible to determine 

the site'~ actual uses over time without more comprehensive research in the area. 

It may also be that this site was important in inter-island commtniicad.on 'S11d· 

trading activities. 

As this site has often been reported to archaeologists, many of whom did I 
not themselves visit the site, it is likely that this site has been used in re-

cent times by Native trappers and hunters from other islands, \"ho either stum- I 
bled upon the site, or have had the tradition of its location passed dm-m to 

them. Further information supplied by such Native informants can add another I 
dirr.ension to the study of sites on islands such as Adak, \"hich have had no pcr- I 
nanent inhabitants for generations. A simultaneous study of physical anthro-

pology, arehaeology, and ethnology \"ill undoubtedly add to the understanding of I 
the prchi~toric and historic uses of, and activities within, such sites as this. 

I 
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A large Native village site was reported in this general area first by 

Hrdlicka (1945:3lR), and later by T.P. Rank (1971:28). Its exact location was 

not found until Frohlich's survey of Adak (,1975). The site is located on the 

~tid Arm Bay shore of Split Point Peninsula and is well-protected from the sea, 

although a sandy beac~ offers a good boat landing. It is a large site; twenty 

~~e pits were foun~ during Fro~lich's visit, the largest being 4 x 3 meters. 

Although Aleut villages were usually located near streams, to provide a fresh 

'vater supply as well as an area for salmon fishing in season, no streams were 

observed near-by during the 1975 survey. More extensive research must be done 

to determine the different local resources utilized by base villages and season-

a1 camps. 

Like other Adak Island sites, the exact uses of this site cannot be defined 

without further extensive study in the area. Further study of sites on islands 

such as Adak--known through surveys to have numerous village sites, and through 

documentation to have had a large population at the time of white contact--can 

add much to the knowledge of Aleutian archaeology and history. Changes in set-

tlement patterns usually follo\ved seasonal subsistence activities, and as the 

Aleutian Island chain provides a unique example of a well-defined ecosystem, 

much can be learned concerning the Aleut life-style as it changecl through time, 

affected by inter-island Native contact as well as by white contacts. 
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This Inrge site, with 25 house pits--the largest observed being 5 x 4 me-

tcrs--\"as surveyed in 1975 (Frnhl:ich). It is situated on the north~"est shore 

of Adak Island, near the entrance to Three Arm Ray. Its location seems to have 

been advi:ntageous both in terms of historic subsistence activity and in trade. 

Frohlich reported the site fairly \"ell protected from the sea, with a pebble 

beach gooe! for boat lahdings. A small stream flows through the northern portion 

of the site. In a "blowout'! area along the shore, Frohlich found four stone 

artifacts. A Russian report of 1760 (Pallas, p. 45) noted that before contact 

with \olhites, the Aleutian Natives "had almost nothing but stone hatchets, arrow-

heads made skillfully of flint or bone, and sharp tools and sickles for cutting 

grass." Only further study in the area, however, can determine the age of the 

site, and whether the site was used as a base village or a large seasonal camp. 

Bergsland (1959:38) noted that his informant, an Aleut trapper familiar 

'''ith this site, called it "hi ··garu-tanadguca 'the village of h., 'h. being per-

haps the point 'where there are lots of oyster catchers. '" Like other sites 

reported by Bergsland's informant, this site was remembered by the Natives of 

the Aleutians, and often visited by hunting and trap?ing expeditions from other 

islands. Again, only further research can provide the site's complete signifi-

cance in Aleutian history and prehistory, but the fact that it is well known is 

an indication of its importance to a portion of the Aleut population still using, 

and always remembering, traditional areas. 
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Ad-16 is a small site reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28) on the point of land 

:1 facing The Three Sisters Islands On the western coast of Adak Island. 

,I Little is known about this site, due in part to the inability to make com-

plete surveys of the Aleutian Islands even during the best weather conditions. 

1 As with other Aleutian sites, more complete research must be done to determine 

the site's age, and where it fits into the settlement patterns of Adak Island. 

I But as with other sites also, Ad-16 has the potential of yielding important ar-

chaeological evidence from which to reconstruct Aleut settlement, life-style, 

and history,. Little is known about the regional diversity within the Aleut-

ian Island chain, both from an inter-island as well as an intra-island perspec-

tive. Adequate study and preservation of sites, especially on islands such as 

Adak, where a large number of sites have been reported, will provide a more com-

I 
plete understanding of the history o£, and activities on, each island, as well 

as the differences and similarities of Aleut adaptation throughout the Chain. 
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AD-17 is .mother site on the \o/estern coast of Adak Island reported by ar

chaeologist T.P. Rank (1971:28). Again, little is knmm about this site due to in- I 
complete surveying, hut it is significant in that more complete studies of such 

sites will provide better knowledge of the settlement and prehistory of Adak I 
Island. I 

The fact that so little intensive research has been done in Aleutia~ Island 

areas removed from the vicinity of present Aleut villages means that this site, I 
like all sites which have been reported or are likely to be reported in future 

surveys of the islands. have the potential of yielding valuable archaeological I 
information concerning its occupants. The questions \vhich are still unans\.j(~red I 
about Adak Island are particularly intrigueing. A large number of old village 

sites have been observed on Adak, and a nineteenth-century investigator, William 

Healy Dall (1877:44), observed that at one time the island had a very large pop-

ulation. Yet this population seems to have declined very soon after Russian con-

tact with the area's inhabitants. One of the earliest population reports for the I 
Andreanof group--in 1764--does not enumerate the Natives of Adak, "on account of 

the frequent migration of natives from this island to ·,~ther is1ands" (quoted I 
in Berkh. 1823:15), while a 1772 report notes only 20 male inhabitants on the 

island (Pallas, p. 74). Information on the actual settlement patterns-cif~the Na-

tives who used the village sites on Adak, information which can only be obtained 

through further study of remaining ·sitcs, such as AD-17, \,Tould provide a clearer 

p:icture of Aleut 3ctivity on Adak in prehistoric times 'and hOH'that activity was 

affected by contact with Russian traders. 
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This site was reported seen during an archaeological survey conducted by 

T.P. Bank (1971:28). In 1959 Knut Bersland's informant located this "ancient 

village site" at the bottom of Middle Arm Bay, on the western side of Adak Is-

land. Bergsland added that "there was no doubt a portage [from this sit£/ to 

the bottom of Bay of Waterfalls,"barely a mile away (1959:38). There is an-~ 

other village site located at the bottom of the Bay of Waterfalls. 

Such portages as Bergsland mentions were often ~ignificant features of Al-

eut villages, which were situated Ifusually on land between two bays, so that 

their skin boats could easily be carried from one body of water to another at 

the approach of foes" (Jochelson, 1925:23). Although such portages were usual-

1y shorter ones--villages were normally placed on narrow isthmuses to facilitate 

escape from enemies--the one~mile distance between sites AD-l8 and the site on 

the Bay of Waterfalls may have additional significance as a pathway between two 

different types of subsistence sites with seasonal utilization. Hrdlicka (1945: 

275). who partially excavated the site at the Bay of Waterfalls, had an Atka in-

formant who told him that the site to the north on Thr.ee Arm Bay (Ad-18) was "a 

large old village." 

Only further archaeological research and investigation of the ecology of 

the area will give more definite information on the use of this site, although 

from the information given to Hrdlicka, it would likely have been a large base 

village. Ethnographic inquiry will also be useful in determining the area's use, 

as Bergsland's informant, a native tra~per, was familiar with the site. And as 

trappers' cabins are noted to be nearby, the area of this site is also of signif-

icance to more recent Aleut activity on Adak Island. 
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The first observation of this village site seems to have been made by 

Hrdlicka (1945:275), who spent a day ~artially excavating the site in 1936. The 

site was "on a small 10\\1 sloping hill in the NH corner of the head of the Bay," 

(Bay of l-laterfalls), a situation typical of Aleutian sites as \.;rell defensible. 

Hrdlicka found only 8 house pits and few artifacts during his investigatton, and , 

felt that the site "was not very old." According to Russian sources, however, 

Adak Island was practically depopulated by the end of the eighteenth century, so 

this site may yield significant information as to the activities of the Aleut 

near the time of Russian contact. 

Hrdlicka's informant, a Native of Atka, told him that this site "was just 

a 'letn1k,' used but in summer." (Hrdlicka, 1945:275). Frohlich's 1975 survey 

found that the site had good protection from the sea, and a pebble beach offer-

ing good boat landing. Frohlich also noted that a small stream ran through the 

center of the site and that a large pond lay behind it, both of which probably 

afforded fresh water and subsistence to the inhabitants of this seasonal camp. 

Hrdlicka's informant also noted that a historic trail--one of the few such 

trails identified in the literature of the Aleutian Islands--1ed from this sum-

mer village site to a "large old village" on Three Arm nay (see AD-18 Applica-

tion). This same "portage" was noted by Bergsland's Native informant (1959:38). 

These two village sites, and the trail connecting them, are therefore of 

great significance to the seasonal migratory activities of the Aleut population 

inhabiting the area. Recent fGunal research in the Aleutians has shown that 

differential availability of food items within the chain is a significant fac-

tor in interpreting the patterning of archaeological remains. Sites AD-18 and 

AD-19 provide potential for sophisticated settlement-subsistence studies utiliz-

ing data from t\OlO historically linked settlements in a defined geographical area. 
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This site is one of two small Native village sites observed by T.P. Bank 

at the head of the Bay of '.Jaterfalls, on the southwestern side of Adak Island . 

~fuile Bank did little more than note the location of the site, Frohlich's 

1975 survey found three house pits located here. Frohlich also noted that the 

site has good protection from the sea, while boat landings are possible only on 

large rocks. Parts of the area, which may have contained additional eviaence 

of occupation, are eroded by a large stream. 

From its small size, it may be that this site was only seasonally occupied, 

as changing subsistence resources forced portions of the island's population to 

-I move to sites where they could take better advantage of these resources. The 

•• Russian priest, Veniaminov, noted in the mid-nineteenth century that most Aleut 

villages were situated on the northern side of the islands, as the Bering Sea 

II provided greater subsistence resources. This may refer, however, only to the 

base villages of the Aleut, as later archaeological surveys-~such as Daill's and 

1 Jochelson's--show a number-of villages on the Pacific Ocean side of the islands. 

I 
More recent surveys have revealed even more of these southern coast villages. 

Only further investigation of such sites can provide definite information as to 

I their importance, and the larger the number of such sites which are reported 

and studied, the more complete that informat5.on will be. 

I 
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This site, located on the eastern shore of the Bay of Waterfalls on the 

south\-.'estern side of Adak Island, Has noted as a "large village site" by T. P. 

B~nk (man, n.d.). 

As with other sites on the southern shore of Adak Island, this site has the 

potential of yielding significant information on the settlement of the Aleutian 

Islands. The general settlement pattern for the Aleutians consisted cir'base--vil-

lage~. with smaller seasonal, or satellite camps. Continued investigation of 

such sites will help delineate the prehistoric and historic occupation of the 

Aleutians. 

Adak Island perhaps represents one of the more important areas of such 

study. Practically depopulated rather early in the period after Russian contact 

(in 1772 only 20 male inhabitants were reported on Adak), the island has evi-

dences of many village sites. The position of these sites in the settlement of 

the Aleutians, especially in the prehistoric period, will be invaluable informa-

tion in the study of how the Aleut population spread across the chain. 

Anthropologists are not the only ones interested in the discovery and pres-

ervation of this kind of information, however. Present-day Aleuts maintain a 

significant cultural tie with many village sites through re~eated visits to now 

uninhabited islands. l-nlatever information is gathered \olill not only add impor-

tant scientific information to those studying past Aleut culture, but will also 

be of lasting interest to those directly involved in that culture. 

I 
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This small site, 10cnted in the shore of Cataract Bight in the Bay of 

Waterfalls on the southwest side of Adak Island, was noted during McCartney's 

survey of 1972. It was surveyed more closely by Frohlich (1975), and was found 

to contain 7 house ~its, the largest of which was 7 x 5 meters. 

The site is fairly exposed to the sea, and numerous small rocks make boat 

landings difficult. Two streams, to1hich provided a source of fresh water," as 

well as subsistence through fishing to the inhabitants, run through the site, 

one along the northern end and one along the southern end. 

Like most sites on Adak, and the majority of Aleutian sites in general, this 

site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding additonal informa-

tion on the settlement patterns and life styles of the prehistoric and historic 

Aleut populations. Co~siderable work must still be done in the Aleutian area 

to determine factors of Aleut life such as population size, migrations," and de-

cline. Such information, part of which can only be obtained through extensive 

survey and study of native villap,e and camp sites, can be combined with ethno-

graphic material concerning present Aleut remembrances of such sites to form a 

.1 more comnlete picture of Aleut life. 

I 
,I 
~:I 

I 
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This site, located at the head of Chapel Cove on the Bay of Waterfalls, 

southwestcrn Adak Island, was first noted in the survey done for the Aleutian 

Island t\'ilderness Study Report (1973). It loTas surveyed again by Frohlich (1975) I 
who provides more interesting information as to the site's physical set-up. 

The site is 'olell protected from the sea, due to the presence of reefs at 

the entrance to the cove. This type of area, as is usually the case with Alcut 

sites, was chosen for habitation due to its easily defensible position and ease 

of spotting approaching enemies. There is good boat landing along the .entir.e 

shore, which is extremely important for maritime subsistence hunters like the 

Aleut. A dried stream bed lies near the center of the site. Such streams are 

also typical of Aleut sites, as they were important both as a subsistence ar.ea 

(fishing), as well as providing fre~h water. 

Aleut sites were either base villages or satellite seasonal camps. The 

significance of this site lies in the fact that further study can determine'what 

purposes this area was actually used for, thereby providing additional informa-

tion on the settlement of Adak Island, and the spread of the Aleut populat1.0n 

throughout the chain in general. 

I 
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This site was originally reported as a "small midden area" by HcCartney 

(1972). Frohlich (1975), however, during a more complete survey, found that 

the site contained evi~~~c~ of at least 7 house pits. 

The site is located west of Hedge Point, on Adak Strait on the vlestern 

coast of Adak Island. It lies in a cove that gives good protection from the 

sea--recfs make it difficult to enter the cove--but a pebble beach at the site 

is good for boat landings. A small stream runs along the eastern border of the 

site. 

Like other Adak Island sites, AD-24 has the potential of yielding important 

information regarding settlement and subsistence activities of its prehistoric 

and historic populations. Located where it is, on the western coast of Adak and 

in proximity to two other sites slightly further west, it could yield signifi-,) 
cant information as to the seasonal activities of the Aleuts \-]ho populated this 

I portion of Adak. As the strait separating Adak from Kanaga Island has a lower 

water level than the Pacific side of the island, this site is important for 

I stuoying the uses the Aleuts made of different resource areas. Moreover, as 

historical documentation indicates close trading ties between the Aleuts of 

I Kanaga and Adak Island--ties which may have pre-dated the arrival of Russian 

.1 tro":",rs in the area--inforl'!lation gathered from this site could help in recon-

structing inter-island trading and settlement patterns in the Adak area. 

I 
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Thi~; site, noted as a "small minden area" during NcCartncy' s survey (1972), 

was 'surveyed ~ore completely by Frohlich during the sun~er of 1975, when the 

site was found to contain evidence of five house pits. 

This site lies just west of AD-24, on the western coast of Adak, and, like 

the previous site, is protected from the sea by a cove and some offshore reefs . . 
Again, a ~ebhle beach in the area is good for boat landings, and a small stream 

runs through the eastern ~ortion of the site. 

Like AD-24, this site's position on Adak Strait can provide inforI!lation,. 

through further extensive study in the area, on the settle~ent patterns, sub-

sistence activities, and inter-island relations of .the Aleuts who populated the 

area. The close proximity of these sites, too, can perhaps provide information 

as to the changing resource neens of the Aleut population which would have ne-· 

cessitated using the two different sites, so similar in appear.ance, over time. 

This info~ation, combined with ethnographic and documentary material available 

for the area, will provide a more detailed picture of the unique life style of 

the Aleut population. 

I 
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Likc sites AD-24 and AD-2S, this sitc was noted as a "small midden area" 

'I hy NcCartney in 1972, and \-1as surveyed more completely by Frohlich in 1975. Un

like the other two sites. however, this site is a large one. with evidence of 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

at least 15 house pits. the largest seen being 7 x 6 meters. 

The site is located on the eastern ,shore of Wedge Point, on Adak Strait. 

Unlike the two sites \vhich lie to the east of it, however, AD-26 is very exposed 

to the sea, and steep rocks along the shore make boat landings difficult. A1-

though this might indicate that it was an advantageous site in terms of protec-

tion from enemies, it, would also make escape from enemies (an important consid-

eration in the location of Aleut sites) more difficult. Unlike the other sites 

also, AK-26 has no streams observable nearby. 

Only further research can determine the uses of this site, but as it is in 

connection with the two smaller sites of AO-24 and Ad-25, and since it is locat-

ed in such a different physical setting, extensive research on all three sites 

could provide invaluable information On the settlement patterns of the Aleuts 

who occupied the area, as well as information concerning ~opulation density and 

population shifts, as vell as seasonal subsistence activities and how these re-

late to the size of base villages and seasonal camps. 
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This is a large site, located at P.ook Point on the western shore of Adak 

Peninsula, facing Adak Strait. It was·noted by Bergsland's Native informant 

(1959:38) and T.P. Bank (197l:2A). It was surveyed more completely by Frohlich 

in 1975, when evidence was found on t:~e site of at least t\venty-five house pits, 

and testing recovered four stone artifacts. 

The site lies about half way up the Adak Strait shore of the Adak Penin-

sula, and further research may indicate its role in the trade relations between 

the Aleuts and Russians who traded between Adak and Kanaga Islands. as Adak 

Strait was an important route for Russian trading expeditons. 

Bergsland's native informant called the site "yaGagil!l tanadguca "the'Vil-

1age of 1.." Further ethnographic research can determine this site's importance 

to present-day nativ.e hunters who may still frequent the area. Bergsland adds 

that it is probably the site of the village which G. Sarychev calied "Jagiss," 

occupied by "9 taxable and 2 other male inhabitants i~ 1790." This small pop-
• 

ulation for a site containing a large number of house pits is not unusual for 

the Aleutians, as not all house pits in a village were occupied at the same 

time (Jochelson, 1925:119). Also, only male inhabitants were generally enumer-

ated by the Russians (for trade and tribute purposes), and the number of people 

in the families of these 11 male inhabitants noted by Sarychev would have brought 

the number living in the village to the "normal" village population of between 

40 and 60. 

Sarychev's enumeration, however, was made near the end of the eighteenth 

century when, as is known frOM Russian sources, the population of Adak was de-

creasing due to Russian contact. Further research in the area of this site could 

provide valuable information, not only on the settlement patterns of the Aleuts, 

but also on the effects of cultural contact between Russians and Natives in the 

Aleutians. 
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This site was noted by McCartney for the Aleutian Island Wilderness Study 

Rei:>0rt (1973). It is located on the western" shore of the Adak Peninsula, near 

tht~ entrance to Adak Strait. 

Lying as it does ncar both the Pacific Ocean and Adak Strait, this site may 

have been important in the trading activities of both Natives and Russians in 

the late eighteenth century, as Adak Strait was a main route of communication 

between the Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea. 

~Ioreover, this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeologi-

cal information concerning the various subsistence areas used by the Aleut ~op-

ulation of Adak Island. Although the Aleutian Islands form a single ecosystem, 

inter-island and intra-island differences are known to exist. These differences 

are reflected in the cultural adaptation of the Aleuts as shown through archae-

ological remains. As little extensive research has been done in the Aleutian--

even on those islands, such as Adak, on which there are numerous known village 

sites,-each of these sites is significant in adding to the knowledge of the re-

gionn1 differences and rclationshi~s to culture and ~opulation produced by sub-

sistence activity. 
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This large site was reported by McCartney (1972) as being located on a ra-

vine hillside adjacent to a stream on the shore of a small cove on the southeast- I 
ern side of Adak Peninsula, in the Bay of l..raterfalls'l Frohlich (1975) reported I 
that the site was very exposed to the sea, while boat landings were difficult 

due to many rocks and reefs. I 
The ravine hillside location of this site is significant, as it is typical 

I of rtany Aleut village sites. Jochelson (1925:23) noted that "villages were 

built on open place.s, whence observation could be made far out to sea. Near eve- II 
ry village was an observatory. . .·on a hill, where constanc watch was kept." En-

emies were not the only concern of 'those watching from the shore; "hunters I~ 
watched for the appearance of sea-mammals, and in turn the people of the village 

watched for the return of the hunters." 

After Russian contact, the Aleut population of many of the Aleutian Islands I-
was often removed from the more secluded sites, such as this, and relocated in 

larger villages near the mouths of rivers, where they could be better controlled 

by Russian traders. These smaller village sites on the islands which became de-

populated early in the Russian contact period are of great significance, there- I 
fore, in their potential of yielding important information on the pre-contact I 
life of the Aleuts. 

I 

I 
~ 

I 
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_:1 This is a large site located in a cove in the northern portion of Beyer Bay 

'~I 
(Frohlich, 1975). It was ohserved to be very exposed to the sea, and rocks on 

and ncnr the shore make boat landings difficult. It is not knmm \vhether this 

was a base village or a seasonal cam~. 

While more Aleut villnges are found on the Bering Sea coast of the Aleutian 

~ Islands, the reasons for this pattern are not definitely known. It ~ay be due 

I 

I 
I 
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to the type of coastline, 't-lllich will effect both navigation and subsistence ac-

tivities. This site, being located on the Pacific coastline, can therefore be 

of great potential in yielding important archaeological information for deter-

mining the actual nature of Aleut settlement patterns, population migrations, 

and subsistence activities, all of which were of great importance in shaping the 

unique Aleut maritime society. 
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This site was reoorted by T.P. Bank (map, n.d.), whose Atkan informant 

told him that there was an Aleut burial cave located here on the point of land 

at the entrance to Hidden Bay on the south side of Adak Island. It is not known 

'vhether there is a village site or seasonal camp in connection ,·lith this burial 

cave, althougb in many instances in the Aleutian Islands there is such a ~onnec-

J. 
I 
I, 

I 
tion. I, 

Lantis (1970: 217-18) gives the following information on the significance 

of cave burials in this portion of the Aleutians: 

Evidently in the eastern and middle Aleutians, merely placing the body 
in a cave was the least respectful way of disposing of it, hut placing 
a carefully mUMmified and wrapped body in a frame and then secreting 
it in a cave with an accompanying deposit of goods (and sometimes also 
the hody of a slave) was the most honorable. If there wa,s any reason 
why a corpse should be specially disposed in a cave rather than in a 
coffin burial, i~ was probably that this treatment was required for sha
mans or for members of a special status-group comparable to the whale 
hunters on Kodiak Island. 

The Aleuts' lack of fear of the dead, as compared to other Alaskan Native 

groups, is well documented in the historical and anthropological literature of 

the Aleutian Islands. This burial cave, therefore, is an example of a distinc-

tive feature of Aleut life. The care given to the remains of Aleut dead--

including mummification--is well-recorded in the journals of Russians who visit-

I 
I 

I 
I 
I, 

ed the islands in the eighteenth century. That the population on of Aaak Island I' 
Degan to decline rapidly after Russian contact in the 1760's provides the possi-

bility that this burial cave site is one that pre-dates white contact with the I 
Natives of the island. 

I 
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Thi.s site was reported as [I ,"large village site" located beside a stream 

at th(' head of Camel Cove on the southern side of Ad.:lk Island by T.P. Bank 

(map, n.d.) 

I 
As with other sites on the Pacific Ocean side of Adak Island, and on the 

southern shores of Aleutian 1sl.:lods generally, this site has great potential 

I of yielding significant archaeological data on the settlement of the Aleut pop-

ulation on the islands. Most village sites have been reported on the Bering 

I Sea coast of the islands, presumably because of the larger. number of subsist-

ence resources of the Bering Sea. Numerous sites have been reported on the 

Southern shores of the islands. however, and further research would indicate 

whether such sites were permanent base villages, or seasonal camps. 

Although it is reported as a large site, this does not mean that AD-32 was 

I used primarily as a base village. Sites with large numbers of house pits. \-lere 

I 
I 
I 

I 

not necessarily fully occ~pied at one given time. Further research in the area, 

however, can determine the way in which each site was utilized over time, thus 

giving a more complete picture of settlement and subsistence activities in the 

Aleutians. 
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This is a small village site seen by McCartney (1972) on the northern 

coast of Elf Island, a small island off the southeast coast 6f,Adnk Island. As 
I,: 

it is the only site reported on Flf Island, it is of considerable value to ar-

chaeological research, having the potential of Yielding significant information 

on the historic and/or prehistoric use of the subsistence resources of this I 
area of Adak Island. It is knotvn that there is considerable inter-island and 

intra-island divers:ty in regard to subsistence activity in the Aleutians, and 
I 

this diversity determined the settlement pattern of the Aleuts. Any additions I 
to the knowledge of these activities and patterns are helpful in delineating 

the life-style of the Aleuts, and how that life-style changed over time. 

Located off the southeastern coast of Adak, 'Jhere the first Aleut-Russian 

contact in the area occurred in 1741, this site may also be of importance in 

gaining a fuller knowledge of Native-white cultural contact and trade, as well 

as information on Aleut means of defense. 

I 

'. I
·: 
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This site, located near. the he~d of Boot Bay in southeastern Adak Island, 

I was rer(lrtc~ by T.P. Bank (1971:28). It is probably a small site, although ex

tensive survey of the area has not yet been undertaken. 

Its location on the southeastern side of Adak Island is a significant one 

I 
historically. In sentember, 1741, the Russian navigator Alexei Chirikov, 

second-in-command of Bering's expedition, sighted the southeastern shore of 

. II Adak Island on his return voyage to Kamchatka (Golder, 1922: 1:303-304). This 

landfall resulted in one of the earliest written description of the Natives in-

habiting the Aleutian Islands, a description including their physical appear-

ance and many aspects of Aleut material culture. More than twenty natives pad-

dIed out to meet the Russians, and trade for Russian metal knives. This was 

I the first contact between the Natives o'f Adak and the Russians, although the 1at-

er were tOo send extensive trading expeditions to the Andreanof Islands within 

I the following twenty years. 

I 
Although it is not kno\oJn from which villages these Natives who greeted 

Chirikov's ship came, '., it is likely that they were from this southeastern 

II area of Adak. Further archaeological research in the area should provide impor- . 

tant data on the effects of Native-Russian contact in the Aleutians, and as it 

is knot.;n that Chirikov' s encounter with the Natives occurred here in a certain 

part of the year, perhaps coordinated archaeological, ecological, and his tori-

cal research can determine the type of villages inhabited by the Aleuts of Adak 

during that time of year, their subsistence activities, and the population den-

sity and settlement patterns for the area. 

,I 
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T. P. Bank (1971:28) merely reported this site a "village \,l(lU n d" . It lies 

on the shore of Adak Bight on the eastern end of Adak Island, on Kagalaska 

Strait . 

It is not known whether this site is a base village or a seasonal satellite 

camp. the two basic types of Aleut sites. Only further archaeological research 

and stlldies of the surrounding environment of the area will determine how the 

site was used in relation to the subsistence resources found in Kagalaska Strait. 

Such information, in turn, will add to the knowledge of Aleut settlement pat-

terns on Adak, an island which, while it seems to have been very populous at 

the time of Russian contact, was soon depopulated. '~ether this depopulation 

was caused by Aleut migration to other islanns--by choice or Russian remova1--

or by diseases introduced by the Russians is not known. The significance of the 

site, however, lies in the fact that numerous sites have been reported on Adak, 

and increased study of such sites can provide invaluable information on the for-

mer 1ife-Gty1es of the Aleu~ population. 
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'I This large site, lying in Campers Cove on the east side of Adak Island, fac-

II ing Kagalaska Strait, was reported by T. P. Rank (map, n.d.) and studied by him 

for vegetation and topor,raphic patterns in the early 19505 (Bank, 1953a:250). 

I Bank reported that this was an old village, with evidence of thirty-five house 

I 
pits. This would make the site one of the largest sites, in terms of dwellings, 

found on Adak. According to a list of sites and their accompanying house pits 

I published by Lantis (1970: 176), this side on Adak is \oJ'ell above the average 

size of Aleutian sites found by Jochelson in his archaeological study in the ear-

ly twentieth century. 

The size of this site, hm07ever, may not give a true picture of the popula-

tion density of Adak. Joche1son (1925:119) noted that all dwellings in a vil-

I lage site \-lere not necessarily all occupied at once. This fact, however, adds 

significance to such sites, as further archaeological work can determine the 

II changing settlement patterns of the area over time. Also, as this site faces 

I 
Kagalaska Strait, environmental research in the area can add information as to 

the subsistence resources used by the site's Aleut population at a given time, 

I and together, such research can determine whether this site \-las a large base vil-

lage or a s~asonal camp. 

I 
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This village site, located on the western shore of Adak Island, in the 

cove south of the lowest arm of the Three Sisters, was reported to Bergsland 

by his 'Native informant. This Aleut trapper and hunter, familiar with this and 

n~ny other sites in the Andreanof and Rat I~land Groups, called this village 

"hacan cunuda· II (Bergsland, 1959:38). 

Frohlich's survey of Adak in 1975 revealed evidence of at least 5 house 

pits at this site. Only further archaeological research can determine whether 

this was a base village or, more probably, a seasonal camr. 

While the site is very exposed to the incoming sea of Adak Strait, the 

beach all along the shore is good for boat landings, which would have aided 

both the Aleut hunters coming in with their catch, as well as the village as a 

whole in times of emergency when quick escapes from a~proaching enemies was 

necessary. A small pond and stream, providing fresh water and other forms of 

suhsistence, lie behind the site. 

This site's close connection with other sites in the same area make it sig-

nificant in that coordinated study of such sites can provide more adequate in-

formation regarding Aleut .settlement patterns and the varied subsistence re-

sources used by the Aleut over time. Its position on Adak strait may also in-

dicate the site's importance in the inter-island trade between Adak and Kanaga 

ls13:1cs which was recorded by early Russian traders in the area (Jochelson, 

1931:5). 
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This site is located on the western side of Adak Island on the shore of 

Bay of Islands. In 1877, William Healy Dall"\.rrote that "nc:1r the Bay of Is-

lands were several small village-sites on shell-heaps, and this island is said 

at one time to have been very populous" (Dall, 1877:44). This statement fits 

all the sites found facing Bay of Islands, including site AD-38. 

Bergsland's Native Aleut inforlnont, familiar with Adak Island through re-

peated hunting trips to the area, called this "the ancient village site ..• sa' 

ra' dar" (Bergsland, 1959:38). 

A careful survey of this site by Frohlich in 1975 found evidence of at least 

fifteen house pits, Reefs and rocks'offshore give excel1ent'protection from the 

sea, while the area is well-suited for protection from enemies--a consideration 

always taken into account in the location of Aleut village--due to the fact that 

boat landing is only possible at the western end of the site. 

This site, as all sites in the area, is significant because of its poten-

tial in yielding valuable information--through continued archaelogical and envi-

ronmental research in the whole area--on Aleut settlement patterns and subsist-

tence uses throughout time. As Adak was depopulated rather early in the Russian 

contact period, Adak Island is an excellent laboratory for the study of the pre-

historic, protohistoric, and historic life-styles of its Aleut inhabitants. 
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This site, located in a cove on the northwestern coast of Adak Island, 

southwest of Cape Adagdak, was unreport~d until Frohlich's survey of the 

island in the summer of 1975. The site is typical of many pre-Russian 

I 

J 
I 

Aleut settlement locations, as high cliffs on both sides of the site offer 

protection from \·lind and sea. Two streams, important as a fresh \'/ater supply I 
flow through this site. 

During Frohlich's survey of this area, evidence of at least eight 

house pits was found, the largest pit measuring 5 x 4 meters. Many Aleut 

sites have been reported on the northern coasts of the Aleutian Islands, 

and Russian Bishop Veniaminov noted in the mid-nineteenth century that the 

Bering Sea coast was preferred for settlements because of the better 

availability of subsistence resources on that coast (quoted in lantis, 

I 
I 

• 
I. 

1970:179). Hm·/ever, on islands such as Adak and Amchitka, \'/hich have been I 
extensively surveyed for Native sites, numerous village sites have been 

found on the southern coasts as well. Further research must be done in this 

area to determine the seasonal or permanent nature of this site's occupation, 

and it has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data con-

cerning settle~ent patterns and subsistence utilization in this once-

populous portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
I 
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Thi.s site, on the eastern shore of North Island in the Bay of Islands, 

:1 Adok, was unreported until Frohlich's survey of Adak Island in 1975. This is 

one of the many sites in the Ray of Islands area that led ~~illiam Healy Da11 

to write that the population of Adak Island must at one time have heen very 

I 
great, due to the large number of sites he had found on the island (DalI', 

1877:44). 

Little is known ahout this site, as Frohlich's survey party was unable to 

land on North Island, there being no good boat landings. This would not pre-

elude this site as a viable area for Aleut occupation, however, as Aleut bidar-

• kas (skin boats) "were extremely maneuverable and light," and the Aleuts were 

excellent conoemen (Ean~,1953a). This type of site would have afforded excel-

I lent protection from enemies. 

The significance of this site lies in the fact that it, along with others 

I in the Bay of Islands, has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

I 
information on the settlement and subsistence patterns of the Aleutians. The 

diversity of the resource base of the islands at different times of the year--

I and on the different shores of the Bering Sea, Pacific Ocean, and Adak Strait--

shaped Aleut settlement paterns into base villages and seasonal satellite camps. 

Considerable research must yet be done on islands such as Adak, on which many 

Native sites are reported, to provide a complete understanding of Aleut life in 

the past. 

I 
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This Aleut settlement site is located in a cove on the mainland shore 

of North Island Anchorage at the entrance to Expedition Harbor on the north

west coast of Adak Island. It was first reported during Frohlich's survey 

of Adak in the summer of 1975. It is an indication of the incompleteness 

of archaeological surveys in the Aleutians that until Frohlich's survey 

thirty-eight sites had been reported on Adak, while Frohlich's survey 

revealed the location of thirty-eight additional sites. 

This site is typical of the location of many Aleut settlements in the 

pre-Russian period. Such coves provided excellent protection from the sea, 

while Frohlich observed that good boat landings and easy access to the sea 

for hunting purposes were possible on a pebble beach. A large stream, 

providing fresh water, runs through the center of the site. 

This site has the potential of yielding considerable archaeological 

data concerning Aleut cultural adaptations before the intrusion of Russian 

fur traders into the area in the mid-eighteenth century. Also, as Adak 

was an area of intensive Russian trading activity thereafter, information 

may be recovered here concerning the effects of Russian contact on Aleut 

culture in the early historic period. 
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This site, located on the southe~stern shore of Dora Island in the Ray of 

~I Islands, faces the mainland coast of Adak. It was unreported until Frohlich's 
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survey in the sun@er of 1975. 

Frohlich's survey found evidence of at least twenty house pits on site 

AD-42, which makes it a fairly large site in relation to other sites reported 

in this area. These dwellings, however, were not. necessarily all occupied at 

the same ti~e, as Aleut groups continually drifted fro~ site to site on the is-

land as seasonal and regional subsistence resources became.avai1able and were 

utilized _ 

One small stream flows through the site, providing both a fresh water sup-

ply and fishing in season. Roat landings are possible both east and west of the 

site, a typical pattern in the location of Aleut villages, as protection from 

enemies usually centered around the ability to make a hasty getaway from a vil-

lage area that was threatened. For this reason, villages were usually located 

on a narrow neck of land so that two water routes could be used for escape if 

necessary. 

Little research has been done in the Bay of Islands area, yet-from the 

large number of sites found here, it appears to have been an important area in 

terms of Aleut settlement and subsistence. The significance of sites such as 

I AD-42 lies in the fact that a better understanding of such settlement and sub

sistence patterns can be gained from the protection and further investigation 

I of such sites. 

I 
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This is another site on Dora Island--on tlle northeast shore--which was un-

repartee' until Frohlich's survey in 1975. The site has very good protection 

from the sea, and boat landings are possible on the rockly shores. 

No streams were seen in tlie area during Frohlich's survey of the island, 

and this could indicat~ that this site was a satellite camp in connection. with 

the larger site on the southeastern shore of Dora Island, AD-42. The slgnlfi-

cance and uses of such base villages and satellite camps in this area cannot be 

fully known \,.rithout more extensive research in the area to delinate settlement 

patterns, and howfuose settlement patterns relate to the seasonal subsistence 

cycle of the Aleut inhabitants of these sites. The survey of sites such as 

this, however, is a first step in the process of obtaining significant informa-

tion from them as to the population of Adak and surrounding islands. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove onth2 mainland 

of Adak Island east of Dora Island in the Bay of Islands on the north

western coast of Adak, was first reported during Frohlich's survey 01 Adak 

in 1975. This location is typicul of many pre-Russ;anAleut settlements, 

as the cove is very well protected from the sea, while boat landings and 

easy access to the sea for hunting purposes are possible on a pebble beach. 

As with most Aleut sites also, a large stream runs through this site into 

the cove . 

A complete observation of this site was not made during Frohlich's 

survey. The shore around the Bay of Islands, however, seems to have been 

extensively utilized by the Aleuts inhabiting the Andreanof Islands, either 

for permanent village or seasonal camp locations, to take advantage of 

the subsistence resources of the area. More intensive research on this 

site can yield significant archaeological and environmental data for the 

study of Aleut settlement, subsistence utilization, and cultural activities 

in this portion of the JlEutians in the pre-contact period, as well as in

formation concerning Aleut culture change after the arrival of the Russians 

in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This Aleut settlement site is one of the thirty-eight sites found 

during Frohlich's survey of Adak Island in the summer of 1975. It is 

located at the northeastern base of the peninsula which juts out into 

Expedition Harbor on the northwestern coast of Adak Island. Such areas 

were typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they provided a route of 

escape to bodies of water on either side of the peninsula in case of 

approaching enemies. Moreover, this area has excellent protection from 

storms, while a pebble beach offers good boat landings and easy access to 

the sea for hunting purposes. 

Expedition Harbor and the Bay of Islands area seem to have been exten

sively utilized by the Aleuts inhabiting Adak,either for permanent village 

or seasonal camp locations. Sites in this area have great potential for 

serving as a laboratory for study of the regional diversities which are 

known to have existed in Aleut cultural adaptation to their environment, 

on an inter-island as well as intra-island basis. 
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This Aleut settlement site is located on the northern shore of Beverly 

Cove in Expedition Harbor on the north'.'12stern coast of Adak Island, an 

area extensively utilized by the Aleuts inhabiting this portion of the 

Andreanof Islands. The site was first observed during Frohlich's archaeo

logical survey of Adak Island in the summer of 1975. Such coves were 

typical of many Aleut settlement locations in the pre-Russian period. 

as reefs and rocks offshore provide protection from the worst sea storms, 

while a good boat landing allows easy access to the sea for hunting pur

poses. Two streams providing a fresh water supply are in the area, one 

running inside the site, and the other flowing 100 meters east of the 

site. 

Frohlich's survey of this area revealed evidence of at least ten 

house pits at this site, and two stone artifacts were recovered from a 

test pit. Further research in this area can help to delineate Aleut 

occupation and utilization of this site, and it has the potential for 

yielding significant archaeological and environmental data concerning 

Aleut settle~ent patterns, subsistence-related activities, and other aspects 

of Aleut cultural adaptation in the prehistoric and early historic periods. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located in Beverly cove in Expedition 

Harbor on the northwestern coast of Adak Island, was reported during 

Ft'ohlich's archaeological survey of Adak in the summer of 1975. As with 

other Aleut sites located in such coves, this site is well protected 

from storms, while a good boat landing allowed easy access to the sea 

for hunting purposes. 

The first extensive Russian fur trading activity in this area took 

place in the 1760s, when Andrei Tolstykh's trading expedition--which 

named the Andreanof Islands Group--visited here and maintained a temporary 

anchorage off the western coast of Adak. The seemingly large Aleut pop-

ulation observed on the island at that time could not be enumerated, however, 

due to that population's frequent movement to other islands ;n the group. 

By 1825 the Native population of Adak numbered only 193 men and women. 

Adak \'/as extensively utilized in the precontact and early contact periods, 

hm·:ever, as evidenced by the seventy-eight settlement sites found on the 

island. This site, as others in the area, has the potential of yielding 

Significant archaeological data concerning the occupationarn utilization 

of the island, and regional diversities--on an intra-island as well as 

inter-island basis--in Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the 

Aleutian Islands. 
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This Aleut settlement site is located at the head of Gannet Cove 

in Expedition Harbor on the northwestern coast of Adak Island. It was 

first observed during Frohlich's archaeological survey of Adak--which 

added thirty-eight site locations to the thirty-eight sites already 

known on the island--in the summer of 1975. This site's location is 

typical of many Aleut settlement locations in the pre-Russian period, 

as Gannet Cove offers excellent protection from storms, while a good 

boat landing allows easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. Portions 

of this site, however, may have been destroyed by military activities on 

Adak during and after World War II. 

Adak was an area of extensive Russian trading operations beginning 

in the mid-eighteenth century. Population estimates for the island at 

the time of the earliest Russian contact in the area are not available, 

however, although it is known that the is1and's population shifted from 

island to island in the Andreanofs for subsistence hunting. In the 1770s, 

only twenty male inhabitants and their families were noted for the island 

(Masterson and BrO\-Jer, 1948:75), while in 1825 the population had dwindled 

to a total of 193 men and women (Hrdlicka, 1945:34). As there have been 

seventy-six old Native sites found on Adak, it would seem that the island 

was extensively utilized in the late prehistoric and early historic periods, 

and sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical data concerning this utilization. 
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Thi.s site, located next, to Hhite Falls on the southern shore of Expedition 

Harbor 011 the t.]estern side of Adak Island, was first reported in Frohlich's 1975 

survey of Adak. 

A largC! ,,,aterfall is loc?ted soutInvcst of the site, and this probably provided 

the site's inh.:lbitants' with fresh \"ater, an important consideratiort in the 

location of Aleut village sites. Boat landing, another consideration, although 

not as major since the Aleuts 'Jere adept at handling their skin bidarkas in hard 

to navigate areas, were possible on medium size rocks in the area. Evidence of 

five house pits were observable, but a complete survey was not accomplished. 

This is the only site reported for the wide expanse of the southern shore 

of Expedition Harbor. Its significance lies in the fact that further study of 

the area would undoubtedly reveal important archaeological information regard-

ing Aleut settlement patterns on Adak in particular. and in the middle Aleutian 

Island Chain in general. It was reported by Russian traders who visited Adak 

in the late eighteenth century that the island's population was a migratory one, 

shifting between the islands in the area, or perhaps only shifting from site to 

site on Adak Island as different subsistence resources became available (Berkh, 

1823, 15). All sites on Adak, therefore, are significant in that the informa-

tion gathercd from a large number of them can be tied together to form a com-

plete understanding of Aleut settlement on the island over time. 
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This is a relatively small site. located on the southwestern shore of 

Staten Island, a small island lying at the entrance to Expedition Harbor on 

the ~cstern side of Adak Island. 

This site was first reported in Frohlich's survey of Adak Island in 1975. 

It has good protection from the sea and a good hoat landing, both being charac-
. 

teristic of Aleut settlements. Evidence of four house pits were visible, but a 

complete survey was not accomplished. 

This site lies in close proximity to two other sites, AD-51 and AD-52, on 

the southern shore of Staten Island, and together they may form one village com-

plex. The significance of these sites lies in the fact that'they have the po-

tential of yielding information concerning the prehistoric and historic settle-

ment patterns of the Aleuts inhabiting this portion of Adak Island. If all 

three of these sites form one comolex, it would be important to determine when 

each was used over a long period of time. and how each fit into the seasonal 

pattern of Aleut subsistence use of the area~ Not all Aleut village sites were 

entir~ly occupied at one time, so each section of these sites has the potential 

of yielding information regarding the changes and persistence in Aleut 1ife-

style over a considerable period of time. 
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This site, on the southern shore of Staten Island, at the entrance to Ex-

pedition Harbor on the ~ ... estern side of Adak, lies bet~ ... een sites AD-50 and 

AD-52. It was first reported in the 1975 survey of Adak conducted by Froh1ich~"" 

Frohlich reported that this area of Staten Island provided good boat land-

ing and excellent protection from the sea, although a detailed survey of the ac-

tual site was not made. 

Frohlich noted that these three small sites lay in such close connection 

that they may have formed one village complex. If so, this would have been a 

very large village, extending almost a mile along the shore. The entire vi1-

lage need not have been occu»ied at one time, however, as the Aleut population 

of many Aleutian islan"ds seems to have shifted in small family groups to sea-

sonal camps as subsistence resources of the various intra-island regions changed. 

This site is significant in that closer archaeological and environmental 

investigations in the area can delineate in more detail the settlement pat-

terns and subsistence activities of the Aleut, areas of investigation for which 

only the broad outlines are known, due to the lack of intensive research in the 

middle Aleutians. 
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Tlds site, on the southeastern shore of Staten Island, at the entrance to 

Epedition Harbor on the western side of Adak Island, \o1a5 first report2o in the 

1975 survey of Adak Island conducted by Frohlich. 

Frohlich reported that this site has good protection from the sea and a 

good boat landing, both being important considerations to the Aleuts who locat-

II ed their sites in areas of good protection from enemies. It lies close to 

sites AD-50 and AD-51, and oecause of this Frohlich noted that all three sites 

II may have formed one village complex. If this is true, it would have been quite 

an extensive village, more than a mile long, although the whole site was prob-

ably not occupied at one time. 

Whether this was a base village, or a satellite camp used as the regional 

subsistence resources changed, cannot be known without further research in the 

I area. This area may also have been important in term of inter-island trade. 

I 
and/or trade between the Russians and Aleuts, as historical documentation notes 

such trade existing between Adak and Kanaga Islands in the eighteenth century. 

I The significance of this site lies in the potential it has for yielding 

important archaeological information relating to Aleut settlement and sub-

I sistence patterns, trading activities, and inter-island relations between por-

tions of the Aleut population. 
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AD-53, located on the western shore of Argonne Island, a small island sit-

uated between Dora Island and Staten Island in the Bay of Islands off the west 

coast of Adak, was not reported until the 1975 survey of Adak conducted by 

Frohlich. 

Reported as a small site--a complete survey of the site tolaS not mad~, how-

ever--it nevertheless has good protection from the sea and a good boat landing, 

two characteristics important to the Aleuts' choice of a village site before 

Most of the Aleutian Islands' population was transferred to larger villages in 

the Russian period. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological informa-

tion relating to the settlement patterns of the Aleut inhabitants of Adak, and 

how these patterns changed seasonally, as well as over greater periods of time 

both before and after Russian contact. Little extensive research has been done 

outside areas in the vicinity of present-day Aleut villages. In the middle AI-
\ 

eutians especially, where a large number of sites have been reported in archae-

ological surveys, there is little adequate information concerning settlement. 

population density, and subsistence activities. All sites such as this, there-

fore, when studied collectively, can add much to the knowledge of past Aleut 

activities in the area: 
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Loc~ted on the most southeastern point of Ringgold Island in the Bay of 

Isl~nds off the west coast of Adak, this site was first reported in Frohlich's 

surv(~y of 197:'. 

A reef and. small islands off the shore give th:i.s site excellent protec-

tion from the sea, while there is a good boat landing. Both of these consid-

erations were important to the Aleuts, whose sites "We're most often' located' to 

give them an easy escape \rom approaching enemies. 

Frohlich reported observing evidence of at least eight house pits at the 

site, while smaller house pits were seen on a high hill on a small peninsula 

'I southeast of the main site. Test pits sunk at the site revealed two stone ar-

'I 
I 
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I 

tifacts. 

The location of this site in the Bay of Islands is important, as this area 

has been considered significant in the study of Aleut population density on 

Adak, lolhich at one time had a nurnerous population (Dall, 1877: 44). As with 

most Aleut historical sites, the significance of Ad-54 lies in its potential of 

yielding archaeological and environmental data on the shifting settlement and 

subsistence patterns, of the Aleuts on AdaK Island. 
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~itc AD-55, C;l small villa~e site contnining evidence of at least 6 house 

pi ts--thc> l<trgcst· measuring 8 x 6 meters--lies on the north,vestern shore of 

!< i il::goltl IsVmcl i~ the Bay of Islands, off the ,.,est coast of Adak. It was 
1 

first reported in' Frohlich's 1975 survey of Adak Island. I 
Small islands, reefs, and rocks offshore from the site offer this site 

I excellent protection from the sea. There is,however, a good boat landing. 

These t\.TO aspects of an area were always important consider:ations to the Aleuts, 1 
who located their village sites in places where they could easily watch for, and 

CSC3pe from, approaching enemies. I. 
One stream flows through this site, offering a fresh water supply, and prob-

ably a subsistence area for fishing in season. Such streams are also a typical 

physical aspect of Aleut sites. It is not known whether this site was a base 

village or, more likely, a seasonal satellite camp. Only further thorough re-

search can determine its use and relation to.other sites in the area. This site I 
is significant, however, in that it is one of many sites reported in the Bay of 

Islands area, which perhaps was the area of greatest population density on Adak I 
Island. This site, then, has the potential of yielding important archaeological I 
information regarding settlement patterns, subsistence activities, and popula-

tion changes over time in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

I 
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This site, first reported by Frohlich in his 1975 survey of Adak Island, 

lies in the northwestern part of Fisherman's Cove on the western coast of Adak, 

fac ing Ray :-cif" Islands. This Ray of Islands area, in \o?hich many such village 

sites have been reported, may have held the greatest population density on Adak 

Island. Hilliam Healy, Dall, one of the first to make extentive investigations 

of the Aleutian area of Archaeological sites, noted 'that a number of shell-heaps 

were found near Bay of Islands, and that Adak "is said at one time to have been 

1 very populated" (Dall, 1877:44). The large Native population of Adak ,.;ras noted 

'1 as migrating between many of the islands of the Andreanof Group by Russians in 

the 17608 (Berkh, 1823:15), and by the late eighteenth century, due to inten-

sive trading in the area and because of the Russi.an policy of relocating scat-

tered Native populations into larger villages, Adak was completely depopulated, 

except for occasional trappers who still visit the Island (Frenkel, 1960:14). 

I This site is extremely well protected from the sea, and boat landings are 

possible over a large area covering most of Fisherman's Cove. Evidence of thir-

I teen house pits were found at this site, and a small possible site is located a 

few meters south of the main site. A stream, providing fresh water and subsist-

ence, flows near the site. 

The significance of this site, as with most sites on Adak, lies in the fact 

that it has the potential of yielding important archaeological information on 

" 
:1 the settlement patterns and past life-styles of the Aleut population on Adak Is-

land. 

I 
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This small site is located on the eastern shore of Eddy Island, a small is-

land off the western coast of Adak. It was not reported until Frohlich's sur-

vey of the Adak nrea in 1975. 

This site is partially protected from the sea by rocks and reefs off the 

shore, and boat landings must be made on rocks. Good boat landings and protec-

tion from approaching eneMies were important considerations in the location of 

Aleut village sites. , 

This site's position on Adak Strait; between Adak and Kanaga Islands, is 

significant not only in its potential of yielding important archaeological in-

formation regarding Aleut settlement patterns on Adak, an island w'hich once" had 

a large Native population, but also because of its potential in delineating the 

changing subsistence activities of the Aleuts who occupied Adak. Chang"ing sub-

sistence resources of the Bering Sea, Pacific Ocean, and Adak Strait coasts of 

the Island shaped the settlement of Aleuts into base villages and satellite 

camps during different parts of the year. Such shifting settlement, and the· 

adaptation of Aleut culture to that settlement, is an important factor in Aleut 

history and prehistory which only further research in such areas can clarify. 

I 

J 
I 

I. 
I 
I 
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This small site is located on the western shore of the small island east 

I of Eddy Island, off the west coast of Adak. It was first observed during the 

1975 survey of Adak conducted by Frohlich. 

I Frohlich noted that this site was partially protected from the sea by rocks 

I 
and reefs off the shore. No mention was made of :0~t landing possibilities in 

the area, although this was not as m~jor a consideration for the location of 

I Aleut sites as was good protection, as T.P. Bank (1953:248) wrote that the Al-

euts' bidarkas (skin boats) "were extremely maneuverable and light," and easily 

navigated along the rocky Aleutian coasts. 

The significance of this site lies in the fact that it has great potential 

for yielding important archaeological information ragarding Aleut settlement pat-

I terns and life-style in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. Most Archaelog-

ica1 work in the Aleutian Islands has been done in the vicinity of present-day 

I Aleut villages. On islands such as Adak, hO\oleVer, despite the fact that a large 

number of ·sites have been observed, little research has been done to correlate 

I these sites to delineate population movements and activities over time. Further 

I research in this area can add much to the knowledge of the Aleutian Islands both 

before and after Russian contact. 

I 

I 
I' 
I 
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This site was not reported until the 1975 survey of Adak by Frohlich. It 

is located north of Argonne Point on Adak Strait, on the \.}estern side of Adak 

I 

II 
I 
I 

Island. The site is typical of Aleut village locations in that it has good pro- I 
tection from the sea and good boat landing areas, as well as a stream nearby 

for fresh \.}ater and subsistence purposes. Frohlich also noted that there was a I 
. 

large corr2ntration of kelp offshore, and the Russian priest Veniaminov noted in 

the mid-nineteenth century that kelp was important in the Aleut diet (quoted in 
I 

Hrdlicka, ~945:93). I 
This site is a fairly large one in relation to other sites in the area, as 

evidence of at least fifteen house pits was found during the 1975 survey. Fur- I 
ther research can determine \"hether this site was a base village or a satellite 

seasonal camp, utilized as different subsistence resources of the area hecame 

available. I 
This site is significant in that it, along with other sites in the area, 

has the potential of yielding important archaeological information regarding set- I 
tlement patterns and subsistence activities in this portion of the Aleutians. 

Also, as there seems to have been considerable inter-island contact between Adak 
I 

and Kanaga across Adak Strait, further research in this area can clarify this 

contact and hO\.} it \-.'as affected by Russian intrusion into the area in the eight-

eenth century. I 
I 
I 
~ 

I 
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'I: 
Site AO-60, on the '.;>estern side of Adak Island at the hc;;J of North Arm Bay, 

'I ,,,ns not reported until Frohlich's survey of Adak during the S\\:~\\\Icr of 1975. It 

1 
I 

is an unusual site in it is located in two sections, one on th,' extreme north-

east shore of North Arm Bay, an:t on the extreme northwest shot"l of North Arm Bay. 

Both sect ions are well. protec ted from the sea and easily acce:::d ble by boat. 

Both these aspects were important consIderations in the locadl'l\ of Aleut vil':' 

lage sites for protection from approaching enemies. 

Evidence of at least thirteen house pits was found in tl11' tlite, and a large 

"blow-out" area ,,,as found in the northwest section. 

1 
I 

This site is the only one reported in the North Arm Bay ;\I'C'1l of Adak Is

land. It has the potential of yielding significant archaeolol',l "Ill information 

regarding settlement patterns and subsistence activities in til III area, as ,.;>ell 

as for better defining the inter-island and trade relations bltl \./cen the Aleut 

populations of different islands both before and after RussiaJ1 ,'nntact with the 

II area. As Russian trading activity reached this portion of thp Aleutians l"ithin 

t,.;>enty years after discovery of the Aleutian Islands, and as AcI;,k was soon de-

1 populated, this is a significant area for determining the effptt 6 of Native-

'I 
white contact over a short period of time. 

:1 
'I 
f' 
I 
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This site, located on the northeastern shore of Middle Arm Bay on the west 

side of Adak Island, was unreoorted prior to the survey of Adak conducted by 

Frohlich in the sumliler of 1975. 

Frohlich reports that this site had good protection from the sea, while 

boat landings are possible on large rocks near the shore. A small stream runs 

through the western end of the site. These factors are typical of Aleut site 

locations, as they afforded protection from enemies and ~asy access to the sea 

and fresh water for subsistence purposes. 

The significance of this site--and for all sites on the seemingly once 

heavily populated island of Adak--is the potential it has for yielding im~or-

tant archaeological information regarding Aleut settlement and subsistence pat-

terns in this part of the Aleutian chain. In regard to settlement patterns, 

the archaeological manifestation of the Aleut and their relationship to the-en-

vironment can only be understood through the study of many sites within an area; 

the study of only one or two sites will not give a clear picture of the Aleut 

settlement system and how that system changed or persisted throughout time. 

In regard to subsistence, while the Aleutian Islands form a single ecosystem, 

intra-system differences in the presence, absence, or abundance of certain re-

sources are known to exist. These differences are reflected in the cultural 

adaptation of the Aleuts as shown through archaeological remains. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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This relatively small site lies at the head of Middle Arm Bay on the west-

ern side of Adak Island. Despite numerous surveying ex?editions in this area 

in the twentieth century, this site was not repotted until the 1975 survey con-

ducted by Frohlich for the Aleut Corporation. 
. 

Like many Aleut sites, this area was well protected from the sea, while 

sections of the shore provide good boat l~nding. The~e aspects of an area were 

important-to the Aleut population's location of a site which would offer protec-

tion from approaching enemies, as well as provide access to the resources of 

the area. A stream, providing fresh water and also some subsistence at certain 

times of the year, runs along the northern end of the site. 

Many sites such as this h~ve been found along the Adak Strait coast of 

Adak Island. l~ile it is a fairly small site--evidence of only five house pits 

was found--only further archaeological and environmental research in the area 

can determine whether this was a base village or a satellite camp. The signif-

icance of this site, in conjunction with other sites in the area, lies in its 

potential of yielding important data on the settlement patterns of Adak in par-

ticular, and the middle portion of the Aleutian chain in general. 
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This site lies on the southern most part of South Arm in three Arm Bay on 

the ~estern side of Adak Island. It was unreported until the survey of Adak Is-

land conducted by Frohlich in 1975. The area is extremely well protected from 

the sea, and '''hile the boat landing is good, large rocks close to-~the shore 

~"1ke landing a little difficult in some places. The consideration of a good 

boat landing uas secondary to the Aleut desire to locate their settlements in 

areas that afforded protection from aD~roaching enemies. 

A small stream was observed running east of the site, and such a supply 

of fresh water was typical of Aleut site locations. Only further research in 

the area can determine ,,,hether this sitewas a base village or a satellite sea-

sonal subsistence camp. 

Despite the fact that portions of the site have been destroyed by aefense 

installations erected during "lorld War II, and other portions sho\l1 signs of wa-

ter erosion, evidence of at least twelve house pits was seen. 

The significance of this site lies in its ~otential of yielding informa-

tion on the settlement and subsistence patterns of the area, information \l1hich, 

when combined with similar information recovered from other sites in the area, 

will help to delineate the prehistoric and historic culture and life-style of 

the Aleut population. 

I 

I: 
I. 
I 
I 
1 
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~I l.ocated at the central llortion ot the western shore of Hidden Bay on the 

southern side of Adak Islnnd, this relatively small site was first reported in 

ft"C'hlich' 5 1975 survey of Adak Island. 

As is typical of Aleut settlements, this site is very well protected from 

the ~ea, and many rocks offshore make boat landings difficult, thus providing 

I excellent protection from approaching enemies. The site was not surveyed com-

I 
plctely, and as portions of the area have been eroded by sea and stream action, 

little is known about the area. Nevertheless, evidence wa~ found of at least 

I Seven house pits. A stream, providing a fresh water supply, runs through the 

southern portion of the site 
. 

Most Aleut village sites seem to have been located on the northern, or. 

I 
Bering Sea coasts of the islandR, although the reason for this pat tern .is not 

yet clear due to insufficient research. Sites, such as this, on the Pacific 

I Ocean coast, therefore, have the potential of yielding significant information 

On the settlement patt~Lns and changing subsistence resource utilization of 

I various portions of the Aleutian chain. 

I 
I 
I 
I ,. 
I 
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Site AO-65, located on the south~estern shore of Camel Cove, opposite a 

large islanu, on the Pacific Ocean coast of Adak, was first survyed by Frohlich 

in 1975. Like other Aleut settlements, care was taken to locate this site in I. 
an area from which approaching enemies could be observed, and this site is fair-

ly well protected from the sea, while hoat landings must be made on rocks off- I 
shore. 

Evidence of at least nine house pits was found in this site, the largest 1 
Measuring 6 x 7 meters. A large stream, providing fresh water for the settle~ 1 
ment--another major consideration for the location of sites--runs through the 

center of the site. Further research in the area can determine whether this I 
was a base village site, or a satellite seasonal camp. As this site lies on the 

Pacific coast of Adak, while most sites are located on the Bering Sea coast, fur-

ther research can also determine the subsistence cycle of Aleut life which 

caused shifting settlement between various intra-island regions. 

From the large number of site reported on Adak, this island seems to have 1 
had a large population, although depopulation of the island occurred quickly 

after Russian intrusion into the area in the eighteenth century. The signifi- I 
cance of sites such as this lies in their potential of yielding important data-- I 
through further archaeological and ecological research--on the settlement pat-

terns and subsistence activities of the Aleut population throughout time, as 

well as information on changes wrought by contact with the intrusive white pop-

ulati.on. 

I' 
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Thi$ site, on the extreme northwest shore of Camel Cove, on the southern 

side of Adak Island, was first observed during Frohlich's Aleutian Island Site 

Survey in the summer of 1975. This survey doubled the number of previously 

kno;nl sites on Adak, giving an indication of both the intensive Use of the is-

land by the Native population at one time, as well as the lack of sufficient 

detailed archaeological knowledge of the area. 

As is common with most Aleut settlement sites, this area afforded the na-

tives who occupied it with very good protection from the seat while there are 

good boat landing areas along the shore. Evidence of at least ten house pits 

was found, although not all such dwellings n~ed have been occupied at the same 

time; different sections of the site could have been occupied at different sea-

sons, or during different years. 

The significance of this site lies in its potential of yielding important 

archeological information regarding the s~ttlement and subsistence patterns of 

the Aleuts living on Adak Island both in prehistoric and historic times. 
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\ 
This site, located on the \.estern shore of Boot R3Y, opposite Elf Island 

on the s()lIthc.:lstern side of Adak Island, wns first notcd during Frohlich's sur-

vey of 1975. As Hith most Aleut villa~e sites, which \vere situated so as to 

afford protection from possible ene~ies, this site has good pr0~~_~!on from 

the sea due to outlying islands, while there is good boat landing on a pebble 

beach. A stream, another important consideration for the location of settle-

I 

I 
I 
I 

ments, lies behind the site. Although sections of this site were reported erod- I 
ed, evidence was found of at least eleven house pits, the largest measuring 

7 x 5 meters. Two stone artifacts were recovered from a small test pit at the I 
site. Only further research can determine tvhether this site' was a base village, I 
or a seasonal cam~, used as subsistence resources changed during the year. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data for 

the better understanding of the historic and prehistoric Aleut life in this area. 

As most Aleut village sites "'ere located on the northern shores of the islands, 

further research on the large number of sites, like this one, found on the is- I 
lands'southern shores can give a more detailed picture of how Aleut settlement 

shifted both seasonally and over longer periods of time. I 
I 
I 

I 
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This site was first observed by Frohlich's Aleutian Island Site Survey of 

1975. It is located on the northeastern shore of an island north of Elf Island 

in Doot Bay on the southeastern coast of Adak. Although a complete survey was 

not made of the area, evidence was found of at least ten house pits. 

Unlike most Aleutian village settlements, which were located to afford ad-

eq113te ~rotection against approaching enemies, this site had little protection 

from the sea, and boat landings are possibie only on rocks near the shore. Al-

so, no streams, essential to a village for a fresh water supply, were observed 

in this area. 

Only further research can determine the uses of this site. Aleut sett1e-

• ment patterns, as is known from research in other areas, is characterized by 

base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. This is a complex sett1e-

I ment system, depending on the availability of local resources during the year. 

As little research has been done on Aleut settlement patterns in the middle 

I Aleutian chain, despite the fact that islands such as Adak, which have a large 

I 
number of sites, offer an excellent laboratory for such study, all sites such 

as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeological data on Aleut 

I settlement and subsistence patterns over time. 

'I 
-I 
I 

" I 
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This site was first noted during the 1975 survey of Adak Island conducted 

by Frohlich. It is located on the northwest shore of an island north of Elf is-

land, in noot Bay off the southeastern coast of Adak. 

As with most Aleut village sites, protection against approaching enemies 

was important in the location of this site. Outlying rocks and reefs gi~e the 

area some protection from the sea, ,,,hi1e boat landing is difficult except at 

certain points along the shore. One small stream, important as a fresh water 

supply and also perhaps for suhsistence fishing in certain seasons, runs south 

of the site. 

Evidence was found of at least thirteen house pits at the site, and minor 

testing of the site recovered two stone artifacts. Frohlich noted that the find-

ing of red 6chre in the area suggests that this might be a burial site, although 

further research must be done to determine this definitely. The Russian priest 

Veniaminov wrote that often the rich and honorable Aleuts were buried in tall 

quadrangular boxes "painted on the outside with various colors" (in Lantis, 

1970:220). 

This site has the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data, 

not only On Aleut burial practices, but, more importantly, on Aleut settlement 

patterns~ As most Aleut sites seem to have been located on t~e Bering Sea COi.1st 

of the Aleutian Islands, sites such as this, on the Pacific Ocean coast, will 

add considerable knowledge on how Aleut settlement and subsistence patterns 

changed over time. 

I 

I 
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This site, located on the north shore of a 5m3ll island north of Elf 1s-.; .1 

land. in Root Ray off the south~astern coast of Adak, was first reported by 

Frohlich during his survey of Adak in 1975. 

Like most Aleut sites, this site afforded good protection against :approath

I ing enemies. Rocks and reefs provide protection from the sea, \vhi1e thcre.~is:an 
, 

I 
excellent beach for boat landings. One stream runs behind the site. 

Evidence was found of at least ten house pits in the area. Known settle-

I ment systems for the Aleutians--conclusions drawn from research done mainly in 

the eastern Aleutians--is characterized by base villages and seasonal camps, 

I with population shifting between the two types of sites, depending on the avail

ability of local resources. Despite the number of house pits noted for sites, 

hO\\Tever. not all these dwellings need have been occupied at the same time. As 

I little research has been done on Aleut settlement patterns in the middle Aleut-

ians, only further investigation of local resources or archaeological excava-

I tion can determine whether this ~ite was a base village or satellite camp, and 

I 
whether settlement patterns in this area were similar to those in other parts 

of the Aleutian chain. 

I Despite the fact that the Aleutian Island chain is one ecosystem, regional 

diversities are kno\~ to exist, and part of the significance of this site lies 

I in its potential of yielding information on Aleut adaptation to such diversities 

I 
over time. 

I ,. 
I 
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This s~all site on the southern bay of Dora Island in the Bay of Islands 

off tIle west coast of Adak, was first observed in 1975 during Frohlich's sur-

vey of Adak Island. 

Located as it is on the Western coast of Adak, facing Adak Strait, this 

site may prove to contain evidence of contact between Aleuts of Kanaga and 

Adak Islands, contact 'which increased after the advent of Russian traders who 

in the late eighteenth century sent hunters back and forth between the two is-

lands. Horeover, this site is significant in that it lies in an area that 

seems to have been extensively utilized by the Aleut population of Adak, as a 

large number of sites have been found on the islands in the Bay of Islands, as 

well as on the shores of the Bay itself. 

Further environmental research on the subsistence resources, and archaeo-

logical excavation of this area, can add much to the knowledge of Aleut settle-

ment patterns and how these patterns changed, either through shifts in the a-

vailable subsistence resources, or other influences, such as Native-white con-

tact. As faxes were observed near this site, it may also be that Aleut Natives 

have used this area in more recent times for hunting or trapping. Further eth-

nographic research in this area must be done, therefore, to delineate the uses 

of this area both prehistorically and historically. 

.1 
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during Frohlich's survey of This large site was first observed in 1975 :1 All'uti:m Island sites for the Aleut Corporation. It is located on the south

western shore of Three Arm ~ay, directly opposite Split Point, on the western 

1 coast of Adak. 

\~hile portions of the site seem to have been affected by erosion, evi..., 

dence of at least eighteen house pits--the largest being 10.x 8 meters--was 

I found. Not all of these dwell,ing need have been occupied at one time, hO\\lever, 

as Jochelson's archaeological investigations in the Aleutians in the first dec-

ade of the twentieth century found that "Aleut settlements were not very pop-

ulous •.. , consisting of 40 to 60 people, inhabiting two or three earth dewll-

ings" (Jochelson, 1925:119). Nevertheless, Adak was at one time supposed to 

have had a large population. 

I 
As with most Aleut settlements, this site offered protection froIII ene:;nes 

approaching from the sea, and one small stream was nearby to provide fresh wa-

1 ter. Boat landing was difficult, although this was not as major a considera-

tion as protection was. As a few house pits were also visible on Split Point, 

I , 
Frohlich thought that perhaps this site had an early land connection with that 

I 
point. 

This site has the potential of y.elding significa~t archaeological data 

concerning settlement patterns and suhsistence activities in an area where many 

Native . sites have been reported, but where little intensive investigation has 

'I been conducted. 

I 
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This small site, located between the northern and central arms of the 

Three Si;,tcrs on the west COList of Adak, ,,,as first observed by Frohlich in 

1975. Reefs and rocks offshore provide little protection from the sea, al-

though a pebble beach is good for boat landings. One small stream, indispen-

sable for most Aleut village sites, runs through the southern end of the site. 

Evidence was found of only three house pits on this site. However, 

Jochelson noted (1925:119) that most Aleut settlements consisted only of 40-60 

people occupying t,vo or three dmvllings, despite the fact that many ancient set-

tlement sites show signs of many more house pits. -Actual occupation and use of 

this site over time can only be determined through further archaeological inves-

tigation of this area. Subsistence activities, which often shaped settlement 

patterns in the period before the Russian traders relocated Aleut populations 

to larger villages, can he delineated through archaeological investigation and 

study of the area's environment. Such research can help determine whether this 

site was a base village or, more likely, a seasonal camp, taking advantage of 

various regional diversities in subsistence resources. 
, 

Aleut sites on islands such as Adak, where there has been little intensive 

research, despite the large number of sites reported, all have the potential 

of yielding significant archaeological data on the life-style pf the Aleut pop-

ulation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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I.ocated on the northwest shore of the upper arm of the Three Sisters, on 

the \ICS tern coast of Adak Island, this site is very exposed to the sea, and boat 

~I 
l~nt1inr.s appeared difficult to Frohlich, whose 1975 survey first reported the 

sit (!. 

I Although a complete survey of the area was not made, evidence of at .1east 

I 
six house pits was observed. No streams, which are usually found in connec-

tion with Aleut settlements, were observed in the area during the 1975 survey. 

Aleut settlement patterns, characterized by base villages and seasonal 

satellite camps, have been delineated through research done mainly in the east-

-II ern Aleutians, in areas close to present-day Aleut villages. Sites such as 

• 
I 
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I 
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I 

AD-74, when studied in connection with other sites in the area, have the potcn-

tial of yielding significant data to provide a broader outline--and more de-: 

tails--concerning how settlement patterns and changing subsistence resources 

utilized within a region at various times, shaped the culture of the Aleut pop-

ulation. As the Aleut population of Adak declined rapidly after Russian trad-

ing expeditions began intensive operations in this area in the late eighteenth 

century, these sites are likely to add significantly to the knowledge of both 

the pre-contact and post-contact history of the Aleuts. 
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Th i'; site, located on the northeastern arm of a large island s'outheast of 

Edc.!y l::l:lnd" off the western coast of Adak, '-las first observed during Frohlich's I 
survey of Adak in 1975. I 

Tlli:; site is only partially typical of the majority of Aleut sites. It is 

vcry exposed to the sea, which is unusual, as most sites were located in areas I 
offcrill:~ protection from approaching enemies. Hm-lever, boat landings are pos-

I sible on both the eastern and Hestern ends of the site; this is typical of 

Aleut si tes, \vhich were usually situated "on land bet\veen two bays, so that I 
their skin boats could easily be carried from one body of water to another at 

the approach of foes" (Jochelson, 1925:23). And although a stream was usually I 
indespensable to the location of a site, no such fresh water supply was seen 

near this si.te. 

This was a moderate-size site, and evidence was found of eight house pits. I 
Further research must be done before it can be determined whether this was a 

base yillage or a satellite camp, used as the subsistence resources of the area I 
changed seasonally. Subsistence and settlement are inseparable aspects of the 

I Aleut life-style, and although the Aleutian Islands form one ecosystem, intra-

system differences in the presence, absence, and abundance of certain food re"':' I 
sources are knoHn to exist, and are reflected in the cultural adaptation of 

the Aleuts. This site is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential I 
of provirling imoortant archaeological evidence delineating the many aspects of 

this adaptive Aleut culture, hoth before and after white contact. I 
I .. 
I 
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This 1ar~e site. located in the northwestern part of Trappers Cove facing 

the Ray of Islands on the western coast of Adak, was first reported by Frohlich's 

f,urvcy of Adak in the summer of 1975. 

As with most Aleut sites, good protection against approaching enemies was 

offered by this area, while there is a good boat landing on the shore. Efforts 

to locate all village sites in areas affording protection against enemies indi-

cates that there was considerable hostility between the Aleuts and other na-

tivcs, although further research--ethnographic,archaeological,and in the his-

toric docementation--must be done to clearly determine the extent of such'hos-

tility. 

The location of this site near Bay of Islands, an area apparent1y'intensive-

ly utilized by its inhabitants--Dall (1877:44) noted that Adak must have had a 

large population, due to his observation of numerous Native sites in this area--

indicates that this site has the potential of yielding significant data concern-

ing both settlement ~atterns and subsistence activities of the Aleuts in this 

portion of the Aleutian Island chain. 

Although military activity during World Was II--and this activity itself i~ 

of historical significance to the Aleutian area--seems to have destroyed some 

parts of the site, evidence was found of at least ten house pits. The original 

site may have been larger, and its utilization in the settlement pattern of the 

Aleuts--a pattern characterized by base villages and satellite seasonal camps--

must also be determined by continued res ear in th~'area. 
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This site, on the northern coast of Kaga1aska Island, in the 

Andrcunof Group, was reported by T.P. Bank (1971:28). 

Little is known about Kaga1aska Island, either archaeologically, 

or through historical documentation--the name Kagalaska was first, pub-

1ished after Captain Feodor Lntke's expedition for the Russian gov-, 

ernment in 1826-29, long after this area became depopulated. Th~ 

proximity of Kaga1aska to Adak, and the fact that the ileut popula-

tion of Adak was known to have often moved froM island to iSland in 

the area, may indicate that Kagalaska was used by the same population, 

changing their settlement in order to take advantage of changes in 

the subsistence resources orthe area. 

This site is located on the Bering Sea coast of Kagalaska. Most 

village sites were generally found on the Bering Sea Coasts of the 

Aleutians. Although the reason for this patternls not known for cer-

tain, the Russian priest Viniaminov noted in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury that this might be because the northern coast was "more abun-

dant in fish, driftwood and especially whales cast upon the beach" 

(quoted in Lantis, 1970:179). This indicates the importance of sub-

sistence resources to settlement patterns in the Aleutians, for not 

only were food resources important to the location of Aleut settle-

rnents, but because of the lack of trees on the Aleutians items such 

as driftwood and whale bones were used to ~upport portions of the al-

eut's sernisubterranean dwellings. 

This site is significant in that it is one of. only five sites 

noted for Kagalaska Island, and has the potential of yielding impor-

tant data concerning the settlement patterns of the Aleut population 
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portion of the Aleutian ch~in. As most research in the Al-

cutians has been restricted to areas in the vicinity of present-day 

Aleut villages, further research in isolated areas such as this can 

add much to the 'knm'/ledgc of the prehistoric way of life of the Al-

eut people. 

-2-
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T.P. Bank (1971:28) noted that there were "several village sites" 

located here, on the northwestern shore of the Lower Arm of Cabin 

Cove on the western coast of Kagalaska Island. Little_is known about 

this area, as more intensive surveys have not been conducted. This 

site seems a likely place for a large village complex, however, as 

Bergsland \-.'as told by his Native (Atkan) informant that while the Upper 

Arm of Cabin Cove was surrounded by steep hills, the Lower Arm "rises 

in gentler slopes." (Bergsland, 1959:37). 

Little is known about Kagalaska Island, either arch~eologically 

or historically. Its population may, however, have had close ties 

with Adak Island directly to the west. Kagalaska was named by Cap-

tain Feodor Llltke's exploring expedition of 1826-29, after an Aleut 

term which Bergsland (1959:37) translates as "the land to the east 

of it," or "east of the land." 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yield-

ing important archaeological data concerning the prehistoric life 

styles of the Aleut people. It is known that this portion of the 

Aleutians was depopulated quickly after Russian intrusion into the 

area. Russian trading policy was to remove the Aleuts from their' 

scattered villages and place them in larger villages on a few islands, 

where the Native population could be more easily controlled for hunt-
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ing purposes. Further investigation of such isolated sites can help I 
to form a clearer understanding of Aleut life and settlement patterns 

before and after their contact with the Russians. 

I 
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This site, located in a small cove in the central portion of 

Kagalaska Island, facing Adak Island, was first noted during -

1 Frohlich's Aleutian survey of 1975. Like most Aleut sites, it was 
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located in an area affording protection from approaching enemies; 

it has excellent protection from the sea, while rocks on the shore 

make for fair boar landings. A stream which was indespensable for 

fresh water, was obse;ved running from a pond behind the site through 

the center o~ the sit~. Only after the Aleut Fopulation was removed 

by the Russians from its scattered villages to larger village sites 

to facilitate trade were Aleut settlements loc~ted on large river 

mouths. 

Evidence of at lQast nine house pits was found at this site, 

while one test pit yielded faunal remains and one stone artifact. 

As little is known about the prehistoric and early historic uses 

of village sites in this area of the Aleutians, this site {s signif

icant in that it has the potential of yielding important archaeolog-

ical data on Aleut settlement patterns. The Aleut settlement pattern 

is characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps, 

and further research in this area can determine the probable uses of 

this site over time. The area was probably consistently visited for 

subsistence purposes, even recently, as Bergsland's Native (Atkan) 

informant noted that this area was called "ha'nurir 'has red salmon' 

and seals go up here to the lake in the middle of the island" (Bergs

land, 1959:37, 52). Further ethnographic research can also add to 

the traditional knowledge of such areas. 
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This is a village site sittlated at the head of a small cove on 

tIle eastern coast of Kagalaska Island. Its location was reported 

to the Aleut Corporation by members of the Atka Village Land Commit-

tee (Aleut Corp. files). 

Little is known about this site, yet the fact that it is remem-

bered by people still living in the Andreanof Island Group is signif-

icant in itself, as it shows the strong feelings and associations 

the Aleut people have for sites which were once occupied and utilized 
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early in their history, and perhps are still utilized by Natives for 

subsistence purposes. Further ethnographic research can help deter- -I 
mine the degree of this association. 

Only five Native sites have been noted for Kagalaska Island, al-

though this does nat give an indication of the probable utilization 

of this area as a complete survey of Kagalaska has not been made. 

T.P. Bank wrote (1953a:247) that "practically every island, no matter 

how small, has contained Native villages. Each bay, inlet, cove and 

bight which affords protection from the worst storms was probably in-

habited at one or more times during the period of Aleut occupation of 

the Aleutian Arc." This site's significance, then, lies in the fact 

that it has the potential of yielding important archaeological data 

to help delinate Aleut settlement in this portion of the Aleutians. 
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This small site is situated on CC"JlY2tery Point, on the western coast of 

Kagalaska Island. Orth's Dictionarv of Alaska Plaee Names (1967: 
, . 

195) notes that ~emetery Point was named by the u.S. Navy Aleutian 

Island Survey Expedition in 1934, becapse "an Aleut graveyard is 

located at this point." As this was called an Aleut graveyard, yath-

er than a burial cave, it is likely that this site.was also an Aleut 

village, as this portion o·f Kagalska Island seems to have offered 

gbod protection to Natives who occupied other sites along Kagalska's 

western coast. 

Aleut burials are an important part of the Aleut culture, and 

visitors to the Aleutians from the period of early Russian contact 

with the area commented on the care taken to preserve the remains of 

the dead, the Aleuts having developed a process of mu~mification, Ac-
. 

cording to Lantis (1970: 215), who sUTIUTIQ,rizes much O·f the historical 

-and archaeological literature concerning Aleut bur~als,"the rank of 

the individual, circumstances of his death, season in which the death 

occurred, and local preferences probably all contributed to determin-

ing when a person should be buried in a house compartment, in a cave, 

or in a coffin." 

Bergsland's Atkan informant called the point at which this site 

is located quqalitar, which Bergsland translates,as "house a devil 

or assistant spirit(s)~ (1959:24, 37, 52). Further ethnographic re-

search should be done to determine whether this term relates to the 

fact that it is a burial site (Aleuts were known to have little fear 

of the dead), or i~ other feelings and associations caused it to be 

named this. 
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This site also has the potential of yielding significant ar-

chaeological data on Aleut settlement patterns and site utilization 

over time, and how these patterns related to the subsistence activ-

ities of the Aleuts who occupied this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, located 1n Piper Cove on the southvest;.ern coast of Little 

Tanaqa Island, a small island east of K~qalaska, was reported by 

Berqsland's Native informant as an ancient village site lBergsland, 

1959:37,51) . 

Although there are only two village sites reported for LitEle 

Tanaqa (both on information supplied by Berqsland's informant), fur-

ther surveys on this island are likely to reveal mo~e such sites. 

T.P. Bank noted (1953a:247) that almost every islan~ in the Aleutian 

Chain has Native sites, while "each bay, inlet, cove and bight which 

affords protebtion from the worst storms was probably inhabited at 

e or More times during the period o~ Aleut occupation of the Aleu-

tian Arc." 

Although this portion o~ the Aleutian Islancl C·hai-n seems to have 

had a large Native ~opulation at the time of Russian intrusion into 

the area in the ~i~-eiqhteenth century (Berqas1and, 1959:13), few 

archaeoloqical investiqations have been conducted here. This site 

is significant, therefore, in that it has the potential of yielding 

imnortant archaeoloqical data concerning Aleut settlement patterns 

and activities in the Andreanof. r,roup, and how these patterns and 

activities ~ay differ from other nortions of the Aleutians due to re-

gional diversities in subsistence resources. 
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This site was reported as "an ancient village site" by Berqsland' s 

Atkan in~ormant (1959:37, 51). It is located on the thin neck of 

land between Chisak Ray and Piper Cove, on the southern ,side of Little 

Tanaga Island, a small island east of Kagalaska. Joche1son (1925:23) 

noted that most Aleut village sites were situated "usually on land 

between two bays, so that their skin boats could easily be carried 

from one body of water to another at the approach of foes." This type 

of location would seem to have been necessary in this ~ortion of the 

Aleutians, as Berqs1and (1959:13) noted that the Natives here "were 

constantl~ rai~ed by their more numerous neighbors to the east." 

Little Tana~a Islands has on1v two Native sites reported on it, 

althouqh further archaeological surveys may reveal more such sites. 

This site is significant in that it has the potential of yielding irn-

portant archaeo10qical data concerninq the history and prehistory of 

the Aleuts in this area, anr in helpinq to delineate Aleut cultural 

adantation to their marine environment over time. 
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This site, located on t.he narrm'i neck .of land separating Igitkin 

Bight on the northern from Shelter Cove on the southern side of Igitkin . 
Island, \'1as reported as an old Aleut villag.e site by Aleuts living on Atka 

who are familiar with many such sites in the western Aleutians (Aleut Corp. 

map) . 

The location of this site is typical of many Aleut settlement locations 

in the pre-Russian period. Both the bight and the cove offer protection 

from storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting pur

poses. The narrow neck of land on which this site was situated would allow 

the Aleuts to carry their skin boats to either of blo bodles of water at 

the approach of enemies. 

At the time of intensive Russian trading activities in the Aleutians 

in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the A1eut populations 

of many such scattered villages were relocated into larger communities 

so that the Russian American Company could better control trading operations. 

Sites such as this, then, have the potential of yielding significant archaeo

logical and environmental data concerning Aleut life in this portion of the 

Aleutians before the arrival of the Russians, as well as information on 

the effects of Russian intrusion into this area on Aleut culture. 
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A large village site \oJas reported here, in a large bay on the northern 

coast of Chugul Island, a ,small island west of Atka, by A. P. McCartney in . 

1972. Such coves are typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded 

protection from storms, while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting 

purposes. Although this is the only site reported on Chugul Island, more ex

tensive archaeological surveys on the island may reveal more such sites. 

Bergsland noted (1959:36) that this was the site of Cigu11a uda, the 

village that G. Sarychev reported had "14 taxable and 10 other male inhabi,tants 

in 1790". As this area was utilized extensively by its prehistoric Aleut pop

ulation, and as it \oJas an important area in terms of Russian trading activities 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, further research in this area may 

reveal significant archaeological data concerning the' history and prehistory 

of the Aleut occupation of this portion of the Aleutian Chain, data which can 

help delineate diversities in Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, 
• 

and other aspects of Aleut cultural adaptation. 
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~I This site, on the eastern point of Tagalak Island, a s~all is-
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land between A~ak and Atka in the Andreanof Group, was reported by 

Berqsland (1959:36) as an an,cient village site. One of Bergsland's 

Atkan informants, Cedor Snigaroff, in relating traditional ~leut sto-

iies concerning inter-tribal warfare in the Andreanofs, told how 

the Tagalak villagers stationed on a hill behind the village site 

had observen enemy Fox Islanders ap'proaching--~~chelson (1925:23) 

noted that most Aleut sites were situated in areas where there were 

nearby hill which could be utilizeg as observation posts •. The Is-

landers eventually killed by the Tqgalak people, who took the equip

t of the Fox Islanders as their own (Bergsland, 1959:62-64). 

This site also figures in the early history of Russian~Native 

contact in the Andreanofs. Andrei Tolstykh's trading. expedition of 

1760-64"visiting Tagalak Island, found it was inhabited "by no more 

than four families" (Coxe, l780:76). In the l770s, Dmitri Bragin 

visited this same island and found that "only 3 men and their fami

lies" lived there (in Masterson and Brower, 1948~73-74). 

This site is significant, then, for a number of reasons. First: 

it holds a place in the tranitional oral literature of inter-island 

contact and conflict in the Anc1.reanofs. Seco~d, it is an area which 

is significant in early Russian-Native cultural contact in the Aleu-

tians, and further research may help delineate the extent of that 

'I contact. And third, it has the potential of yielding significant 

~arChae010g~Cal data concerning both the history and prehistory of a 

portion of the Aleutian Islands where little extensive research has 

I been conducted: 
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This site, repm"ted in the Aleutian Islands Hilderness Study Report 

(1973:110), is located in a cove on the northern coast of Oglodak, a small 

island just west of Atka. Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement lo

cations, and most.Aleut sites, like this site, have been reported on the 

northern coasts of the Aleutian Islands. Although only this one site has been 

reported on Oglodak, further archaeological surveys of the area may· reveal 

more extensive Native utilization of the island. 

Bergsland noted (1959;35) that Oglodak was inhabited at ~he time of 

Captain Feodor Lutke's exploration of the Aleutians in the 1820s, although 

it is nowuo.inhabite.d. Russian American Company policy was to relocate scattered 

Aleut populations into larger village communities in the nineteenth century, 

and the inhabitants of this site were probably moved to Atka. Further re

search must be done to determine how this site fits into the general settle

ment pattern of the Aleuts, a pattern that was characterized by base villages 

utilizing seasonal satellite camps. 

.This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data 

concerning prehistoric and early historic Aleut occupation of this portion 

of the Aleutian Chain. Moreover, as Atka was a division headquarters of the 

Russian American Company until the transfer of Alaska to the United States 

in 1867, information may be recovered from this site concerning Native-white 

contact in the Aleutians over a long period of time. 
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. 1 This site, located on a narrow isthmus at Kigun Bay, on the western tip 

10f Atka Island, was repor~ed by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) as a large village, which 

"may have been the second largest in the Aleutians." Such narro\'l isthmuses were 

ItYPiCal of Aleut settlement locations,as this type ~f area a'llowed the A1eu~ts to 

Icarry the; r skin boats from one body of \.,rater to another at the approach of 

· enemies (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

Atka has had a long history of Aleut occupation. It had a fairly large 

ive population at the time of its discovery by Russian fur traders in the mid

Bergsland (1959:35) noted that this site was called by his 

IAtkan informant "atram acan sisgi· 'the portage at the mouth of Atk~, ,II and was 

the village which Gavriil Sarychev called "Atxamica, where 30 taxable men and 

17 other male inhabitants were listed in 1790." . . . 

. 1 This site then, is significant because it has great potential for yielding 

limportant archaeological data,not only concerning the prehistoric Aleut occupation 

• of this portion of the Aleutian Chain, but also concerning European influences 

.IWhiCh affected Aleut cultural adaptation in the area from the eighteenth to the 

twentieth centuries . 

. :1 
'1 
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This site, located on a narrow isthmus between Bechevin Bay and Serg;'ef 

.' on the western portion of Atka Island, was noted by'T. P. Bank (1953a:249) as 

~rge pre-Russian Aleut village. Bank noted that this site's location was 

'cal of such old Aleut sites, "which were located on isthmuses and points 

)ffered an easy route of escape in case of hos'tile attack." 

Atka is one of the more significant of the Andreanof Islands, and has had 

19 history of utilization both before the intrusion of Russian traders 

the Aleutians as well as in the more recent historical period. Atka is 

'!ntly the westemmost of the inhabited Aleutians. 

Sites such as this are significant, therefore, because they can add 

:derable archaeological data concerning continuous utilization of this portion 

'Ie Aleutian Chain, and how Aleut culture adapted to changing conditions--

man-made and environmental--in this area over a 1on9 period of time. 
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Island: Atka 
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This site, lying southwest of Bechevin Point on the·northwestern coast of 

Atka Island, was noted by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) as an "important large site." 

It is obviously a pre-Russian Aleut settlement, although only further 

research in this area can determine how this site fits into the basic Aleut 

settlement pattern, which was characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal 

satellite camps. The size of this site, however, might reveal i,t to be a large 

permanent village. Bergsland's Atkan informant, William Dirks, called this site 

probably 'sitting together,' an ancient village site and a place \'/here 

trappers used to sojourn" (Bergsland, 1959:34). Such present-day trappers' 

familiarity \'Iith ancient Aleut sites is common, and further ethnographic re

search can determine the nature and extent of present feelings and associations 

for such sites. 

Moreover, this site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

1 and environmental data on Aleut settlement, subsistence utilization, population 

density, and cultural adaptation in this area in both the prehistoric and early 

I historic periods. 

I 
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A small Aleut settlement site was reported here, in a cove on the eastern 

shore of Sergief Bay on the south'r',estern coast of Atka Island, by T. P. Bank 

(map, n.d.). Such coves were typical of Aleut se'ttlement locations, as they 
, , 

afforded protection from storms, while still allowi,ng easy access to the sea for 

hunting purposes. 
, , 

" ' 

little is known about this site other than its location, but further 
, ' 

research in this area' can determine its, utilization by the prehistoric and/or 
. .' . 

historic population of Atka, an island,that had a fairly large population at the 

time of Russian intrusion into the western Aleutians in the eighteenth century. 

The Aleuts of many small sites such as this, were relocated by the Russian Amer-
, , 

ican Company into larger village communities, such as the one on the eastern 

portion of Atka, 'to bet'ter control tradi,ng activities. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding im

portant archaeological data concerning' Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion 

of the Aleutian Chain both prehistorically and historically. Moreover, as Atka 

is still an inhabited island, the present-day Aleut population may have feelings 

and associations for this site ... ,hich may be revealed through ethnographic 

studies in the al"ea. 
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1959, 1: 250, 000 
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This site, reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) as a "large village site." 

lies in 0 cove on the western shore of Beaver Bay on the southern coast of Atka 

Island. Such coves \'/ere typical of Aleut s,ettlement locations, as they afforded 

II protection from storms, while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting 

"I purposes. 

Atka has a long history of occupation by the Aleuts,. It had a good-sized 

~I population at the time of Russian intrusion into the Aleutians in the eighteenth 

tury; thirty-seven families were reported in one village on the island in 

790 (Bergsland, 1959:35). In the nineteenth century the population of the "island 

-I was relocated by the Russian American Company into a major village on Korovin 

Bay. The island is still inhabited, and is the westernmost Aleutian Island 

I inhabited by the Aleuts today. 

, II This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding im-

II portant archaeological data relating to the history and prehistory of the Aleuts 

in this pOI,tion of the Aleutian Chain. and such information can help clarify 

,I Aleu"t settlement patterns. subsistence utilization. and cultural adaptation 

. ;1 
:1 

in the area both before and after white contact with these Aleuts . 
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map ref.: U.S.G~S., 1959,1:250,000 
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This site, on Explorer Bay on the southern coast of Atka Island, \'.Jas 

reported as a pre-Russian A~eut settlement by Knut Bergs1and (1959:31). T. P. 
," 

Bank II (1952:78) also reported a burial cave located near the village. 

Atka has had an important and interesting history. At .the time of Russian 

intrusion into the' western Aleutians in the mid~eighteenth century, Atka had 

a fairly large Native population. It became an important center for fur 

trading operations, and th~ western division headquarters of the Russian 

American Company was located on the island until the transfer of Alaska to the 

United States in 1867. Ivan Petroff (1884:199) reported 230 inhabitants in the 

village on Nazan Bay in the late ninetee'nth century, and the island is still 

inhabited today, although the Natives had been evacuated for a short time 

during World War II. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

considerable archaeological data regarding the prehistciric settlement patterns and 

b . 1 t d ", . ~ th • - .. ' . .c 1..' • 1 .' su S 1 S tence-re a e actl Vl C k:':; CT e h ku loS Iii ..... ',~ r-",l'tlon c; .,;...: A t:u ~1'::1 

Cha in, and hm<J muny uspects of Aleut cul ture\'!ere affected by the arrival of 

the Russi an fur traders in the area in the ei ghteenth century. 
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This is a small Aleut settlement site located by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.) 

in a small cove on the eastern shore of Explorer Bay on the southern coast of I 
I 

Atka Island. Such coves '"ere typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they 

afforded protection from storms, while still allowing Aleut hunters easy access 

I to the sea. 

II A large number of pre-Russian Aleut sites have been reported on Atka. 

Further research in this area can help to determine how sites such as this were 

"1 utilized. It is known that the basic Aleut settlement pattern was characterized 

~ base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. ~lhen Russian American 

~ompany trading activities intensified in the Aleutians in the late eighteenth 

11 and early nineteenth centuries, the Aleut populations of scattered-villages 

were relocated into larger communities to facilitate trading. The large Atka 

II village on Korovin Say, later moved to Nazan Bay, was a major trading station 

I 
I 

of the Russian American Company until the transfer of Alaska to the United States 

in 1867. 

Smaller sites such as this, however, have the potential of yielding 

II significant archaeological data concerning Aleut activities and cultural adap

tation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the prehistoric and early 

:1 historic periods. 

I I ,. 
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This is a small Aleut village site, reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.), 

on a small point of land east of Cape potainikof on the northern coast of Atka. 

Such points of land \'/ere often utili.zed by the prehistoric Aleut population.of 

the Aleutians as settlement locations, as they allowed 'for quick escape to 

either of two bodies of water in case of attack by enemies (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

Many Native sites in the Aleutians have been reported on the northern 

coasts of the islands. and in the mid-nineteenth century the Russian priest 

Veniaminov \'Irote that the Bering Sea coast provided more abundant subsistence 

resources. Hm'/ever, as a large number of sites have been found on the Pacific 

coasts of those islands \'/hich have been completely surveyed for Native settle-

ments, further research must be done to determine the nature of Aleut settlement 

patterns in the prehistoric and early historic periods. 

This site has the potential, therefore, of yielding stgnificant archaeo

logical and environmental data concerni~g Aleut settlement patterns and sub

sistence utilization over a long period of time. Moreover, as the Bering Sea 

coast seems Significant in terms of the peopling of the Aleutian Islands, further 

I 
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research here may help clarify early Aleut migrations into the western Aleutians. I; 
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This Aleut 'village site was reported by T.P. Bank ~1953a:249) to be 

located on Bluefox Bay, on the northern co~st of Atka Island. Bank noteD 

that this \'las a typical pre .. Russian period Aleut site, as its location aJforded 

'the inhabi tants of the site with qui ck esc~pe to two bodies of \'/ater on either 

side of a narrm'i neck of land jutting out into the bay in case of enemy 'attack. 

Atka is known to have had a large Native population in the late prehistoric 

and early historic period. Many old Native sites have been reported on both 

he southern and northern coasts of the island. Atka became a major trading 

tion of the Russian Amerjcan Company, and the Native population \'ias re": 

,'1 located in larger villages, first in Korovjn Bay, and later in Nazan Bay .. The 

I 
.1 

I 
;1 
,:1 
:1 

latter village is still permanently inhabited. 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeo-

logical information which can help clarify Aleut life and cultural a~aptation 

early in their history. Further research conducted here, can delineate Aleut 

settlement patterns, subsistence-related activities, and the changes undergone 

by the Aleut population over a long period of time. 

,. 
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Knut Bergsland (1959:31) reported a Native village site, dating from the 

period before Rus~ia~ intrusion into the Aleutians, located here in a small 

cove at the entrance to Explorer Bay on the southern coast of Atka Island. 

Such coves are typical of the location of many Aleut se'ttlements, as they 

afforded protectio~ from the sea, while still allowing easy access to the 

sea for hunting purposes. , 

Atka is an extremely significant island in Aleutian archaeology and 

history. Many Native sites such as this have been found on the island, and 

they have the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data which can 

help delineate Aleut settlement patterns, subsistance-related activities, and 

cultural adaptation in this portion of the Aleutian Islands over a long 

ped od. 

Moreover, Atka \'/aS an area of extensive fur 'trading operations begun 

b)i the Russians in the eighteenth century, and continued until the transfer of 

Alaska to the United States in 1967. The island still has a permanent Native 

population in the village in Nazan Bay. Sites such as AT-21 can also yield 

significant data on the changes undergone by the Aleut population of Atka 

dU2 to v/hite influences in the area beginning in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This site is located in a small cove on the southern coast of Salt 

Island, a small island off the nor.thern coast of Atka. Such ~oves are 

typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded prote(:tion fl~om 

storms, while still providing easy access to the sea for hunting pur-

poses. Knut Bergsland noted (1959:33) that this is the site ~f a pre

Russian permanent Aleut settlement--Aleut settlement patterns are charac

terized by base villages utiliz;-ng seasonal satellite camps--and that 

there is now a trapper's cabin in the area, typical of the continued 

associations such sites have for the present-day Aleut population. 

This site is indicative of T. P. Bank's statement (1953a:247) that 

almost every island in the Aleutian Chain, no matter how small, was uti-

lized by the Aleut population. It is significant because it has the po-

tential of yielding important archaeological data concerning the pre-

historic and/or early historic settlement patterns i~ this portion of 

the Aleutian Chain, as well ~5 environmental data on the regional di-

versities in the availability and utilization of subsistence resources. 
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/', ~11 Native settlement site was reported here, in a cove on the eastern 

,I 

J 
I 
I 
I 

st'J~'.· ,. ":;cpochni Bay, on the northern coast of Atka Island (Aleut Corp. fi les). I 
S~ch (,.' ,':r'e typical locations for Aleut settlements, as they afforded pro-

tCCt\;"l ."'- storms, \'lhile still allowing Aleut hunters easy access to the 

SC.l. 

,'\ ; ~": number of Native sites have been report,ed on Atka, and many of 

th~ fl rl ":,' - sites are still known to the present-day Aleut population of 

the ".I.:'!. - visit the sites seasonally for hunting and trapping. Further 

~earch on Atka can perhaps reveal the extent of Native associations 

.,,\ttl ~:"",. " ·,s. 

Sl~.~ ,.'h as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeo-

10;ll L ,.1 '.~,: t.: ' "',r:erning Aleut settlement patterns, subs istence-rela ted acti vi ties, 

<irltation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the prehistoric 

.~!h! ll'ly hi·,I,., ic periods, before the scattered population of the island was 

,'('L \ ,:-,'j llltf, I"rger villages on the eastern portion of Atka in the nineteenth 
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This is a small settlement site, located at the head o.f Wall Bay on the 

northern coast of Atka Island, reported to the- Aleut Corporation (Aleut Corp. 

files). Such areas \'1ere often .chosen for Aleut settlement location~, as they 

are well-protected from storms,; usually have fresh water streams flowing 

through them, and offer easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing 

sonal satellite camps. Further research must be done in this area to de-
.. 

rmine how this site was utilized in the prehistoric and early h~storic 

I periods. This site has the potential, hOloJever, of yielding significant archaeo

logical and environnlental data on many aspects of Aleut cultural adaptation in 

I the area, and the regional diversities within the general pattern of that 

I gathered from other Aleutian sites. Horeover, as Atka was an area of extensive 

II Russian-Native contact beginning in the eighteenth century, data may be avail-

able from this site concerning the effects that contact had on the Native way of 

'II life in this portion of the middle Aleutians. 
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This small Aleutsettlementsite~ reported to the Aleut Corporation, is lo

cated on a narrow spit of land on the southern coast of Atka Island (Aleut .. 
Corp. files). Such areas were typical of Aleut settlement locations. Waldemar 

Jochelson \'1rote (1925:23): "All the ancient Aleut villages were situated on the 

sea-shore ... and usually on land between b/o bays, so that their skin boats 

could easily be carried from one body of water to another at the approach of 

foes. Thus, the usual location of villages was on narro\'1 isthmuses, on necks 

of land bet\'1een blo ridges, on promontories or narrow sandbanks, II 

.. 

Sites such as this on Atka can add significantly to the study of Aleut history 

and prehistory in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. It has the potential 

of yielding important archaeological data which ca~ help clarify Aleut settlement 

patterns, subsistence utilization, and the regional diversities within these 

aspects of Aleut culture. Noreover, as Atka was an area of extensive Native

White contact after the intrusion of Russian fur traders into the Aleutians 

in the mid-eighteenth century, sites such as this can help delineate the 

changes undergone within Aleut culture because of that contact. 
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I This is a small Aleut settlement site, rep.orted to the Aleut Corporation, 

located in a cove on the northern coast of Atka Island. Many Aleut settlements 

·1 

I 
\"'ere located in such ~oves, ·as they afforded llrot~ction from storms, while s,till 

a1lowing easy access'to the sea for hunting purposes. This also seems to have 

been an easy area to escape from approaching enemies, by crossing the isthmus 

of Island Point westward to Bluefox Bay, 
, . 

'I Sites such as thi,sare sigl'lificantbecaus~ of their potential for yielcting 

important archaeological data 'concerning the history and prehistory of this once 

.• nselY populated p~rti~n of the Aleutian Chain~ . Not only 'can such information 

I 
I 

.1 
I 

help delineate Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence-relate'd activities, ~nd 

other aspects of cultural adaptation bef6re the arrival of the Russians in this 

area, but also, because Atka was a major trading station of~the Russian American 

Company well into the nineteenth century, information may be obtained from this 

site regarding early Native-White contact in the Aleutians. 

Moreover, as this site's location \."as reported to the Aleut Corporation by 

Aleuts still living in the area, this site may still be utilized seasonally by 

. II fur trappers or hunters, and therefore continued traditional associations are 

:: I felt for this site by the Aleuts. 

I 
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This Native village site, reported to the Aleut Corporation, is located on 

the northern coast of Atka Island. in Egg Bay, just opposite Egg Island (Aleut 

Corp. files). A freshwater stream, a major consideration for the location of 

Aleut sites, runs through this site, and the cove in which it is situated seems 

well protected from the sea. 

Before the Russian American Company relocated major portions of the Aleut 

population into large villages so as to better control fur trading operations, ' ' 

the basic Aleut settlement pattern was characterized by base villages utilizing 

seasonal satellite camps. little extensive research has been done in this area, 

however, utilizing data collected from a number of sites on the island, to de

termine the regional diversities {intra-island as well as inter-island} within 

this basic pattern, although such diversities are known to have existed. 

Atka is an important island in terms of its significance to the study of 

the changes and persistence in Aleut culture. It is known to have had a large 

Native population at the time of Russian intrusion into the western Aleutians, 

and many sites have been found on the island which date from the pre-R'ussian 

period. Moreover, the island \'Ias a major division headquarters of the Russian 

American Company until 1867. There is presently a major Aleut village on the 

eastern coast of Atka. 

This specific site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data on the history and prehistory of the 

Ale~ts in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, reported to the Aleut Corporation by Native villagers of Atka, 

1 
I 
'I 

is located in a cove on the eastern shore of Banner Bay, on the northern ~oast 
. 

of Atka Island (Aleut Corp. files). Such coves are typical of Aleut settlement 

areas, as they afforded protection from storms, \'/hile still allo\ving easy access 

to the sea for hunting purposes. Moreover, a fresh water stream, another major 

consideration for the location of Aleut sites, runs'through this site. 

Atka 'is an extremely important island in terms of the prehistory and history 

of the middle Aleutian Islands, and this site has the potential of yielding 

.ignificant archaeological data \o,fhich can help to clarify Aleut cultural adap-

~ tation in this area. Atka has had many Native sites dating from the pre-Russian 

period reported on it, and it is known that the island had a large Native popu-

II lation at the time of Russian intrusion into the area. Atka was a major trading 

headquarters of the Russian American Company, and further research here may 

I help to delineate the nature of Native-~lhite contact in this area in the 

II eighteenth and n1neteenth century. 

,'I Moreover, as present-day Natives of Atka remember the location of this site, 

and probably used the area for hunting and trapping purposes, further ~thno-

:1 graphic study in the area may reveal Native feelings and associations for the 

site. 
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This site,reported to th~ Aleut Corporation by Atka village-informants 

(Aleut Corp. files), is located on a bight at the eastern entrance to Banner Bay, 
- . 

on the northern coast of Atka Island. Such areas are typical of Aleut settle

ment locations, and 1. P. Bankwrot"e (1953a:247) that almost every cove, bight, 

or inlet which afforded protection from storms and easy access to the sea for 

hunting purposes was occupied at one time or another by the Aleut population. 

Many pre-Russian sites are known to the present-day Natives of Atka and 

other villages in the Aleutian Chain, and further ethnographic research can 

perhaps clarify the nature and extent of the feelings and associations Natives 

have for this site. 

This site also has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on Aleut cultural adaptation in this portion of the Aleutians in the pre

historic and early historic periods, before the scattered village populations 

were relocated into larger communities by the Russian American Company in the 

nineteenth century to better control trading activities .. 
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I This site, located at the head of Sviechnikof Harbor, on the southern 

coast of Aml i a Island, east of Atka, was noted by A. P. r·1cCartney for the 

I Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report; surface artifacts were found in 

the area at the time (1973:109). 

I Knut s:rgs1and (1959:21) noted that a modern trapper's cqbin was located 

1 in this area, so the site is probably known to many Native inhabitants of 

Atka, who still utilize thi~ area seasonally. 

:1 Am1ia was one of the "well-peopled" islands used extensively by the 
. .. 

ssian fur traders beginning in the mid-eighteenth century (Coxe, 1780), 

in 1860 there were still 125 male and 118 female Aleuts living on Amlia, 

.1 which was attached to the Atka divi~ion headquarters of the Russian American 

Company (Kostl i vtzev, 1860: 36). . 

·1 This site is significant because it ha.s the potential of yielding con-

. s1 derable archaeological data concerning Al eut settl ement patterns, sub

.1 sistence utilization, and Native-Hhite relations in this portion of the 

I Aleutian Chain, as well as because it is remembered as a traditional area 

·1 
:1 
:1 

of utilization by present-day Aleuts. 

It 
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This site, 'located on an isthmus at the \'Iestern entrance to Sviechnikof 

Hal"bor, on the southern coast of Am1ia Isl-3.nd, was noted as an old Aleut 

settlement area by Kn'ut Bergs1and (1959:21). Ale's Hrdlicka, during his 

archaeological/studies in the Aleutians in 1938, also reported this site, where 

he found a few arti facts; he noted that thi s site IIdeserves attenti on" from 

future archaeologists. Buda1 caves may also be located in this vicinity 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:274, .339). 

The situation of this site, on a narrow isthmus, is typical of many old 

Aleut settlement locations, as it afforded the inhabitants easy escape to 

either of two bo~ies of water at the approac~ of enemies. 

Early Russian fur traders in the western Aleutians found Amlia inhabited 

by sixty Natives, (Coxe, 1780:76). later, when Atka became a division head

quarters of the Russian American Company, 243 Natives lived on the island. 

This site is important because it has the potential of yielding signifi

cant archaeological data on the life~st~le and cultural adaptation of the 

Aleuts in this portion of the Aleutian Islands both before and after Russ,ian 

intrusion into the western Aleut1ans~ 

I, 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
I' 
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This site is located at the eastern entrance to Sviechnikof Harbor, 

on the southern coast of Amlia Island. Knut Bergsland noted that it was the 

I·Aleut settleme~lt which Gavriil Sarychev listed as Tokamgix, \.,rith 1117 taxable 

and 17 old and minor male inhabitants ll in 1790 (Bergsland, 1959:21). 

I The population of Amlia as a whole increased in the late eighteenth and nine

. II teenth century, as the Russian American Company had 243 Aleuts employed in 

. the fur trade on the island in 1860. 

This may be the site which Ales Hrdlicka noted on the east shore of 

Sviechnikof Harbor in 1938. 

I quadri 1 ateral, and a kazim. II 

He found here lIabout 20 individual d\'/ellings, 

Hrldicka felt that this site was lIoccupied ... 

I until R~SS i ~n times, but reach i ng fa ~ther ba~k" (Hrd1 ~ cka, . 1945: 341 ) . . 

. ThlS slte, then, has the potentlal of Yleldlng slgnlflcant archaeologlcal 

I data concerning Aleut population density, settlement patterns, subsistence

related activities, and Native-White cultural contact in the prehistoric 

I and early hi s tori c periods. 
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This site is ,located in a cove on the southern coast of Amli2. !~land, 

and was reported by A. P. McCartney' during his Aleutian survey for the Aleutian 

Islands \·Jilderness Study Report (1973:109). Such coves were typical of many 

Aleut settlement locations; as they provided protection from storms, \"/hile· 

still allo\·ling easy access to t~e sea for hunting purposes. 

Am1ia, although not studied extensively, has an interest~ng history. 

It is known to have had a'pproximately sixty inhabitants at the time of first 

Russian contact with the area in the e,ighteenth century {Coxe, 1780:76}. 
. . .. . 

Russian American Company policy was to relocate small scattered village pop-
, . ' 

ulations into larger communities, to facilitate control of trading operations, 

and in 1826 the population of Amlia was relocated on ,Atka. In 1838, due to 

an increase of foxes on the island, a Native colony was ,again placed on Amlia, 

and in 1860 there were 243 Aleuts on the island. This population was again 

removed to Atka soon after the transfer of Alaska to the United States in ' 

1867, but present-day Aleuts still remember traditional stories concerning 

Russian influences on Amlia (Bergs1and, 1959:13-14, 72-75). 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding s,ignificant archa.:oo

logical data, not onlj on Aleut cu1tur~1 adaptation in the historic period 

after Russian and American contact with the area, but also on Aleut life-

styles and settlement in this portion of the Aleutians in the prehistoric 

period. 

I 
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This site" located in ~ small cove on the southern coast of Amlia Isl~nd) 

,1-,· , 
'I 

was reported by A. P. t1cCartney dUl'ing his l!i72 Aleutian archaeological survey 

1 
I 
I 
'I 

for the Aleutian Islands WildeTness Study Report (1973:109)~ Such coves were 

typical of the location of pre.historic Aleut settlements, as they provided 

protection from storms, while still affording easy access to the sea for hunt

ing purposes. 

and nineteenth 

were relocated 

The population 

After Russian fur traders entered the area in the eighteenth 

centuries, the scattered Nati\£e populations of small v;l1ag~s 

into larger communities to better control trading operations. 

of Amlia was relocated on Atka in 1826, although a colony of 

leuts was later replaced on Amlia (Bergsland, 1959:13-14). 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on the cultural adaptation 9f'the Aleuts of this area in the period before 

Russia intrusion into the Aleutians. It is known that regional diversities--

on an intra-island as well as inter-island basis--existed in regard to settle

ment patterns, subsistence utilization, and other aspects of Aleut culture. 

Further research in areas ~uch as thisc~n help to delineate these diversities. 

Moreover, rese~rch here can help determine proto-histo}'ic Russian in

fluences in the Andreanof Islands) as well as how Aleut culture was affected 

by more intensive Russian contact and trade in the area. 
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This site, located in 'a bay on the southeastern coast of Amlia Island, 

was noted as the "old site". of aku·dg1r by Knut Be.rgsland (1959:21). 

Amlia is knm·m 'to have been populated by approximately sixty Aleuts at 
, . 

the time of Russian 1ntrusion into the Andreanof Islands in the mid-eighteenth 

century (Coxe, 1780:76). 'In the nineteenth century, in accordance with the 

Russian American, Company's policy of relocating scattered village populations 

into larger communities, the population of Amlia was relocated on Atka in 

1826. In 1838, a number of Aleuts were again placed on Amlia. although these 

were again removed to Atka after Alaska was purchased by the United States. 

The present Aleut population of Atka remembers traditional Aleut use of Amlia, 

as well as Russian and American contacts with the island (Bergsland, 1959:72-75). 

Sites such as this ~ave great potential, therefore, of yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning Aleut cultural adaptation in the Aleutians 

in the prehistoric period, as well as affects on that cultural adaptation 

caused by Russian and American influences in the h.istoric period. 
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This site, located on the southeastern coast of Amlia Island, was noted , , 
by Knut Bergs1and (1959:21) as the pre-Russian site named alu·gsar. 

While research conducted in other portions of the Aleutians, as well as 

information gathered from historical documentation of Aleut settlement in 

the early Russian period, most Aleut sites seem to have been located on the 

northern coasts of the islands. This mo../, be. dLi2 to the availability of 

subsistence resources on the Bering Sea coasts of the islands.' Of the nine-

n Native sites reported on Amlia. however, ten of them are on the island's 

southern coast. This is also true of other islands, such as Amchitka, on 

I which extensive archaeological surveys have been conducted. Further research 

I on the islands can perhaps better delineate Aleut use and occupation of these 

sites over time . 

. 1 This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of yield-

ing considerable archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut settle

II ment patterns and subsistence utilization--and the regionul diversities with-

·1 

in the general patterns--in this are:il in the prehistoric and early historic 

periods. 
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This site, located in ~ small bay on the northeastern coast of Amlia 

Island, was reported to the Aleut Corporation by Natives living on Atka (Aleut 

Corp. files). Such ~ays or coves were typical of Aleut settlement location~, 

as they afforded protection'from storms, while still allowing easy access to 

the sea for hunting punposes .. There is also a fresh water stream--another 

m?jor consideration for vlllage loc.ations--running through the site. 

Knut Bergsland's Atkan informant, Larry Dirks, noted that there \'ias a 

portage 1 eadi ng from' thi s bay to the s'outh side of the is 1 ands (Bergs 1 and, 

1959:21). Such' portages were useful to the Aleu'ts who inhabited such s-ites, 

as they provide~ an escape route t'rom approaching enemies. As little more 

than a mile separates this site from another Native site on the southern side 

of Amlia (AL-8), these two sites may have been utilized by the same population, 

one serving as a permanent base vill,age, and the other as a seasonal satellite 

camp. 

This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding important archaeological and environmental data on Aleut settlement 

patterns and regional (intra-island as well as inter-island) diversities in 

subsistence utilization and cultural adaptation in the prehistoric and early 

historic periods. 
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This site, located in a bight on the northern coast of Amlia Island, 

was reported to the Aleut Corporation as a small village site by Aleuts living 

on Atka (Aleut Corp. files). Many such sites are remembered by present-day 

Aleuts familiar with this area, who still utilize many of these sites for 

seasonal trapping. 

Such sites are significant in the traditional memory of the Aleut pop

lation, not only as subsistence utilization areas, but also as areas important 

the history of Russian and American relations with the Natives of the Andreanof 

Islands Group (Bergsland, 1959:72-75). Moreover, such sites have the potential 

of yielding considerable significant archaeological data concerning Aleut 

cultural 

European 

adaptation to their environment, and to the changing influences of 

and American culture in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

,. 
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This site, located on the tip of Cape Idalug, on the northern coast 

of Amlia Island, was reported to the Aleut Corporation by Natives living 

on Atka, \'/ho are familiar with many such sites in the Andreanof Islands 

Group (Aleut Corp. files). 

Almost all the sites reported on the northern coast of Amlia were 

reported by the Natives of the area. From research done elsewhere in the 

Aleutians, and from historical documentation concern~ng Aleut settlement in 

the Russian period, it has been thought that most Aleut settlements "'Jere 

located on the northern coasts of the Aleutian Islands, perhaps because of 

the availability of certain subsistence resources on the Bering Sea coast. Of 

the nineteen sites reported on Amlia, however, nine are located on the nOl~thern 

coast, and ten are on the southern coast. More extensive Aleutian surveys, such 

as the one conducted on Amchitka in 1969-1970, can better delineate the extent 

of the general pattern of Aleut settlement in this, and other portions of the 

Aleutians, as well as the regional diversities within the general pattern. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data 

concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and other facets 

of .Aleut cultural adaptation in the prehistoric period, as well as information 

on the effects of Russian intrusion into the area on those adaptations. 
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This site, located in a small cove in Chalugas Bay. on the northern 

1 coast of Amlia Is;and, vIas reported to the Aleut Corporation as a large 

1 village site by Natives liv.ing on the'Island of Atka (Aleut Corp. files). 

Such coves were typical of manyAleut settlement locations. as they afford?d 

I protection from storms. \'/hile ,still providing easy access to the sea for 

~unting purposes. ' 

'I As known from research conducted in the Aleutians, Aleut settlement 

'I patterns were character; zed by: base vi 11 ages .util i zi.ng seasonal sa te 11 ite 

camps. It also seemsthat'most Aleut settlementS, like thi$ one, were 10-

.• ed on the northern coasts of the Aleutians. although regional diversities 

may have existed within this general pattern. Further research must be 

1 done on Aml ia to delineate hm'/ settlements in this area were util ized over 

1 time. 

This site has the potential. therefore, of yielding considerable 

, 

.1 significant archaeological data on these settlement and subsistence utili-

zation patterns. Moreover,as Amlia was an important area of Russian 

1 trading activity from the mid-eighteenth century to the mid-nineteenth cen-

1 tury, information may be available from this site concerning the effects 

of Native-White contact on Aleut cultural adaptation. 
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This small. vill.age site, located in a small bay on the northern coast 

of J\mlia Island, \'/as re~orted to the Aleut Corporation by Aleuts living 

on htka, who are familiar with this a~ea (Aleut Corp. files). 

Amlia is an interesting island in terms of Aleut history and prehistory. 

At the time of first Russian intrusi'on into the Andreanof Islands Group in 

til':.' ~':d-eighteenth century, Amlia \'/as found to have sixty inhabitants, the 
, ' 

SJn? r'~:7',ber of Aleuts living on Atka Island just to the west. With the 

P.u·~':.;;n American Company policy of relocating scattered Native populations 

int~ ~ !rger communities, the population of Amlia' was relocated on Atka in 

WiG, TVlelve years later~ a'colony of Aleuts was again established on Amlia, 

• ullf " 1%0, this group numbered over 240. They were again relocated on 

AU.! ',','In afterthe Amedcan purchase ot'Alaska. Amlia is still remembered 

a~ ell •• rr·il of Native-Hhite contact, both in the Russian period, as well 

IS U." .. ~"~r;can period (Be.rgsland, 1959:13-14, 72-75). 

;, ", site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

COI1~i,~ , ',le: archaeological data concerning Aleut life in this portion 

of tId' iI, IJtians before ''ihite contact with the area, as well as information 

rc~.l rJ I "'j ";1 rly Russ i an contacts ''Jith thi s group of Al euts. 
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This old !\lcut village site, located in a small bay on the northern 

.',1 
COJ~t of f. .. I' jJ Isl..:r.d, Vias reported to the Aleut Corporation by Aleuts 

'I livill~ on !,U.il (,~lPlit Corp. files). Such areas are typical of many Aleut 

s('ttlp:: ... ~nt loc<ltiil:is, ilS they afforded protection from the worst storms, 

1 
1 

while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purpo~es. 

The fd~ut :;etl1(,I~2nt pattern was characterized by base villages 

utilizing ~c~~cnJl sJtellite camps as different subsistence resources 

:1 became avai1,dJ1p. It is no~ known, however, how extensive this general 

I 
I 
1 

I 

pattern \lJ~ throlJ']h8ut the Aleutian Chain, as regional diversities (intra-

slJnd olS 0,.'('11 J': inter-island) are knm.,rn to have existed. Further research 

in this Jrf'J ':.:fl help delineate the utilization of this site. 

Such ~it(':. c1re i~portant because they have the potential of yielding 

si~nificant archaeological data on Aleut subsistence utilization, settle

ment p.lttcrns, Lind cultural adaptation in the pre-contact period, vihile it 

cnc)y .11~.{) yit'ld infonT;.)tion on the changes in Aleut life-style due to 

[urc;w,\!1 i 11 t 1 :;('nC("5 a fter the mi d-ei ghteenth century. 
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This old Aleut settlement site, reported to the Aleut Corporation 

as a small village site by Aleuts living on Atka (Aleut Corp. files) '. is 

located in a small cove on the northern coast of Amlia Island. Such coves 

were typical locations for many Aleut settlements, as they afforded pro

tection from storms, while still allowing Aleut hunters easy access to 

the sea. 

Amlia is an interesting island in the history of the Aleutians. At 

the time of first Russian contact with the area in the mid-eighteenth 

century, Am1ia had a Native population as la.rge -as that of Atka (Coxe, 

1780:76). There were still Aleuts on Am1ia in 1826, when, in accordance 

with Russian American Company policy of relocating scattered island 

populations into a few large communities, Am1ia Natives were moved to 

Atka. Aleuts \'/ere to return to Amlia in 1838, but these were again re

located on Atka after American purchase of Alaska. The Island is still 

remembered as an area of intensive Russian and American trading activities 

and contact with the Aleuts (Bergsland, 1959:72-75). 

While this site may reveal archaeological data on the period of 

contact between Russians and Aleuts in this area, it has greater si9nifi-

cance because of its potential for yielding information on the life 

style and cultural adaptation of the Aleuts in this portion of the 

Aleutians in the long period before Russian contact. 
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This Aleut village site, reported to the Alcuf-r:orporation by Aleuts 

living on Atka Island, is located on the northern coast of Amlia Island, 

where a fresh water stream enters Hungry Bay (Al eut Corp. files). Such 

areas were typical of Aleut settlement ,locations, as the stream provided 

a fresh v/ater supply, while the bay afforded protection from storms anq 

easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Many such sites are known to the present-day Aleuts living on Atka, 

\'/ho often used the sites during trapping seasons. Moreove-r, Amlia is 

red as an area of extensive contact between the Aleuts and the 

Russian and American traders who entered this portion of the Aleutians 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Bergsland, 1959:72-75). 

This site is important because it is still a part of the traditional 

area utilized and remembered by the Aleut population, as well as because 

it has the potential of yielding significant archaeological data on A1eut 

cultural adaptation in this area both'before and after European in-

II fluences affected that adaptation. 
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·This area, a cove on the northwestern coast of Amlia Island, 

was reported as a very large village site by Aleuts living 011 Atka 

Island, who are familiar with this area, both for trapping purposes in 

recent times, as well as an area of remembered contact between Aleuts 

and whites in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Aleut Corp. files). 

Many large Native sites are found on the northern coasts of the Aleutian 

Islands, perhaps because of the better subsistence resources available 

from the Bering Sea. Also, Aleut settlement patterns are c~~racterized 

by permanent base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. Further 

research must be done in this area to determine how this site fits into 

the general settlement pattern and seasonal 'activities of the Aleuts 

inhabiting this area. 

Am1ia had a reported population of at least sixty Aleuts at the time 

of first Russian intrusion into the western Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth 

century (Coxe, 1780:76). The island was later a station of the Atka 

Division of the Russian American Company, and had a population of 243 

Natives in 1860. This population was relocated on Atka soon after 

American purchase of Alaska. 

This site has tremendous potential for sophisticated archaeological 

and environmental research, and can yield significant data on Aleut 

settlement pattern~, subsistence utilization, and Aleut cultural adap

tation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the pre-contact and post-

contact history of the Aleuts. 
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This village site, located in a well-protected cove on the south-

western coast of Amlia Island, was reported to the ·Aleut Corporati'on by 

Aleuts living on Atka Island (Aleut Corp. files), 'Such coves wet'e typical 

of many Aleut settlement locations , as they afforde.d protection from 

storms, \'Ihile still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting porposes. 

Knut Berg~land's Atkan informan't, William DirRs, called this place 

"tunularalur 'meeting' place, court Rouse lll
,. and noted that during· the 

Russian period "a summer party used to grow potatoes" in the area. It 

is still remembered in traditional Aleut oral histories as a plac'e of im

portance 1n the history of Aleut cORtact with the ,Russians (Bergs'land, 

1959:22, 74). 

Besides being a traditional area remembered by the Aleut population, 

this site also has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on the settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and cultural 

adaptation of the Aleuts in the Andreanof Islands in the pre-contact and 

post-contact periods • 
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This's~te, located in a small cove west of Turf Point on the south

western ~oast of Seguam, the easternmost island in the Andreanof Group, 

was first 'reported <:IS a possible site 'by A~ P. McCartney during his. 

Aleutian archaeological survey for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study 

Report (1973:109). tt was more recently reported to the Aleut Corpor

ation as a small village site by Aleuts living on Atka, who are familiar 

with many such sites in the Andreanof Islands Group (Aleut Corp. fil es) . 

Russian explorers in the 18205 noted that Seguam was visited by 

Native hunters who searched for sea otter and sea lions, and Knut Bergs

land's Atkan informant noted that this part of Seguam was an important 

sea lion rookery (Bergs1and, '1959:20). One of the first Russian fur 

trading expeditions into the Andreanofs also found this area to be an ex

cellent hunting spot {toxe, 1780:64). The small size of this site might 

indicate that it was used only seasonally by Aleut hunters in the pre

contact and/or post-contact periods. However, it is also r~membered tra

ditionally as an area of conflict between Andreanof Islanders and raiders 

from more easterly Aleutian Islands (Bergsland, 1959:64). 

Although only this one site has been re~orted on Seguam, a complete 

survey of the island may reveal more sites, as it is known that almost 

every inhabitable spot in the Aleutians was occupied at one time or another, 

either permanently or seasonally. 

This site is significant because of its traditional place in Aleut 

oral history, as well as because of its potential of yielding significant 
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archaeological data on the history and prehistory of the Aleuts inhabiting 

this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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i ,Site #: HR-l 
. . Isl~nd: Herbert 

map ref. : U.S.G. S, 1951, 1 :250.000 
map name: AMUKTA 

• 
This site. on the northern coast of Herbert Island, one of the 

Islands of the Four Mountains, was reported by A. P. McCartney for the 

Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). A modern trapper's 

cabin is located near this site, which indicates its continued use by 

Aleuts in more recent times.' 

The Is1ands of the Four. Mountains were first seen by Chirikov, 

second-in-command of Bering.' s expedition, during hi s homeward voyage in 

August, 1741 (Golder, 1922, 1:346). Inhabitants of the Islands of Four 

~ountains joined with Aleuts of Umnak and Unalaska in the 1760s to re-

taliate against the abuses of Russian traders by killing a Russian fur 

trading expedition on the latter islands (Coxe, 1780:157). 

In the min-nineteenth century, the Russian Bishop .. -Veni'aminov 

wrote that on Herbert Island there had once been two Native settlements, 

and the island was an important sea otter hunti,ng area. By 1840, hm'l

ever, it was uninhabited, and the sea otter population had also drastically 

declined, which is typical of what happened in the Aleutians due to in

tensive Russian fur trading operations (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:38). 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

significant archaeological data concerning Aleut settlement patterns and 

subsistence-related activities in this area in the pre-contact period, as 

\'/ell as information regarding early Russian intrusion into the Aleutians, 

and the effects of this intrusion on Native culture. 
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This site, locate"d in a small cove on the western coast of Carlisle 

Island, one of the Islands of the Four Mountains, was reported by A. P. 

McCartney during his archaeological survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). 

The Islands of the Four Mountains, first sighted in 1741, we~e in

habited in the period ,after first Russian contact with the Aleuts, and 

these people aided in killing Russian trading expedftions on Umnak.and 

Unalaska in retaliation for Russian abuses in the l7-60s. Carlisle, however, 

soon became depopulated. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

considerable archaeological and envi~onmental data Qn Aleut settlement 

patterns, subsistence utilization, and cultural adaptation in the pre-

II contact period, as well as the early effects of European contact ahd trade 
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on the Aleut population of this area. 
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• Site #: CR-2 

Island: Carlisle 
map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1951, 1:250,000 
map name:' Ar~UKTA 
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This ~ite; located o~ the southern coast of Carlisle Island, one of 

the Islands of the Four Mounta,ins, \'/aS reported by A. P. McCartney during 
. . 

his archaeological survey of the Aleutians for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). A small stream, important for a 
. '. . . 

fresh water slipply, runs near this site, and nearby is also a modern 

trapper's cabin, indicating its more recent use by the present-day Aleut 

popul ati on •. 

little is knm·m about this area of the Aleutians, as it was depopulated 

very soon after Russian intrusion into the Aleutians in the mid-eighteenth 

century and little archaeological research'has been conducted here. 

Further research, hbwever, can help to delineate Aleut settlement 
',' .' 

patterns and subsistence utilization in this portion of the Aleutians 

in the p~e-contact and early contact periods, as well as the regional 

diversities within the general paiterns of subsistence and settlement. 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding im ... 

portant archaeological and environmental data on .these changing aspects 

of Aleut culture. 
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~~)ce #: CR-3 
Island: Carlisle 
map ref.: U.S.G.S, 1951, 1:250,000 
map name; SAMALGA ISLAND 
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Two small sites, close together on the peninsula on the south

eastern coast of Carlisle Island, were reported by A. P. McCartney during 

his 1972 Aleutian archaeological survey conducted for the Aleutian 

Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). Such narrow peninsulas 

were typical of many Aleut settlement locations, as they allO\'Jed the Aleuts 

inhabiting such sites to escape to either of two bodies of water at the 

approach of enemies (Jochelson, 1925:23). 

McCartney felt that this was the area of the IImoderate sized settle

ment ll of Aleuts on Carlisle Island mentioned by Bishop Veniaminov in 1840. 

The Russian priest noted that the site was inhabited until 1764--very 

early in the Russian contact period--when lithe inhabitants, who had a 

bad reputation, were destroyed at the request of the Umnak people by 

Glotov" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:38). The inhabitants of the Islands 

of the Four Mountains, of which Carlisle is one, had aided the Aleuts of 

Umnak and Unalaska in killing some Russian fur traders on the latter 

two islands in the early 1760s in retaliation for Russian abuse of 

the Natives. Stepan G10tov, another Russian trader, avenged these kill-

ings during his expedition of 1762-1765 (Bancroft, 1886:140-48). 

This site then, is significant in the history and prehistory of the 

Aleut population of this portion of the Aleutians, and has the potential 

of yielding significant archaeologica1 data on Aleut cultural adaptation 

to their environment, and how Aleut culture was affected by early Russian 

trading activities in this area. 
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This site, located in a small cove on the western coast of Chuginadak 

Island, one of the Islands of the Four Mountains, was reported by A. P. 

McCartney's 1972 Aleutian archaeological survey for the Aleutian Isla·nds 

Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). Such coves were typical of Aleut 

settlement locations, as they afforded protection from storms, while 

still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

This area of the Aleutians \'/as affected early by -Russian trading 

activities. In the early 1760s, \'lhen the--:r.e seems to have been about 100 

Aleuts living on Chuginadak, the, Natives of the Islands of the Four 

Mountains aided the people of Umnak and Unalaska in killing Russian fur 

traders on the two latter islands in retaliation for Russian abuses. 

In 1764, Stepan Glotov, in return killed most of the Natives of the 

Islands of the Four Mountains, inc1udi.ng all the male inrabitants of 

Chuginadak. The Russian Bishop Veniaminov wrote that "part of the women 

died of hunger, while the remainder moved over to Umnak" {quoted in 

Hrdlicka, 1945:37). 

Sites such as this, therefore, have great potenti::!l for providing 

significant archaeological data on Aleut life before the coming of the 

Russians, as well as i-nformation on how early Russian trading activities 

affected Aleut material culture in this area. 
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This site~ located in a small cove on the northern coast of Chuginad~'k, 

in the Islands of the Four r~ountain Group, \'las reported by A. p. ~lcCartney 

during his archaeological sur~ey for the Ale~tian Islands Wilderness 
, . ' 

Study Report (1973:108). Hany. such coves were occupied by Aleuts in the 

period before Russian intrusio'n into the Aleutians, as they afforded 

protection r'rom storms, while still a1lowing,easy acces's to the sea for 

hunting purposes. A fresh water stream, another major consideration for 

site locations~ flows into this cove.' 

Chuginadak seems to have had a population of approximately 100 

Aleuts at the time of Russian 'contact with the island in th~ mid-eighteenth 

century. All the male inhabitants, however, were killed in 1764 by 

Stepan Glotov in retaliation for having aided in the killing of Russian 

fur traders on Umnak. The Aleut women of Chuginadak were relocated on 

Umnak. 

Although only four Native sites are reported for Chuginadak, a com

plete survey of the Island may reveal more such settlements, as almost 

every available cove \~as utilized by the Aleuts, either for permanent 

villages, or seasonal camps. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence-related activities, and 

cultural adaptation in this important area of the Aleutians in the 

prehistoric period, as \'/e11 as information on how Aleut life changed due 

to Russian trading activities in the area. 
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This site, located in a cove on the eastern' coast of Chuginadak 

Island, largest of the Islands of the Four Mountains, was reported by 

A. P. McCartney in his arcaheological survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Report (1973:108). Such coves are typical of many Aleut 

settlement locations, and although only four Native sites have been re

ported on Chuginadak, more complete surveys may reveal more such sites. 

Chuginadak is important in the post-contact history of the Aleutians, 

as one of the islands on which the entire male population was killed by 

Stepan G10tov in 1764 in retaliation for the Aleuts' killing of Russian 

fur traders on Umnak. The female Aleuts of Chuginadak were relocated 

on Umnak, or died of starvation. As C~uginadak was depopulated in the 1760s-

very soon after first Russian contact with the area--sites such as this 

have great poten~ial for yielding significant archaeological data on 

Aleut life and cultural adaptation in the long period before that contact. 
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This site, located in a cove on the southeastern coast of Chuginadak 

Island, was sighted by A.P McCartney during his 1972 Aleutian archaeological 

survey for the Aleutian Islands Wilderness S:tudy Report (1973:108). 

This is the only Native settlement site reported in this part of 

Chuginadak Island, although in 1840 the Russian Bishop Veniaminov noted 

that "on the southeastern part of the island there are signs of old 

settlements" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945;37). Further surveys of this island 

may reveal more such sites. 

Bishop Veniaminov wrote that although Chuginadak had a population 

of about 100 men and women at the time of Russian contact with the area, 

the men were all killed and the women relocated on Umnak in 1764 by 

Stepan Glotov, in retaliation for the killing of Russian fur traders of 

Umnak. 

Sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant 

archaeological data on Aleut life and culture in this area before Russian 

contact, and how the contact affected the Aleut population here before the 

island became depopulated. 
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This site, reported by A.P. McCartney during hi~ Aleutian survey 

for the Aleutian Islands \4ilderness Study Report (1973:.108), is located 

in a small cove east of Candlestick Point on the northern coast of 

Kagamil Island. Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement locations, 

as they afforded p-r~tection from storms, while still allm·ling easy access 

to the sea for hunting purposes. 

Although 14illiam Healy Dall, in the 1870s, and Ales Hrdlicka, 'in 

1936, studied Aleut burial caves on Kagamil, little other extensive 

archaeological research has been conducted on Native village sites on 

the island. Yet a's the Islands of the Four r~ountains Group seems to have 

had a large population at the time of first Russian contact with the area, 

yet became depopulated soon after Russian traders became active, sites 

such as this have the potential of yielding considerable significant 

archaeological information concerning prehistoric and early historic 

Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence resource utilization, and other 

facets of Aleut culture adaptation in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, located on the edge of a cove on the northeastern coast 

of Kagamil Island, \'Ias reported byA. P. McCartney during his 1972 

Aleutian ars::haeological survey for the Aleutian Islands Wildemess Study 
. .' 

Report (1973:108). Such cbves were typical of many Aleut settlement 

locations, as they affordea protection from storms, while still allowing 

easy access to the sea for' hunting purposes. On islands in the Aleutian 

Chain which have been completely surveyed for Native sites, such as 

Amchitka, almost every available cove seems to have been occupied at one 

time or another. 

McCartney felt that this area may contain two Native sites close to

gether, rather than one large site. As the Aleut population migrated thl~ough 

the Islands, or shifted settlement locations seasonally, different portions 

of the site wou.ld be occupied. 

little research has been done on the Islands of the Four Mountains 

Group, yet it is known from early Russian sources that this area was 

\O/ell pODulated at the time of Russian intrusion into the Aleutians 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:37-38). As these islands became depopulated rather 

quickly in the eighteenth century, hO\,Jever. sites such as this have 

great potential for yielding significant archaeological data concerning 

Aleut life and culture in the prehistoric and early historic pet'iods. 
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This site, in a cove on the \·testern coast of Kagamil Island, one of 

the Islands of the Four Mountains, \'las reported by A. P. McCartney during 

his survey for the Aleutian Islands Hilderness Study Report (1973:108). 

Such coves were typical of pre-Russian Aleut settlement locations, as they 

afforded protection from storms, while still allowi,ng easy access to the 

sea for hunting purposes. 

The: Islands of the Four Mountains Group is important in the study 

of Aleut migrations into the Aleutian Chain, although little research 

has been conducted here, and the islands have never been completely 

surveyed for Native sites. The oldest known site of Aleut occupation is 

on Anangula Island, barely twenty-five miles east of Kagamil, and further 

research here could perhaps help delineate Aleut physical and cultural 

extension throughout the Aleutians. 

THis site, then, is significant because it has the potential of 

yielding considerable archaeological data on Aleut settlement patterns, 

subsistence utilization, and cultural adaptation in this portion of the 

Aleutians in the pre-contact period. 
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Island: Kagamil 
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This is the site of the "warmll--hot springs and a steam jet rising 

from a rock cliff were observed in the area--burial cave found on Kagamil 

by Ales Hrdlicka during his 1936' Aleutian archaeological investigations 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:237-43, 338). 

This cave was found to be relatively undisturbed, and contained 

"mummy after mummy, in different states of preservation." Such caves 

are found throughout the Aleutians, and the Aleut population was well 

known for its care in the preservation of the dead through mummification. 

Many burial caves were located in the vicinity of Aleut settlements, but 

this cave seems to have been isolated, and the area utilized solely for 

burials. Further surveys of the area, however, may reveal Native settle-

ments in the area. 

This site is significant as an Aleut cemetery site, which typifies 

Aleut burial practices in the pre-Russian period. 
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This is the site of the second burial cave found on Kagamil by Ales 

Hrdlicka during his 1936 archaeological investigation of the Aleutians 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:243-46). Hrdlicka called this the "cold" cave, as there 

were no hot water springs in this area, while there were such springs at 

the cave he found on Kagamil earlier (KG-4). 

Hrdlicka considered this cave a particularly s.ignificant one: liThe 

cave had evidently contained several tiers of mummies laid on drifbJOod 

scaffolding, which in the course of time had collapsed. It had not been 

vi sited by Hhite man, but everythi.ng was damaged or destroyed by faxes. II 

Often such burial sites were located near Aleut settlements, although this 

cave, as KG-4, seems to be isolated from such settlements. 

Site KG-5 is significant as an example of Aleut burial caves, and the 

burial practices of the Aleut which I'Jere especially noted by early Russian 

explorers in the Aleutians, ~ho were impressed with the care the Aleuts 

took to care for and preserve the dead. 
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This Aleut se'ttlement site, located in a cove on the eastern coa:st 

of Kagamil, one of the Islands of tlie Four Mountains, was observed by 
. 

A. P. McCartney duril'!9 his 1972 Aleutian survey for the Aleutian Islands 

Wilderness Study Repnrt (1973:108). :' Such coves were typical of many 

Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection from storms, 
, " 

while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes., 

McCartney felt that this was the site mentioned by the Russian 

Bishop Veniaminov in 1840: "On the,southeastern side of the island, as 

may be deduced from signs l'emaining to this day, there existed a fairly 

large settlement and its place is always warm" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:37). 

This warmth was obviously due to hot springs in the area, such as the 

springs Hrdlicka (1945:238) found on the southwestern coast of the island 

in 1936. 

As Kagamil seems to have become depopulated--along with other islands 

in the Four Mountains Group--soon after Russian intrusion into the ared, 

this site has the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data 

concerning Aleut cultural adaptation in the long pre-contact period. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove on the 

northeastern coast of Uliaga Island in the Islands of the Four Mountains 

Group, \'/as reported by T. P. Bank (map, n.d.). little is kno\'m about this 

site, other than its 10cation~ as little extensive research has been 

carried out in the Islands of the Four Mountains area. Yet this area can 

offer significant archaeological data on Aleut history al')d prehistory. 

The blo most important archaeological sites 'vhich have yielded the most 

information on eastern Aleuti an prehistory--Chal uka mi dden and the Anangul a 

Island core and blade site--lie on Umnak Island just to the east. 

Sites such as this, lying on the Bering Sea coast of Uliaga~ may 

also yield significant archaeological and environmental data concerning 

early Aleut migrations into this portion of the Aleutians, Aleut settle

ment patterns, a~d Aleut subsistence-related activities. Moreover, as 

the Islands of the Four Hountains was an area of Russian trading activity 

in the mid-eighteenth 'century, but became. depopulated early in the 

Russian period, information may be available here concerning the effects 

of early Russian-Native contact on Aleut culture. 
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This site, located on the southe~stern coast of' Uliaga Island, in 

the Isl ands of the Four r~ountains Group, was reported by A. P. McCartney 

in 1972, during his Aleutian archaeological survey for the Aleutian 

Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:"108-109). During this survey, 

McCartney noted evidence of 24 dwelling depressions ~nd four V-shaped 

drainage ditches at this site. 

Jochelson (1925:123) reported a burial cave on "Ulagan" Island. 

presumably Uliaga--which contained lithe mummies of a man and his wife." 

No location for this cave was given. but as many Aleutian burial caves" 

were found near Aleut villages, this cave may be located near this large 

site. 

It is not known whether this site was utilized as a permanent base 

village or seasonal satellite camp. the two characteristics of Aleut 

settlement patterns. Further ,research here coul d determine hO'.'1 thi s site 

fits into this settlement pattern oVt;!r time. Moreover, as the Islands of 

the Four Mountains became depopuiated early in the Russian period, this 

site has the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data on 

pre-contact and early contact Aleut history . 
• 
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THis site, located in a small cove on the southwestern coast of 

Samalga, a small .island off the south\'/estern tip of Umnak, \-/as repol~ted ... 
to the Aleut C~rporation by Aleuts familia~ with many old Native sites 

in th~ Aleuti~ns (Ale~t Corp. ~i1es). 

Although only two Native ·sites have been reported on Samalga, the 

island may have been more. gre.atly utilized, and further surveys may re

veal more sites on the island. The Russian Bishop Veniaminof, in 1840, 
. . 

noted that at the time of the first Russian trading expeditions into the 

Aleutians there were "no less than 400 inhabitants" on Samalga. Some 

of these ~ied during the hunting e~peditions they conducted for Russian 

fur traders, and others were killed by Stepan Glotov in retaliation for 

the Killing of Russian fur traders on Umn·ak in the early 1760s. The 

remainder were relocated by Glotov on Umnak Island, to better control 

trading operations, and ·by 1764 Samalga was uninhabited (quoted in 

Hrdlicka, 1945:38). 

During Jochelson'·s Aleutian ~rchaeologica1 studies, a burial 

cave was found on Samalga, and as burial sites ... /ere usually located in 

the vicinity of Aleut settlements, this cave might be in this area 

(Jochelson, 1925:123). In any event, this site has the potential of 

yielding significant archaeological data concerning Aleut life in this 

portion of the Aleutians in the long period before Russian intrusion 

into the area .. 
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I This· site is locit~d on a narrow neck of rand which encloses Amos 

I Bay on the Pacific Coast of Umnak Island. This site was reported to the 

Aleut Corporation by Aleuts living in the area \'/ho are familiar with the 

I location· of many such settlement sites (Aleut Corp. files). t;Jarrm'/ 
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necks of land such as this were often utilized for Aleut settlements, 

as they allowed the inhabi~ants to escape to either of two bodies of 
. . 

water at the approach of enemies. 

At tne· time·of .Russian contact with the Aleutian Islands. in the mid

eighteenth century, Umnak was h~avilY populated with ,according to 

Bishop Veriiaminov, more than twenty p~rmanent settlements (quoted in 

Hrdlicka, 1945:39). Thirty-five Native sites have Leen reported on Urnnak, 

although. this number includes seasonal camps and burial sites, as well as 

permanent·villages: 

Umnak is extremely important in terms of eastern Aleutian prehistory. 

The Chaluka midden on Umnak is of great antiquity (radiocarbon dates to 

1800 B.C. have been recovered). Further research on the island may help 

to detennine Aleut migrations into the Aleutians dnd Aleut cultural 

adaptation to their environment both before and after Russian contact. 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data for the study of these aspects of Aleut history and prehistory. 
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This site, reported to the Aleut Corporation by Aleuts living on 

Umnak \'1ho are familiar with the older Native sites on the island (Aleut 

Corp. files), is located on a narrow bar on the Pacific Ocean coast of 

Umnak, between Russian Bay and Thumb Point. Such areas are typical pf 

Aleut settlement locations throughout the Aleutians. 

Umnak WdS heavily populated at the time of first Russian contact 

with the area, and had over 20 permanent Native vil1ages.A large number of 

these Aleuts were killed in 1764 by Stepan Glotov in retaliation for the 

killing of Russian fur traders on the island. Also, Russian American 

Company policy in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was 

to relocate scattered village populations into larger communities to better 

control trading activities, and by 1840 there were only 2 permanent 

villages left on the island (Hrdlicka, 1945:39) 
. . 

This site is significant because it has the potential of yielding 

important archaeological data on Aleut settlement.patterns, subsistence 

utilization, and cultural adaptation in the prehistoric p~riod, and how 

these aspects of Aleut life were changed due to Russian intrusion into the 

area. 
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. Island: Umnak :1 map ref.: U.S.G.S.) 1951, 1 :250,000 
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This site, located in a small cove north of Partov Cove on the 

Pacific Ocean coast of Umna'k Island, \'las reported to the Aleut Corporation 

by Aleuts living on Urllnak \,/ho a're familiar with many such old Native sett1.e

ment areas in the Aleutians (Aleut Corp. files). Further ethnographic 

research in the area may determine the extent of such kno\,/ledge concerning 

this site. 

Coves such as the one in whi ch thi s site is 1 oca ted a)"e typi ca 1 lo

cations for many Aleut settlements, as they afforded protection from 

storms, while still al1m'/ing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

The basic Aleut settlement pattern was characterized by permanent villages 

utilizing seasonal camps. In the Russian period, the Russian American 

Company changed this pattern by relocating scattered village populations 

into larger communities to better control trading activities. 

This site has the potential then, of yielding signlficant archaeo

loyical and environmental data which can help delineate Aleut cultural 

adaptation in the period before Russian contact, and Aleut culture change 

after the arrival of the Russians. 
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:Site #: ur·1-26 
Island: Umnak-
map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1951, 1:250,000 
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This Aleut settlement site, located at the western entrance to Hot 

Springs Cove on the B'ering Sea coast of Umnak Island, \'las reported to. the 
, , 

Aleut Corporation by Aleuts living on Umnak who are familiar with many 

such old Native sites in th~ Aleutians (Aleut Corp. files). Such coves 

were typical of many, Aleut settlement locations before the period of 

intense Russian contact, as they afforded prot~ction from storms, while 

still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

At the time of first Russian contact with this area, the population 

of Umnakwas numerous, inhabiting over twenty permanent villages. 'In 

1764, however, large numbers of Aleuts in the area were killed by Stepan 

Glotov in retaliation for the killin~ of Russian fur traders on the island. 
, -

In 1791, Gavrii1 Sarychev listed only sixty male inhabitants on Umnak, and 

in 1840, Bishop Veniaminov noted only 109 inhabitants in two villages. 

The number of Aleuts on the island further declined to fifty-six in 1952 

(Bergsland, 1959:12). 

Sit:s SJC~1' as this have great potential for yielding significdnt 

archaeological data concerning Aleut life in this area in the pre-contact 

period, and how that life was affected by the intrusion of European in

fluences into the area in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
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This site is situated at the head of Cemetery Cove on the Bering. 

Sea coast of Umnak, so n?med because of the large Native graveyard lo

cated here. This cemetery site was also reported to the Aleut Corporation 

by Aleuts living on Umnak (Aleut Corp. files). 

This site is significant to the Aleut population of Umnak as a 

cemetery site, but as Aleut burial sites were often located in the 

vicinity of Native villages, an Aleut settlement site may also be located 

here. It is an area typical of the location of many Aleut settlements--= 

a cove offering protection from the sea, with a fresh water stream flowing 

through the area. Further survey of this area may reveal a Native settle

ment site that could yield significant archaeological data concerning 

early Aleut occupation Of this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 
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This site, located in a small cove south 6f Cape Kigushimaga on 

the Bering Sea coast -of Umnak Island, was reported to the Aleut Corpo.ra

tion by Aleuts living on Umnak, who are familiar with many such old Native 

settlements on the lsland (Aleut Corp. files). 

Thirty:"'five Aleut sites have been reported on Umnak, and it is known 

that at one time the l-arge population of Umnak inhabited over twenty 

permanent vi 11 ages. - 'Further surveys and ethnographi c research may reveal 

more base village and seasonal camp sites on the island. The population 

of Umnak declined rapidly due to intensive Russian trading activities 

on Umnak, and by 1840 there, were only two occupied villages on the island 

(Hrdlicka, 1945:39)., 

Sites such as thfs have _great potential for yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning Aleut history and prt:history. This area 
- - -

of the Aleutians is particularly relevant to the peopling of the New 

~Jorld, and the mig-r'ation of peoples into the Aleutian Islands. Research 

done elsewhere on Umnakhas revealed the oldest kno~m Aleut settlements, 

and further research in areas such as this can add considerably to the 

knowledge of Aleut cultural adaptations in the Aleutians over time. 
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Pustoi is a small islet, .3 miles across, north of Ship Rock in 

Umnak Pass bebJeen Umnak and Unalaska Islands. An Aleut settlement site 

was reported on the Island by Aleuts presently living in the area. That 

a site is located on such a small island is confirma,tion of T. P. Bank's 

statement (1935a:247): "Every scientific observer in the Aleutians comes 

away with the realization that practically every island, no matter how 

small contained native villages. Each bay, inlet, cove and bight which 

affords protection from the worst storms was probably inhabited at one or 

more times during the period of Aleut occupation of the Aleutian Arc." 

It is known from research conducted in the Aleutians that Aleut 

settlement patterns were characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal 

satellite camps, with the population shifting between the two types of 

settlements to take advantage of regional variations in sUbsistence re

sources. This site may have been such a seasonal camp, utilized by the Aleuts 

of a major village on Umnak or Unalaska, to hunt in Umnak Pass. 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

dat~ concerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in 

this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the prehistoric and early historic 

periods, as well as information concerning regional diversities in Aleut 

cultural adaptation to the Aleutian environment. 
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Ship Rock', a smallrocl<y islet 500 yards long, situated in Umnak 

Strait between Umnak and Unalaska Islands, is important to the Aleut 

population as a burial site with historical significance . 

. Ales Hrdiicka, during his Aleutian archaeological investigations, 

visited ShiP. Rock in 1937 and again in 1938, studying a.tleast blo 

different burial she.lters on .the island (Hrdlicka, 1945:325-29, 335-37). 

At the first shelter Hrdlicka found mummies relatively undisturbed, 

and he felt that they dated from. the period before Russian intrusion 

into the area. When he visited the same shelter on his second trip to 
• 

Ship Rock, he·-:found "odd petroglyphs on one of the large stones. Also 

red paintings--lines and.curves--on some parts of the base of the whale 

skull that we got out of the shelter last year" (1945:336). 

At the second shelter he visited, Hrdlicka found indications that 

it was used for. burials after Russian contact, as white glass trade beads 

\"ere found \'lith the burials. 

Al eut buri al practi ces--which i ncl uded mummi fi cation--\"lere of great 

interest to the early Russian explorers and priests who visited the Aleutians, 

and considerable documentary evidence is available concerning burial 

operattons. Ship Rock seems to have been an eAtremely important burial 

location for the Aleuts living on Umnak, as Bishop Veniaminov noted the 

iSlet's use for this purpose in the mid-nineteenth century (quoted in 

Hrdl i cka. 1945: 182). 
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This is a large village site, at the w~stern end of Unalaska Island. 

reported by T. P. Bank (1971:22). 

Unalaska was, at the time of Russian contact with this portion of 

the Aleutians, one of the most heavily-populated of the Aleutian Islands, 

with "several thousand inhabitants" in the 17605. It became a major 

District Headquarters of the Russian American Company in ,the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, and still had a population of over 500 at 

the end of the nineteenth century (Bergsland, 1959:12). 

Sites such as this have great potential of yielding sJgnificant 

archaeological data concerning Aleut ociupation of Unalaska in the pre

historic and early historic periods. The scattered village populations 

were often relocated into larger communities on the islands, and so this 

site may give indications of prehistoric Aleut cultural activities, as 

well as information regarding early Native-White contact in the area. 
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This site, on the narro\"I neck of land of Cape IZ.i gan, \'las reported 

by T. P. Bank (1971:22); Such areas were typical of pre-Russian Aleut 

settlement locations, 'as they afforded an easy escape to either of bJO 

bodies of water in case of approachi~g enemies. 

Unalaska was one of the mos't heavilY-populated Aleutian Islands at 
. . 

the time of first Russi an contact with the area in ;: the ei ghteenth century, 

and became a District Headquarters for the Russian American Company.· 

F~rther research here could help delineate Aleut settlement patterns, sub

sistence utilization, and cultural adaptation to the environment before the 

arrival of the Russians, and how these aspects of Aleut ~ife were changed 

due to Russian influence. 

This site is significant, then, because of its potential of yielding 

importailt archaeo logica 1 data on the prehi story and hi s tory of the Aleuts 

of the eastern Aleutians. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located on the eastern side of Cape 

Izigan, \'1as reported as a prehistoric Aleut settlement by T. P. Bank 

(1971:22). Such ar~as 't/ere typical of pre-Russian Aleut settlements," 

before the scattered village populations were relocated into larger 

communities on the island to facilitate Russian trading. activities, as 

these na rro~1 necks of 1 and provi ded easy escape to ei ther of two bodi es 

of water in case of enemy attack. This site lies on the same neck of land 

as site US-2, and may have been utilized by the same population, the in

habitants moving to either site accordi.ng to the availability of sub-

sistence resources. 

Aside from being important in Aleut history after Russian contact 

with the area in the, eighteenth century, Unalaska is also significant in the 

pre-contact history of the Aleut. and further research here can help de

lineate Aleut migration into the Aleutians. Important archaeological 

evidence regarding theearliest~leut occupation of eastern Aleutians has 

been found on Umnak Island to the Hest, and this area also has the 

potential of yielding significant data conce~ning many aspects of Aleut 

life, both before and after White intrusion into the area. 
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This A1eu~ site, located on a narrow neck of land at the western' 

entrance .to Surveyor Bay on the southwestern coas't of Unalaska Island, 

\'Ias reported as a prehistoric Native site by 1. P. Bank (1971:22). Such 

areas were typical o~ Aleut s~ttlement locations in the pre-contact period. 

Jochelson (1925:23) wrote that such sites were located by' the Aleuts 

"usually on land between two bays~ so that their skin boats could easily 
. . ' 

be carried from one body of water to another at the approach of foes." 

Early. sites such as this have a significant place in the study of 

Aleut prehisto~y in the eastern Aleutians. Unalaska had a large Native 

population in the period following Russian intrusion into the Aleutians, 

and even later, when the scattered populations of sites such as this were 

relocated into larger communities on the 'island to facilitate trade. 

These sites have the potential of yielding considerable archaeological 

data on Aleut life and culture before such relocations took place, and 

can help delineate the regional diversities (inter-island and intra

island) in Aleut cultural adaptation to the Aleutian environment. 
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This site, located on a narrovi point of land in Kuliliak Bay, on 

the southern coast,of Unalaska Island, was reported by 1. P. Bank (1971:22). 

Such areas wel~e typical of Aleut site locations in the pre-Russian period, 

as they offered protection from stol-ms, and allowed qui ck escape to either 

side of the point in caSe of enemy attack. 

Unalaska is significant in the history and prehistory of the Aleutian 

Islands. It seems to have had the largest Aleut population of the Aleutians 

at the time of Russian contact and still had over 1000 i'nhabitants in the 

1760s (Bergs1and, 1959:12). ~1ost of the Russian sources delineating 

.11 Aleut culture during this period come from the writings of observers of 

life at Unalaksa. It was also an important trading area, the Russian 

American Company maintaining a District Office on the island until Alaska 

was purchased by the United States. 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning the earliest Aleut occupation of this island, 

as \-/ell as information on how the coming of Russian fur traders in the 

eighteenth century affected Aleut life. 
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Located in a small cove in Boulder B~y, on the northwestern coast of 

Unalaska Island, this. site was reported as a prehistoric Aleut settlement 

by T. P. Bank.{197l:22). Such coves were typical of Aleut settlement 

locations, as they a~forded protection from storms, while still allm'ling 

easy access .to the sea for hunting purposes. A fresh water stream, 

another major consideration for village locations, runs into this cove. 

Aleut settlement. patterns are known to have been characterized by 
.. 

base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps. After Russian trading 

activities intensified in the late eighteenth century, the scattered pop

ualtions of such small villages were relocated into larger communities on 

the island. Further research must be. done here, therefore, to determine 

how this site fits into the general patterns of settlement and subsistence 

utilization in the pre-contact period. Sites such as this, when studied 

in connection with other sites on the island, can serve as an excellent 

laboratory for sophisticated studies of Aleut cultural adaptation, and 

they h,ave the potential of yielding significant archaeologi.cal data con'

cerning changing Aleut culture both befure and after Russian contact \'Iith 

the Natives of this important and densely populated area. 
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This site, located in a cove on the northwestern coast of Unalaska 

Island, was noted as a prehistoric Aleut settlement by T. P. Bank (1971:22). 

like many other sllch sites on Unalaska and other islands in the Aleutians, 

this one is located in a cove which afforded the inhabitants protection 

from storms, \·,hi1e still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting pur

I poses. A fresh water stream, another major considel~ation for the location 

of Aleut sites, flows into this cove. 

I 
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Unalaska is important in the history of the Aleutians, and the island 

has been occupied continually from prehistoric times 'to the present. At 

the time of Russian contact with the island there were th6ught to be over 

1,000 Natives on Unalaska, and the area became important in the Russian 

fur trade, a District Headquarters of the Russian American Company being 

maintained on the island until the pUl~chase of Alaska by the United States 

in 1867. 

Unalaska is also significant in the study of Aleut prehistory. It 

is an important area in terms of Aleut migration from the Alaska mainland 

to the Aleutian Chain, and further research done here can help to delineate 

changing aspects of Aleut cultural adaptation to the environment. This 

site is significant, therefore, because it has the potentic:l for yield'jng 

archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut life and culture in 

this area in both the prehistoric und early historic periods. 
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This, site', located in a small cove in Skan Bay on the north\llestern 

coast of Unalaska Island, was reported as a prehistoric Aleut settlement 

by T. P. BankOg'71:22). ,Such coves were typical of pre-Russian Aleut 

settlement locations as they afforded protection from storms, easy access 

to the sea for hunting purposes, and easy escape from approaching enemies. 

later, in the eighteentfi century, when Russian trading acti~ities in-
, ' 

tensified. the Aleut inhabitants of such scattered sites were relocated 

into larger communities to better control the trade. 

At the tjm~ of ~ussiBn conta~t, Unala~~a had perhaps the largest 

Native population of the Aleutian Islands, and most documentary sources 

concerning Aleut life in the Russian period are drawn from observations 

made at Unalaska. 

Sites such as this are signifjcant because they can offer considerable 

archaeological data concerning Aleut life and culture before they under

went the great ch~nges brought about by European' influences~ Not enough 
, ' 

is known about ~leut settlement patterns, subsistence utilization, and 

other' aspects of cultural adaptation to the Aleutian, environment over a 

long period of time, aDd throughout the different Aleutian regions. Sites 

such as this can help delineate these varying aspects of Aleut life. 
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This is a small site, located in a cove near Cape Cheerful on th.e 

northeastern coast of Unalaska Island. It \'las reported by A. P. McCartney 

during his 1972 archaeological survey for the Aleutian Islands v/ilderness 

Study Repor~' (1973:105). F.rom its situation in a cove 'offering protection 

from the 'sea, and with a fresh water stream nearby, it is likely that this 

is a prehistoric Al~ut settlement, occupied before the scattered Aleut 

populations of such villages were relocated into larger Aleut communities 

by the Russian American Company to better control the sea otter hun:ting 

parties. 

Sites such as this have tremendous potential for yi~lding s,ignificant 

archaeological data concerning Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence 

utilization and other aspecti o~ cultural adaptation in the prehistoric 

and early historic periods.. Unalaska is significant in both the history 

and prehistory of the Aleutians, and further research done in areas like 

this can help delineate the regional diversities in Aleut adaptation to the 

Aleutian enVil"Onment. 
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This .. site~ reported as a prehistoric Aleut settlement by T. P .• Bank 
. .. 

(1971 :22), is ~ocatedin !i small cove faci.ng Sedanka Pass on the north-
. . 

eastern coast of Unalaska at the southern entrance to Beaver Inlet. Such 
• o. • 

coves we~e. typical of se~tlement locations chosen by the Aleut population 

in the pre-Ru~si~n ~e~iod, although th~ scattered village populations 
. . . ., 

were relocated into 1 arger communiti es by the Russtan Ameri can Company to 

facilitate trading activiti.es i"the iate 'eighteenth and early ninetee'~'th 

centuries~ 
. . . 

Aleut settlement patterns were characterized by base villages util-

izing seasonal satellite camps, and the Aleut population would shift be

tween theSe two types of settlement according to the availability or 

abundance 'of subsistence resources. Little research has been done, how

ever, concerning region~l diversitd~s (inter-island and intra-island) in 

cultural adaptation to the Aleutian environment, although such diversities . . 

in subsis~ence utilization and set~lement are known to have existed. 

Sites such as this, then, have the potential of yielding significant 

archaeological and environmental data on these cultural adaptations in 

both the p~ehistoric and early historic periods. 
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During his archaeological investigation of the Aleutians in the 

l.~te nineteenth century, William Healy Dall--one of the first to make' 

systematic archaeological site surveys and excavations in this area-

noted an old site here in Kalekta Bay (1873:283). Such an area as this, 

with a well~protected cove with a fresh water stream running into it~ 

is typical of Aleut settlement locations. 

By the mid-nineteenth century, due to the Russian American Company's 

policy of relocating scattered village populations into larger communities 

to facilitate trade, the villages on ,Unalaska's southern coast were entirely 

depopulated, while only ten villages on the northern coast were inhabited. 

It is not known whether this site was inhabited at this time, but further 

research conducted here could indicate when it was occupied in the pre

contact period and/or the period after Russian intrusion into the area . 

Sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical and environmental data concerni~g Aleut s~ttlement patterns, 

subsistence-related activities, and other aspects of Aleut cultural 

adaptation over a long period of time . 

---~A4Oi _ C. .W .044 ....... ( ........... ,. ;...,...~ 
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A prehistoric Aleut village site was reported here, on a point of 

land jutting out into Usof Bay on the southern coast of Unalaska Island, 

by T. P. Bank (l963:37). Such points of land \'/ere often utilized for 

settlement locatiors, as they afforded an easy escape route to either 

of two bodies of water in case of approaching enemies. 

A large number of scattered prehistoric vill.age sites have been re

ported on Unalaska. The island is known to have had a large Native pop

ulation at the time of Russian contact with the area, a population number

ing perhaps well over a thousand Aleuts in the 1760s (Bergsland, 1959:12). 

This large population declined rapidly after Russian trading activities 

intensified in the area, and the populations of scattered villages such 

as this were relocated into 1 arger.· communi ties by the Russ i an Ameri can 

Company. Nevertheless, the island had a population of over 500 in l860~ 

and it was noted that among the Russian American Company buildings on 

the island at that time \.,rel'e "14 chapels in as many villages" (Kostlivtzev, 

1860: 32). 

Sites such as this are significant because they have the potential of 

yielding important archaeological data concerning Aleut history and pre-

history. It is knmm, for instance, that Aleut settlement patterns VJere 

characterized by base villages utilizing seasonal satellite camps to take 

advantage of changing subsistence resources. Little is known, however~ of 

regional diversities--on an intra-island, as well as inter-island basis--

in the general pattern, although regional diversities are knO\·m to have 

existed. Further research on sites such as US-47 can help delineate 
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changing Aleut cultural adaptations in both the precontact and post-

contact periods. 
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l'! , 48 ./ s ite If: us- . 
Island: Unalaska 
map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1951, 1:250,000 
maD nilrn~: UNALASKA 

1 
An Aleut settlement site, dating from the period before Russian 

contact, is located here in a cove in Eagle Bay on the southern coast of 

Unalilska Island .. The site vIas l'eported by T. P. Bank (1963:37). Coves 

such as this were typical locations for Aleut sites, as they affordect 

the inhabitants protection from storms, while still allow~ng easy access 

to the sea for hunting purposes. 

According to Bishop Veniaminov, "'hen the first Russian trading ex

peditionsvisited Unalaska, there were twenty-four permanently-occupied 

Native villages on the island, with a population well oyer 1,000 people. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, after the Russian American . 

Company had, begun its policy of relocati.ng the populations of scattered 

villages into larger communities, and after the beginning of the drastic 

decline of the Aleut population, there were still 800 Natives inhabiting 

fifteen villages on the island. By 1835, however, there were only ten 

villages--all but one on Unalaska's northern coast--with 470 inhabitants 

(quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:40). This rapid population d.ecline was common 

throughouti,the Aleutians during the Russian period. 

Sites such as this, therefore, are especially significant in that 

they can provide important archaeological and environmental data con

cerning Aleut life in this portion of the Aleutians before the Aleut 

popu1ation \'Ias affected by \·/hite influences. It can also provide infor

mation about these influences in the early historic period, before the 

southern coast of the Island became totally depopulated. 
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:1'·_1., T~~··:~ma~ Na~-~e-;i-~~·~s located on a narrow spit of land in Helianthus 

~,I Tcove inIAIkUl
d
' B~y onh.the ntohrthec11st~rn1cof~sltdof Akkun AISklan~. 19ch7r3isty G

d
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urner , ur,ng 1S an ropo oglca 1e wor on ,un 1n , note 

I that this site was known to Aleuts in the area as Essan, and he described 
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it as follows (p.10); 

One small barabara pit without any visible 
associated trash is located at the northeast 
corner of a brackish lagoon facing on Akun Bay. 
The back of the lagoon has a large tidal mudflat 
rich in large clams, and the rocky bottom closer to 
the sea has extensive banks of mussels. Spawning 
salmon may use the stream and small lake behind and 
west of the mudflat. DrifblOod as well as debris 
from modern fishing boats is stranded upon the 
gravel bar that encloses the lagoon. At high tide 
the sea v/ashes over the bar in two places. Hhile 
no testing was conducted, the sharpness of the 
barabara pit walls suggests it is recent in time. 
This might be the hut that belonged to an Aleut 
named Bara \"hom Nutchuk (Simeon 01 i ver) mentions 
having met in the summer of 1922 when he "las work
ing for the Alaska Sulphur Mining Company which had 
set up operat~ons in Lost Harbor. The hut was 
said to have been built with timbers from a ship
wreck in Lost Harbor (Nutchuk, 1941). 

This site does not seem to have been of prehistoric or early historic 

occupati on and it was probably more recently used (early t\'/entieth century) 

as a seasonal trapping and hunting area. Turner notes (1973:2) that the 

present-day Aleuts living on Akutan Island just to the west, "are well 

versed in eastern Aleutian oral history as well as having first hand 

knowledge about Akutan Island as a consequence of their hunting, trapping, 

fishing and camping on it long before, and follov/ing, Horld War 1." Such 

feelings and associations for such sites are com~llon throughout the Aleutians, 

and this site is significant because it is remembered traditionally by the 

Akutan peop·' e. 
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This Aleut village site, located on a,' gravel bar on thG northern shore of 

Akun Bay on the nor~heastern coast of Akun Island, was partially excavated 

by Christy G. 1"urner II (1973:6-9). Turner wrote that Aleuts living on 

Akutan noted that this site, called Saa, was once "an important old-time 

site, but today most of. the lower, and older, portion has been washed away 

by the sea. Saa is also said to have had murrvny caves nearby." . , 

Turner found three co~ponents Of this site ("973:7): liThe oldest is a 

beach-fronting midden accumulation. Demonstrably younger is a hillside 

series of barabara pits, burial pits,. and thin sheet trash behind and north

west of the beach. Third, and seemingly about as young, is another series 

of barabara pits and trash above but near the beach." 

The Russian Bishop Veniaminov, in the 18305, noted that at the time of 

Russian contact Akun had eight major villages, with a total population of 

over 500 Aleuts, but 'that by 1830. there \'1ere only three. villages left, with 

a total of eighty-five inhabitants (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:37). Turner 

concluded that this site was a main village in the late prehistoric period, 

but that "each village has a distinctive character, sufficiently so to permit 

suggesting that village autonomy and/or isolation \.,ras significant (1973:12). 

Discussing intra-island variations, Turner noted (1973:12): 

Akun Island has substantially more intra-island cul
tural and biological variatt6n" than originally expected. 
Anthropological literature on the Aleutians is remarkable 
in the impression of homogeneity that it conveys. Since 
Akun Island is one of the few Aleutian islands to be 
studied systematically for its total human use, and be
cause this \'t'ork has silo'lJn that even this small island 
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Site #: AN - 11 

possesses more cultural and biological variation than 
usually attributed to the entire archipelago, it will 
hopefully serve as a basis for discontinuing the treat
ment tif Aleuts as one homogeneolls population. 

Future analyse's' and excavations on Akun will also 
help decide whether these intra-island differences are 
due solely to local and divergent evolution, or to pene
tration and migration pressure from the Eskimo area, or 
some combination of both processes \'1hich generated this 
variation. ' 

This site is highly significant, therefore, because further research' 

here can add considerable data to form a better understanding of l~egional 

variations in Aleut culture in this portion of the Aleutian Chain. 

-2-
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Tanginak Island--rea1ly two small islets close together--is situated 

2.2 miles east of Akun.According to Christy G.Turner II (1973:10) who 

observed this site during his archaeological field work on Akun, the larger 

of these blo isletshas b'arabara pits on its summit, "a1though no kno\,/1edge 

of their construction remains. II Fresh water is available from a small 

spring on the is1and. 

Turner not~d'(1973;10":'1l) that Ta.nginak Island \vas used as a refuge 

by Peter Kostromitin (one of Ivan Petrof's informants in 1878, when Petrof 

was gathering data for Ba'ncroft's History of Alaska) and his wife, to avoid 

a smallpox epidemic which hit Unalaska in 1843-44: 

,The Kostromitins were stranded without a boat on 
the' island for more than a year. Using a cave 
with a sod entrance for shelter because the ground 

.was too rocky to build a barabara or semlianka, 
they lived off smoked and dried bird meat after 
their supply of dried fish (youkala) ran out. 
When hi s annnuni tion was gone Kostromitin brought 
dO\vn birds \'lith spears and his wife tried also 
using stones. He skinned the birds and his wife 
sewed them into parkas. Both were near starvation 

.when a whale drifted ashore and supplied food 
'and fuel all winter •... Both contracted scurvy 
but cured themselves in the spring by eating 

. grass. In the second summer they had only bi rd 
meat and eggs to eat. Their stay ended when 
they v/ere picked up by a bark ';/hich, requiring 
ten days, took them and the 300 bird skin parkas 
they had made, back to Iliuliuk village on Unalaska 
Island. 

This site is not only remembered traditionally by the Aleut population 

of Akutan Island to the west, and used occasionally by them for hunting 

put'poses, but it also has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning early Aleut cultural activities in this area, as \vell as inter

island cultural and biological diversities. diversities which Turner found 
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This site, located on a narrow point of land on the western tip of 

Tigalda,a small island south\'iest of Unimak Island in the Fox Islands 

Group, was excavated by A.C. Spaulding in 1953 (Grayson, 1969). Such 

narl~m'i pOints of land \·/ere comm~n locations for Aleut settlement locations, 

as they afforded the inhabitants of such sites an easy esct.pe ro'ute to 

water on both sides of the spit in case of enemy attack. 

Although only this one site has been definitely located on Tisalda, 

further survey of the island should reveal more ~ative s~ttle~ents. The 

Russian Bishop Veniaminov~ writing in the mid-nineteenth century. noted 

that at that time there \'las one village of ninty-one Natives (eighteen of 

them relocated from Ugamak Island just to the east) on Tigalda, but that 

there had once been five Nativ~ villages on the island "with no less than 

500 inhabitants" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:39). 

This site has great potential, then, for yielding more signific~nt 

archaeological data concerning prehistoric Aleut occupation of the island, 

as \'/ell as information regarding changes in Aleut culture brGught about 

by extensive Russian influences in this portion of the Aleutians be

ginning in the eighteenth century. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, east of Cape Lapin on the northern 

coast of Unimak Isl.and, was reported in 1971 by Palmer Sekora for the 

Aleutian Islands Wilderness Study Report (1973:103). 

According to Bishop Veniaminov, writing in the 18305, at the time of Russian . 
intrusion into the Aleutians Unimak "was the most populous of all the islands 

of this region. Even in the end of the last century, there were on it 

twelve villages." At the time of his writing, howevel1

, there was only one 

village on the island, \'lith seventy-one inhabitants (quoted in Hrdl icka, 

•.• 1945:40). 
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This site is significant, therefore, because it has the potential of 

yielding considerable archaeological data concerning Aleut culture in the 

late prehistoric and early historic periods. From research done on Akun 

Island just to the west (Turn'er, 1973:12), it is kno\'ln that' considerable 

intra-island diversities--culturally and biologically--existed in this region, 

and further reseal'ch done here can help to delineate these variations from 

both an intra-island, as well as inter-island perspective. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, reported by Palmer Sekora in 1971 

for the Aleutian Islands~/ilderness Study Report (1973:103), is located in 

a small cove'in Urilia Bay on the northern coast of Unimak Island. Such 

coves \,/ere typical of Aleut settlement locations in the pre-Russian period, 
. . ~ . 

as they afforded protection from storms, while still allowing easy access 

to the sea for h~nting purposes. 

According ,to' Bergsland (1959:1.1), the people of Unimak were considered 

a separate "tribe" from other Aleut groups, and raided islands to the 

west and on the Alaska mainland to the east. At the time of first Russian 

contact with this portion of the Aleutians, the island had twelve major 

villages, and perhaps the largest Aleut population in this region. These 

numbers declined rapidly in the Russian period, however, and by 1835 the 

seventy-one Natives of the island' were located in only one major village. 

This portion of the eastern Aleutians ,is also extremely important in 

Aleut prehistory, as research done here can help delineate Aleut migrations 

into the Aleutian Chain. Moreover,' as the old coast line of the Bering 

Land Bridge was close to many areas in the eastern Aleutians and Alaska 

Peninsula, this area is relevant to the p~u~1ing of the New World. 

This site has the'potential then, of yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut history and prehistory in this important portion of 

the Aleutian Chain. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove east of 

Cape Mordvinof in Urilia Bay on the northern coast of Unimak Island, was 

reported by Palmer Sekora in 1971 for the Aleutian Islands Wildet'ness 

Study Report (1973:l03). 

Unimak Island is significant both in the history and prehistory of the 

Aleutian Islands. Although only nine Native sites have been reported on the 

island--all on the northern coast--it is known that at the 'time of Russian 

contact with the area the island had a large Native population, occupying 

b/elve villages. The population declined rapidly after Russian contact, 

. and by the 1830s there were only seventy-one Natives on the island, in-

• habi ting one vill age (Hrdl icka, 1945 :40). Further research and surveys con
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ducted on Unimak should reveal many more Native sites, as almost every 

available cove on other islands were utilized by the Aleuts. 

This area is also significant in archaeological studies of inter

island and intra-island diversities in Aleut culture. Such variations--

especially intra-island variations--which are known through research in 

this region (Turner, 1973:12) seem to have been very pronounced. Unimak 

is also close to the area separating Aleuts from Alaskan Eskimos, and there 

was undoubtedlY considerable cultural contact in this area. 

This site, therefore, has the potential of yielding considerable 

Significant archaeological data concerning Aleut life in this portion of the 

Aleutian Chain in the prehistoric p~riod, as \'/ell as information on cul

tural contact with both Native groups and European intruders in the pre

contact and post-contact period. .. 
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This small Aleut settlement site, located on the north\'/estern coast 

of Unimak Island, was reported by Palmer Sekora in 1971 for the Aleutfan 

Islands Hilderness Study Report (1973:103). Such areas were typical of 

pre-contact Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection from 

stoms and easy access to the sea. A fresh water stream, another important 

consideration for Aleut site locations, runs through this area. 

Unimak was considered the most populous island in the region at the time 

of Russian intrusion into the Aleutians in the eighteenth century. By the 

mid-nineteenth century, hm'lever, the population had declined to only 

seventy-one Aleuts, and the number of inhabited villages had been reduced 

from twelve to one. Although all of the nine presently-known archaeo

logical sites on Unimak lie on the northern coast of the island, further 

surveys of the island should reveal more such sites, as from research 

done in the \'/estern Aleutians, it is kno\'1n that almost every available 

settlement area was utilized by the Aleuts for either seasonal camps or 

pet"manent villages. 

Sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical and environmental data concerning Aleut history and prehistory. 

Aleut settlement patterns, subsistence-related activities, and other aspects 

of cultural adaptation both before and after Russian contact can be better 

understood through further research here. Also, inter-island and intra

island diversities which are known to have existed culturally and biologi

cally can also be delineated through further research in this area. 
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Island, \'ias repo)~ted by Palmer Sekora for the Aleutian Islands ~Jilderness 

Study Report (1973: 103). Such areas \-/ere typi ca 1 of Aleut settl ement 

locations in the pre-Russian period, as they atforded protection from 

storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

A fresh water stream, also a major consideration for the location of Aleut 

settlements, runs through this site. 

in 

This may be the site which was noted by the Russian Bishop Veniaminov 

the 1840s (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:40): 

Unimak Island in the past was the most pop
ulous of all the six islands of this region. 
Even in the end of the last century thel~e were 
on it twelve villages, some of which \,/ere quite 
large as for instance, Pogromskoie, located on 
the west side of Pogromskoie Volcano, and others 
in the northern bay. Remains of the former, 
which existed up to 1841, are visible even now. 
It occupied a site of over 600 sazen (3,600 feet) 
and yurts were ~rom 20 to 30 and even 50 sazens 
10ng .... Traces of this settlement may be seen 
not only on the north side, \"hi ch \,/as the most 
favorable one, but also on the south. 

Pogromn; Volcano lies southeast of this site, and U~-9 may be the major 

village mentioned by Veniaminov. However, as a complete archaeological 

survey of Unimak has not been conducted, there may be other sites on 

the western coast of the island, one of "/hieh may be this large village . 

Nevertheless, this site has the potential of yielding significant 

archaeological data which can help to delineate Aleut life and cultural 

adaptations in this portion of the Aleutian Chain in the historic and pre

historic periods. 
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This small Aleut settlement, located in a small cove on the \<Jestern 

coast of Caton Island, one of the Sanak Islands, was reported by A. P. 

tkCartney duri.ng his survey of the eastern Aleutians and Alaska Peninsula 
, 

(1973:9). Such areas were typical of Aleut site locations in the pre-

Russian period, as they afforded protection from storms, \<Jhile still 

allowing easy access to the sea for hunti.ng purposes. 

At the time of contact with the Russians in the 17605, it was 

thought that lithe natives here were of fiercer aspect, more intelligent 

and manly, and of finer physique than those of the more western isles," 

and there was almost immediate hostility between these Aleuts and the first 

Russian fur traders in the area (B~ncroft, 1886:141-42). When the Russian 

explorer Feodor lutke visited the area in the 1820s, the Sanak Islands 

had a population of 101 Aleuts (Hrdlicka, 1945:34). Bishop Veniaminov, 

writing almost bJenty years later, noted that these islands \'/ere the 

richest in the Aleutians in terms of animal and plant life, but that they 

were not very popu10us at the time of first Russian contact (Hrdlicka, 

1945: 38). 

This site has the potential of yielding significant archaeological 

data on the changes undergone by the .Aleut population in this portion 

of the Aleutians due to Russian intrusion into the area. Moreover, as 

this area is also important in terms of inter-cultural contact between 

Aleuts and the Eskimos of the Alaska Peninsula, and also in regard to 

Aleut migrations into the Aleutians, this area may also yield information 

concerning Aleut prehistory. 
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of the Alaska Peninsula, \'1as reported by A. P. McCartney during his recent 

archaeological site survey of this area (1973:8). Such coves were typical 

of Aleut settlement 10cations~ as they afforded protection from storms~ 

while sfill allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

This area is extremely significant in terms of studying Aleut mi

grations into the Aleutian Islands~ as well as cultural contacts between 

Aleuts and other Native groups of soulhwestern Alaska. It is known that 

there was considerable conflict between these groups in the late prehistoric 

and early historic periods, as well as considerable diffusion of many 

cultural aspects. Sites such as this have great potential for yielding 

significant archaeological data concerning these aspects of Aleut occupation 

of this portion of the Aleutian Is.lands. 
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This is ~n historic A.1eut village site, located in a la.rge cove on 

the northern c.oast o.f Wosnesenski Island of the Pavlof Islands Group 

south of the Alaska ~eninsula~ 

Ivan Petroff~ in his report on Alaska. for the T~nth Census, noted 

that at Wosnesenski Island there was an Aleut population which "does not 

exceed 50 soul s, but they secure beb'leen 60 and7.o sea-otter skins: every 

year, and live in comparative affluence" (Petroff, 1884:19). Very few 

such small colonies survived the Russian period, as it was Russian Ameri

can Company pol icy to rei ocate scattered vill.age populations into larger 

communities to better control trading a·ctivities. This village is now' 

abandoned, however. 

There is'great potential at this site for coordinated historical, 

ethnographic, and archaeological study of Russian and American influences 

on Aleut culture in the hist6~ic period. Moreover, Andrew Gronha1dt, 

one of A. P. McCartne~'s informants from Sand Point (McCartney, 1973:8) 

noted that there is also a prehi'storic component to this site, which may 

reveal significant archaeological data concerning Aleut migrations into 

and occupation of this area over a long period of time .. 
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This old Aleut ~il1age site, located in a large cove east of Korovin 

Bay on the southeastern coast of Korovin Isl and in the Shumagin Group, 

was reported by A. P. McCartney during his archaeological site survey of 

the Alaska Peninsula and Shumagin Islands (1973:8). 

This area is significant in the prehistory and history of the Aleutians. 

It was reported by Bishop Veniaminov in the nineteenth century that at the 

time of the first Russian contact with this area there were twelve major 

villages inhabited by the Aleuts of the Shumagin Islands, but this number 

• was reduced to only one vi 11 age on Unga by the 1830s. Resea~ch conducted 

here m~ reveal evidence of Native-White contact during this period. 
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Moreover, McCartney noted (1973:13) that the Shumagin Islands reveal 

evidence of close cultural contact between Aleuts and Native cultures of 

the Alaska Peninsula. As this area is important in the study of Aleut mi

grations into the Aleutian Chain, archaeological evidence gathered from 

sites such as this can help delineate these migrations, and how cultural 

contacts were maintained with Alaska Peninsula and southwestern Alaskan 

Na t i ve groups. . 
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This site is located on a cove on the southeastern coast of Andronica, 

one of the Shumagin Islands south of the Alaska Peninsula. It \O/aS reported 

to tile Aleut Corporation by Natives familiar \'tith this area as a grave site 

(Aleut Corp. files, map). Moreover, the notation on this site reads that 

"Peop1e from here moved to Korovin vi llage. II It is 1 i kely, then, that an 

Aleut settlement site is located here also. Korovin Village on Korovin 

Island to the northwest of Andronica is a now-abandoned village "whose 

economic base was sea otter hunting and/or fishing in the late 19th or 

early 20th century" (HcCartney, 1973:17). 

This site is not only significant as an Aleut burial site remembered 

by the-present Aleut population of the area, but also as a settlement s;te~ 

the abandonment of which indicates changing Aleut adaptations to the 

economic opportunities offered by non-Native enterprises in the area in 

the historic period. 
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. ~ Island: Nagai 
map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1963, 
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This site, located in a small cove on the northern coast of Nagai, one 

of the major islands in the Shumagin Group, was reported by A. P. f·1cCartney 

(1973:7). Such coves, with fresh water streams flo\'ling into them, were 

typical of many pre-Russian Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded 

protection from storms, \'/hile still allowing easy access to the sea for 

hunting purposes. 

The Shumagin Islands were first contacted by Europeans in 1741, 

when Vitus Bering's expedition visited the area, and Georg Steller, the 

I 
:1 expedition's naturalist, wrote 

~.atives(GOlder, 1925, 2:90-98). 

the first European description of Alaska 

Bishop Veniaminov wrote that at first 
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Russian intrusion into the area thet"e were twelve major villages in 

the Shumagin Islands, but that by the 1830s, due to inter-tribal \'/arfare 

and Russian contact, these were reduced to only one inhabited village on 

Unga (Hrdlicka, 1945:39) . 

Long uninhabited sites, such as this, have great potential for yielding 

significant archaeological data concerning Aleut occupation of this portion 

of the Aleutian Islands in the late prehistoric and early historic periods. 

Such information can add considerably to the kno\,/ledge of Aleut culture, 

and the contact· between that culture and other Native groups in south-

.·1 western Alaska, as \<lell as \-lith the Europeans \"ho arrived in the area in 

. .the mid-eighteenth century • 
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This site, located on a small pOint of land near a cove at the northel-n 

entrance to Sanbor~ Harbor on· the northwestern.coast of Nagai, one of the· 

major islands in .the Shumagin Group, was reported to the Aleut Corporation 

as an Aleut burial site (Aleut Corp. files). As many Aleut burial sites 

were located near Aleut ~ettlemen~s, it is likely that there is also a 

permanent village or seasonal satellite camp located nearby, especially 

as this area seems 'well-suited for such a settlement; coves such as this 

afforded protection 'from'storms, while still allowing easy access to the 

sea for hunting purposes, and there is a freshwater stream flowing into 

this cove. 

This area is important in the prehistory and history of the Aleuts. 

It was the area of first Russi an contact--by Vi tus Bering's expedition 

of 174l--with the Aleuts, and it is also significant in terms of prehistoric 

Aleut migrations into the Aleutians, and intercultural contact between Aleuts 

and other Native groups of'southweste~n Alaska. This site has the potential 

of yielding significant archaeological data concerning these aspects of 

Aleut history and prehistory. 
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Island: Big Koniuji 
Map ref.: U.S.G.S., 1963, 1:250,000 
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This Aleut settlement site, located on the western side of Cape Thompson on 

the northern part of Big Koniuji, one of the Shumagin Islands south of the Alaska 

Peninsula, was reported by A. P. McCartney (1973:7). The Shumagin Islands were 

named for a Russian sailor on Vitus Bering's ship St. Peter, who was buried on 

one of these islands. This was the area of first Aleut contact with Bering's 

part of the expedition to Alaska in 1741 (Bancroft, 1886:82-84). 

At the time of first Russian contact with this area, according to Bishop 

Veniaminov, there were twelve major Aleut villages on six of the Shumagin Islands, 

"but in the course of time little by little these settlements died out, partly 

from internecine strife, partly from the Russians, but most of all from the 

Koniags, that is Kadiak people, their worst enemies" (quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:39). 

Little is known about this site, other than its location, but it has great 

potential for yielding Significant archaeological data concerning pre-contact 

Aleut life and culture in this area, inter-cultural contacts between the Natives 

here and on the Alaska Peninsula, and contact between Aleuts and Europeans beginning 

in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This is an Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove on the north

western coast of Simeonof Island, in the Shumagin Islands Group south of 

the Alaska Peninsula. Such coves were typical of many Aleut settlement 

locations, as they afforded pl'otection from storms, Nhile still allowing 

easy acces~ to the sea for hunting purposes. 

This site was inspected by A. P. McCartney during his archaeological 

survey of the Alaska Peninsula and Shumagin Islands (1973:7), and was found 

to have a very thin.:- midden stratum. Nevertheless, such sites are important 

in terms of studying Aleut prehistory, especially intercultural contacts 

betvJeen the Shumagin Isl ands and A1 aska Peninsul a (HcCartney, 1973: 13): 

Not surprising is the fact that the area of mainland 
closest to the Shumagins evidences artifactual materials 
most like that from the islands. The Izembek materials 
from the tip of the Peninsula is the only area on the 
western end of the Peninsula tested. The very close 
correspondence between the Izembek artifacts and those 
few from the Shumagins inspected suggest close cultural 
ties at least for the period of about A. D. 1,000. As 
additional sites are found and excavated, more precise 
statements about cultural interaction or isolation at 
various periods will be possible. 

This site is significant, then, because it has the potential of Ylelding 

significant archaeological data to delineate these intercultural contacts. 
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This site, located in a cove on the northern coast of Simeonof Island, 

one of the Shumagin Islands south of the Alaska Peninsula, was reported to 

A. P. ~kCartney (1973:7) by Glen Woodward, who lives on the island. 

It is known that at the time of Russian contact with this area there 

were twelve major Aleut villages in the Shumagin Group, on six of the islands. 

These became depopulated rather rapidly, according to Bishop Veniaminov, 

"partly from internecine strife, partly from the Russians, but most of all 

from the Koniags, that is Kadiak people, their \'/orst enemies" (quoted in 

Hrdlicka, 1945:39). The shifting Aleut population continued to utilize 

these islands, however, especially for seasonal subsistence hunting, and 

in the late nineteenth century there were three people living on Simeonof 

Island (~tcCartney, 1973:14). 

Sites such as this have the potential of yielding significant archaeo

logical and environmental data concerning early Aleut occupation of this area, 

as vJell as how that occupation was affected by changing European and Jl.mGrican 

influences in tiie area -[roin the eighteenth to 'L;o2 t\':entieth centuries. 
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A small Aleut settle~ent site, located in a small cove on the north

eastern coast of Simeonof Island, \'las reported to A. P. I1cCartney during 

his archaeological su~vey of ,the Shumagin Islands and Alaska Peninsula 

by Glen Woodward, \'1ho lives on this island (1973:7). Such coves were typical 

of many pre-Russian Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection 

from storms, while still allowing the Aleuts easy access to the sea for 

hunting purposes. 

The Shumagin Islands do not seem to have had as large a population as 

other areas cif the Aleutians more to the west; only twelve major villages 

are known to have existed on six of the islands a~ the time of Russian 

contact with the area in the eighteenth century. This low population 

corresponds to what is known abdut the population of the Alaska Peninsula 

just to the north, with which the Shumagin Islands had close cultural 

ties (McCartney, 1973:13). 

Sites such as this are significant, however, because they have the 

potential of yielding important archaeological and environmental data con

cerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this area 

over time, as \'/cll as information regarding Aleut migrations into the Aleutian 

Chain, and the persistence of cultural ties between the Aleuts and the 

Peninsular Eskimos. 
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This site, located in a cove on the eastern coast of Simeonof Island, 

was reported to A. P. McCartney during his archaeological survey of the 

Shumagin Islands and Alaska Peninsula by Glen Woodward, who lived on 

Simeonof Island at that time (1973:7). 

In 1834, in referring to the population of the Shumagin Islands at 

the time of Russian contact with the area, the Russian Bishop Veniaminof 

wrote: 

In former times there existed in these islands t't/e1ve 
settlements distributed on six of the islands; but in the 
course of time little by little these settlements died 
out, partly from internecine strife, partly from the 
Russ i ans, but most of a 11 from the Kon i ags, that is 
Kadiak people, their worst enemies. At present the 
only inhabited settlement is that on the Island Unga. 
(quoted in Hrdlicka, 1945:39). 

The Aleut population of this area continued to use Simeonof Island, 

at least for subsistence purposes, in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth'centuries. The fact of its long occupation and continued use 

in much the same manner as the area had been used prehistorically, gives 

sites:such as this great potential for yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut life in this portion of the Aleutians, as well as 

information concerning intercultural contacts betl-/een Al euts and other r~at; ve 

groups utilizing the Alaska Peninsula. 
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This site, located at the edge of a small cove on the southern coast of 

Simeonof Island in the Shumagin Islands Group, was reported to A. P. McCartney 

by Glen Hood~"ard, who lived on Simeonof at the time of ~1cCartney's archaeolog

ical survey of the area (1973:7). 

This area of the eastern Aleutians is extremely significant in terms of 

studying Aleut prehistory and early history. It is kno ... m from Russian docu

mentary sources that the major villages in the area had dwindled in number 

from twelve to one by the mid-nineteenth centUt~y, mainly due to v/arfare 

between Aleuts of the Shumagin Islands and Kodiak Island Eskimos. Nevertheless, 

this area was still utilized for seasonal subsistence purposes into the twentieth 

century, and many Aleuts living in the area today are familiar with sites such 

as this throughout the Aleutians. 

Sites such as this have the potential for yielding significant archaeological 

data concerning Aleut settlement patterns here in the late prehistoric and 

early historic periods, as well as information regarding Aleut migrations 

through the Alaska Peninsula into the Aleutian Islands, and the extent and 

persistence of intercultural contacts between Aleuts and other Native groups 

of Southwestern Alaska. 
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lived on Simeonof Island at the time of A. P. McCartney's archaeologicol 

survey of the Shumagin Islands and Alaska Peninsula, and \'/ho \.,ras familia~ 

with a total of six sites on this island (1973:7) .. Such coves were typical 

of many Aleut settlement locations in the pre-Russian period, before the 

great decline in Aleut population, as the coves provided protection from 

storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purpo~es. 

This area was probably inhabited at the time of Russian contact with 

this area, as many of the Shumagin Islands ~ere known to be inhabited at 

that time. The Shumagin population was practically decimated by the mid

nineteenth century, however, due to war'fare with other Native groups, 

particularly Kodiak Island Eskimos. This area has, however, continued to 

be used for seasonal hunting by Aleuts· living in the area. 

HcCartney (1973:13) noted the significance of such sites to the study 

of Aleut prehistory, especially intercultural contacts bet\'/een Nathe groups 

before the arrival of the Russians: "Not surprising is the fact that the 

area of mainland closest to the Shumagins evidences artifactual materials 

most like that from the islands. The very close correspondence ... suggests 

close cultural ties at least for the period of about A. D. 1,000. As 

additional sites are found and excavated, more precise statements about 

cultural interaction or isolation at various periods will be possible.'1 
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This site is located in a small cove on the northern coast of Cherna-

bura Island, in the Shumagin Islands Group. A small rocky islet lies 
. 

just offshore, giving this site fairly good protection from storms. This 

site was reported to A. P. McCartney during his archaeological survey of 

the Shumagins by Andrew Gronha1~t, a resident of Sand Point (McCartney, 

1973:7). 

This island, as all the islands of the Shumagin Group, has great sig

nificance in terms of studying Aleut occupation of this area, and inter

cultural contacts between these Aleuts and other Native groups, particularly 

those of the Alaska Peninsula. 

This area was also the area of the first contact between Aleuts and 

the Russian explorers under Vitus Bering in 1741. When Bering left his 

anchorage off the norther~ coast of Bird Island, he sailed between Bird 

Island and Chernabura Island. Georg Steller, Bering's naturalist, wrote 

that as the Aleuts on Bird Island "raised their voices once more as a 

fa re\'Ie 11 ... it seemed to us as if we sa\'1 people and huts on the near-by 

low island lying to the east" (Golder, 1925, 2:105). No contact was made 

with these Aleuts on Chernabura Island, although research here may reveal 

significant archaeological data concerning 1ate~, more intensive, Russian 

contacts with these Natives. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located in a cove on the eastern coast 

of Chernabura Is~and, one of the Shumagin Islands south of the Alaska 

Peninsul a, 'flaS reported by A. P. f"cCartney during hi s archaeol ogica 1 

survey of the Shumagins and the Alaska Peninsula (1973:8). 

This was the area 6f the first contact between Aleuts and Russians, 

Vitus Bering's expedition of 1741 spending a few days off Bird just to the 

west, and trading ~ith these Aleuts. Later Russian traders were to have 

more extensive contact's vlith these Natives. 

This area is also important in terms of studying Aleut prehistory. 

t1cCartney noted (1973:13) that there were close cultural ties between Aleuts 

of the Shumagin Islands and the Natives occupying the Alaska Peninsula. 

Further research must be done, however, to delineate these intercultural 

ties. 

Sites such as this have great potential, therefore, to serve as lab-

oratories for the study of Native-~Jhite contact in the area after the 

eighteenth century, and for studying earlier intercultural Native contacts. 
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This Aleut settlement site, located in a small cove north of Point 

Farewell on the southwestern coast of Chernabura Island, was noted by 

A. p. tkCartney during his archaeological survey of the Shumagin Islands 

and Alaska Peninsula (~973:8). 

This area \'/as first seen by Europeans when Vitus Bering's expedition 

of 1741 anchored off the northern coast of Bird Island just to the west. 

The explorers traded with the Natives of Bird Island, and Georg Steller, 

the expedition's naturalist, made close observations of the Natives. While 

sailing bet\'1een Bird Island and Chemabura Island, the Russians sa\,l Native 

settlements of the coast of the latter. McCartney noted (1973:2) that this 

region, "where such portentous contact occurred between Russians and 

aborigines still remains a void on the anthropological maps. Practically 

nothing about the early Peninsular Eskimo and Shumagin Aleut has been re

corded since Steller's account. And information about the prehistoric 

period is still almost totally lacking." 

Sites such as this, therefore, have great potential for yielding 

significant archaeological data concerning pre-contact Aleut occupation 

of this area, as \'Jell as information delineating ~!~.t';\/~-~','~:~': contacts 

in this area beginning in the eighteenth century. 
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This site is located on a cove on the northern coast of Bird Islan¢, 

in the Shumagin Islands Group. This island ;s extremely important in the 

history of cultural contact between the Russians and the Aleut people, 

as well as in the study of Aleut preh; story. 

When Vitus Bering's expedition entered the Shumagin Islands in 

September, 1741, he anchored off the northern coast of Bird Island. 

The fi rst contact beb/een the Russian explorers and the A1 euts occurred 

here, when Aleuts paddled out to observe the newcomers. Gifts were exchanged, 

and a small party of Russians \~ent ashore. The first major report con

cerning Aleut life was written by Georg Steller, naturalist on Bering's 

expedition, who c1os~ly observed these Aleuts. 

In terms of Aleut prehistory, it is known that the Shumagin Island 

culture was influenced by Native groups occupying the Alaska Peninsula, and 

"as more sites are found and excavated, more precise statements about cul

tural interaction or isolation at various periods will be possible~ (McCartney, 

1973:13). 

This site, then, has the potential of yielding significant data con

cerning Aleut occupation of this area before the arrival of the Russians, 

as well as the effects of Native-~lhite contact beginning in the eighteenth 

century. 
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This site, reported by Andrew Gronhaldt, one of A. P. ~1cCartney's 

Sand Point informants (1973:8), is an eroding Aleut settlement site 

located in a small protected cove at the southern entrance to Clark Bay 

on the southern coast of the Alaska Peninsula. 

Little research has been done in this area of Alaska, yet the Alaska 

Peninsula is ext}'emely important in terms of Aleut history and prehistory. 

The first .report concerning Natives of this area \lIas \,/ritten by Georg 

Steller, naturalist on Bering's expedition of 1741, and little more has 

been written concerning Peninsular Native life. This area, hm .... ever s is 

knm'in to be an important migration route between the Aleutian Islands and 

the Alaska mainland, and was a meeting place for three distinctive cul

tural influences--Aleuts, Koniag Eskimos, and Bristol Bay Eskimos. 

Sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant 

archaeological data concerning early Native occupati.on of this area. 

Horeover, as this site is remembered by present-day Natives of the area, 

further ethnographic research can provide information concerning persisting 

Native associations with this site. 
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Th is site, located on Windbound Bay· on the southern coast of the Alaska 

'1 Peninsula, was reported by Andrew Gronhaldt, one of A. P. McCartney's 

1 informants from Sand Point, as.an eroding village site (McCartney, 1973:8)'-

This area was typical of many Aleut settlement locati'ons, as Windbound Bay 

I is well protected from storms, although still allowing fairly easy access to 

1 
the sea for hunting purposes. A fr~shwater stream flows through this site 

into the bay. 

II Windbound Bay is a local name for this area, noted by the U.S. Coast 

and Geodetic Survey in 1916 (Orth, 1967:1052). As there is also an 

aandoned trapper's cabin in the bay n~ar this site, it is an area which 

1 
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has been traditionally utilized in historic times by the Aleut population 

of the area. Further ethnographic research should reveal the extent of 

Aleut feelings and associations for this area. 

As with other sites found on the Alaska Peninsula, this site has the 

potential of yielding significant archaeological data concerning Aleut 

settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this area, Aleut mi

grations along the Alaska Peninsula, and intercultural contacts between 

Areuts and other Native groups of south\'/estern Alaska. 

~ 
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This is the ancient Hot Springs Village Site, located on a headland 

separating Port Moller from Herendeen Bay on the Bering Sea side of the 

Alaska Peninsula. This area is highly important to the Aleut people of 

this region, and significant archaeological research has been conducted here. 

Th~ first extensive archaeological investigation in this area was 

conducted by Edv/ard Heyer (1930) in the 1920s, when 1100 artifacts and three 

burials were studied. More recent fieldwork in the area recovered 1000 

artifacts (1~orkman, 1966:132-56). Workman concluded that the site was 

occupied 2500-3000 years ago, and the complete absence of white goods 

indicates that it was abandoned before the arrival of the Russians in 

the eighteenth century. While Aleut affinities seemed to be the stronges~ 

at this site, it could not be definitely asc"ertained Nhether Koniag or 

Bristol Bay Eskimo affinities were also present. ~lorkman concl uded 

that "more fieldwork will be necessary to resolve this important question. 

The great size of the site and its geographic position on or near the 

neeting place of three rather distinctive cultural spheres would seem to 

justify such work (Workman, 1966:145). 

The Nelson lagoon Land Committee has added more information concerning 

Aleut associations with this site up to the present day: "Hot Springs ii 

an ancient village site of the Aleut peopl~, so old that only possibly one 

man of seventy one years of age can tell a few legends about. The hot 

springs have been used by our sick people up unt.il nOvl as they bel ieve the 

\'larm springs waters to have heal ing properties and med; cina 1 benef; ts" 

(Aleut Corp. files~ 1973:1). 
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This site, located in a cove formed by C\"OW Point in Herendeen Bay 

on the northern coast of the Al aska Peninsula, ",as noted by Al es Hrdl i cka 

(1930:189) as containing "some shell mounds or kitchen middens." 

little extensive research has been iJne on the Alaska Peninsula, yet 

it i~· known to be an extremely importan·~ area in terms of Aleut migrations 

into the Aleutians, as well as an area of cultural contact--warfare, trade 

and cultural diffusion--beb'leen Aleuts and other Native groups of south,:" 

western Alaska. ~kCartney's archaeological survey of the a\"ea (1973:12) 
, 

indicated some of the general outlines of Aleut occupation of this area--

tbe population seems to have been a transient one, utilizing the area for 

seasonal subsistence rather than for permanent village locations--which 

should encourage future rEsearch here. 

Sites such as this have great potential, then, of yielding significant 

archaeological and environmental data concerning Aleut occupation of this 

area in the late prehistoric and early historic periods, Aleut migrations 

throuc~ the area, and the cultural contacts on the Alaska Peninsula between 

divergent Alaskan Native groups. 

... 
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This Aleut settlement site, reported by A. P. HcCartney (1973:S) , 

is located at the northern entrance to Lumber Bay on the southern coast of 

the Alaska Peninsula. 

McCartney, who surveyed the Alaska Peninsula and Shumagin Islands for 

archaeological sites, noted that sites such as this are extremely important 

in the study of Aleut occupation of this area: liThe Alaska Peninsula, as 

a unique extension of the continental mass into the northern Pacific, has 

great archaeological potential yet has received only limited investigation" 

(McCartney, 1974:59). 

Sites such as this can yield significant archaeological and environ

mental data concerning Aleut settlement patterns and subsistence utilization 

in this area. Moreover, as the Alaska Peninsula served as the route for 

Aleut migrations into the Aleutian Islands, research conducted here can 

help delineate these migrations. Also, this area seems to have been the 

juncture of four cultural spheres of influence--Aleutians, western Alaska 

coast, Kodiak Island, and south\'/estern interior Alaska--and such sites may 

reveal evidence of cultural diffusion through this area in either a 

northeasterly or southwesterly direction. 
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This site, located on the narrow point of land separating Izembek Lagoon 

from Hoffet lagoon, on the Bering Sea coast of the Alaska Peninsula, was 

reported to A. P. McCartney during his archaeological survey of the area 

by two informants from the village of Cold Bay (1973:9). 

Alaska Peninsula sites such as this are significant in the study of Aleut 

prehistory. The environment of the area allowed almost the entire coast 

to be exploited for subsistence resources, although 90% of the coast is 

unsuitable for the establishment of villages. Fe\'1 sites are found on the 

llllltPeninsUla compared with the large number'found in the Aleutian Islands, and 
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the sites that are known to be in this area are generally smaller than the 

sites to the west. 

Research done here, however, can help delineate early Aleut migrations 

along the Alaska Peninsula to the Aleutian Islands in the prehistoric 

period. And as McCartney noted (1973:15) that in this area "seasonal pop

ulation shifts have continued much as they occurred in pre-Russian times, 

following shifts in major animal species pursued for food and raw materials," 

coordinated studies can help trace Aleut settlement patterns and their 

relation to subsistence utilization in the prehistoric and historic periods. 
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This is a small, eroding Aleut settlement site, inspected by A. P. 

McCartney ~n 1971 (1973:9), located on the pc.int of Cape Glazenap separating 

the Bering Sea from Izembek Lagoon on th~ northern coast of the Alaska 

Peninsula. 

These sites are extremely significant in Aleut prehistory and in the 

early historic period. Although they are small and fewer in number compared 

to the ancient settlement sites found on the Aleutian Islands, they have 

the potential of yielding considerable archaeological data on Aleut cultural 

adaptation to the environment and subsistence resource availability, as \'Jell 

as information concerning Aleut occupation of the Aleutian Islands, as the 

westward migrating Aleuts travelled along the Peninsula to the islands. 

This area may also reveal significant inter-cultural contact--in trade, 

conflict, or cultural diffusion--bebJeen the Aleuts and other Alaskan 

Natives living on the Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak Island, or the mainland in-

terior. 
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This large site, located on the juncture of the spit of Cape Glazenap 

~~with the mainland of the Alaska penins~la, forming the southwestern corner 

~Of Applegate Cove of Izembek lagoon, was tes~ed by A. :. McCartney in 1971 • 

(1974:62). .. 

~ McCartney found "125 depressions scattered over a ridge top and slopes 

"Ion an ancient shore •... Because of the relatively young site age, we tenta

tively believe that the site occupation followed the formation of the spit 

:Iat ca. 4000 years ago when the last major sea level adjustment occurred. II 

Almost half of the depressions \'Iere thought not to be prehistoric 

itations, while study of the remaining pits here and in other sites in 

. this area indicated that "all the sites were once occupied by similar ,bands 

I involved in seasonal hunting and fishing at approximately the same period" 

~ (1974;63). Such seasonal occupation seems to have followed shifting mi-

grations of major sea animals used for food and raw materials. Radiocarbon 

I age estimates for this site ranged to AD 1000. 

McCartney's comments for Alaska Peninsula sites in general indicate the 

~ significance of this area to Aleut history and prehistory (1974:59); liThe 

.:~ Peninsula should serve as an important laboratory for tracing past movements 

of peoples and their marine-adapted cultures along this land funnel in either 

·1 southwesterly or northeasterly directions." 
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This small site, located on a high ridge next to the shore of Applegate 

Cove on the southwestern corner of Izembek Lagoon, was tested by A. P. J.1cCartney 

in 1971 (l973:62). 

McCartney found 18-20 dwelling depressions here, and recovered 230 

artifacts and fragments from his test pit. A radiocarbon date (uncorrected) 

ofAD1l90 was obtained from material gathered at this site. 

,like the two other sites on Izembek Lagoon tested at this time, all 

of which seem to have been occupied at the same perio.d, this site \'1as used 

only seasonally, apparently for hunting and fishing purposes. As t"1cCartney 

noted (1973:63-64) this unprotected portion of the Alaska Peninsula might 

have been a disadvantageous place to establish a permanent settlement, due 

to the warfare between the Aleuts of the Aleutian Islands, the Koniag of 

Kodiak Island and the Aglegmiut of Bristol Bay. 

This site is nevertheless significant in the prehistoric migration of 

peoples along the Alaska Peninsula, and further research here may uncover 

considerable archaeological and environmental data concerning these mi

grations, as well as information regarding inter-cul tural contacts in this 

important area \'/hich is, as McCartney noted (1974:59), "strategically situ

ated at the juncture of four important spheres of influence." 
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This site, located at the center of the southern shore of Applegate 

Cove, Izembek lagoon-, was extens ive1y tested by A. P. ~1cCartney in 1971 

(1973:62ff), and was the most productive of the three sites tested at this 

time. 

Appl'oximate1y 19 dwelling depressions were found at the main site 

I 
here, while across the stream mouth to the east another 8-12 depressions 

were seen on hill slopes, and McCartney noted (1974:62) that "the relatively 

'11 high density of houses at the stream mouth suggests a primary activity of 

salmon fishing during the summer months." A total of 1,010 artifacts, 

I 
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gments, and flakes were recovered from this site, and a corrected radio-

carbon date of AD 880 was obtained from material gathered here. 

Unlike the other two sites tested in this area, which seem to have 

had no habitations of permanent occupation, McCartney found at this site 

a permanent bone house, from which 10,030 artifacts were recovered. 

McCartney's comments on the building of this house, which showed influences 

II ·from the Aleutians and eastern Peninsula, suggests the significance of con

tinued archaeological research in this area (1974:68)i 

~le may on ly surmi se why' thi s bone house was ever 
constructed in the first place. From discussions with 
Robert Jones and t'li ke Ut techt, the t\oJO Co 1 d Bay res i
dents most familiar with Izembek Lagocn, we found that 
they had never noticed a similar bone ruin anY\'1here else 
on the lagoon shore or in the region Of the'more than 
100 depressions we personally located, this was the 
only permanent bone and stone structure evidenced ..•• 
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As suggested above, abundance of fish and waterfowl 
\'Ias highly seasonal and unless sufficient ilmounts of 
either food resource were stored, occupants of the 
bone house would have been at a distinct disadvantage 
during the winter when water transportation and food 
collecting \'laS precluded by ice covering the shallow 
lagoon. . 

The house construction may have been an experiment 
which failed. One family or group of families decided 
that, in fact, the location next to this rich salmon 
stream was suitable for a more permanent kind of hab
itation than the other hunters and gatherers imagined. 
They probably found permanent occupation impossible and 
thus after the bone house was completed, the lack of 
a year-round or winter food potential may have caused 
the family \'/ho built it to use it only during the suminer 
and fall .... The most telling argument against the bone 
house being a success is the fact that no other family 
of the many that seasonally fished and hunted here ever 
attempted to duplicate the structure at other spots 
along the lagoon shore. 

This site, then, is significant in the study of Aleut prehistory, 

as well as significant in archaeological studies in this area. 
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This small site, located above the mouth of a stream running into the 

southern shore of Appl egate ~ove, in the s'outheastern porti on of I zembek 
. . 

Lagoon, was reported as an area with 8-10 dwelling pits seen by A. P. '. . . .' 

McCartney (197.3:9). 

~1cCartney' conducted extensive archaeological testing in this area in 

1971, and in '~. si,t'e (PN-41) barely a 'mile from this site, across a small 

. corner of Appl egate 'Cove, he found one of' the most important archaeol 09; ca 1 
. .' . . . 

features in this ,area--a bone house, the only 'permanent d\r/ell ing found in 

is portion of the Alaska Peninsula. 'This site, however, like the other 

sites on Izembek'~agoon, was seemingly only seasonally occupied, and this 

area seemed to be especially ric'h for salmon fishing operations during the 

summer . 

This area is not only significant in the study of Aleut subsistence 

utilization and migrations along the Alaska Peninsula into the Aleutian 

Islands, but 'also for the study of inter-cultural contacts and influences. 

The bone house McCartney found nearby showed Aleut influences" as well as 

influences from Natives living further to the northeast on the Alaska 

Peninsula. This site, then, has the potential fo~ yielding significant 

'I archaeological data on early Native aC,tivities in this area. 
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A large site was reported here, betvleen blo lagoons north"'Jest of 

Morzhovoi Bay on the northwestern tip of t Ie Alaska Peninsula, by Robert 

Jones, .:me of A. P. MCCartney's Cold Bay informants (~lcCartney, 1973:9). 

Most Native sites found on the Alaska Peninsula, particularly those 

,around Izembek Lagoon, were not permanent villages, but seasonal sites, 

the occupants following the seasonal migrations of animals utilized for 

food and raw materials. Research done in this area can therefore help 

delineate Native subsistence utilization and population shift~ in the later 

prehistoric and historic periods, 

Moreover, McCartney notes that the Alaska Peninsula was the juncture 

of four different Native cultural spheres of influence--Aleuts, Kodiak 

Islanders, Eskimos from the Bristol Bay region, and Natives from south

western interior Alaska. Sites such as this have great potential for 

yieldin: significant archaeological data concerning the contacts between 

these groups, either for trade, warfare, or in terms of physical diffusion 

through the area over a long period of time. 
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This site, located on a narrow bar in a cove on the southwestern tip of 

the Alaska Peninsula, was reported by A. P. McCartney during his survey of 

the eastern Aleutians and Alaska Peninsu1a (1973:9). Such areas are 

typical of Aleut settlement locations, as they afforded protection from 

storms, while still allowing easy access to the sea for hunting purposes. 

The Alaska Peninsula is a crucial area of Aleu~ occupation as it was 

:1IIIL'Ong the Peninsula that the first Aleuts migrated into the Aleutian 
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Island Chain. This area, then, can perhaps yield sJgnificant archaeological 

and environmental data concerning prehistoric Aleut utilization of this 

area. This site may also be important to the study of inter-cultural 

trade, warfare, and cultural diffusion, as the relationships with archaeo

logical materials from neighboring non-A1eut Peninsula sites, mainland 

interior sites, and Kodiak Island sites can be studied by excavating A1eut 

sites in this area. 
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This Aleut settlement, located in a cove on the southwestern tip of 

the Alaska Peninsula, was reported by A. P. McCartney during his 1973 

archaeological survey of the Peninsula and eastern Aleutians (1973;9). 

This area is extremely significant in the study of Aleut prehistory, 

especially Aleut western migrations, and intercultural contacts beb/een 

Aleuts and Eskimos living further to the east on the Alaska Peninsula. 

McCartney (1973:18) writes: 

The Izembek phase found at the western tip of the 
Peninsula at about A.D. 1,000 is intermediate between 
Peninsula Eskimo materials of the Naknek drainage 
and Aleut materials from the eastern Aleutians. 
Because it shares in definite Aleutian and mainland 
charcteristics, the Izembek phase cannot be said to 
be just an extension of eastern Aleutian culture onto 
the mainland. Rather we might see a cultural contin
uum along the length of the Peninsula and offshore 
islands in which Aleutian influences are stronger in 
the west and conversely Shelikof Strait-Naknek in
fluences are stronger to the east. 

This area may also yield significant information regarding Aleut 

cultural adaptation caused by Russian influences introduced to the area 

in the mid-eighteenth century. 
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This site, located on the Bering Sea coast 'of the Alaska Peninsula 

near tl-te entrance to Bristol Bay, was renorted to the Aleut Corporation 

as the historic village of Bear River by the Nelson Lagoon Land Committ~e. 

According to the Land Committee (P:leut Corp. files, 1973:2), this village 

is very significant in the memories of many Aleuts now livi.ng in Nelson 

lagoon: 

Bear River Village site is situated approximately 
12 miles Northeast of Port Moller. There is an old 
historical Russian Church at this village. At the present 
time there is only one dwelling that is occupied occasion
ally by a native family .... A number of natives now re
siding at Nelson Lagoon have lived out their early 
childhood at Bear River as their ancestors were from 
this village. One of the main reasons the village is 
now deserted is due to the fact that 11 of the old 
people died and the younger generation moved to Nelson 
lagoon so their children can attend school. There is 
also a cemetery site in the vicinity of the church. 
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This site, located on a spit of land enclosing a small cove in Herendeen 

Bay on the Alaska Peninsula was report~d as an "old village" site by Aleuts 

living in the area who. are still familiar with many such old sites, either 

through traditional oral histories concerning them, or through finding 

them in hunting and trapping expeditions (Aleut Corp. files, map). 

This site is typical of many old Aleut village locations, as these 

spits of land were easy to escape from in case of approaching enemies-

seemingly an important consideration in this area of inter-cultural war

fare bet\-Jeen Aleuts and Eskimos from the western coast of Alaska or Kodiak 

Island--while these coves offered protection from storms, yet allowed 

easy access to the sea for hunti,ng purposes. 

Alaska Peninsula sites, such as this one, have great potential for 

yielding significant archaeological and environmental data concerning 

settlement patterns and subsistence utilization in this area both pre

historically and historically. as \'/ell as information concerning Aleut mi

grations along the Alaska Peninsula into the Aleutian Islands, and inter-. 
cultural contacts bebleen Aleuts and other Native groups of southwestern 

Alaska. 
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I This site, reported to the Aleut Corporation as "Wilson's place," 

, . 

I is an Aleut burial site consisting of bow to three graves, and is located 

on the northwestern shore of Pavlof Bay on the southern coast of the Alaska 

:1 Peninsula (Aleut Corp. files, map). 

'. It is not knO\'m how old these graves are, but the grave markers may 

. still be visible. Further ethnographic research done in this area should 

II reveal more information concerning this site. Also, as Aleut burial sites 

were often located near former Aleut settlements (see application for PN-9l), 
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this may be a significant Aleut historic or prehistoric seasonal camp or 

permanent village, which can yield archaeological data concerning Aleut 

occupation of this portion of the Alaska Peninsula over time. 
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This is ~ small Ale~t settlement site ~ndgrave site located at the· 

mouth o~ Mino Creek, which flows into the Pacific Ocean on the southern 

coast of the Alaska Peninsula. Aleuts still living in the ~rea who are 

familiar with~~is ~ite report that there are at least eight graves on 

the '"/est side of the creek. The settlement which is known to be here is 

over 100 years old (Ale~t Corp. files, map). 

~mny such old sites--prehistoric and historic--are remembered by the 

Aleut population, and their locations are often handed down in the tra

rlitional oral literature of these people. Further ethnographic research 

may reveal the extent of the present-day feelings and associatons for this 

site, while the area has the added potential of perhaps yielding signifi

cant archaeological data concerning Aleut occupation of this portion of 

the Alas/ra Peninsula in the late historic period. 
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A large village was reported her~, near the mouth of a large stream 

flowing into Moffet lagoon on the Bering Sea coast of the Alaska Peninsula, 

to the Aleut Corporation by Aleuts of Cold Bay who are familiar with many 

such sites in this area (Aleut Corp. files). 

The research done in this area of the Alaska Peninsula by A. P. Hc

Cartney (1973, 1974) indicates that most sites in this area were not perman-

ently-occupied villages, but seasonally occupied subsistence camps. Never

this area is highly significant in Aleut history, prehistory, and 

cultural contacts with other Native groups. Further research on sites such 

as this can help delineate Aleut migrations into the Aleutian Islands to 

the west, as well as Native migrations eastward along the Alaska Peninsula. 

Moreover, research here can help define how the population of this area 

was affected by shifting patterns of subsistence resource movements. Also, 

the area can yield information regarding cultural diffusion, warfare, and 

trade between Aleuts and Native groups further up the Alaska Peninsula, 

the western coastal area of Alaska, and interior Alaska. 
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This site, located in a small cove on the northeastern shore of r10ffet 

Lagoon on the Bering Sea coast of the Alaska Peninsula, \'iaS reported by . 

Aleuts living in the area of Col,d Bay to tile Aleut Corporation (Aleut 

Corp. 'files). 

Although McCartney'~ rese~rch in this area indicated that most of the 

sites on the Alaska Peninsula were occupied only seasonally, sites such 

as this are extremely significant to the study. of Aleut prehistory and 

history. This is' a crucial area of Al~ut occupation, as it was along the 

Alaska Peninsjla .that the first Aleuts migrated into the Aleutian Island 

Chain. Seasonal subsistence activities in this area seem to have followed 

the migration of animals utilized for food and raw materials, and this 

pattern remained well established in the late prehistoric and historic 

periods. 

Moreover, relationships with archaeological materials from neighbol~ing 

non-AleL~ Peninsula sites, mainland interior sites, and Kodiak Island 

sites can be studied by excavating Aleut sites in this area, v/hich was 

a juncture for the cultural diffusion of these four different peoples. 
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This site, lo~ated at "the.mout~ of a large stream flm"ling into 
, . 

Moffet lagoon 'on the Bering Sea 'coast of the Alaska Peninsula, was re-. .. . 

ported to the Aleut Corporation by present inhabitants of Cold Bay (Aleut 

Corp. files)~ .This si~elies on the southern side of the ~tream, directly 

opposite site pN-92, on the northern ,Side. 

Research conducted' iri this area by A. P. McCartney (1974) indicates 

that such sites close together were generally occupied at the same period 
. . 

of time, and used only seasonally, as subsistence camps, not permanent ' 

villages. This area seems to have been advantageous for subsistence 

I' salmon fishing, and \'1as utilized fn much the same manner in the prehistoric 
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period, and well into the historic period. 

One of the reasons this area was not utilized for permanent village 

location in the prehistoric period was the intense conflict between Aleuts 

of this are~ ~nd non-Aleut peopl~s from further up the Peninsula and interior 

Alaska. Sites such as this, therefore, have great potential for yielding 

significant archaeoiogical data conc~rning Aleut settlement of this area 

as well as inter-cultural contacts beb/een them and other Native groups. 
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This site, reported as an Aleut village location by inhabitants of 
. 

Cold Bay (Aleut Corp. files) is situated on the western edge of Kinzarof 

lagoon north of Cold Bay. According to A. P. McCartney, who investigated 

Native sites in this portion of the Alaska Peninsula, these areas were not 

permanent villages, but seasonally occupied subsistence camps. Nevertheless, 

sites such as this have great potential for yielding significant archaeo

logical data concerning Aleut prehistory. McCartney noted (1974:59) that 

this unique environmental and geographic area "should serve as an important 

laboratory for tracing past movements of peoples and their marine-adapted 

cul tures along thi s land funnel in ei ther south\'lesterly or northeasterly 

directions." 

Not only was the Alaska Peninsula a migration link between the Aleutian 

Islands and Alaskan mainland, it \'/as also a juncture for four cultural 

influences: "It is the meeting place of the Aleutians, the Bristol Bay

western Alaska coastal region, the Kodiak-southern Alaska coastal region 

and the southwestern interior Alaska region. From a ~eographical viewpoint, 

cultures from all these regions may have merged at this Alaska Peninsula 

hub since deglaciation of the Peninsula at approximately 6000-3500 B.C." 

(McCartney, 1974:59). 
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This site, reported"as an ,Aieut village s,ite location by Aleuts 

living in Co1~ Ba~ (Aleut' Co~p. fi1e~) is ~ocated so~thwest of Cape 

G1azen~~ on the ~erin~ Sea coast of the Alaska Peninsula. 

This site is 10cate,d barely ,a mile from site PN-38, which was tested 
, ' 

by A. P. ~1cCartney in 1971 (1974:62), and PN-96 may have been occupied 

at the same period of'time (app~oxim,atelY AD 1000). The sites in this 

area were sea'sonally occupied by the Native population which flowed north-

st and sout:,west a10~g the Alaska pe~insu1a~fol1o\'ling the migration 'of 

marine animals used for food and raw materials. This area has archaeological 
, , 

significance in that it ,has the potential of yielding considerable data 

concerning Naiive migrations into the Aleutians, settlement patterns and 

subsistence-related activities in the later prehistoric and early historic 

periods, andcu1tural contacts beb/een the Aleuts and Natives living fUl"ther 

east on:he ,Peninsula and along the western and southern coasts of Alaska. 
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This site is located on a narrow bar of land separating the Bering 
. 

Sea from a small lagoon on the northwestern tip of the Alaska Peninsula.' 

It was reported as an Aleut village site by inhabitants of the present 

village of Cold Bay (Aleut Corp. files). 

From research conducted in this area in recent years by A. P. Mc

Cartney (1973, 1974), it is knm·tn that most of the sites along the Alaska 

Peninsula were not permanent villages, but seasonally occupi~d subsistence 

camps, taking advantage of the changing availability of animal resources 

in the area \'/hich \'/ere used for food and raw materials. McCartney noted 

that despite the transient nature of Native occupation of this area, it 

is an important area in the study of Native migrations through the Alaska 

Peninsula, either into the Aleutians to the south\'lest, or northeast to 

the Alaska mainland. "Tb delineate what groups lived whereat various 

.. 

periods up to several millennia ago on the Peninsula, extensive archaeological 

excavations must eventually be conducted. At present, any ethnic boundary 

sho\,1n on Peninsula maps must be assumed to apply only to the 19th century. 

the prehistoric boundaries or areas of intergradation must aVlait future 

investigations" (McCartney, 1973: 19). 
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This site, reported as an old Aleut village by Aleuts living in the 
. . I 
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present village of Cold Bay, (Aleut Corp. files) is .located in a small cove 

1 

on the north\'/estern t;'p of the Alaska Peninsula. It is situated barely 

ten miles from the northeast coast of Unimak Island. 

• 

Although most Aleut sites on the Alaska Peninsula seem to have been 

.only seasonally occupied subsistence camps, sites such as this have great 

potential for yielding significant archaeological data concerning pre

historic and historic cross-cultural contacts between Aleuts and other Native 

..proups in the area. . . .' 

~ . This is a crucial area of Aleut occupation, since it was along the 
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Alaska Peninsula that the first Aleuts migrated into the Aleutian Island 

Chain. Moreover, relationships with archaeological materials from neigh

boring non-Aleut Peninsula sites, mainland interior sites, and Kodiak 

Island sites can be studied by excavating Aleut sites such as this, thereby 

helping to delineate trade, \'larfare, and cultural diffusion beb/een these 

I groups. 
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This i~ the site of Port Moller, located on Entrance Point on the Bering 

Sea side of the Alaska Peninsula. This \'/as at one time a Native village, 

noted by Ivan Petroff as t-1ashik in the 1880 Census (Orth, 1967:773), 

and a cannery operation was buil there ir. 1916. 

~uch sites are of great significance in studying Aleut occupation of 

this area over time. A. P. HcCartney, during his archaeological survey of 

the Alaska Peninsula, noted (1973:12) that Native village populations 

b~came fluid in response to economic occupations offered by the first 

Russian fur traders in the area in the eighteenth century; "Later, the 

developing fishing industry centered on cod and salmon and t~e industry 
' •• c 

affected those areas where these fish were most abundant. Hence, cannery 

communities sprang up along bays throughout the survey region. II Such 

population shifts do not seem to have changed very much (McCartney, 

1973:13): "In sum, the native and non-native population of the area during 

historic times has been distributed at various settlements for relatively 

short ~eriods, depending primarily upon economic advantage. Seasonal pop

ulation shifts have continued much as they occurred in pre-Russian times, 

fol10\'/ing shifts in major animal species pursued for food and rav.J materials." 

This site is therefore significant in helping to delineate changing 

Aleut life-styles over time, and how Aleut cultural adaptation to non

Native influences was shaped. 
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This site, in Mine Harbor in Herendeen Bay on the northern side of 

the Alaska Peninsula, is the abandoned village of Herendeen Bay noted 

by A. P. McCartney (1973:16). It is the site of an historic settlement 

area. Mining explorations were conducted here in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries, and a coal mine seems to have been estab-

, lished here in 1888 (Orth, 1967:644). 
.. . ,. r, 

This site is not only significant for its role in the economic devel-:' 
~ '.t, 
, . ~.' 

opments occurring in southwestern Alaska in the late nineteenth century, 

but also because it can indicate the effects of such developments on Aleut 

life and culture in this area, the Native inhabitants of which were i~- ' 

f1uenced by European and American intrusion into the area from the mid

eighteenth century to the present. Documentary and ethnographic research 

centering on this area can help to delineate the cultural and economic 

changes brought to the area by these intrusions. 
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